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Abstract

Parallelism has become the principal means of sustaining growth in computational performance but
there has been relatively little development in general-purpose computer architectures or programming
models that can deal effectively with large amounts of it. A new general-purpose model of parallel
computing would enable standardisation between architectures, high-volume production and software
that is portable between different machines, now and as they develop with future technology. There
is substantial opportunity to support this in emerging areas of embedded computing, where the
problems of sensing, interaction and decision making can exploit large amounts of parallelism.
This thesis demonstrates the essential aspects of a scalable general-purpose model of parallel
computation by proposing a Universal Parallel Architecture (UPA), based on a highly-connected
communication network, and a high-level parallel programming language for it called sire that can
be compiled using simple techniques. The design of sire combines the essential capabilities of sharedmemory programming with the benefits of message passing to support a range of programming
paradigms and to provide powerful capabilities for abstraction to build and compose subroutines and
data structures in a distributed context. The design also enables program code to be distributed at
run time to reuse memory and for processor allocation to be dealt with during compilation so that
the overheads of using distributed parallelism are minimal.
To evaluate whether the UPA is practical to build, a high-level implementation model using
current technologies is described. It demonstrates that the cost of generality is relatively small; for a
system with 4,096 processors, an overall investment of around 25% of the system is required for the
communication network. Executing on specific UPA implementations, sire’s primitives for parallelism,
communication and abstraction incur minimal overheads, demonstrating its close correspondence
to the UPA and its scalability. Furthermore, as well as executing highly-parallel programs, the UPA
can support sequential programming techniques by emulating large memories, allowing general
sequential programs to be executed with a factor of 2 to 3 overhead when compared to contemporary
sequential machines.
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C HAPTER 1.

I NTRODUCTION
The rate of development of computing in the last century is unmatched by any other technology;
consequently, it has become an integral part of science, commerce, industry and everyday life. Its
success can be attributed two key factors: the proliferation of a single basic model of computation and
the development of sympathetic implementation technologies that have supported an exponential
growth in performance.
The conventional basic model of computation has been the von Neumann architecture [von45],
which can be seen as an efficient realisation of Alan Turing’s work on universal computing machines [Tur37]. In Turing’s work, a computing machine is universal in the sense that, as well as being
able to execute any program that it may be supplied as an input, it can emulate any other machine
by reading both the description of the machine to be emulated, as well as the input. Making this
universality efficient means that the cost of the machine and the performance of an emulation are
both proportional to that of a hypothetical specialised device that implements directly the machine
being emulated. This has allowed von Neumann machines to take over from special-purpose devices
in many application areas as a cheaper and more flexible alternative.
The von Neumann model is based on the abstraction of a single large randomly-accessible memory
in which both the program and data are stored and accessed by a processor that performs computational operations. Arbitrarily large programs and data sets can be handled by scaling the size of the
memory and performance can be scaled by increasing the rate at which operations are performed.
Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology has provided a synergistic implementation technique for the model. It is a technology for densely integrating electronic circuits onto
semiconductor materials and ways of scaling it have provided exponential increases in the density
and operating frequency of devices.1 This has provided according increases in memory capacity and
processing rate and, driven by huge demand in consumer markets, this has led to rapid iterations of
hardware, providing immediate benefits to existing software.
Inevitably, the scaling of frequency in CMOS devices has not continued indefinitely due to fundamental limits in its power efficiency, and since this was the principal way by which the performance
of von Neumann machines was scaled, their performance has stopped scaling in the same way. This
occurred around 2005 and since then, there have only been very modest increases in sequential
performance. However, although operating frequency has stalled, the density of CMOS devices has
continued to scale and is predicted to do so for the next 15 to 20 years [Int12a].
1.1. Parallelism in computer architecture

It is now widely accepted that parallelism is the only known means of sustaining growth in computational performance [FM11, p. 109] and as the density of CMOS devices continues to scale, the
microprocessor industry will produce designs with larger number of processors. Based on this, it
looks increasingly certain that future systems will involve large numbers of processors,2 potentially
with thousands of cores per chip [Bor07]. There are many application areas that will be able to make
1

This scaling was first observed by Gordon Moore at Intel in 1965 and has since been known as Moore’s law [Moo65]. It
has since become a significant driver for the industry as a self-fulfilling prophecy.
2
This is reflected in the model used by the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) which was
significantly revised in 2007, setting a basis of 4 processor cores per chip and projected a factor of 1.4x increase every
technology generation, which is on average 2.5 years [Int12c, p. 14].
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use of large amounts of parallelism. These include artificial intelligence, vision, graphics, natural
language processing and human interaction. With continued scaling, these will increasingly be
applied in embedded systems such as robotics, where there is enormous potential for the further
application of computers.
The prevailing reaction from microprocessor designers since 2005 has been an evolutionary one
to extend the von Neumann architecture with multiple processors that all access the same memory.
These devices are known as symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs). They maintain compatibility with
legacy code, which has perhaps come to be the most important driver in microprocessor design, but
they exacerbate the problem of memory latency by increasing the competition for access bandwidth.
This is known as the von Neumann bottleneck [Bac78]. The consequence is that this approach will
likely face diminishing returns [ABC+ 06] and it is expected that SMPs will not scale well beyond
around 24 cores [RKB+ 09]. They cannot therefore in the long term support large numbers of
processors to provide the expected sustained growth in performance from parallelism.
Despite a preoccupation with the von Neumann model and frequency scaling in mainstream
consumer devices, parallelism has been an active area of academic study and a practical means
of scaling performance in high-performance computing (HPC) systems, which deliver performance
far beyond that of a single processor. Typical state-of-the-art HPC systems employ hundreds of
thousands of processors and have become essential in areas such as science and engineering for
dealing with large-scale problems. Parallelism also has a long history in specialised devices such as
graphics processing units (GPUs) and digital-signal processors (DSPs) where the problem domain is
well defined and the markets large enough to support their production. In particular, GPUs have
developed to support greater levels of programmability, and consequently have found applications in
other areas that fit their restricted model of parallelism. In these cases, GPUs can provide significant
improvements in performance, but they remain used typically as an accelerator in conjunction with
a conventional SMP to handle sequential execution and more general forms of parallelism. This
heterogeneous approach is at odds with a single basic model of computation since it essentially argues
for a variety of special-purpose designs.
1.2. General-purpose parallel computers

Parallelism has been deployed in specific domains with great success but a more general model has
not yet emerged. For parallelism to succeed sequential computing and become the standard form, a
model analogous to the von Neumann general-purpose sequential computer is required that embodies
the same concept of efficient universality [Val88, McC93]. Such a model would enable standardisation
between architectures and high-volume production, leading to optimised manufacturing processes
and low-cost devices, and the development of software that could not only be used on different
parallel machines, but also on successive generations in order to benefit from new technologies to
deliver increasing levels of performance [May94]. The emergence of large consumer-based markets,
for instance robotics, could drive this.
Surprisingly, Valiant has already described the essential aspects of a basic model of parallel
computation [Val90b] and it is based on parallel communication networks that can support arbitrary
patterns of communication. These provide architectural independence by allowing a separation of the
implementation of a program from the structure of a machine implementation, with both conforming
to the basic computational model. Crucially, architectural independence simplifies the process of
writing and compiling efficient programs because the machine structure does not need to be taken
into account.
In the analogy with the von Neumann model, structural independence corresponds to the abstraction of the memory that supports arbitrary patterns of access but this depends on memory
implementations having to invest heavily in the structure and interconnection to deliver this capability. In the 1950s, before the advent of magnetic storage technology that could deliver random access
efficiently, ultrasonic memories such as mercury delay lines had non-uniform behaviour and a great
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deal of effort was invested to optimising accesses with optimum codings to reduce delay [Wil68].
This however significantly complicated the programming of systems with these memories and tied
programs to specific memory implementations. Random-access memory facilitated a simple programming model for sequential processors and, up until the mid-1980s, memory latency corresponded
closely to computational operations such as arithmetic and branching. In the C programming language [KR88] up to this time, each primitive operation corresponded to one machine operation
(memory access or otherwise), providing the programmer with a simple performance model and efficient and predictable execution [Myc07]. However, as the performance of memory has deteriorated
with respect to processor speeds, architectural optimisations such as caches have led to the need for
programming and compilation approaches that can leverage these and consequently, C has lost its
close correspondence to sequential machines and its utility as a simple abstraction.
The essential aspects of a practical general-purpose model of computation are therefore a universal
machine that can be implemented efficiently with current technology, a high-level language that can
express arbitrary programs and a compilation process that can transform programs written in the
language to execute efficiently on the machine. In this, there are three key abstractions; first, the
universal nature of the machine provides an abstraction of its implementation, second, the high-level
programming language provides a further abstraction of the machine to provide the programmer
with primitive constructs that are convenient to use to express computational structures, and third,
the language also provides the ability to create new abstractions such as subroutines, modules and
libraries, to simplify the expression of complex program structures.
Figure 1.1Components of a general-purpose form of computation and the abstractions involvedfigure.caption.13
below summarises the components of general-purpose computation and abstractions involved.
programs
high-level language

programming abstractions
language abstraction

compilation scheme
computational model

machine abstraction

machine architecture
Figure 1.1.: Components of a general-purpose form of computation and the abstractions involved. The shape
of the compilation-scheme component is tapered to represent a reduction from the high-level
language to the computational model and the machine-architecture component is also tapered to
reflect that the computational model captures only the essential features of the implementation.

1.3. This thesis

This thesis practically demonstrates the essential aspects of a general-purpose model of parallel
computation by proposing a scalable Universal Parallel Architecture (UPA) based on a fast, highlyconnected communication network and a high-level programming language called sire that corresponds closely to the UPA because it can be compiled using simple techniques. It evaluates both the
implementation cost of the UPA using current technologies and its performance, focusing on specific
sire programs as well as its ability to support sequential programming techniques.
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1.3.1. Contributions
The UPA design

1. An architecture that can support the efficient execution of highly-parallel programming techniques as well as sequential ones, and that can switch between these during the execution of a
program.
2. An architecture that allows implementations of it to be easily specialised by adjusting the
network performance or balance of processing to memory to optimise for specific workloads.
3. The choice of a folded-Clos network for the interconnect topology, based on:
a) its equivalence to the hypercube and fixed-degree variants and consequent universality
as a communication network, and its ability to support two-phase randomised routing
with no increase in the average distance that messages travel;
b) its hierarchically recursive structure that allows it to be packaged with different technologies and for bandwidth to be flexibly provisioned at each level.
4. The use of a high-degree crossbar switching element to reduce the number of stages in the
folded-Clos network and to connect multiple processors to each switch.
5. The use of wormhole switching and a remote memory access mechanism to efficiently support
both arbitrary-sized messages and memory accesses.
6. The use of XMOS XS1 processor cores that provide direct support for communication and
parallelism to minimise communication startup latency and the cost of creating parallel processes
respectively, so that the degree of parallelism exploited from a particular problem can be
maximised.
The sire programming language design

7. The ability to express and combine a wide range of programming paradigms, including messagepassing and data-flow structures, task farms and event handlers, in particular, PRAM-style
shared-memory parallel computations and RAM-style sequential computations.
8. The concept of a server as a language primitive:
a) to provide a mechanism for sharing within a message-passing framework (i.e. combining
the capabilities of shared memory programming with those of message passing), where
sharing in this context relates to many-to-one patterns of communication;
b) to provide a basis for distributed parallel subroutines, distributed representations of data
(as a basis for distributed data structures) and the modular composition of a program;
c) to deal with all aspects of abstraction that involve communication, allowing processes to
be named (rather than having named communication channels as was the case in occam)
in order to facilitate a simple distributed implementation;
d) to provide a mechanism for explicitly moving pieces of program to the data on which
they operate (i.e. between processors);
e) with declaration syntax similar to standard variable declarations so that a program can be
composed in a conventional way with a sequence of declarations followed by a a sequence
of operations;
f) with call syntax similar to local procedure calls to allow a programmer to move easily
between local and remote forms of a call to employ parallelism or to distribute data.
9. Facilities for combining collections of servers and creating abstractions based on them.
10. The capability of sire to be compiled using simple techniques (i.e. with a non-optimising
compiler) and therefore for the primitive aspects of the language to correspond closely to the
operation of the UPA, providing a transparent execution model.
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11. For sire to be used as a ‘system’ programming language because of its close correspondence
to the UPA. This, for example, allows it to be used to build components for managing and
optimising distributed systems such as memories with a particular model of consistency,
caches to transparently improve locality and facilities for replication and combining to manage
distributed data.
Compilation of sire programs to the UPA

12. For a large part of the sire compilation process to be dealt with using source-to-source program
transformations into to a simplified canonical form, using algebraic properties of the language.
This is beneficial because the output is understandable by the programmer and only the small
canonical subset needs to be implemented.
13. A compile-time scheme to determine a run-time schedule for the allocation of processes to
processors. This avoids the overheads of run-time processor allocation and thus minimises the
overhead of using distributed parallelism.
14. Efficient run-time distribution of program code between the memories of different processors
to reuse processor memory. This also decouples the compilation process and its run time from
the number of processors in the target system and allows minimal program binaries to be
produced (i.e. not one for each processor) that can be replicated rapidly over a system at boot
time.
15. A compile-time scheme to prevent deadlock that can be caused by many-to-one server channel
connections. This is based on queuing of client requests by servers to engage with them, so
that client requests do not block other communication traffic in the network.
Performance evaluation of the UPA and sire

16. A high-level implementation model of the UPA, based on a packaging of a folded Clos using
a H-tree layout and a simplified VLSI model with specific parameters to characterise current
technology.
17. Evaluation of the cost and scaling of the UPA implementation, demonstrating that the overall
investment in a universal interconnect for a system with up to 4,096 processors is around 20%
to 30% of the total cost, compared to 5% with a non-universal 2D mesh network.
18. Evaluation of the performance of the primitive mechanisms for parallelism, communication
and abstraction in sire, demonstrating that the overheads are very low:
a) remote server calls, performed across the network, have an overhead of 8 to 20 times that
of local calls;
b) processes can be offloaded to remote processors if they exceed just a few tens of thousands
of operations (around 10 µs to 60 µs at 1 GHz);
c) the mechanism for process distribution can bring thousands of processors into action in a
few thousand cycles (4,096 tiles in around 200 µs at 1 GHz).
19. A compiler for a simple sequential language that generates programs to execute on the UPA
with a large emulated memory.
20. Evaluation of the ability of the UPA to support sequential programming techniques by emulating large random access memories. The results of this show that general sequential programs
can be emulated with a factor of 2 to 3 slowdown when compared to conventional sequential
architectures.
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1.3.2. Overview

This thesis is divided into three parts: background, the description of the UPA and sire, and performance evaluation. Each chapter deals with different components of the ‘stack’ in Figure 1.1Components of a general-purpose form of computation and the abstractions involvedfigure.caption.13 and
with each summary below, an illustration of the components it corresponds to is included.
The background part consists of three chapters.
Chapter 2Parallel computationchapter.2 considers the concept of parallel computation independently of any particular architecture or programming language.
It focuses on the two main communication paradigms: shared memory and
message passing and argues why conventional shared memory is insufficient
for a general model of parallelism.
Chapter 3Parallel programming, languages and compilationchapter.3 discusses
parallel programming, from high-level issues related to the formulation of an
algorithm, to the issues that affect the effectiveness with which a particular
language can be compiled. It outlines criteria for a general-purpose parallel
language and presents a survey of existing programming approaches.

program
language
compilation
model
machine
programs
language
compilation
model
machine
program

Chapter 4General-purpose parallel architecturechapter.4 describes the theoretical
results concerning universal networks, describes the practical details of an
implementation of an interconnection network and presents a short survey of
existing parallel machines.

language
compilation
model
machine

The UPA and sire language part consists of four chapters.
programs
sire

Chapter 5The Universal Parallel Architecturechapter.5 presents a description of
the UPA and an explanation of its main characteristics.

compilation
model
UPA
programs

Chapter 6The sire programming languagechapter.6 presents a definition of the sire
programming language that introduces it incrementally and, for each part,
provides simple examples of its use.

sire

compilation
model
UPA
programs

Chapter 7Sire programming structureschapter.7 demonstrates a range of highlevel programming structures that can be expressed with sire and how they
can be combined to form complex programs. The chapter is divided into
message-passing process structures and server structures.
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Chapter 8Compilation of sire to the UPAchapter.8 describes how sire programs can
be compiled. It is divided into a description of the sequence of transformations
applied to convert a program into canonical form, and a description of the
generation of executable code and its combination with run-time program
components.

programs
sire

compilation
model
UPA

The evaluation of implementation cost and performance part consists of two chapters.
programs

Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9 describes a realistic
implementation model for the UPA, based on current production technologies, and presents a range of hypothetical systems to show how the relative
proportions of processing, interconnect and memory scale.
Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and sirechapter.10 presents the
methodology and results for the empirical performance investigations based
on the modelled implementation of the UPA from Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9. The first set of experiments investigate the
efficiency of the primitive mechanisms for parallelism and communication in
sire and the second set of experiments investigate the ability of the UPA to
support sequential programming techniques.

sire

compilation
model
UPA

programs
sire

compilation
model
UPA

Finally, Chapter 11Summary and conclusionschapter.11 provides a summary and conclusion.
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This chapter examines the concept of parallel computation, to provide a foundation for the later
discussion of parallel programming and machine architecture in Chapters 3Parallel programming,
languages and compilationchapter.3 and 4General-purpose parallel architecturechapter.4.
Since this thesis is concerned with computers, i.e. general purpose programmable devices to perform
computations, and using parallelism to scale performance, in this context, a parallel computation is
expressed in a high-level language as a program and compiled to a format for execution by a device
consisting of a collection of sequential processors. These correspond to the components above and
below the ‘model’ component of the above stack.
Section 2.1Parallelism and communicationsection.2.1 discusses communication, the principal issue
in parallel computation, and the characteristics of the message-passing and shared-memory paradigms;
Section 2.2Modelssection.2.2 discusses the two most practical models of parallel computation based
on these paradigms; lastly, Section 2.3Summarysection.2.3 provides a summary.
2.1. Parallelism and communication

Conceptually, a parallel computation consists of a collection of processes that independently operate
sequentially and work cooperatively to perform a computational task, i.e. arithmetic and logic
operations. Cooperation is achieved by transferring data between one process and another, which is
called communication, and the structure of a parallel computation corresponds to interactions between
processes.
It is evident that a parallel computation must contain some communication, otherwise it would be
a set of independent tasks that produce separate results. Communication is therefore an intrinsic
aspect of parallel computation and it is the principal way in which parallel computer architectures
and programming languages differ from one another.
There are two main paradigms in parallel computation that characterise the way processes interact:
message passing and shared memory.
• Message passing is based on two operations, send and receive. A communication occurs when
one process performs a send operation and it is matched by a receive operation performed by
another process. Message passing is synchronous when the sender waits until the receiver is
ready before sending a message, and asynchronous when it does not.
• Shared memory is based on two operations, read and write, that provide access to an area of
storage shared between a collection of processes. Processes cooperate with one another by
accessing the shared space.
Message passing corresponds directly to the concept of communication and therefore to the wide
variety of things that communicate. This includes, at one end of the spectrum, us as human beings
that talk to each other, and at the other end, electronic devices that use electric or electromagnetic
signals to convey data from one place to another.
Since shared memory has to be implemented with electronics, and hence a form of message passing,
it can be seen to provide an abstraction of communication. This abstraction is important in parallel
computation because it provides a natural way to formulate parallel algorithms that are based on
access to shared data. Because of this and its similarity to the conventional model of sequential
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Figure 2.1.: An illustration of communication in message passing, where it occurs with a matching pair of
send and receive operations, and in shared memory, where it must be emulated by setting a
synchronisation flag to indicate a write has completed and the reader can access the message.

computation, shared memory has provided the basis for many parallel architectures and programming
languages. However, a model of parallel computation based on shared memory neglects the intrinsic
aspect of communication, making it inefficient to perform and furthermore, introduces problems
with non-determinism due to data-access races and poses problems for distributed implementations
because of consistency. These issues are discussed in the following sections.
2.1.1. Communicating with shared memory

When it is necessary to perform communication between two processes in a shared-memory
model of computation, message passing must be emulated (it will be argued in §3.1.3Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3 [p. 21Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3] that many common
paradigms in parallel algorithms are based on interactions). The problem with this is that it is not
possible to do so efficiently. For a process P to send a message to another process Q in a shared
memory, they require a synchronising location S and a buffer B, then:
1. P repeatedly reads the value at location S while it is 0;
2. when S is 1, P writes the value to be transmitted in B;
3. P writes the value 1 in S.
For Q to receive the message:
1. Q repeatedly reads the value at location S while it is 0;
2. when S is 1, Q reads the value of B, which is the message sent by P ;
3. finally, Q resets S to 0.
This communication scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.1bSubfigure 2 2.1bsubfigure.2.1.2. The source of
the inefficiency in this is in the polling behaviour of the receiver since it amounts to wasted work. To
avoid this, the receiver could be notified by an interrupt generated by the sender while it is performing
other work. However, interrupts require context switches where execution of a process is suspended
and all processor state associated with process is saved so the interrupt can be dealt with, which
introduces further overhead and timing issues.
The above scheme for implementing message passing illustrates that there is an inherent difficulty
in implementing interactions with shared memory. This can be summarised as whenever two or more
processes access a particular storage location, a synchronisation mechanism is required to ensure
data is written before it is read.
The inefficiencies of polling or interrupts can be reduced by augmenting the implementation of
shared memory with primitives to support synchronisation. For example, an operation to synchronise
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two processes could be implemented by sending messages to deschedule the execution of a process
waiting to receive a message and to schedule the execution when it has arrived [May94]. This
however essentially amounts to the addition of message-passing functionality to the implementation.
2.1.2. Non-determinism and shared memory

Another important issue with shared memory is that it introduces the potential for non-deterministic
behaviour. This occurs when the sequences of accesses to some shared state are dependent on
the sequencing of events in the execution. For example, if a memory location is read before a
corresponding write to it has completed, the value read will not be valid. To illustrate this, consider
two following two parallel processes that both increment a count stored at a memory location x:
process P
..
.
a := memory[x]
a := a + 1
memory[x] := a
..
.

process Q
..
.
a := memory[x]
a := a + 1
memory[x] := a
..
.

If the read operation from Q is executed before P has written back the incremented value, Q will
write back the wrong value. The behaviour of the program is then dependent on the way in which
the read and write are sequenced, rather than the semantics of the program. This is called a race
condition. A program in which there are no race conditions is said to be scheduling invariant because
it does not depend on the sequencing of events in the execution [Hoa85].
Race conditions pose significant problems in programming because their non-deterministic effects
make them difficult to reproduce and correct. They also make both formal and empirical verification
of program correctness difficult because the potential state space of the program grows exponentially
with the number of processes accessing it. As such, there are no simple or widely used techniques for
verifying the correctness of shared-memory parallel programs.
2.1.3. Consistency in distributed implementations

In implementations of shared memory that are not entirely centralised and therefore comprise more
than one physical memory (for example with per-processor caches or distributed memory systems)
the issue of memory consistency arises.
In a sequential consistency model, the order in which memory accesses are performed is fixed for
any sequential ordering of the operations performed by a program; for a parallel program, this is a
serialisation of the execution. Sequential consistency appears to be a sensible basis for the semantics
of shared-memory programs but because there are significant opportunities for relaxing aspects
of this model in the interests of improving performance, many shared-memory approaches have
adopted weak consistency models [AG96].
Weaker models of consistency remove guarantees about the ordering of reads and writes. Consider
a distributed memory system where the total memory capacity is divided into physically separate
devices but they are addressed in one logically shared space, and the access latency between different
processors and memories is variable.1 If a processor P performs a write to a memory location M
then synchronises with another processor Q that then reads from M , no guarantee can be given
that the read will arrive after the write because network latency is variable (often referred to as nonuniform memory access (NUMA)). To provide sequential consistency in this situation, each processor
must be informed about changes made to the memory by other processors so that a read always
1

A shared-memory multiprocessor with per processor caching is conceptually similar except each processor maintains a
small subset of the global memory. Consistency issues arise because writes can invalidate cached values.
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returns the value written by the most recent write [LH89]. The cost of such a scheme is significant
and becomes complex when performance optimisations are employed. Moreover, choosing a good
trade-off between the programming semantics and implementation complexity and performance is
difficult to do for a general class of programs.
2.1.4. Message passing

Message passing has some clear benefits over shared memory as a basis for parallel computation:
• when it is performed synchronously, it combines transfers of data with synchronisation into a
single primitive concept;
• it corresponds closely to the operation of electronic systems (and, in general, of things that
communicate) so it is simple to implement;
• it allows programs to be expressed in terms of localised communications and processing, which
makes an efficient use of resources in distributed implementations;
• non-determinism only occurs with many-to-one patterns of communication (multiple senders
and one receiver) and can be dealt with explicitly;
• it can be formalised.
The main perceived difficulty with message passing is that it results in a programming model that
requires all communication to be managed explicitly. The consequences of this are that:
• programs lack clarity since large portions of them deal with messaging;
• representations of data are fragmented between the processes that operate on it;
• it is difficult to express arbitrary patterns of data access.
This perception however is based on the relatively few message-passing approaches that exist, which
in general provide little flexibility in the patterns of communication that can be expressed, primarily
with point-to-point relationships between a pair of processes (in §3.3Survey of programming and compilation approachessection.3.3 [p. 28Survey of programming and compilation approachessection.3.3],
the capabilities of existing message-passing approaches are surveyed). However, messages can also
be passed one-to-many in a broadcast, many-to-one with client-server relationships or even all-to-all
in a total exchange.
A key argument in this thesis is that many-to-one patterns of communication, in particular, are
essential for dealing with the above shortcomings of current message-passing approaches. This is
because it provides a basis for sharing and thus a way to integrate the benefits of shared memory
with those of message passing.
2.2. Models

A model of parallel computation refines the general concept of a parallel computation that was given
at the start of this chapter by restricting the way in which processes can evolve, are arranged and can
communicate. A model defines neither a programming language nor machine architecture2 but is
said to be practical if:
• it is a convenient target for the compilation of high-level programming languages;
• it can be implemented efficiently with current technologies.

2

In this context it might also be referred to as an abstract machine or bridging model [Val90a].
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A practical model can therefore be used to define a relationship between programming languages and
architecture. It is an essential aspect of a general-purpose approach because it provides a common
basis for the design and analysis of algorithms, programming languages and machine architectures.
In this section, the two most practical existing models of parallel computation are discussed. These
are communicating sequential processes and the parallel random-access machine.
2.2.1. Communicating sequential processes

Communicating sequential processes (CSP) [Hoa78, Hoa85] is a mathematical formalism for describing
patterns of interaction in systems of concurrent processes. It is built on the primitive concepts
of message passing, parallel composition of processes and guarded commands for dealing with
non-determinism. These can be combined to express complex systems in a simple way. It is
part of the family of process calculi that includes Petri Nets [Pet77], the calculus of communicating
systems (CCS) [Mil82], which was a direct influence for CSP, the Actor model [Agh85] and the
π-calculus [Mil99].
Although CSP is conceptually similar to other communicating process models, its choice of
primitives make it practical both as a basis for a programming language and to implement.
• Synchronous message passing provides simple semantics and does not require buffering because
a sender always waits for the receiver to be ready to receive a message. In contrast, asynchronous
message passing (on which the Actor model is based, for example) requires buffering which
complicates theoretical analysis, can cause deadlock, can introduce inefficiency when they
grow large and can introduce latency in accessing the buffer [Hoa85, §7.3]. To note, when
buffering is required, it can be implemented simply with synchronised message passing.
• Bounded process creation prohibits the dynamic creation of processes from either parallel
recursive processes or unbounded arrays of processes. This is because the bounded case is
simpler to analyse and because dynamic process creation is difficult to implement efficiently,
particularly with distributed memory architectures.
• Non-determinism is permitted and managed explicitly with the use of a special guarded alternative operator.
In comparison, the π-calculus is much more dynamic; it provides mechanisms for process mobility
and to communicate channels as first-class entities between processes. This allows it to express
dynamically evolving systems, but it is faced with significant implementation challenges in providing
a basis for a scalable parallel programming model.
The simplicity and practicality of CSP inspired the occam programming language [INM84] and the
INMOS transputer microprocessor [INM88c], as well as numerous other programming languages. It
has also found uses in many other areas of computer science [AJS05].
2.2.2. Parallel random-access machine

A parallel random-access machine (PRAM) is the parallel analogue of the RAM model and was first
proposed to study the computational power of parallel machines with respect to serial ones [FW78].
A PRAM consists of an unbounded number of processors that operate synchronously in parallel and
access an unbounded shared memory. This makes it particularly suited to data-parallel computations
where collections of similar processes operate synchronously on shared data structures (the concept
of data parallelism is explained in more detail in Chapter 3Parallel programming, languages and
compilationchapter.3).
The PRAM model is idealised because it assumes that memory accesses and synchronisation are
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primitive operations that complete in the same (unit) time as regular computational operations.3
Its simplicity has provided a concrete basis for the design and analysis of parallel algorithms and
has generated significant work in the development of efficient PRAM algorithms and techniques;
see [KR90] for a survey. The idealistic assumptions it makes with respect to memory performance
pose significant problems for an efficient implementation because it ignores the practical issues
of latency, access contention and synchronisation overheads. However, a significant research
effort has generated ways that PRAMs can be emulated efficiently on practical parallel machines,
e.g. [KU88, Ran87, AHMP87]; the most prominent of these is Valiant’s bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP)
model [Val90a, Val90b].
The bulk-synchronous parallel machine model

The BSP model is capable of an efficient implementation on practical scalable parallel architectures
and provides a compilation target for PRAM programs. It consists of a distributed-memory parallel
computer with a communication network that delivers messages between arbitrary pairs of components that implement global read and write operations, and a (bulk) synchronisation mechanism that
can perform synchronisation between processors. PRAM programs are compiled to a BSP machine
with additional software components that deal with the distribution of memory accesses to avoid
hotspots and scheduling of multiple processes per processor to hide communication latency.
The separation of the mechanisms required to support a PRAM emulation from the underlying
architecture allows a BSP machine to be programmed directly so that it can be used with no emulation
overheads [Val90a] and to be capable of a simple implementation. This is perhaps the main reason
for its (limited) success [McC94]; other emulation schemes that include complex mechanisms directly,
such as those mentioned above, do not provide the same flexibility.
Adoption of BSP and PRAM algorithms

Despite the apparent ability of the BSP model to provide a efficient abstraction of a parallel computer
and to support shared-memory programming approaches, which are closely related to the practices
of conventional sequential programming, the BSP model has not yet received widespread adoption.
One reason for this is that it suffers from the problems associated with shared-memory programming
relating to communication, non-determinism and consistency that were explained in §2.1Parallelism
and communicationsection.2.1 [p. 11Parallelism and communicationsection.2.1]. Another reason is
that it is expensive to perform bulk synchronisation. Although the model allows synchronisation
for subsets of processors, without an efficient method to implement pair-wise synchronisation, the
model does not easily accommodate less bulk-synchronous approaches such as message passing.
2.3. Summary

The two main paradigms of interaction in parallel computation are shared memory and message
passing. Message passing corresponds directly to the concept of communication and shared memory
provides an abstraction of it.
Shared-memory is a useful tool in computations that are based on shared data with arbitrary access
patterns but it introduces a number of problems. First, implementing communication is difficult and
leads to inefficiency, second, concurrent accesses can cause non-determinism and therefore problems
for programming and verification, and third, scalable implementations incur significant overheads to
maintain consistency. Message passing, in contrast, is simple to implement, can be used to express
efficient and scalable parallel programs and, with models such as CSP, can be formalised and deal
3

In this respect, the PRAM is very similar to the RAM model in that it is assumes that a RAM provides accesses to memory
in unit time. However, the access time of conventional dynamic random-access memories (DRAMs) can be several orders
of magnitude larger than computational operations.
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explicitly with non-determinism. However, message-passing approaches are perceived to be low-level
and burden the programmer with the explicit management of communication, making it difficult to
express programs clearly.
The BSP model has demonstrated that it is possible to implement high-level programming approaches efficiently on practical scalable parallel architectures, but it has had limited success. However,
the theory of universal communication networks, on which the BSP model is built, underpins the
work in this thesis and will be explained in Chapter 4General-purpose parallel architecturechapter.4.
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LANGUAGES AND COMPILATION
This chapter discusses parallel programming. It begins by outlining the general high-level issues of
parallelism and the formulation of parallel algorithms. Then it discusses the issues associated with a
parallel-programming language by outlining a set of criteria for an effective general-purpose parallel
programming language. Lastly, based on the proposed criteria, it surveys existing programming
approaches and their suitability for a general-purpose model of parallel computation.
The outcome of this chapter is to establish the requirements of a general purpose parallelprogramming language, in order to motivate the proposed sire programming language and to put it
in context with existing approaches.
3.1. Principles

This section discusses the two key principles that underpin the discipline of parallel programming:
problem decomposition and parallel efficiency. These transcend the details of particular programming
languages, compilation techniques and machine architectures, and are therefore foundational to the
construction of efficient parallel computations.
3.1.1. Problem decomposition

The first step in developing a parallel algorithm is to identify how it may be decomposed into a number
of independent parts that can be performed in parallel.
There are three main forms of problem decomposition [GKKG03]:
• domain, where the problem space is divided into a number of smaller parts that can be operated
on independently;
• recursive, where the problem itself is divided into a number of smaller sub-problems of the
same type;
• functional, where the problem itself is divided into a number of smaller sub-problems of
different types.
In general, domain decompositions are referred to as data parallel [HSJ86], and ones that are not are
referred to as task parallel.
Domain

With domain decomposition, the computational domain of a problem is partitioned into a number
of sub-domains that can be operated on simultaneously by a number of similar processes [Gro92].
Typically, there will be dependencies between sub-domains and each parallel computation will
proceed in phases where it performs some local computation, followed by some communication
to resolve the dependencies. Dependencies often arise at the boundaries of a sub-domain. In the
case where there are no dependencies between sub-domains, parallel computations can proceed
independently with no communication.
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(a) the domain

(c) 4 × 2 × 1

(b) 8 × 1 × 1

(d) 2 × 2 × 2

Figure 3.1.: Decompositions of a 3D domain (a)Subfigure 3 3.1asubfigure.3.1.1 into a number of sub-domains
in 1 (b)Subfigure 3 3.1bsubfigure.3.1.2, 2 (c)Subfigure 3 3.1csubfigure.3.1.3 and 3 (d)Subfigure 3
3.1dsubfigure.3.1.4 dimensions to be processed in parallel between 8 processes. The surface area
of a sub-domain often relates directly to the amount of communication that must be performed. A
decomposition in just one dimension produces an elongated sub-domain with a high surface area,
as in (b)Subfigure 3 3.1bsubfigure.3.1.2, whereas in 3-dimensions the surface area is much lower,
as in (d)Subfigure 3 3.1dsubfigure.3.1.4.

Domain decomposition is a natural way to employ parallelism since it separates communication
and computation and it produces algorithms where the problem size can easily be scaled to increase
the level of parallelism and performance. Figure 3.1Decompositions of a 3D domainfigure.caption.22
shows some examples decompositions of a 3-dimensional domain.
Many problems in HPC can be effectively parallelised with domain decomposition and due to the
large nature of the problem they are trying to solve, they can be scaled up to operate on very large
machines. For example, many simulation algorithms are structured as grids where each point on the
grid updates according to the state of a small number of neighbouring points. These connections
may have a regular pattern, for example in weather simulations where the atmosphere is partitioned
into three dimensional blocks [LCD+ 08], or they may not, for example in adaptive mesh refinement
computations where the domain is more finely discretised in areas of interest [BO84].
Recursive

With recursive decomposition, a problem is solved by dividing it into a number of independent
sub-problems of the same type. Each of these is solved in parallel using the same approach, until
a termination condition is reached. The results of each of the sub-problems are then combined to
obtain a final result. This is also known as a divide-and-conquer approach.
As an example, consider an algorithm that calculates the nth Fibonacci number Fn recursively. It
begins by creating processes to calculate Fn−1 and Fn−2 . Each of these creates further processes to
calculate their components. Figure 3.2aSubfigure 3 3.2asubfigure.3.2.1 illustrates the structure of this
decomposition. Although this algorithm is an inefficient way to perform the calculation since much
of the computation is redundant, it highlights that recursion is a useful way to create large amounts of
parallelism; parallel recursion will be exploited for this reason later in Chapter 8Compilation of sire to
the UPAchapter.8. A more-efficient recursive algorithm, for example, is mergesort which successively
divides a list into smaller sub-lists until they contain only one element. Sub-lists are then combined
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Figure 3.2.: With a recursive decomposition of a problem it is successively divided into smaller independent
sub-problems, until these can be solved directly. The solved sub-problems are then successively
combined to solve the main problem. In (a)Subfigure 3 3.2asubfigure.3.2.1 the n + 1st Fibonacci
number is calculated by summing the nth and n − 1th numbers and F1 = F2 = 1. In (b)Subfigure
3 3.2bsubfigure.3.2.2 a sequence of numbers can be sorted by successively diving it into smaller
sub-sequences until they contain only one number. These are then successively merged to obtain
a sorted sequence.

in order to produce a single sorted list in a total number of steps, logarithmic in the size of the list.
Figure 3.2bSubfigure 3 3.2bsubfigure.3.2.2 illustrates this.
An important class of algorithms that are based on recursive decomposition are branch-and-bound
algorithms [GC94]. These are used to solve combinatorial optimisation problems that have a large
solution space. They explore this space looking for feasible solutions, but since the space is too large
to exhaustively search they employ a means of identifying regions of the space that lie outside a
range of best current feasible solutions so that they can be ignored.
Functional

With functional decomposition (or conversely functional composition), a problem is decomposed
(respectively composed) into a number of components with different behaviours. Functional decomposition into a set of parallel processes will only yield performance benefits proportional to the
number of components. It is however, an important tool in managing the complexity of a program by
separating the functionality of different components and mediating their interactions with minimal
interfaces. For example, when two different operations must be performed on overlapping portions
of data, it is difficult to combine these sequentially but they can easily be separated to be executed in
parallel [JG88].
The use of functional decomposition and the role of programming abstractions is discussed
later in §3.2.1Support for programming abstractionsection*.38 [p. 25Support for programming
abstractionsection*.38].
3.1.2. Parallel efficiency

A key reason to employ parallelism in execution is to reduce the running time. With p processors, one
ideally wants a factor of p reduction in running time. This is the same as in sequential computation,
where a factor f increase in processor clock speed can deliver up to a factor of f improvement in
execution time. However, the movement of data between processors constituting communication,
incurs a latency relating to its transmission. This can cause processors receiving data to become idle
with the effect that the resulting speedup of the system moves away from p. For the effectiveness of a
parallel program to be judged, it is therefore necessary to quantify these aspects of parallelism.
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Kruskal et al. argue the performance of a parallel algorithm (which are the constituents of parallel programs) is judged with respect to the best-known sequential algorithm for the same problem [KRS90].
Definition 3.1 (Parallel speedup). For a given problem with input size n, let Ts (n) denote the
sequential running time of the best known algorithm and T (n) denote the parallel running time.
Then the parallel speedup S is the ratio between Ts and T :
S(n) =

Ts (n)
T (n)

The speedup indicates the improvement in performance due to parallelism. However, a reduction
in running time requires an investment in processors. A speedup of S requires at least S processors,
but due to inefficiencies it will be more. Speedup alone does not therefore capture how well the
available processors are utilised.
Definition 3.2 (Parallel efficiency). The parallel efficiency, E, of an algorithm is measured by how
well each processor is utilised, the ratio of speedup to the number of processors used. Let p(n) denote
the number of processors, then
E(n) =

S(n)
Ts (n)
=
p(n)
p(n)T (n)

With an ideal parallel algorithm, there is no inefficiency due to communication and idling overheads,
and a maximal speedup is obtained with an efficiency of one. Since any parallel algorithm must
necessarily perform some communication there will be some level of inefficiency with the consequence
that S(n) < p(n) and E(n) < 1. In general, an algorithm is considered efficient and therefore scalable
when the efficiency is a constant independent of p and n.
It is interesting to note that parallel efficiency, as defined in Definition 3.2Parallel efficiencydefinition.3.2,
implicitly assumes that processors are a scarce resource in a parallel system and the most effective
use of such a system is with their full utilisation. This holds in general for large-scale systems such
a supercomputers but as the cost of a processor diminishes, relative to other system components
such as the interconnect or in terms of power, then alternative characterisations of efficiency will be
required that are taken with respect to these factors.
Obtaining high efficiency

Each processor in a parallel machine may be performing some computation or have no useful work to
do and be idle. A perfect speedup is obtained only when all processors are fully utilised and engaged
in local computation. Therefore, to make a good utilisation of a parallel machine, the time in which
processors are engaged in communication or spend idling must be minimised.
The following points outline several ways that machine utilisation can be improved. Each one could
potentially be provided by a programming language automatically, or implemented as a programming
approach.
• Granularity. Decomposition of a problem should aim to expose as much parallelism as possible,
but for the resulting algorithm to execute efficiently it must make a good utilisation of the
machine that it is running on. This is related to the program’s granularity, the amount of work
that each process performs, since creating and terminating parallel processes and performing
communication adds overhead to a computation. If there is less work in a process than the cost
of initiating it or the cost of communication outweighs the computation that takes place as a
result, then it is more economical to execute it sequentially.
The granularity of a parallel program can be adjusted to match that of a particular machine
by serialising its execution. This can be done manually by expressing it as the combination of
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parallel and sequential components or automatically by the compiler by combining groups of
processes. The amount of parallelism can then be decreased (respectively increased) and the
amount of work performed by each sequential process increased (respectively decreased).
• Latency hiding. When a communication requires a response, the sending process will have to
wait until the response is received. The duration of this wait is related to the communication
latency. The processor that is executing this process will idle if it has no other work that it
can perform. However, by maintaining a small set of processes it can choose a different one
that is not blocked by a communication and execute it, thereby hiding the latency associated
with the communication. This approach is often referred to as overlapping computation and
communication. Asynchronous or non-blocking communication operations achieve the same
effect.
• Load balancing. Computational load must be evenly distributed over a machine so that
processors remain busy and do not idle. Many computations, such as BSP and data-parallel
algorithms, proceed in a sequence of phases with synchronisation performed at the end of
each phase. The length of the phase is determined by the slowest participant, and during
the time taken for it to complete, every other process is idle. When this gap is large, there
is significant scope for inefficiency. This can only be avoided if the execution time of each
process is predictable and if it is not then a more-adaptive structure must be employed.
Load balancing is also an important issue for computations that evolve in an unpredictable
or irregular way. An effective and scalable method is work stealing where processes maintain
a queue of work to perform and when this becomes empty, ‘steal’ work from queues of
neighbouring processes, thereby diffusing work over the system.
• Redundant recomputation. The costs of communication can be avoided entirely if it is possible
simply to recompute a particular result locally, rather than being sent it. This is only economical
if the cost of recomputing is less than the communication.
• Local operations on data. Communication can also potentially be reduced significantly by
moving a computation to operate locally on data, rather than moving or copying all of the
data to be operated on. This is because, in general, the size of a computational procedure
will be significantly less than the data on which it operates. In a data-driven computation the
execution of a parallel operation over a dataset is scheduled on the basis of the data layout,
rather than the ordering of parallel operations.
3.1.3. Algorithmic paradigms

An algorithmic paradigm is a concept that underpins a class of algorithms [Flo79]. These are
commonly employed high-level methodologies that define the overall behaviour and pattern of
communication in a collection of processes. There are a number of familiar paradigms in sequential
programming, such as object-orientated, functional and event-driven. It has also been observed that
a relatively small set of paradigms underpin many effective parallel programs by providing simple
ways to express high degrees of parallelism. These include regular arrangements composed of similar
processes, to express domain or recursive decompositions. Other paradigms characterise the natural
flow of data internally or externally to a computation or the interface between different functional
components.
A number of different characterisations of a set of parallel-programming paradigms have been
proposed, for example, with Kung’s computation models for systolic arrays [Kun88a], Cole’s Algorithmic Skeletons [Col89], Brinch Hansen’s paradigms for computational science [Han95b] and derived
from Brinch Hansen’s paradigms, the Berkeley Dwarfs [ABC+ 06]. Other work has built on these
ideas to integrate them into a software engineering discipline, for example, in the shared-memory
programming models of Mattson et al. [MSM04].
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Paradigm

General characteristics

shared memory
process structures
data flow structures
task farms
event handlers

data decoupled from computation, arbitrary access patterns
synchronised point-to-point communication in fixed patterns
synchronised unidirectional point-to-point communication in fixed patterns
independent tasks with unpredictable run times
dealing with events that occur at unpredictable times

Table 3.1.: A summary of the different parallel-programming paradigms.
memory

processes
Figure 3.3.: An illustration of the shared-memory paradigm in which a collection of processes are able to
randomly access a shared-memory space. This is similar to the PRAM model of computation.

Enumeration of these paradigms is important since they represent a range of programming styles
that provide both valuable guidance for the design of a programming language and benchmarks for a
general-purpose parallel architecture. This section outlines the five general paradigms, that occur
in a variety of parallel programs from the spectrum of computing applications from computational
science to embedded computing. They also serve to capture the existing characterisations mentioned
above. The following five paradigms are summarised in Table 3.1A summary of the different parallelprogramming paradigms.table.caption.27.
Shared memory

With a shared memory, a number of processes are able to concurrently access an area of storage. There
is no explicit communication, but data can be passed between processes by writing to and reading from
shared locations. This is the form of the parallel random access machine (PRAM) model of computation,
which was explained in §2.2.2Parallel random-access machinesubsection.2.2.2 [p. 15Parallel randomaccess machinesubsection.2.2.2]. Figure 3.3The shared memory paradigmfigure.caption.29 illustrates
the structure of a shared-memory computation.
Shared memory is particularly useful for expressing data-parallel computations where a collection
of synchronised processes operate over a region of memory and for expressing computations in
which the access pattern is arbitrary. Furthermore, shared memory provides an abstraction from the
distribution and management of data over physical storage locations, and a natural separation of data
from a computation. A consequence of this however is that there is no data locality.
Process structures

A process structure is a collection of message-passing processes connected by communication channels.
The operation of a process structure is based on localised processing and communication; the data
for a problem may be distributed amongst the component processes and the computation proceeds as
a sequence of local computations and locally synchronising message exchanges.
A regular communication structure is one where the connections follow a pattern. Common examples of regular process structures are pipelines, low-dimensional grids, trees and hypercubes [Lei92].
Figure 3.4Regular process structuresfigure.caption.31 illustrates some of these. An irregular communication structure is one where the connection pattern is not defined by a pattern. For example,
some problems in computational science are based on unstructured meshes. However, it is important
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(a) 2D grid

(b) hexagonal array

(c) cube

Figure 3.4.: Regular process structures where processes are connected with bidirectional message-passing
channels according to a simple pattern.

(a) pipeline
(b) tree
(c) cube

Figure 3.5.: Regular data-flow structures similar to those in Figure 3.4Regular process
structuresfigure.caption.31, except that communication links are directed and additional
links are needed to source and sink data to and from the network.

to note that regular structures are essential in formulating large numbers of processes in a scalable
way [MC80, Ch. 8], [May88].
Data-flow structures

A data-flow structure is similar to a process structure except that communication channels are
directional and data is ‘streamed’ from one end to another. Each component process receives some
data on input channels, performs a local computation and outputs some data. Data-flow structures
are suited to the implementation of data-parallel computations for signal, image and audio processing,
especially in an ‘on-line’ fashion when data is being generated in real-time from an input such as a
sensor. Figure 3.5Regular data-flow structuresfigure.caption.33 shows some example regular data-flow
structures.
Regular data-flow structures where communication is globally synchronised are known as systolic
arrays [Kun82], deriving from the similarity to the human circulatory system. They were originally
developed for specialised very large scale integration (VLSI) architectures with global clocking and
have proven to be an effective way to implement a broad class of algorithms algorithms [Kun88b].
When operating asynchronously, each process is driven by local pairwise communications. This is
referred to as a wavefront array [Kun84] and this is the natural way to implement a systolic array
with message passing.
Task farms

A task farm is used to solve problems that can be decomposed into a number of sub-problems that
can be solved independently (so-called embarrassingly parallel problems). It consists of a farmer
process and a number of worker processes. The farmer maintains a queue of outstanding work to
be performed and assigns jobs to the workers when they are idle. Results from completed work
might be returned back to the farmer or output to a shared structure. Figure 3.6The task farm
paradigmfigure.caption.36 illustrates a simple task farm. For more complex problems, a number of
farmers might be organised in a hierarchy to provide different processing stages [Hey90].
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work

results

farmer

processes
workers

Figure 3.6.: In the task farm paradigm a ‘farmer’
process maintains a queue of outstanding items of (independent) work and
distributes them amongst a number of
workers based on their activity. This
provides a natural mechanism for load
balancing.

event

handler

Figure 3.7.: An event handler is a process that reacts
in response to a particular event or set
of events, performing some action when
they occur. Events may be caused by
internal components of the program or
from external interaction.

Task farms provide a simple mechanism for balancing the computational load between workers,
which operates in a similar way to work stealing (see §3.1.2Obtaining high efficiencysection*.26 [p. 21Obtaining high efficiencysection*.26]). This allows task farms, in many cases, to obtain near optimal
speedups (particularly when the amount of work is large with respect to the distribution of work and
combination of results that is performed by the farmer) i.e. for a problem size n, when E(n) ∼ 1.
In computations where the time each sub-problem takes to solve can be unpredictable, using a synchronised algorithm will cause many of the component processes to idle between synchronisations,
resulting in a poor processor utilisation.
Event handlers

An event handler deals with a processes that interact at unpredictable moments. It may provide an
interface with external input or be components of the program that have unpredictable behaviour.
Figure 3.7The event handler paradigmfigure.caption.36 illustrates the event handler paradigm.
Composition

Many programs will naturally be expressed as a combination of the above five paradigms. The
following outline potentially useful compositions.
• Shared data structure. A shared data structure implemented as a shared memory in composition
with a computational program component. This could be a collection of independent processes,
a task farm or a process structure. Furthermore, the program component could itself be
composed a sequence of parallel and even sequential components.
• Message-passing functional composition. Message-passing process or data-flow structures can be
combined in parallel in a functional composition to create more complex program structures.
• Embeddings. Any paradigm can be employed as part of a parallel subroutine by a process. Since
a process might be a component of another structure, this can be seen as an embedding.
3.2. Criteria for a general-purpose parallel-programming language

A programming language is a notation for human beings to express a computation that can be
compiled to execute on a machine, or class of machines. It provides to a programmer an abstraction
of the underlying architecture, hiding details that are not directly relevant to the specification of a
computation [Hoa73] (this is the language abstraction that was illustrated in Figure 1.1Components
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of a general-purpose form of computation and the abstractions involvedfigure.caption.13). This
abstraction typically involves dealing with the complexities of resource management, such as memory
and processors. The choice of this abstraction depends on obtaining a balance between what provides
the programmer with the most expressive power and what can be effectively compiled to run
efficiently.
This section proposes the following criteria for a general-purpose parallel programming language
and discusses the requirements of each one. For clarity in the context of this thesis, the criteria do not
include other potential criteria such as syntactic issues, formal verification, debugging or sequential
features.

1. support for programming abstraction; 

2. support for data abstraction;
expressiveness


3. support for general parallelism;
4. execution efficiency.
The criteria labelled with ‘expressiveness’ enable the language to support the simple expression of programs and are at odds with the execution efficiency. These criteria provide a basis for the survey of programming approaches in §3.3Survey of programming and compilation
approachessection.3.3 [p. 28Survey of programming and compilation approachessection.3.3] and
motivate the design of sire and its compilation scheme.
3.2.1. Expressiveness
Support for programming abstraction

The ability of a programming language to support the construction of abstractions is fundamentally
important [DDH72] since programs in general are complex and cannot be understood all at once.
Programming abstraction is based on the principle of compositionality that states the meaning of
a whole is determined by the meanings of its constituent parts and the rules used to combine
them [Pel94]. With this, a program can be constructed as composition of components, in a layered
hierarchy, where the internal behaviour of each component is simple enough to be understood in
isolation and the combined effect of their external behaviour constitutes the whole [Han77].
The importance of abstraction in programming was recognised by Turing in the 1940s and
his design for the Automatic Computing Engine (ACE), which included support for subsidiary
operations [Tur46], or subroutines as they are now known [Whe50].
The concept of abstraction to reduce complexity depends on the representation chosen for something adequately characterising it. If it does not, then additional details of the object in question
have to be considered, thereby breaking the principle of compositionality. When this happens, the
abstraction provides no significant reduction in complexity. For example, if a program component
behaves differently in combination with other components than it does in isolation, then the internal
details of the component must be explicitly considered and the abstraction is lost.
It is also interesting to note that the machine abstraction provided by the basic computational
model can also be broken if a programming language contains machine-orientated features. In this
case, the behaviour of a program will not be understandable only in terms of the language, and
therefore the details of the compiler and the machine also have to be considered [Han77].
Support for data abstraction

Data are simply values belonging to a set, but in a computation it is necessary to structure them in
way that allows them to be accessed and manipulated. The storage of data items is typically based
on a single contiguous and randomly-accessible memory; a high-level structuring of the data, such
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as a queue, list or tree, must be mapped to this. In a distributed machine, the mapping must also
correspond to each distinct memory.
A data structure therefore consists of two components:
• a representation of the data;
• a set of basic operations that allow the representation to be manipulated.
Following Hoare’s characterisation of a data structure [DDH72, Ch. 2], these operations are basic
in the sense that their implementation is heavily dependent on the chosen representation, and a
representation is generally chosen to minimise the amount of storage and permit efficient basic
operations. The number of basic operations that should be provided by a data structure is arbitrary,
but the guiding principle is that their capability should be sufficient that any other operation can be
defined in terms of them.
It is generally regarded as good programming practice to separate the details of a data structure implementation from the abstract properties of the interface it presents to the program, sometimes called
its data type.1 This is due to the same reasons that were explained in the previous section (§3.2.1Support for programming abstractionsection*.38 [p. 25Support for programming abstractionsection*.38]),
because it reduces complexity and allows improvements or even substitutions to be made to the data
structure that respect the same external interface.
Data abstraction therefore relates to the way that data structures are separated from computational structures. For distributed systems (as opposed to von Neumann-based shared-memory
ones) a data representation must specify a distribution over a collection of memories with mappings between each data element and processor and memory location. Finding a good trade-off
between high-level notations to deal with this and efficiency of an implementation has proven
to be difficult; various approaches are surveyed in §3.3Survey of programming and compilation
approachessection.3.3 [p. 28Survey of programming and compilation approachessection.3.3].
Support for general parallelism

A general-purpose language must support the expression of a wide class of parallel programs. Given
that a small set of paradigms underpin a broad class of programs (a characterisation of these were outlined in §3.1.3Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3 [p. 21Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3]),
it is essential that the expression of these paradigms and their composition with one another is made
convenient [Flo79].
3.2.2. Execution efficiency

The issues relating to the simple expression and comprehension of programs, captured in the previous
criteria, compete to a large degree with the efficiency, in terms of the program size and execution
time, that can be obtained with the corresponding compiled machine code. A language that ignores
the issue of machine efficiency may rely on sophisticated compiler technology to deal with this
automatically, but there are serious disadvantages to taking this approach [Hoa73]:
• the complexity of the compiler will require a significant period of time for its development and
verification, and the resulting program will be large and execute slowly;
• the translations and optimisations employed by the compiler will likely exhibit pathological
behaviours in some circumstances, which can not be predicted by the programmer without a
knowledge of the compilation, and will result in inefficient execution;
1

It can be argued that object-orientated programming is an exception to this, since a class is designed to encapsulate both
the details of the implementation of a data type and computational procedures associated with it. However, this style of
structuring is usually applied at a higher level, and standard data structures such as lists and tables are implemented as
classes in their own right.
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• different compilers may vary in their approaches, with the consequence that the programmer
has no control over the efficiency of their program.
A language that can be compiled in a straightforward manner to a target machine architecture will
avoid these problems since it narrows the scope of implementation options for compilers and reduces
their complexity. This allows compilation to produce compact and efficient executable programs,
providing the programmer with a transparent execution model and responsibility for the performance
of their program. Furthermore, if the language has clear, well-defined semantics, then it may be
possible to implement particular features by translating them to a canonical form in terms of a smaller
set of language features, or to apply optimisations with transformations. This can be performed
independently of any machine with the results understandable to the programmer.
A balance must be struck between the competing aspects of the expressive power of a programming
language and the use of a simple compilation strategy to produce efficient executable programs. It is
highly unlikely that both can be achieved without support from the underlying machine architecture.
A key argument in this thesis is that a parallel architecture must support an effective machine
abstraction so that the implementation and use of programming languages is relatively simple, for all
of the reasons outlined in this section.
Resource management

The key concern with the abstraction provided by sequential programming languages is to hide the
management of memory but in general, the greater the degree of automatic memory management, the
less efficient the execution because of the additional time spent executing the management routines.
The least dynamic schemes, where memory is allocated at compile time for static variables and
stack frames, have the benefit of efficiency and determinism. Memory allocation performed at run
time incurs significant performance overheads because the state of memory must be maintained with
internal data structures. Automatic deallocation such as garbage collection causes further inefficiency
that is not under the programmer’s control.
The use of memory allocation mechanisms depends on the application and limitations of a machine.
For ‘fast’ conventional sequential machines with large memories, the performance overhead of highly
dynamic languages that leave everything to the run time can be considered an acceptable price to
pay for their ease of use and resulting programmer productivity. In contrast, for embedded systems
with slower processors, limited memory and applications with real-time requirements, predictable
behaviour is essential.
In contrast with sequential computation, parallelism introduces a richer set of resources with
collections of processors, memories and communication channels. A computation requires the
creation and termination of threads of sequential execution and their activities to be coordinated with
communication and synchronisation. This must be mapped to and scheduled on the target machine
either explicitly by the programmer, implicitly by the compiler or at run time. Since a programmer is
interested primarily in introducing parallelism to improve performance,2 the management of these
resources is central to the abstraction provided by a parallel-programming language and its ability to
support programming abstractions.3 The management of resources for parallelism is analogous to
memory management in sequential machines.
The greater the level of abstraction provided by a parallel-programming language, the less a
programmer is concerned with the low-level details of a parallel machine. There is a trade-off
between the level of abstraction and the performance and predictability of programs expressed with
2

They might also be concerned about reducing power consumption by executing more tasks in parallel at a slower clock
frequency to exploit the quadratic relationship between voltage and power.
3
It is interesting to note that dynamic resource allocation in parallel machines can introduce the opportunity for deadlock
and non-determinism. Deadlock results from cyclic resource dependencies and non-determinism can result from the
insufficient resources because it is dependent on the scheduling of processes and order of allocations and deallocations.
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it. As the level of resource management that is hidden from the programmer increases, then the
extent to which it must be dealt with at run time increases accordingly.
3.2.3. Summary of criteria

The following summarise the criteria for a parallel programming language.
1. Support for programming abstraction: abstractions are fundamentally important to programming
since they allow a program to be constructed as a composition of parts, where only the external
behaviour needs to be considered, allowing the details of the implementation to be ignored.
Parts may be subroutines, modules or libraries.
2. Support for data abstraction: separating the details of a data structure implementation from its
abstract interface yields the same benefits as the previous criteria, but it depends on an ability
to effectively separate a representation of data from other components.
3. Support for general parallelism: a general-purpose language must make convenient the expression of a wide class of parallel programs.
4. Execution efficiency: a language that provides an effective abstraction of the machine architecture enables it to be compiled in a simple way to execute efficiently and predictably. This
provides a transparent execution model, placing the programmer in control of the performance
of their program. The issue of efficiency is related primarily to the management of resources
such as processors, components for communication and memory.
3.3. Survey of programming and compilation approaches

This section surveys existing parallel-programming approaches and compilation techniques, with the
main emphasis on those that are scalable i.e. distributed and non-von-Neumann. This excludes many
multithreaded parallel languages since they target shared-memory multiprocessors and employ centralised resources; it is therefore unlikely that they can be implemented and executed efficiently with
distributed memory since communication will become concentrated around a single processor. For example, Cilk [BJK+ 95] and OpenMP [CMD+ 00] are considered mainstream programming approaches
but their implementations target shared memory and employ a centralised thread scheduler.
The survey is representative of the main approaches taken in scalable parallel programming,
but does not attempt to be exhaustive. Table 3.2Summary of parallel-programming languages and
librariestable.caption.46 provides a summary of the approaches discussed and their distinguishing
features.
3.3.1. Application areas

It is useful to first outline the main areas of computing and their defining characteristics, since
these have a large bearing on the design of the programming languages and compilation schemes
employed for them. Figure 3.8The spectrum of computingfigure.caption.42 illustrates this spectrum of
computing devices comprising at one end, large-scale high performance systems, of which there are
of the order of hundreds of thousands worldwide, to small-scale embedded systems, of which there
are billions worldwide. Lying between these are (of the order of hundreds of millions of) commodity
devices such as desktops and servers.
High-performance computing systems

HPC is the domain of large-scale systems. HPC systems that are used to run single programs are
referred to as supercomputers. These are at the forefront of absolute computing performance and have
necessarily had to employ parallelism and high-performance interconnection networks to achieve
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commodity
∼ 109 devices

embedded
> 1010 devices

HPC
< 106
devices
Figure 3.8.: The spectrum of computing with its three main application areas. A first-order approximation of
the total number of devices worldwide is given for each one to emphasise their relative sizes.

this. Due to the scale of supercomputers systems, the only feasible physical memory architecture
that they can use is distributed. Modern systems for instance, are vast arrangements of tens or
hundreds of thousands of processors that occupy hundreds of square metres of space. Consequently,
supercomputing has historically been the area in which distributed parallel programming languages
have received the most attention.
Supercomputers are used for computationally intensive tasks such as simulation and modelling in
science and industry. They share the following general characteristics:
• the amount of memory per processor is large;
• the communication bandwidth is high but, in general, the latency of establishing communications is also high, restricting communication to large messages.
There are also some general characteristics of supercomputer applications:
• the computation is highly parallel;
• the problem size is large and in some cases can be scaled arbitrarily, such as in simulations
where further accuracy is always desirable;
• there is no external input or any real-time constraints, computations are launched and results
are returned in a number of hours or days later.
Embedded systems

An embedded computing system is designed to perform a particular function as part of a larger system.
They typically employ general-purpose processors, in the sense of being able to execute generalpurpose programming languages, due to the expense of producing application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs) and the programming challenges associated with field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs). Embedded systems are used, for example, for control tasks, signal processing, and controlling
user interfaces in systems such as robots, consumer electronics and medical equipment. The main
characteristics of these systems are:
• a small physical form factor;
• limited power, particularly when powered by a battery, and consequently a slow clock frequency;
• limited memory;
• a requirement to interface with external input or output, which necessitates real-time performance constraints.4

4

Real-time constraints may be hard if the behaviour of the system is heavily dependent on internal deadlines, where the
system may crash or become dangerous if they are not met; soft constraints on the other hand relate to an acceptable
degradation in the behaviour of the system.
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Commodity systems

Commodity computer systems are intended for general use and comprise the broad area of consumer
devices, such as desktop and laptop personal computers, and server devices that are used to provide
resources such as web pages, email or storage. Although server devices are typically deployed in large
numbers in data centre-type facilities, they are used to run many independent jobs and therefore do
not require the same degree of intraconnectivity that supercomputers do. Commodity computing
systems employ shared-memory architectures with SMPs and increasingly, attached GPU devices
where, in general
• the amount of shared memory and caching is large;
• processors are run at a fast clock speed.
• their real-time requirements are typically soft, of the order of milliseconds and related to
responding to user input.
It is interesting to note that general-purpose ‘desktop’ applications, such as word processors,
web browsers and games obtain an average speedup from parallelism of around 2, which has not
changed significantly in the last 10 years, despite there being a great deal more parallelism available.
In contrast, domain-specific applications such as video transcoding make a high utilisation of
commodity devices [BDMF10]. However, these systems make significant use of task-level parallelism
to provide multitasking when a number of (independent) programs execute concurrently. This
approach increases the aggregate computational throughput.
3.3.2. Communicating process programming

This survey begins with programming models that are based on communicating processes, and in
particular the occam programming language, because occam is the basis of the proposed sire language.
In general, a communicating-process model considers processes and interaction to be the most
important abstractions in computation [Han90] and different approaches are characterised primarily
by the way in which communication is performed, which can be message passing, data flow, remote
procedure calls or through shared data.
Occam
Occam is a general-purpose programming language [May83, INM84] that was developed at INMOS
in the 1980s. It was based on an earlier language EPL [MTWS78] and the principles of CSP. Occam

takes a minimal approach with the smallest set of features that were adequate for its purpose.5
Occam programs are expressed as hierarchical collections of processes, which can be nested,
composed in sequence or composed in parallel. Processes executing in parallel are connected by
message-passing point-to-point channels, which can be named and used as procedure parameters,
thereby providing a mechanism for abstraction. Its message-passing approach and alternative operator
for dealing with non-determinism (based on that of CSP) allows the expression of a variety of forms
of parallelism, in particular, process and data flow structures, task farms and event handlers, which
can all be combined arbitrarily.
A key principle of occam, adopted from CSP, is scheduling invariance, or the absence of race
conditions. An occam program (that does not make explicit use of non-determinism with alternatives) executes deterministically, no matter how the execution is scheduled. This is to simplify the
construction of parallel programs. Scheduling invariance is enforced with process disjointness with
the following rules:
5

It employs the principle of Ockham’s razor (after which it was also named) which was developed by William of Ockham,
a 14th century Philosopher.
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Name

Citation

Appeared

Paradigm

Area

Resource
management

Em/GP
GP
GP
GP
GP
Em/GP
GP
GP
GP
GP
GP
HPC
Em/GP
GP
Em

compile time
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
static
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
static
dynamic
compile time

GP
GP
GP
GP

dynamic
dynamic
dynamic
dynamic

Communicating process
Linda
Joyce
Strand
CA
LUSTRE
Ease
PCN
CC++
SuperPascal
Fortran M
Charm
StreamIt
Occam-π
XC

[INM84, INM88b]
[Gel85]
[Han87]
[FT90]
[CD90]
[HCRP91]
[Zen92b, Zen92a]
[FOT92]
[CK93]
[Han94]
[FXA94]
[KRSG94, RSSK94]
[TKA02]
[WB05]
[Wat09]

1983
message passing
1985
shared memory
1987
message passing
1989
declarative
1990
OO, global name space
1991
data flow
1992
shared memory
1992
declarative
1993
OO, global name space
1994
message passing
1995
message passing
1995
OO, global name space
2002
data flow
2005
message passing
2005
message passing
Functional

ZAPP
SISAL
SCL
NESL

[BS81, MS87, MS88]
[MSA+ 83]
[DGTY95]
[Ble95]

1981
functional
1983
functional
1993
functional
1995
data parallel, functional
Communication libraries

Occam

PVM*
SHMEM*
MPI*
GASNet*

[BDG+ 91]
[BK94]
[WD96]
[Bon02]

1991
message passing
1994
distributed shared memory
1996
message passing
2002
distributed shared memory
Data-parallel

HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC

dynamic
static
static
static

CM Fortran
Fortran D
Vienna Fortran
HPF
ZPL

[BHMS91]
[FHK+ 90]
[CMZ92]
[KLS93]
[CLC+ 98]

1991
1991
1992
1993
1998

data parallel
data parallel
data parallel
data parallel
data parallel

HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC

static
static
static
static
static

data parallel
data parallel
data parallel
data parallel
shared memory
shared memory
shared memory

HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC
HPC

static
static
static
static
mixed
mixed
mixed

PGAS
Global Arrays*
Co-array Fortran
UPC
Titanium
X10
Fortress
Chapel

[NHL94]
[NR98]
[CDC+ 99]
[YSP+ 98]
[CGS+ 05]
[ACH+ 05]
[CCZ07]

1994
1998
1999
1998
2004
2005
2007

Table 3.2.: Summary of parallel-programming languages and libraries (denoted by ‘*’) discussed in the survey.
The following abbreviations are used: general purpose (GP), embedded (Em) and object-orientated
(OO).
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1. by ensuring no shared variable can be updated or shared channel can be output to;
2. by synchronising channel communication so messages are always guaranteed to be received;
3. by allocating resources at compile time, which includes processors, communication channels
and memory, thereby avoiding any run-time allocation.
The simplicity of occam, combined with well-defined semantics and control of side-effects, gives
it algebraic properties [RH88], permitting formal verification of correctness and transformations to
convert programs to more convenient equivalent forms. Furthermore, the economy of features and
the careful choice of their behaviour allow it to be compiled in a simple manner to execute efficiently.
It was developed alongside the INMOS transputer architecture [INM88c], which was intended to be a
natural target for it, but it can also be implemented efficiently on different architectures and even
used as a hardware description language [May91]. Later versions of occam preserved its main aspects
but extended it with features, particularly in the type system, to support better software engineering
practices.6
Occam provides good support for programming abstraction and general parallelism while maintaining a simple compilation process and efficient execution, these fulfilling most of the criteria outlined
in §3.2Criteria for a general-purpose parallel-programming languagesection.3.2 [p. 24Criteria for a
general-purpose parallel-programming languagesection.3.2]. However, because it does not provide
any mechanisms for sharing, occam can not be used to express shared-memory structures which are
important when the access patterns are unknown and, in general, sharing is essential for developing
data abstractions and higher forms of abstraction.
Occam variants

Some of the main criticisms of occam are that it is too low-level and too restrictive, requiring the
programmer to deal with resource allocation and communication. Apart from mechanisms for sharing,
these were mainly related to an efficient distributed implementation. A number of languages have
attempted to relax some of the restrictions, in particular, by adding recursion and permitting dynamic
sizing of arrays or collections of processes. These include Joyce [Han87], SuperPascal [Han94], an
experimental version of occam with recursion [Dav00], which was based on the same scheme used in
the implementation for SuperPascal [Han95a], and occam-π [WB05], which adds further dynamism
inspired by the π-calculus with process and channel mobility. However, these approaches are all based
on a multithreaded implementation with shared memory and can therefore employ conventional
techniques for dealing with this dynamism. Recursion and dynamic processor allocation remain
difficult mechanisms to implement efficiently on a distributed architecture.7
The XC programming language [Wat09] is based heavily on occam with C-style syntax and designed
to exploit the XMOS8 XS1 architecture [May09], which is designed for use in embedded systems. XC
and the XS1 architecture bear many similarities to occam and the transputer but the most significant
difference is the ability to support efficient input and output on chip IO pins, and deterministic
execution with high-level programming. This approach enables programs to be expressed that can
implement behaviour usually associated with hardware, such as digital communication protocols,
6

2 [INM88b] and 2.1 [SGS95] were the main revisions, but another version, occam 3 [Bar92], which was actually
developed shortly after occam 2 but never implemented, proposed a number of features for expressing program modules
and libraries. This included a client-server type notation with call channels that provides a remote procedure-call
mechanism.
7
Parallel recursion using shared memory requires stack frames to be allocated dynamically according to a tree-structure,
which is a significant overhead compared to conventional compile-time stack allocation. This is how the multithreaded
programming languages Cilk [BJK+ 95] and Go [Goo13] are implemented. It also introduces the possibility of nondeterminism since the behaviour of a program that exceeds the stack capacity will be dependent on the ordering of the
stack frames. One way to avoid this problem is to distribute recursion over memories so each processor has at most
one recursive process [Wel92].
8
A company founded by a group of ex-INMOS employees around 2005.
Occam
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giving it an advantage over the conventional approach of using a hardware description language and
an FPGA or custom ASIC.
Data-flow languages

A data-flow computation corresponds to the data-flow structure paradigm described in §3.1.3Data-flow
structuressection*.32 [p. 22Data-flow structuressection*.32]. In the same way a data-flow structure
is a special case of a process structure, a data-flow computation can be viewed as a special case
of message passing when all communication channels are directed. Data-flow languages have a
rich history [WP94] and have been employed, for example, in embedded systems for digital signal
processing (DSP) and for hardware design. They bear similarities to functional languages due to their
absence of side effects and consequent implicit parallelism. The languages LUSTRE [HCRP91] and
StreamIt [TKA02] are described as exemplars of this programming approach.
LUSTRE is a declarative data-flow language designed both for embedded control systems that must
react quickly to events and for describing hardware. A program is expressed as a composition of
functions, called nodes. The input and outputs of the functions define the flows of data. LUSTRE
is a synchronous data-flow language, meaning in that the input and output rate of each process is
known at compile time and all computation and communication can be scheduled statically. This
gives the programmer control over temporal aspects of the program, which is essential for real-time
applications. Since LUSTRE programs are mainly used for control, the need for distributed execution
arises from the coordination of events in different locations [CG95].
StreamIt is an imperative language in which asynchronous data-flow computations are expressed
as a collection of sequential processes, called filters. Filters are joined by streams and are composed
with constructs to split, join, feedback and pipeline streams. StreamIt programs are compiled by
converting them into a data-flow graphs, which are then mapped to a target architecture to balance
computational load [IWM+ 02].
The problem with data-flow languages in general is that they only support one parallel algorithmic
paradigm, making them appropriate for only a narrow range of problems.
Languages supporting composability

It has been observed that there is a general lack of support for composability and abstraction in
parallel programming [FKT90, Fos96]. Strand [FT90], Program Composition Notation (PCN) [CT89]
and Fortran M [Fos95] have been developed to address this issue specifically (occam and its variants
do also support composition and abstraction but have already been mentioned).
Strand has roots in parallel logic programming and consequently a declarative style with single
assignment variables. These variables are globally accessible and are used as a means of communication and synchronisation between processes. This approach is taken to prevent race conditions
from concurrent writes to the same variable, thereby enforcing process disjointness and determinism.
It also supports distributed execution directly with language notations to specify the mapping of
processes to processors, but this depends on the structure of the computation being known to the
programmer.
PCN extends the basic ideas of Strand with a richer syntax including imperative elements and the
ability to construct reusable modules, but does not make any substantial improvements [Fos93, Fos96].
Fortran M is an extension to Fortran that draws on the experience of Strand and PCN to support
compositional (Modular) programming. It introduces processes, message passing, parallel composition, parallel ‘loops’ and an operator to deal with non-determinism in one-to-many channel
connections. These additions are very similar to the core features of occam, although it permits their
flexible use with recursion, dynamic process creation and dynamic channel connections. Fortran
M also introduces notation to specify the mapping of processes on to processors, which can be
performed explicitly or recursively by specifying ranges of processors.
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These three languages are interesting because of their approaches to composability but because
they are designed primarily for this aspect, they neglect the issues of general parallelism and execution
efficiency. Although Fortran M in principle maintains the advantages of occam, its dynamism makes
an efficient distributed implementation difficult.
Object-orientated languages

A different form of communicating process languages are those based on an object-orientated approach
where an object defines a entity that encapsulates some state and provides methods that can be
executed externally to act on it or to perform work. Object orientation provides a natural way to
structure a program and build abstractions. It also corresponds well to parallel execution since
objects can be mapped to particular processors and communication between objects is achieved with
method calls, providing a way to execute a subroutine in a different address space. This mechanism
is attractive because it can be implemented simply with a sequence of message exchanges, because it
provides clean procedure-call semantics and because it provides the ability to move easily between
the local and remote forms of a call. In general, method calls to remote objects are referred to as
remote procedure calls (RPCs) [BN84] and can be viewed as a simple abstraction of message passing.
Implementation of an object-orientated language on a distributed memory architecture raises the
question of how object references are maintained. The following languages all employ a global name
space in which object references are visible. When the location of objects can be determined at compile
time the references can be resolved at the same time, otherwise they must be distributed in some way
at run time. It is crucial for performance that resolution of object locations can be performed in a
scalable way. One way is to support global name spaces in hardware, the MIT J-Machine for example,
did this to support the implementation of parallel object-orientated languages [DFK+ 92].
Concurrent Aggregates (CA) [CD90] introduces parallelism implicitly from concurrent method
executions. It supports hierarchical program structuring and provides a mechanism for data abstraction, called aggregates. An aggregate is a structured collection of objects, referenced by a single
name, that can be distributed between processors and accessed concurrently. In addition, members
of an aggregate can access any other member and call methods on it. New objects can be created
dynamically and are accessed in a global shared address space. The idea of distributed collections of
objects was integrated with C++ in the programming language pC++ [BBG+ 93].
Charm [KRSG94, RSSK94] is similar to CA, based on the dynamic creation of objects in a global,
and potentially distributed, object space. The location of objects is maintained dynamically by the runtime system, providing global references. Remote method execution is asynchronous and completes
in two phases so that latency hiding can be performed. Objects can be created individually or in
arrays (like an aggregate) and the placement of objects can be specified or determined automatically
by the run-time system, which is also able to perform load balancing. To support regular data-parallel
computations, Charm provides a special type of object array that is distributed over the whole system,
with one element per processor. This can be used as a simple mechanism for data abstraction.
Compositional C++ (CC++) [CK93] is an extension to C++ that differs to CA and Charm in
that it introduces constructs to control parallelism with parallel composition, parallel ‘loops’ and
asynchronous parallelism. Operators for synchronisation and atomic access are provided to facilitate
interaction. Objects can be mapped onto specific processors and accessed via a ‘global pointer’ to
execute methods remotely.
These three languages interpret the concept of object orientation in quite different ways and do
not provide much support for general forms of parallelism. Moreover, their global name spaces and
additional dynamism makes an efficient distributed implementation difficult.
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Tuple spaces

A tuple space is a globally accessible store, in which tuples containing one or more values can be added
removed and updated. Access to a tuple space is associative, depending on a key or pattern. The
idea was introduced with the language Linda [Gel85], which provided just four operations: read and
remove a tuple, read a tuple, write a tuple, and create a new process. Tuples are accessed according to
matching rules that are based on the number of elements they contain and communication between
processes corresponds to a write with a matching read.
Linda was designed as a coordination language to be used in combination with any sequential
programming language, as a means of expressing the structure and evolution of the parallel components of the computation [GC92], with tuple spaces providing a simple way to express concurrently
accessible data structures [CGL86].
A single global tuple space poses problems for composability since it is difficult to develop
components that encapsulate communications. The naming and matching of tuples also makes
it difficult to express structured representations of data and communication structures between
collections of processes. The implementation of tuple spaces is difficult due to the complexity
that arises from matching tuples. A number of proposals for distributed memory machines have
been made, such as [Gel85, CJ87, Zen90, DWR95] but they depend on compile-time optimisations
based on analysis of tuple types and accesses and hashing schemes with centralised components or
broadcasting. The former can lead to unpredictable performance and the latter to poor scalability.
Ease [Zen92b, Zen92a] is a refinement of Linda’s tuple space concept to produce a language that
is intended to be simpler to implement. It is based on shared data structures called contexts, which
can be declared and accessed (concurrently) according to block scoping rules. Its implementation
is simplified since access to a context is dictated by whether it is ordered or unordered.9 A special
call-reply context provides an RPC-style mechanism that can be used to implement servers to provide
access to resources. Although Ease allows hierarchical compositions of parallel components with
contexts, it is not made clear in the work how contexts can be used to express more complex data
structures.
3.3.3. Functional programming

Functional or applicative programming languages are based on the application of functions as a
means of computation. A function takes a set of parameters and can return a result but it cannot
cause any side effects, changing any state of the computation. A computation therefore evolves as a
tree-structured collection of processes and transfers of data occur only between parents and children.
The absence of side effects makes functional languages an excellent candidate for parallel execution
since independent parts of the tree can be evaluated in parallel. Their execution with a von Neumann
architecture is inherently inefficient as all memory accesses are channelled through a single point (the
von Neumann bottleneck), despite a high level of independence between them [Bac78]. Functional
languages can therefore be viewed as being implicitly parallel, hiding all resource allocation issues
from the programmer [PJ89]. This creates a broad scope for compilation, in particular for the run-time
components since nearly all of the management of resources must be dealt with dynamically.
A weakness of a functional approach is that transfers of data in control of the programmer
occur only between callers and callees (parent and child nodes of the execution tree). This restricts
the exploitation of locality in parallel computations, particularly computations that are naturally
expressed as a process or systolic array, where each process iteratively computes on local data. To
achieve a similar effect with a functional description, the state of the array must be passed up and
down the execution tree as it expands between iterations.
9

An implementation of Ease integrated with C has been proposed [MD94] but the access to a context is directed through
a single process that has been designated to own it. This makes it easy to implement ordered access, but competition
for access to a large data structure will significantly reduce performance.
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Compilation of functional languages

The Zero-Assignment Parallel Processor (ZAPP) [BS81] architecture is a message-passing run-time
system designed as a compilation target for the execution of functional programs. It is based on a
simple distributed scheme where a single processor starts executing at the ‘root’ of the tree and other
processors steal tree nodes from adjacent processors and reducing nodes that are not dependent on
any children. Expansion of the process tree is conducted breadth-first when adjacent processes are
underloaded and depth-first when they are loaded. When no work can be diffused into the network,
expansion and reduction proceeds sequentially.
An implementation of ZAPP on an array of transputers demonstrated that the scheme can deliver
near-optimal machine utilisation for algorithms expressed in a ‘divide-and-conquer’ form [MS87,
MS88]. This depends crucially on a network topology that is both vertex-symmetric, where each
processor has an identical view of the network, and well connected, thereby supporting the efficient
diffusion of work at an exponential rate, bringing processors into action rapidly.
Similar schemes to ZAPP have also been described, e.g. [HG85], and are generally referred to as
parallel graph reduction [PvE93] but in general it is difficult to deliver good performance for a broad
class of functional programs.
Another way to implement functional languages is to convert them into a data-flow form. This
is the approach for compiling the functional language SISAL (streams and iteration in a single
assignment language) [MSA+ 83], which creates an intermediate form consisting of an acyclic dataflow graph where nodes denote operations and edges denote transfers of data [FCO90].
Functional paradigms for parallelism

A key observation made in the ZAPP work was that many problems can be expressed in a divide-andconquer form (written in terms of mapping and combining functions), where they are recursively
decomposed into a set of sub-problems and these are then successively combined into a solution. Additional ‘functional forms’ have been identified [Col89, DFH+ 93, THLPJ98], in the same
sense as the paradigms described in §3.1.3Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3 [p. 21Algorithmic
paradigmssubsection.3.1.3], with common structures underlying different programs. These forms also
include a pipeline, task farm, a data-parallel ‘map’ and a function to perform all-to-all interactions.
By restricting the structure in functional programs to a small set of paradigms, the implementation
of each one can be addressed explicitly so that resource management can be dealt with in an efficient
way. This is potentially useful for a programmer since the paradigms can be used as ‘building blocks’
that can be combined in various ways to create complex program structures. The paradigms are also
amenable to transformations can be used to simplify or convert between paradigms and may even
be combined with side-effect free imperative code to define the behaviour of some functions. The
programming language Structured Composition Notation (SCN) [DGTY95] developed as a means of
doing this.
Most notably perhaps is Google’s MapReduce framework [DG08], which is essentially based on
the divide-and-conquer paradigm. A programmer simply specifies the behaviour of the ‘map’ and
‘reduce’ functions; an implementation of the framework deals with all other aspects of execution and
resource management.
A different approach to functional execution of parallel programs is to restrict the form of parallelism. The Nested Data-parallel Language (NESL) [Ble95] is a functional programming language
that introduces parallelism with data-parallel operations on sequences, which are its only primitive
data type. It allows arbitrary nesting of functions and composition in sequence and parallel. The
implementation of NESL is simple and based on a number of program transformations to ‘flatten’
nested parallelism and sequences [BSC+ 93].
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3.3.4. Communication libraries

Communication libraries are used with sequential languages such as C and Fortran to provide
functions for communicating with messages. Despite their status as libraries, they impose a particular
programming model in which a number of identical instances of the program are executed in parallel
and communicate with one another, based on a unique identifier or rank. This model is known as a
single-program multiple-data (SPMD) model and is due to the simplicity of compilation and execution,
where a single binary is produced and replicated over a machine for execution.
The simplicity of communication libraries and a SPMD model makes programs written in this
way simple to understand and compile. This provides efficient and predictable execution as well
as portability between systems. However, this approach provides little or no abstraction from the
underlying machine in terms of resource management, which is left to the programmer. In particular,
there is only a single level of parallelism between programs and distributed data structures must be
managed explicitly by allocating fragments to each of the program instances.
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [WD96] defines a standard message-passing library interface
with specific implementations for different machines, to provide a degree of portability for programs
that use it. It is based on synchronised (or two-sided) message exchanges but also defines high-level
collective operations such as broadcasts, reductions and all-to-all transfers of data, and features
for the construction of modular components such as libraries with named groups of processes and
scoping of operations within them [SDB93]. Despite its low-level SPMD approach, the resulting
performance predictability and portability, and support for general parallelism from message passing
that it provides, have resulted in MPI becoming the standard for programming in HPC.
MPI 2 [Mes09] introduced dynamic process creation but it does not address how resources are
managed, leaving this to an implementation. In particular, a server construct to “address the need to
support groups of reactive processes that accept connections from other groups” [Mes09, §10.4], or in
other words, a mechanism for sharing. The problems with this are that the location of servers is not
known at compile time and because MPI is a library they cannot be named. To quote the specification
directly: “Almost all of the complexity in MPI client/server routines addresses the question “how does
the client find out how to contact the server?”.” This is due to the fact that MPI makes no assumptions
about the mapping or scheduling of processes onto processors. The solution is a centralised scheme
where servers publish their address to a nameserver third party, which clients then query to establish
a connection with a particular server, but this will not scale well with large numbers of clients and
servers.
One of the main reasons dynamic process creation was added to the MPI specification was to match
the capabilities of the contemporary Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [BDG+ 91] library and run-time
environment [GL95], which employs a message-passing model of communication and permits the
dynamic creation of processes. PVM is based on the concept of managing a collection of computing
resources with a single ‘virtual’ machine, and was originally intended for programming networks of
workstations.
Lastly, the shared memory (SHMEM) [BK94], Global Address Space Networking (GASNet) [Bon02]
communication interfaces to support shared-memory programming with, what are referred to as,
one-sided communication that implement global read and write operations. These operations were
also introduced in the MPI 2 specification. In general, libraries supporting one-sided communication
are used as compilation targets for the translation of high-level data-parallel languages for HPC
systems (which are surveyed in the next section) and are compiled according to a SPMD model.
3.3.5. Data-parallel programming

Data-parallel programming languages are ones in which operations are applied globally to arrays
distributed over a collection of processors. These might include standard arithmetic operations such
as addition or multiplication, or more general functions such as maps, sums, reductions and prefixes.
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Typically, the decomposition and placement of data is specified with a high-level syntax to hide the
details of how data and computations are partitioned across processors, and to hide the management
of global and local memory accesses, in order to provide the programmer with simple sequential
semantics.
Essentially, a data-parallel approach can be viewed as a high-level notation for a shared-memory
programming model and programs expressed in this way are compiled to a form in which processes
synchronise in groups and perform remote memory accesses.
Data-parallel Fortran variants

A family of data-parallel programming languages are based on versions of sequential Fortran,
enhancing them with syntax for data decompositions and data-parallel operations. These include
Connection machine Fortran [BHMS91], Fortran D [FHK+ 90], Vienna Fortran [CMZ92] and High
Performance Fortran (HPF) [KLS93]. These differ primarily by the way in which data decompositions
and distributions are specified, but are all based on compilation schemes, which translate the program
into a SPMD form. This restricts the available parallelism to a single level as operations cannot be
composed in parallel or nested.
Since the data structures in these languages are distributed at compile time over the parallel
program instances, the access patterns can be determined at this point. However, even for simple
programs, access patterns can become complex and the process of determining them involves
non-trivial analysis of the distribution of data and its dependencies between loop iterations and
processes. The generation of efficient SPMD code depends on a number of optimisations based on the
analysis of the resulting communication patterns; for example, by aggregating messages, overlapping
communication with computation, reordering sequential operations and introducing additional
parallelism [HKwT92b, HKwT92a, HBB+ 95]. The result is a complex sequence of communications
nested in conditional control flow, bearing little relation to the original program and creates a large
potential for inefficiency; the execution time of a data-parallel Fortran program compiled with
different compilers can vary significantly and hence programs become ‘tuned’ to particular compilers
to obtain good performance.
Partitioned global address space languages

Another family of data-parallel programming approaches are referred to as Partitioned Global Address
Space (PGAS). They aim to address the poor efficiency of high-level data-parallel languages by
logically partitioning a shared address space into disjoint regions that each process can access locally,
thereby providing the opportunity for the programmer to exploit locality. Since PGAS languages
essentially permit the programmer some level of control over local and remote accesses, they also
introduce the possibility of race conditions and deadlock. They therefore include mechanisms for
synchronisation to maintain consistency.
The Global Arrays (GAs) library [NHL94] and languages Coarray Fortran (CAF) [NR98], Unified
Parallel C (UPC) [CDC+ 99], Titanium [YSP+ 98] and Z-level Programming Language (ZPL) [CLC+ 98]
were amongst a first generation of PGAS languages. In addition to the logical partitioning of arrays,
these provided functionality associated with the specification and distribution of arrays and operations
on them, similar to that of existing data-parallel languages. A serious drawback of these approaches
however is that they do not permit the composition of data-parallel operations or expression of any
other forms of parallelism. This restricts their ability both to support abstraction and a wide class of
parallel programs. This problem has persisted from previous data-parallel languages and stems from
their basis on a SPMD programming and compilation model.
Chapel [CCZ07] and X10 [ESS04] build on the approach of the first generation of PGAS languages. As well as providing partitioned data distributions, they support more general forms of
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parallelism as well as their arbitrary nesting and parallel and sequential composition.10 However,
since their approach remains firmly within a shared-memory model, they do not directly support the expression of communication with message passing. Pairwise interactions are produced
with synchronised access to variables, which was explained in §2.1.1Communicating with shared
memorysubsection.2.1.1 [p. 12Communicating with shared memorysubsection.2.1.1].
The main feature of Chapel is the integration of a range of data types, distributions and operations
into the language syntax; less emphasis is placed on these features in X10 although it provides
similar abilities. The basic operations in Chapel are similar to those in HPF and ZPL, but they also
include associative and unstructured arrays (a type of index set referred to as a domain). They are
implemented using the task-parallel features of the language [CCDN11, CCD+ 11] to provide some
level of performance transparency and the opportunity to optimise or modify them. However, the
compiler remains responsible for generating the global reads and writes to satisfy any dependencies.
Chapel programs are compiled by transforming them into a SPMD form and data-parallel operations
are compiled to operate over fixed collections of processors. In this sense their resources are statically
allocated, in contrast to the creation of parallel tasks, which is managed dynamically by the run-time
system with queues of work per processor.
Fortress [ACH+ 05] provides similar features to Chapel and X10 with shared-memory data and task
parallelism, but with a high-level mathematical syntax geared towards scientific programs.
3.4. Summary

This chapter has discussed parallel programming. At its heart are two key principles, the decomposition of a problem into a collection of parallel tasks and the notion of speedup and parallel efficiency to
quantify performance. A small set of parallel paradigms characterise simple concepts that underpin
the structure of many parallel algorithms. Their simplicity is essential when dealing with large
amounts of parallelism and they can be viewed as building blocks that can be combined to implement
parallel algorithms and programs.
To define what constitutes a good parallel programming language and to provide a basis for the
survey of existing languages, a set of criteria were proposed:
1. support for programming abstraction to allow a program to be constructed as a composition of
parts;
2. support for data abstraction to separate representations of data from the computational parts
that operate on them;
3. support for general parallelism to make the expression and composition of the paradigms
convenient;
4. high execution efficiency.
A balance must be struck between the expressive power of a language in fulfilling the first three
criteria with the last, the execution efficiency.
The survey highlighted three main programming paradigms: message passing, shared memory and
functional. In general, approaches based on shared memory correspond closely to data parallelism.
These can summarised as follows:
paradigm
message passing
shared memory
. data parallel
functional
10

communication

parallelism

forms of parallelism

explicit
implicit
implicit
implicit

explicit
explicit
implicit
implicit

general
limited
single
limited

These languages are included in this section as ‘data-parallel’ because although in principle they can be used to express
task-parallel programs, in a recursive way for example, this is not their intended usage and will likely not deliver
scalable performance.
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The following summarise the main observations from the survey.
• Message passing. There are relatively few message-passing approaches and, despite a large
number of data-parallel languages, MPI has been an enduring standard. Occam and its close
descendants are the only languages addressing the need for distributed execution in embedded
and general-purpose systems.
The reason for the success of message-passing approaches is that they can be compiled
simply giving them a transparent execution model. Simple compilation enables efficient
and predictable programs to be expressed, as well as providing portability between different
compilers and architectures. It is for these same reasons that the use of C is so widespread.
The main criticisms of message passing is that the programmer is left to deal explicitly with
communication and parallelism at the expense of the clarity of their program. This makes it
difficult to build abstractions such as subroutines, modules and libraries, and, in particular,
representations of data are fragmented between processes so it is difficult to express shared
data structures.
• Data-parallel. Data-parallel languages are based on a shared-memory abstraction of communication in which data-parallel operations are performed on large (and potentially distributed)
data structures. Thus, they are amenable only to data-parallel problems.
Early data-parallel languages were closely tied to the SPMD compilation model. This
restricted programs to expressing a single level of parallelism with no composition or nesting
of operations. The allocation of data between parallel instances of the program allows access
patterns to be determined at compile time, but they tend to be complex, even for simple
operations. This led to complex and specialised compilers with the performance of programs
being dependent on a particular compiler, rather than the program itself.
PGAS languages attempt to place some control of locality with the programmer by associating portions of shared data structures with the local memory of processes. The Chapel language,
an exemplar PGAS language, tries to address the problems with compilation by defining its
high-level approach in terms of primitive parallel constructs. However, the resolution of global
accesses and generation of distributed reads and writes is a complex problem and leads to
inefficient execution.
Almost all of the data-parallel/shared-memory/PGAS approaches deal with resource allocation at compile time because performance depends so much on this.
• Functional. Functional languages appear to be ideal for dealing with parallelism because it
is implicit in the evaluation of non-dependent functions, due to the absence of side-effects.
Communication is also implicit in the transfer of arguments and results between parent
and child functions. This allows the programmer to focus on the high-level behaviour and
composition of a program.
The problem with a functional approach is that the correspondence to a machine architecture
is weak and therefore the scope for an implementation is broad, requiring a great deal of runtime resource management. Although limited forms of functional parallelism can deliver good
speedups, obtaining good speedups for general classes of functional programs is difficult, and
especially so with distributed implementations. Functional languages also have some inherent
limitations in dealing with external interaction and responding to unpredictable events.
In conclusion, existing message-passing approaches are best placed to express general forms of
parallelism whilst maintaining efficient execution, but they offer little to the programmer for building
abstractions. In contrast, data-parallel languages are designed to deal with data abstractions, but
because this is based on hiding communication, communication patterns must be inferred (with
difficulty) during compilation and they therefore do not provide a good machine abstraction.
It seems clear that these capabilities should be combined—shared memory with message passing—to
produce a programming language that would be both expressive and efficient, fulfilling the proposed
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language criteria. This is the approach of the sire programming language described in Chapter 6The
sire programming languagechapter.6.
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machine

This chapter describes how a parallel machine architecture can support a communicating-process
model of computation in a way that provides an abstraction from specific implementations and for
programs to be expressed in an architecture-independent way.
The chapter is divided into three main parts that correspond to different aspects of the architecture.
First, the theoretical basis for a universal communication network with the choice topology and
routing strategy; second, the practical details of an implementation of such a network with the
mechanics of transmitting data around the network; and third, a discussion of the characteristics of
the processors that the network connects and their affect on the nature of the machine. To contrast
against this approach, a short survey of real machines is included at the end.
4.1. Universal communication networks

An interconnection network for a parallel computer is the hardware by which a collection of processors
are able to communicate with each other. This might be to send messages in a distributed-memory
system or to support memory accesses in a shared-memory system.
Ideally, an interconnection network connects every processor directly to every other processor to
support efficient communication, as is illustrated in Figure 4.1A complete networkfigure.caption.57.
In practice however, this is not practical since the number of connections grows with the square of
the size of the network and the number of connections to each node grows linearly. Even for small
networks, the complexity involved in organising and connecting links in an implementation prohibits
this approach and as such, it is inherently non-scalable.
A more practical approach is to use sparsely-connected networks where each network node is
connected only to a small number of other nodes. When the number of connections per node is either
fixed or grows slowly with the network size, this in principle allows it to connect an arbitrary number
of nodes, limited only by the physical constraints of an implementation. Messages are sent between
nodes in a sparse network by traversing a path from the source to the destination, potentially via
intermediate nodes.
This section explains the surprising result due to Valiant that there exists a class of sparse
universal networks that, in combination with a distributed routing strategy, can simulate any other
communication network efficiently [VB81, Val90b]. This makes them suitable to support arbitrary
communication patterns between a collection of processors. The remainder of the section first
introduces some key concepts, before discussing the family of network topologies and the routing
scheme.
4.1.1. Network model

A network is a collection of nodes that are connected by links. The purpose of a network in the
context of this thesis is to perform a computation. Nodes can create and consume messages as well
as forwarding them on to other nodes. Links are point-to-point connections between nodes that
transport messages in one direction and a buffer is associated with each link to queue outstanding
messages to be transmitted.
The structure of an interconnection network can be represented by a graph G = (V, E) whose
vertices V represent nodes and edges E that represent communication links. Each (undirected) edge
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Figure 4.1.: A complete network. This is the ideal topology for an interconnect since every node can communicate directly with every other node, without interference from any other communications.
However, an N -node complete network requires N − 1 connections per node making it difficult
to implement for all but the smallest networks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2.: Illustrations of the network model. (a)Subfigure 4 4.2asubfigure.4.2.1 shows a network consisting
of three terminal nodes connected with (bidirectional) links; and (b)Subfigure 4 4.2bsubfigure.4.2.2
shows a network with two terminal nodes connected by a non-terminal node, so that messages
between the two terminals always traverse the intermediate non-terminal node.

represents two links, one in each direction. Each terminal node contains a switch that connects
the incident links and a processor that can source and sink messages to and from the switch. A
non-terminal node only contains a switch and a network that contains non-terminal nodes are called
indirect. In a direct network, all nodes are terminal. The switch can establish connections between all
of its inputs and outputs, and it supports simultaneous transmissions, but links can only transmit
one message at a time. The transmission of a message along a link is taken to be one time unit.
Figure 4.2Illustrations of the network modelfigure.caption.59 illustrates the main components of the
network model.
Basic features

The following are definitions of some basic features of a network G:
• the size of G is given by the number of vertices, which is denoted by N and is generally an
integral power of two, N = 2n ;
• a path p(u, v) between two nodes u and v in G is an ordered sequence of adjacent edges that
join them;
• the distance d(u, v) is the length of the path between two nodes u and v in G, and a path is
minimal if the distance is a minimum of all possible paths;
• the degree of G is the maximum number of edges incident upon a node;
• the capacity of G is the total number of edges.

4.1.2. Properties

Based on the above network model, the following two properties provide a strong characterisation of
communication performance.
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Definition 4.1 (Diameter). The diameter D of G is the longest shortest path between any two nodes:
D(G) = max d(u, v).
u,v∈V

The diameter gives a lower bound on the worst-case time required to deliver a message and hence
should be small. The following theorem provides a lower bound
Theorem 1. For any fixed d, the diameter of any N -node network of degree-d is at least Ω(log N ).
Proof. Any node can in k steps reach at most (d − 1)k other nodes. To be able to reach every other
node it must travel at least the diameter of the network, so when (d − 1)k ≥ N , the diameter is at
least logd−1 N .
Definition 4.2 (Bisection width). The bisection width B of G is the minimum number of vertices
that connect any two equally-sized partitions (±1 for odd sizes) of V . For every U ∈ V , let Ū = U \V
and C(U, Ū ) be the number of edges that have one end point in U and one end point in Ū , then
B(G) =

min

U ⊂V,|U |=b|V |/2c

C(U, Ū ).

The bisection width is a measure of how connected a network is. In a network with a large
bisection width, communication can be performed efficiently across any partition of the network
into two equally sized components. A network with a small bisection width will have a ‘bottleneck’
where many paths of communication share only a small set of edges.1 Both of these metrics also
provide a measure of the implementation complexity in terms of routing links between components.
The additional properties of symmetry and hierarchical recursivity relate to the structure of the
network and affect both the implementation and capability of network. The symmetry of a graph
can apply to both vertices and edges. A vertex-symmetric graph looks the same from any vertex, i.e.
no vertex can be distinguished for any other based on the surrounding vertices. A similar definition
is given for edge-symmetric graphs. Symmetry is important for parallel programming as it implies
uniformity. The execution and evolution of a program is therefore independent of its location. If a
graph is hierarchically recursive then it contains smaller sub-graphs of the same structure. This can
be beneficial for an implementation based on a hierarchical integration using different technologies
and for executing parallel programs with a recursive structure.
4.1.3. Simulations

An important ability of a network in the context of parallel communication is to be able to simulate
other networks. Let H be the host network with p nodes and G be the guest network with v nodes. A
simulation is then an embedding of G into H, which consists of a pair of mappings: one from each
node of G to a node in H and the other from each edge in G to a path in H. The simulation of a
communication pattern takes a number of time steps which is dependent on the distances messages
have to travel and contention for edges due to intersecting paths in the embedding. If G is known in
advance then a static embedding can be devised to obtain the best-possible mappings. A simulation
performed using a static embedding is said to be off-line. If G is not known in advance, since the G
may be generated or change dynamically, then a dynamic embedding is required where a mapping of
the edges is performed on-line during the simulation.
Definition 4.3 (Simulation efficiency). The efficiency by which H can simulate G is judged by the
slowdown in the simulation compared to an direct implementation of G. If H can simulate tG steps
1

A more general form of bisection width is expansion which measures how well-connected subcomponents of a graph are
to the rest of the graph in which they are contained. Graphs with high expansion are known as expanders [HLW06].
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of G in time tH , then the efficiency E is defined as
E=

tH NH
.
t G NG

(4.1.1)

This is based on the node-time product of the network to normalise the slowdown when NH 6= NG .
A simulation is said to be optimal when E is a constant that does not depend on pG or pH .2
There are four measures that bound the efficiency with which a host can simulate some guest [Lei92]:
• the dilation is the maximum path length in H of any edge in G;
• the congestion is the maximum number of edges in G that are mapped to any edge in H;
• the load is the maximum number of nodes in G mapped to any node in H;
• the expansion is the ratio between the number of vertices in H to the number of edges in G.
When all of these measures are small, it corresponds to an efficient simulation, and if all of them are
constant, then the host can simulate the guest optimally.
The notion of a simulation gives rise to a class of universal networks that can simulate any other
network. This can be defined in the following way.
Definition 4.4 (Universal network). A universal network is a bounded-degree network that can
simulate any other bounded-degree network of the same size with efficiency O(log N ).
Although this efficiency is not optimal, it is the least possible since the diameter of any practical
bounded-degree network has a diameter of at least Ω(log N ), due to Theorem 1theorem.4.1.1. Furthermore, Leiserson has observed that non-universal networks exhibit a polynomial slowdown when
simulating other networks and therefore have no theoretical advantage over a sequential machine,
which can simulate any parallel machine also in polynomial time, since t steps of an N -node network
can be simulated in tN steps sequentially [Lei85].
In the next section, a family of hypercubic networks are introduced that are universal for off-line
simulations. §4.1.5Routingsubsection.4.1.5 [p. 49Routingsubsection.4.1.5] after that explains how,
with the addition of a dynamic routing scheme, hypercubic networks can be universal for on-line
simulations as well.
4.1.4. Example networks

Before introducing the hypercube family of universal networks, the next section introduces some
other simple sparse networks and discusses their properties. These simple networks relate to
structure of many parallel algorithms; some have already appeared in the description of process
and data-flow structure paradigms in §3.1.3Algorithmic paradigmssubsection.3.1.3 [p. 21Algorithmic
paradigmssubsection.3.1.3].
Common bounded-degree networks

Arrays generally refer to mesh and toroidal networks. In a d-dimensional torus, if each node is labelled
with a d-component coordinate, it is connected to 2d other nodes where each adjacent node differs in
one coordinate component by one unit; Figure 4.3dSubfigure 4 4.3dsubfigure.4.3.4 shows two examples.
In a d-dimensional
mesh, nodes located at the ‘edge’ of a dimension with a coordinate component that
√
is 0 or d N −1 do not connect to the adjacent node at the other end of the dimension (these are referred
to as ‘wrap around’ links); Figure 4.3cSubfigure 4 4.3csubfigure.4.3.3 shows two examples. Two special
2

It is interesting to note that this is similar to the definition of parallel efficiency given in Definition 3.2Parallel
efficiencydefinition.3.2, with S(n), specialised single processor machine that directly implements the algorithm,
relating to a direct implementation of G.
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(a) 1D mesh (line)

(b) 1D torus (cycle)

(c) 2D mesh

(d) 2D torus

(e) Binary tree

Figure 4.3.: Examples of common bounded-degree networks.

instances of arrays are 1-dimensional mesh, called a line (Figure 4.3aSubfigure 4 4.3asubfigure.4.3.1)
3 In general, the
and a 1-dimensional torus, called a cycle (Figure
4.3bSubfigure 4 4.3bsubfigure.4.3.2).
√
√
d
d
diameter of any d-dimensional array is Θ( N ), the bisection size is Θ(N/ N ) and the capacity is
Θ(N ).
Trees are structures where each node connects to a single parent node and one or more child nodes,
except at the root which has no parent. In a k-ary tree, where each node has k children, with d levels
contains k d − 1 nodes. The number of nodes in a tree grows exponentially with respect to the depth
and the diameter is logk N , but the root creates a ‘bottleneck’. For a binary tree when k = 2 (see
Figure 4.3eSubfigure 4 4.3esubfigure.4.3.5), one half of the nodes can only communicate with the
other half through this point. A binary tree can therefore be bisected by removing just a single link
from the root node. This makes it particularly unsuitable as a communications network.
Hypercubic networks

Hypercubes have been popular in parallel computing due to their rich communication properties and
simple homogeneous structure that is both symmetric and recursive. A d-dimensional hypercube
consists of 2d nodes and, if each node is labelled with a d-bit identifier, then an edge exists between
any two nodes u and v if and only if their identifiers differ by exactly one bit; hence each node
is connected to d other nodes.4 Conceptually, a 4-dimensional hypercube can be constructed by
joining two cubes (3-dimensional hypercubes), each with 8 nodes, by adding 8 edges between
corresponding vertices of each cube. This is construction is illustrated in Figure 4.4Hypercube
networksfigure.caption.63.
The drawback of hypercube networks is that their degree is logarithmically related to the network
size. To scale the number of nodes, the node degree increases and consequently the complexity of the
switch in an implementation. Furthermore, switches designed for an N -node hypercube cannot be
used in a 2N -node hypercube. Additionally, the wiring density increases rapidly with network size;
for any bisection of the network, N/2 links between every pair of nodes pass through it, resulting in
a complex pattern of connections.
3

A generalisation in the definition for toroidal and mesh networks specifies the size of each dimension as k. They are
thus referred to as k-ary d-cubes and k-ary d-meshes respectively [DT03].
4
They are also known as binary N -cubes, an instance of a torus network in which the size of each dimension is two.
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Figure 4.4.: Hypercubes networks in 1, 2, 3 and 4 dimensions. A d + 1-dimensional hypercube is constructed
by creating two dimension d hypercubes and connecting corresponding nodes between them.
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Figure 4.5.: Butterfly networks in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. These correspond to the same dimension hypercubes
in Figure 4.4Hypercube networksfigure.caption.63, with the columns to each node of the hypercube
and the crossing links between columns to the edges of the hypercube.
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Figure 4.6.: Clos networks. (a)Subfigure 4 4.6asubfigure.4.6.1 is a general three-stage (n, m, r)-Clos network,
with r input and output nodes each with n inputs and outputs respectively, and m middle-stage
nodes. Each input and output is connected by one link to every middle-stage node. Middle
stage nodes can be replaced with a three-stage Clos, expanding the number of stages by two, to
reduce the degree of nodes, and middle-stages can be removed to adjust the bisection bandwidth.
(b)Subfigure 4 4.6bsubfigure.4.6.2 shows a folded Clos (along the middle-stage nodes), merging the
input and output nodes and (c)Subfigure 4 4.6csubfigure.4.6.3 shows it folded in the same way
but with terminals connected to the middle-stage nodes, which can be more convenient for an
implementation.
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(a)

(c)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 4.7.: Fat tree networks. (a)Subfigure 4 4.7asubfigure.4.7.1, (c)Subfigure 4 4.7csubfigure.4.7.3 and
(e)Subfigure 4 4.7esubfigure.4.7.5 are examples of binary fat tree networks. 8 terminal nodes
(leaves) are connected by 3 stages of intermediate nodes. Fat tree (a)Subfigure 4 4.7asubfigure.4.7.1
adds 2 additional links at the root of the tree to increase the bisection bandwidth to 2; (c)Subfigure
4 4.7csubfigure.4.7.3 adds 4 links at the root and 4 at the second stage to increase the bisection bandwidth to 4; (e)Subfigure 4 4.7esubfigure.4.7.5 adds 8 links to each stage, providing full bisection bandwidth. These can be built from fixed-degree nodes by expanding the
nodes as illustrated in (b)Subfigure 4 4.7bsubfigure.4.7.2, (d)Subfigure 4 4.7dsubfigure.4.7.4 and
(f)Subfigure 4 4.7fsubfigure.4.7.6. The stages containing split fat-tree nodes in (b)Subfigure 4
4.7bsubfigure.4.7.2 and (d)Subfigure 4 4.7dsubfigure.4.7.4, and the complete network in (f)Subfigure
4 4.7fsubfigure.4.7.6 correspond to butterfly networks of degree 1, 2 and 3, or folded-Clos constructions where m = n = 2.

There is a family of networks that are related to the hypercube that have constant degree nodes.
The cost of this is a logarithmic factor increase in the number of nodes and diameter. Below, the
common hypercube variants are surveyed because they are closely related to one another and they
appear widely in the literature, but their relations are often not made apparent. The survey highlights
the individual properties of each variant, to explain how they are related and demonstrate that they
are all (computationally) equivalent, up to constant factors. Establishing this equivalence is important
since it means that theoretical results based on one variant will also apply to the others.
First, butterflies and cube-connected cycles (CCCs) [PV81] extrapolate in a simple way from the
hypercube.
A butterfly network is a multistage network that is constructed by expanding each node of an
n-dimensional hypercube into n + 1 degree-4 nodes (called a column). A stage consists of adjacent
nodes in a row. There are two kinds of links: straight links that join nodes in a column and crossing
links between columns, which are derived from the hypercube. Links between stage i and i + 1 are of
stage i. Figure 4.5Butterfly networksfigure.caption.63 shows 1, 2 and 3 dimensional butterflies.5
A butterfly is indirect in the sense that N inputs and N outputs are connected by N log N nodes
5

A common variant of the butterfly is the wrapped butterfly, which is obtained by merging nodes in the first and last
stages. The relationship between the butterfly and wrapped butterfly is similar to the line and ring networks; each
can simulate the other with at most a factor of 2 slowdown. Another variant is the multibutterfly which increases the
degree of nodes by a factor of 2 [LM89, Upf92].
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and messages will travel further than in the hypercube. It is also has no path diversity in that a only a
unique shortest path exists between any pair of terminal nodes (stage-0 nodes).
CCCs replace each node of an n-dimensional hypercube with a cycle of n nodes. Each node of the
cycle is connected to a corresponding node in a different dimension. A CCC is closely related to the
butterfly and is contained as a sub-graph [FU92]; a single cycle (node) of the cube corresponds to an
entire column of the butterfly.
Clos [Clo53] and Beneš [Ben65] networks are indirect, multistage networks that were originally
conceived for use in telecommunications. This was due to their non-blocking properties that enables
them to support circuit switching, where multiple simultaneous connections between the inputs and
outputs are used for continuous transfers of data. These networks have separate input and output
nodes and links are unidirectional.
A Clos network has three stages: input, middle and output, and is parameterised by the triple
(m, n, r). The input stage consists of r lots of n × m nodes, the middle stage of m lots of r × r
nodes and the output stage of r lots of m × n nodes. One link connects each of the middle-stage
nodes to each of the input and output nodes. This therefore allows any input to be routed to any
output via any middle-stage node. The general structure of an (m, n, r)-Clos network is illustrated
in Figure 4.6aSubfigure 4 4.6asubfigure.4.6.1.
The number of switches in a particular stage can also be adjusted to increase or decrease the
number of available paths between each input and output. With just one middle-stage switch, the
network would be fully connected but only one path would exist between any pair of inputs and
outputs. With m middle-stage switches, m paths are available. When m ≥ 2n − 1 the network is
strictly non-blocking. This means any permutation mapping the inputs to the outputs can be realised
by link-disjoint paths; i.e. messages sent from each input to a unique output can be routed along a
set of paths in which no two paths share the same link. When m ≥ n, the network is rearrangeably
non-blocking, meaning that existing paths can always be rearranged to provide a link-disjoint path.6
A Clos network can be generalised to any odd number of stages by replacing each middle-stage
node with a 3-stage Clos network with the same number of inputs and outputs. Another way to see
this is that a Clos network can be used to implement any middle-stage node. This can be done to
reduce node degree or to increase the number of input and output connections.
Beneš networks are a special case of a Clos network where m = n = 2 and with additional stages
added to reduce all nodes to degree-4. This structure is rearrangeably non-blocking. An N -input
Beneš network can be constructed by placing two N -terminal butterflies back-to-back, merging the
terminal nodes.
The symmetry of the Clos and Beneš networks allows them to be folded around the middle-stage
nodes, merging the input and output networks and using bidirectional links [JDFJ97, Ch. 3]. This
approach has two advantages: it makes the network more convenient to package when connecting
terminals that produce both input and output, and messages can traverse shorter paths between
terminals. Figure 4.6bSubfigure 4 4.6bsubfigure.4.6.2 shows the network in Figure 4.6aSubfigure 4
4.6asubfigure.4.6.1 folded along the middle-stage switches. Figure 4.6cSubfigure 4 4.6csubfigure.4.6.3
shows the same folded structure but with the terminal connections made to what were the middlestage switches. This is an equivalent construction that can be more convenient to build since it
follows a tree structure with terminal connections at the leaves and is related to the fat tree.
A fat-tree network is based on a binary tree structure but to remedy the ‘bottleneck’ at the root,
links closer to the root become progressively ‘fatter’ by bundling collections of links to preserve the
network bisection size, in the same way the branches of a tree are get progressively thinner towards
the leaves. The structure of a fat tree is illustrated in Figure 4.7Fat tree networksfigure.caption.64,
where the network bisection bandwidth of the network increases between Figures 4.7aSubfigure 4
6

Although the non-blocking properties of Clos networks are well understood in telecommunications, they are not
exploited in the same way in the context of computer communication networks [Yua11], instead being used for packet
switching (see §4.2Switching mechanicssection.4.2 [p. 54Switching mechanicssection.4.2]).
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4.7asubfigure.4.7.1, 4.7cSubfigure 4 4.7csubfigure.4.7.3 and 4.7eSubfigure 4 4.7esubfigure.4.7.5, which
is indicated by thicker links.
The original proposal for fat trees was based on nodes of increasing degree that connect links of
increasing capacity [Lei85]. This however, requires nodes of an exponentially growing degree and
therefore poses problems for an implementation of these switching elements in terms of area and
latency. A practical way to implement fat trees is by splitting each node into a number of independent
fixed-degree nodes; for each fat tree in Figure 4.7Fat tree networksfigure.caption.64 an equivalent
construction with fixed-degree nodes is given (Figures 4.7bSubfigure 4 4.7bsubfigure.4.7.2, 4.7dSubfigure 4 4.7dsubfigure.4.7.4 and 4.7fSubfigure 4 4.7fsubfigure.4.7.6). In general, this is equivalent to a
folded Clos, but other generalisations of fat trees have also been proposed [OIDK95, PV97].7
At this point it is useful to summarise the relationships between the networks described thus far.
• (hypercube → butterfly, CCC) An n-dimensional butterfly is obtained by expanding each node
of an n-dimensional hypercube, and this contains n-dimensional CCCs as a subgraph (shown in
Figure 4.4Hypercube networksfigure.caption.63 and Figure 4.5Butterfly networksfigure.caption.63).
• (fat tree → butterfly) Expanding each node of a depth-n fat tree into a number of nodes,
each with two links to the previous level and two links to the next level (unless they are
a root or leaf node), yields an n-dimensional butterfly graph (shown in Figure 4.7Fat tree
networksfigure.caption.64).
• (folded Clos → fat tree) An n-stage folded-Clos network with terminal connections made with
the middle-stage switches is equivalent to a fat tree where each node is expanded with the
same degree nodes in each level (shown in Figure 4.6cSubfigure 4 4.6csubfigure.4.6.3).
• In both the folded-Clos and fixed-degree fat-tree networks, nodes of degree greater than 4 (that
of the butterfly) can be used to reduce the number of levels or increase the bisection bandwidth,
or a combination of both.
Lastly, the shuffle-exchange and de Brujin [dBE46] networks, although still related to the hypercube,
are not derived as directly.
Shuffle-exchange networks have 2n nodes with two kinds of links: exchange links that connect
nodes differing in the least significant bit of the binary representation and shuffle links that connect
nodes identified by a one-bit circular shift of the binary representation. They have been suggested as
appropriate for use in parallel interconnection networks in several influential papers [Sto71, Sch80]
and although they have constant-degree nodes, suffer from the similar wiring problems as hypercubes.
De Brujin networks closely relate to shuffle-exchange networks. An N -node de Brujin network
can be obtained by merging all of the nodes connected by exchange edges in an (N + 1)-node
shuffle-exchange network.
The following theorem establishes a universality result for hypercubic networks.
Theorem 2 (Leighton [Lei92, Ch. 3]). Any N -node bounded-degree network can be simulated off-line
in an N -node butterfly network with a O(log N ) slowdown.
The butterfly is therefore a universal network since it can simulate any other network with a
comparable amount of hardware (i.e. processors, switches and wires). The O(log N ) overhead is
the least possible overhead that can be achieved with practical bounded-degree networks. This
result also applies to CCC, Beneš, Clos, shuffle-exchange and de Brujin networks since they are all
computationally equivalent up to constant factors.8
7

The terms folded Clos and fat tree are often used interchangeably in the literature, where fat tree typically refers to the
construction with fixed-degree nodes rather than the original proposal [Lei85].
8
For a class of normal hypercube algorithms where only one dimension of the hypercube is used for communication at a
time, these networks can simulate the algorithm directly with no loss of efficiency [Ull84, Ch. 6]. The intuition for
this is that each node of a hypercube is expanded into Θ(log N ) nodes, with each node being connected in one of the
original dimensions.
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Name

Degree

Diameter

Bisection size

Capacity per terminal

(N/2)2

N −1

1
√
Θ( √
N)
Θ(N/ 3 N )
1

Θ(1)
Θ(1)
Θ(1)
Θ(1)

Ideal
Complete

N

1
Simple

1D array
2D array
3D array
Binary tree

2
4
6
3

N√
−1
Θ(√N )
Θ( 3 N )
log N

Hypercubic
Hypercube
Cube-connected cycles*
Butterfly*
Beneš*
Clos*
Folded Clos*
Fat tree*
Shuffle-exchange*
De Brujin*

log N
3
4
4
Θ(1)
Θ(1)
Θ(1)
3
4

log N
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
2 log N
log N

N/2
Θ(N/ log N )
N/2
N
Θ(N )
Θ(N )
Θ(N )
Θ(N/ log N )
Θ(N/ log N )

Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )
Θ(log N )

Table 4.1.: Summary of different sparse networks and their properties. ‘*’ denotes the properties of these
networks are expressed relative to the number of terminals they connect, N , rather than the
number of nodes, Θ(N log N ).

4.1.5. Routing

So far only off-line simulations have been considered. These use static embeddings of one network
into another, where full knowledge of the network structure can be used to choose paths to minimise
dilation and congestion. This is the basis for the universality result of Theorem 2Leighton [Lei92,
Ch. 3]theorem.4.1.2. A more difficult problem, and the one of a general parallel communication
scheme, is efficient on-line simulations of arbitrary and potentially dynamic communication patterns.
This requires a distributed routing scheme that makes decisions based on local information, because in
a centralised scheme, it would be inefficient for each node to gather information about the whole
network and would require an amount of state proportional to the size of the network. A distributed
scheme therefore provides performance that scales well with network size.
A communication pattern can be characterised by a h-relation where each node has at most h
messages to send to various other nodes in the network, and each node is also due to receive at most h
messages from other nodes in the network [Val90a]. A special case of a 1-relation is a permutation or
one-to-one mapping where each node sends to a unique destination. A routing scheme for a network
G determines the paths on which messages are sent between source and destination nodes, providing
a dynamic embedding of paths for a h-relation into G.
An essential property of any routing scheme is that it should not cause deadlock. Deadlock is a
property of the combination of the network and routing scheme. It is caused by a cyclic dependency
between two or more messages that each wait for the other to release limited network resources
whilst holding some themselves. Typically, this limited resource is buffer space.
Oblivious routing

The most simple routing schemes are oblivious where messages are routed according only to the
address of the destination and possibly the source and not to any state of the network. Oblivious
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schemes will typically be greedy and only route along minimal paths.
For any particular network, adversarial permutations can be designed to maximise the congestion
on particular links and hence the time taken to realise the communication. The following theorem
provides a general lower-bound for deterministic oblivious schemes, representing a worst-case.
Theorem 3 (Borodin & Hopcroft [BH85]). For any N -node
√ degree-d network, no deterministic oblivious
routing scheme can perform a 1-relation in less than Ω( N /d) steps.
Although these schemes perform poorly in the worst case, they do in fact perform well on average
since adversarial permutations rarely occur. Consider a random routing problem called a random
h-mapping where each node has at most h packets to send, each packet has a destination chosen
uniformly at random and each node receives an expected h packets. Then, the following theorem
established this routing problem can be simulated efficiently on a butterfly.
Theorem 4 (Leighton [Lei92, Ch. 3]). With high probability, a random h-mapping between the log N
input nodes of an N -node butterfly can be realised in O(log N ) + O(h) steps with a deterministic
oblivious routing scheme.
Therefore, the average case behaviour of deterministic oblivious routing is close to the best case,
even when the network is heavily loaded.
For all d-dimensional arrays (i.e. mesh and toroidal networks that were defined in §4.1.4Common bounded-degree networkssection*.60 [p. 44Common bounded-degree networkssection*.60]),
dimension-order routing can be used. When each node is labelled with an d-component coordinate
this works by moving a packet through the first dimension until the corresponding coordinate is the
same. It then proceeds in the same way for the remaining dimensions until the coordinates match and
the destination is reached. For multistage indirect networks, a simple deterministic routing scheme
operates in two phases where packets are first routed ‘up’ towards the middle-stage switches and
then back ‘down’ towards the terminals.
There are a wide variety of oblivious routing algorithms for different types of networks and
communication patterns, see [Lei92, §1.7] or [DT03, Ch. 9] for examples.
Adaptive routing

In contrast to oblivious schemes, adaptive schemes choose the available paths between a source and
destination based on some criteria. This serves to balance communications more evenly over the
network to reduce congestion. Adaptive schemes could take into account the state of the network,
such as the buffer occupancy in neighbouring nodes, and are consequently more complex than
oblivious ones.
Furthermore, adaptive schemes can create additional communication due to the exchange of
information with other nodes, they can potentially choose longer routes for messages and can cause
livelock. This is when messages are able traverse non-minimal paths and make no progress towards
the destination. Adaptive schemes are therefore beyond rigorous theoretical analysis [Val82] and
cannot practically be used to deliver bounded latency.
For examples of adaptive routing schemes see [Sch98, Ch. 8] and for further details see [DT03,
Ch. 10].
Two-phase randomised routing

The bounds in Theorems 3Borodin & Hopcroft [BH85]theorem.4.1.3 and 4Leighton [Lei92, Ch. 3]theorem.4.1.4
show that although oblivious routing schemes perform poorly in the worst case, they do on average perform well. Based on this in the 1980s, Valiant observed that efficient distributed routing
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could be achieved by reducing any routing problem into a sequence of two random routing problems. This technique has come to be known as two-phase randomised routing and has been widely
studied [VB81, Val82, Upf84, Val90b].9
Two-phase randomised routing works by routing all messages to a randomly chosen intermediate
node, before routing them towards their destination. An oblivious routing scheme used in either
phase. The effect is that each phase corresponds to random 1-mappings and all communication
patterns are reduced to a collective worst case. On average, messages travel twice the average path
length, but load is evenly distributed across the network, making delivery time uniformly low and
therefore bounded. Since the scheme involves randomisation the bound is not guaranteed but it holds
with overwhelming probability; very occasionally messages will be held up but overall performance
will not be noticeably affected. It also generalises to arbitrary h-relations.
The following theorem summarises the main theoretical result from the study of two-phase
randomised routing, establishing that hypercubic networks can deliver on-line simulations of arbitrary
bounded-degree networks.
Theorem 5 (Valiant [Val90b]). With high probability, in O(log N ) steps, every h-relation can be
realised on an N -node butterfly and every (h log N )-relation can be performed on a N -node hypercube.
Empirical evaluation of two-phase randomised routing on hypercubes, folded-Clos and shuffleexchange networks strongly supports this result [VB81], [MTW93, Ch. 7].
There are two important practical implications of two-phase randomised routing:
• packets travel twice the average path length and in order to maintain throughput per node in
general networks, the capacity must be doubled by replicating all links;
• to avoid deadlock occurring between the two routing phases, the network must be divided
into two components, where one component performs the first routing phase and the other
performs the second [MTW93, Ch. 7].
A special case is with multistage indirect networks since messages can pass though a randomly
chosen middle-stage node with exactly the same effect as routing via an intermediate node. By
doing this, there is no increase in the average path length, additional links are not required to scale
throughput and it is also not possible for deadlocks to occur between the routing phases, since such a
route cannot contain any cycles.
4.1.6. Characterisation

For a universal network, the latency scales logarithmically with the number of nodes and the
throughput per node scales by at most a logarithmic factor. The combination of a universal routing
scheme ensures that these bounds are delivered for all communication patterns. The consequence of
this is that the structure of the network is independent from anything that it simulates and can thus
be characterised by just two parameters, the grain (g) and the latency (`) [Val90a, May94].
Definition 4.5 (Grain). The grain of a network is the communication bandwidth, the ratio between
the rates of computation and communication, and defined as
g=

1
time steps per unit communication

assuming a single computational operation can be performed in one time step.

9

Randomisation has been employed in a different way for routing on fat-tree networks by randomly resending groups of
messages [GL96]. However, it lacks the simplicity of two-phase randomised routing.
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Ideally, the rates of computation and communication are matched equally with g = 1 so that an
operand can be communicated every step and a high rate of processing can be sustained. Thus, in t
steps, t operations can be performed and t/g messages can be exchanged. To note, this definition of
granularity differs from the program granularity defined in §3.1.2Parallel efficiencysubsection.3.1.2 [p. 19Parallel efficiencysubsection.3.1.2], which was the ratio of sequential work to parallelism.
Definition 4.6 (Latency). The latency of a network, measured in units of time, bounds the time for a
message to be delivered and contributes to the value of g. It is determined by three components and
defined as
` = communication startup latency + network latency +

message size
channel throughput

The startup latency is the time taken at the source and destination to setup a connection. It is
determined by the processor and its interface to the network; in particular, the time required to
invoke the operation from a process and to move data from the process into the network, or vice
versa (the components of this latency and the processor and its interface to the network are discussed
in §4.3.1Network interfacesubsection.4.3.1 [p. 58Network interfacesubsection.4.3.1]). The network
latency is the elapsed time after the head of the message enters the network to it first arriving at the
destination and it depends on the distance travelled and switching delay at each node. The third
component of ` is the time taken for the contents of the message to be transmitted through the
network. This is determined by the channel throughput, the rate at which messages can be delivered
along the channel of communication. The throughput is the effective bandwidth in the presence of
other communication traffic in the network.
To sustain computational work in machines where ` is large and g is low, large messages have
to be sent. This restricts processing to problems that involve large amounts of data transfer. By
doubling g for a particular machine (bringing it closer to 1), the potential amount of concurrency
that can be employed can be doubled. This is because a sequence of t operations on a message can
be split into two processes with a message sent from one to the other, so that they both execute t/2
operations. A general-purpose machine should therefore support the efficient execution of a wide
class of programs, including those with small problem sizes, by allowing parallelism to be employed
to scale performance. In particular, a machine must support efficient communication with a low ` for
small problem sizes.
4.1.7. Cost

The universality results discussed depend on the hypercubic family of networks, which are substantially more expensive to implement, in terms of the number of switching elements and links, than
other less well-connected networks such as arrays and trees (see Table 4.1Summary of different sparse
networks and their propertiestable.caption.65). It is important to ask can less-expensive networks be
used to obtain similar universal behaviour? It is however easy to argue that this is not possible; the
following argument is based on one made by Valiant in [Val88].
Since a universal machine is structurally independent from any it simulates, there is no locality
in the simulation and messages will on average travel the diameter of the network d (to within a
constant factor). For a network with N terminals and a communication grain g, then the number of
messages in flight from a single node will be d/g. If there is no communications bottleneck, i.e. the
per node throughput scales less quickly than N , in the system overall:
s=

total capacity
≥ d/g
number of terminals

Since g is essentially fixed and d increases with N , the capacity of a network has to exceed the
number of components it connects by a factor of at least d and as the diameter of practical networks
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Figure 4.8.: Block architecture of an input-buffered n × n crossbar switch. With this, any input port can
be connected to any output port according to the routing and arbitration control. Bidirectional
communication links are connected to pairs of input and output ports.
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Figure 4.9.: Connectivity of a high-degree crossbar switch. A terminal switch (a)Subfigure 4 4.9asubfigure.4.9.1
can use half of the available links of a switch to connect terminals and the other half to connect to the rest of the network. A non-terminal switch in a multistage network (b)Subfigure 4
4.9bsubfigure.4.9.2 uses all links to connect to the network.

is at least Ω(log N ), s therefore has to be at least Ω(log N ). In the hypercube, each node provides
the logarithmic connectivity and in the related networks it is provided by a logarithmic number of
nodes per terminal.
It has also been argued by Dally [Dal90] that low-dimensional arrays (in 2 and 3 dimensions) have
lower latency and higher throughput than high-dimensional networks such as hypercubes when the
number of links is increased to match the bisection bandwidth in the hypercube. This is due to a
larger number of paths in the permutation using links in a particular dimension and since there is a
higher per link bandwidth, it permits greater sharing of the available network capacity.
If one were not to consider the theoretical limitations of low-dimensional networks, Dally’s
argument for their use appears to be convincing, but it is based on the assumption that it is acceptable
to permit adversarial communication permutations to occur. Using low-dimensional networks will
cause message latencies to be highly variable and programs will require careful mapping to the
network, during compilation and/or at run time, to avoid congestion hot-spots.
4.2. Switching mechanics

Switching is concerned with the mechanics of transmitting messages between nodes in a network.
This capability is implemented in a discrete switch component and one is included at each node.
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This section discusses the main issues relating to the operation of a switch with regard to building a
universal communication network with two-phase randomised routing.
4.2.1. Crossbar switches

A crossbar switch allows all inputs to be simultaneously routed to their outputs. Switches are
connected by links that connect an input port to the output port of another switch and vice versa.
Figure 4.8Block architecture of an input-buffered crossbar switchfigure.caption.69 illustrates the basic
architecture of a conventional input-buffered n × n crossbar switch.
It is beneficial to use high-degree switches to build networks because connecting multiple terminals
to each one, the network diameter can be reduced. With a switch of degree-8 or greater, it is
practical for half the links to connect terminals, leaving sufficient bandwidth and connectivity in
the set of remaining links; this is illustrated in Figure 4.9Connectivity of a high-degree switching
componentfigure.caption.69.
The scaling of a switch is limited primarily by the delay and area requirements of the central
crossbar component. A number of high-degree single-chip designs have been proposed and shown to
be effective, such as the INMOS C104 32×32 switch [MTW93, Ch. 3], [JDFJ97, App. A], the 64 × 64
YARC switch [KDTG05, SAKD06], and the Swizzle-Switch, which scales up to 64 × 64 [SDTO+ 11,
SDM+ 12a, SDM+ 12b].
Incidentally, with an increasing level of parallelism on-chip, various proposals for on-chip foldedClos networks have been made with the stated aims of reducing latency, improving capacity and
simplifying programming. There are proposals for electrical implementations, e.g. [BD06, LGM+ 09,
KYAC11], and optical implementations, e.g. [JBK+ 09, ZGY10]. However, these only consider relatively small systems up to 64 processors and low-degree 4×4, 8×8, or 16×16 crossbar switches.
4.2.2. Switching schemes

A switching scheme deals with the allocation of resources for the movement of data around a network.
Store-and-forward switching

Store-and-forward or packet-switching splits a message into one or more fixed-length packets. Packets
are individually routed to their destination and consist of data and routing information. Typically,
the routing information is small and must have at least dlog N e bits to specify the destination, it
may also contain book-keeping and sequencing information. Every link is able to buffer at least one
packet and a packet makes a hop from one node to another by moving the whole packet from the
output buffer to the next input buffer. The transmission latency of store-and-forward switching is
proportional to the product of the size of the packet and the distance.
Circuit switching

Circuit switching reserves a complete path between the source and destination before any data is sent.
The circuit exists until it is closed either by the source or destination. This is advantageous for long
messages as the cost of setting up the route is only paid once and, with an active circuit, data will
experience no contention and can be streamed at a constant rate.
Wormhole switching

Wormhole switching is similar to store-and-forward switching but it reduces the latency and the
per-link buffering requirement. Messages are again sent as a sequence of packets but each packet is
transmitted as a sequence of flits, allowing the packet to be pipelined in the network, like a worm
(typically, flits are a number of bytes, up to one word). A header flit opens a route through the
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Figure 4.10.: An illustration of the operation of wormhole switching. In (a)Subfigure 4 4.10asubfigure.4.10.1,
a packet consists of a sequences of flits: a header (H), followed by a number of body (B) flits,
constituting the message data, and a tail flit (T). Each box represents a communication channel
with input buffering for two flits and the horizontal sequences of boxes represent a path in the
network. As the header flit traverses the network towards the destination and as it does this,
establishes a route between input and output links in each switch. The proceeding flits then
traverse this route, following the header. As the tail flit passes through, the route is closed. The
sequence of flits contained in the channel buffers, spanning multiple switches is referred to as
the worm. In (b)Subfigure 4 4.10bsubfigure.4.10.2 a single header flit is sent to establish a network
route, along which data can be streamed.
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network, subsequent flits follow it and experience no switching delay, then the final ‘end of packet’
tail flit closes the route. Data can be streamed in this way with an open route or packetised by closing
the route after a payload has been sent. As such, wormhole switching can be seen as a form of
dynamic circuit-switching where a complete route is established before messages are transmitted.
Packet latency is independent of the size of the payload since the header can progress immediately.
This is an important ability in the context of a general-purpose system, since the size of link buffers
can be chosen independently of packet sizes. The buffering requirement is also reduced as it is
necessary to store only a small number of flits at each node.
Wormhole switching does however introduce the possibility of deadlock when a header becomes
blocked by contention for a link and the rest of the packet also stalls. The remaining tail of the ‘worm’
will occupy buffers and potentially block other packets. To avoid this, it must be guaranteed that every
packet must be always be able to make progress in the network. This can be done either with the use
of virtual channels (explained below in §4.2.3Virtual channel flow controlsection*.75 [p. 57Virtual
channel flow controlsection*.75]) or by employing a protocol that does not allow ‘worms’ to become
blocked in the network. Such a protocol will ensure the receiver is ready before transmitting the
payload.
Figure 4.10Wormhole packet switchingfigure.caption.70 illustrates the operation of wormhole
switching and how it can be used to perform packet switching and circuit switching.
4.2.3. Flow control

Flow control determines the allocation of network resources, such as buffer space and channel
bandwidth [JDFJ97, §2.1.1], [DT03, Ch. 12]. This is necessary to make effective use of the available
resources and to stop buffers from being over-run.
Credit-based flow control

Credit-based flow control is a simple way to manage the use of buffers to permit a node to output on
a link only if there is sufficient buffer space on the corresponding input at the receiving node. This
works by each output link maintaining a count of the available buffer space at the corresponding
downstream node. When a packet (or flit) is sent the count is decremented; when the downstream
node forwards the packet, it sends a credit message back upstream and the count is incremented.
In this presence of congestion, credit-based flow control provides a ‘back pressure’ from the busy
link, initially causing packets that must also traverse this link to become blocked. As further packets
become blocked, this eventually stops packets from being injected into the network and therefore
allows the delivery of packets in transit.
Virtual channel flow control

Virtual channels are used to decouple resources associated with transmission on channels from the
physical links [Dal92], [DT03, Ch. 16]. A single virtual channel contains a buffer and some state
information, and a number of virtual channels are associated with each link. A particular virtual
channel can be assigned to use a physical channel when the packet that has been allocated is able to
progress, thereby allowing it to use a link when other packets using the same link are blocked. This
provides benefits for communication latency and throughput.
Virtual channels therefore allow network resources to be better utilised when there is competition
for their use and are most relevant to networks and routing strategies that may cause areas of high
congestion. In particular, with low-dimensional array networks where the bisection size scales more
slowly than the number of nodes. With high-capacity networks that provide constant throughput
scaling per node, and when they operate in conjunction with a routing strategy that can evenly
balance load, such as two-phase randomised routing, there will be relatively little link contention.
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In this situation, the utility of virtual channels is diminished (the reasons for this were explained in
§4.1.7Costsubsection.4.1.7 [p. 53Costsubsection.4.1.7]).
The cost of virtual channels is the additional buffering required for each channel and the allocation
and arbitration logic, which can all contribute significantly to the area of a switch. With highdimensional networks, these costs are magnified. Additionally, the complexity introduced into the
behaviour of a link can impact significantly on the overall predictability of the network. Another
way to look at this argument is that a virtual channel switch invests more buffering in fewer links,
whereas a high-degree switch invests in more links with less buffering, or a more highly connected
networks invests more heavily in communication capacity.
Another use of virtual channels is to break deadlocks in routing schemes [DA93]. They can do this
by separating the virtual channels of each link into a number of groups to obtain a partitioning of the
network into independent sets of virtual links. Communication cycles are broken, by distributing
them between the partitions to ensure deadlock cannot occur. The main disadvantage of using virtual
channels in this way is that the number of virtual channels must be increased by a factor of the
number of partitions required to guarantee deadlock freedom, with no performance benefit.
Buffering requirement

The theoretical analysis of two-phase randomised routing is based on store-and-forward packet
routing and unbounded buffers, and the analysis of the run time implies that the size of a queue
will grow to at most O(log N ) with high probability since this is the time taken to deliver a random
relation. Because of the bound holds with high probability, some links will experience high contention
but with very low probability. In these cases there will be some additional communication delay.
Experience with using the C104 to build universal interconnects has demonstrated that little
buffering is required with wormhole switching. For each inbound and outbound link around one
packet (around 4 to 8 flits) is sufficient [JDFJ97, Appx. A].
4.2.4. Routing mechanics

Routing mechanics refers to the implementation of a routing scheme, i.e. the mechanism by which the
output port of a switch is chosen to forward a packet if it has not reached its destination. In general,
this is done either with a routing table at each node that records mappings of links to destinations, or
by a direct calculation of the next destination according to a rule. Only the former is discussed here,
see [DT03, Ch. 11] for details on the latter.
Interval routing is a table-based scheme that provides an efficient way to implement deterministic
routing schemes [VLT87]. It works in the following way. In a network with N destinations, each is
labelled with a unique value from the range 0 to N − 1. Every link is then assigned a contiguous
interval of labels, non-overlapping with other links at a given node. A packet is routed along a given
link if its destination lies within the link’s label range. Intervals are stored in a table and this requires
O(d) space where d is the degree of the node. Routing decisions can be made very quickly as they
are based on table lookups, which maximises the benefit of wormhole switching.
Interval routing information can be assigned to links independently. This provides two key
abilities [MTW93, Ch. 3]. First, with grouped adaptive routing, links can be bundled together between
two switches and assigned the same intervals. Then, a link can be chosen adaptively based on which
one becomes available first. Second, the network can be partitioned into independent components by
assigning routing intervals to disjoint sets of links.
A simple way to implement two-phase randomised routing is to transmit packets with two
headers, one to specify the randomly chosen intermediate node and the other to specify the final
destination [MTW93, Ch. 1]. Both headers contain a flag to indicate whether the packet is in the first
or second phase of routing. When the first header arrives at the intermediate node, it is recognised as
being in the first phase and discarded. When the second header then arrives, it is used to initiate
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Figure 4.11.: An illustration of the components of communication latency, highlighting the components of
the startup latency at both the sender and receiver.

the second phase and it is sent towards the destination. In direct networks, the network must be
partitioned to separate the routing of packets between the two phases and prevent deadlock. In
indirect networks, links are partitioned into an ‘up’ component for the first phase with intervals
corresponding to a labelling of the middle-stage switches and a ‘down’ component for the second
phase with intervals corresponding to the labelling of the terminals.
4.3. Processing

The chapter so far has discussed the structure and operation of a universal interconnection network
that is parameterised by just two variables: the communication latency ` and the communication
grain g. This section discusses the general characteristics of the processors that are connected to it
and how they affect the capability of the system.
4.3.1. Network interface

The network interface sits between the data paths of a processor and the network, providing a
connection to a particular switch, thereby allowing it to engage in communication with other
processors.
The network interface performs a translation of messages from the processor into the format
required by the network switches, or vice versa, thereby implementing any link-level network
protocols. Wormhole switching, for example, requires a message to be broken up into flits and
additional flits added that contain routing information. This might be performed by the network
interface. It will also implement link-level protocols, for example to perform credit-based flow control
by generating additional messages, and the physical network layer, which is concerned with the
encoding and transmission of bits onto the wires implementing the link itself.
Communication startup latency

The processor’s communications system, including its network interface, contributes a fixed proportion of the message latency, with the rest determined by the interconnect. This is illustrated by
Figure 4.11Communication startup latencyfigure.caption.78, which shows the contributing components.
The overhead in setting up a communication depends on the interface between a processor and
the interconnect and the efficiency of the following three mechanisms, operating at either end of a
communication channel. The latency they contribute is typically not dependent on the message size.
1. Software latency. The latency of dispatching or receiving a communication to or from a program
to the hardware. This relates to the preparation and processing of a message as well as the
traversal of software between the programs and hardware, including the overhead of additional
control code, procedure calls and any associated memory accesses.
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2. Data movement latency. The transfer of data from registers in the processor onto the link.
When this involves main memory and the associated mechanisms of direct memory access
(DMA) and interrupts, the overhead can be significant.
3. Notification to receiver latency. Notification of the receiving process that it is being sent a
message. If this is an interrupting event, then it might be necessary to perform a context switch,
again accessing memory, to execute the receiving process.
Communication latency can therefore be reduced by:
• closely integrating the network interface with, or in, the processor architecture to reduce the
critical path between communication operations in a program to the data entering the network;
• by avoiding the use of main memory for messages and instead using fast dedicated memory.
Several processor architectures have employed these optimisations to reduce communication
latency. The most prominent examples are the INMOS transputer [INM88c] and the descendent
XMOS XS1 architecture [May09], which provide communication operations at an architectural level.
This allows messages to be transferred directly from the processor pipeline into message buffers
ready to be transmitted onto the network. In the XS1 architecture, the execution of a send operation
will move the data in a single cycle from the processor registers into a message buffer. In the next
cycle, the message can be transmitted on to the network [May11]. Additionally, the provision of
hardware support for a number of processes with dedicated registers and a simple scheduler avoids
context-switch overhead [May10].
A similar approach is taken in the Message-Driven Processor (MDP) of the MIT J-Machine [NWD93],
which provides architectural integration of communication operations with dedicated data paths and
hardware scheduling of processes based on message reception [DW89, DFK+ 92, DCC+ 98]. Avoiding
main memory for messaging is also supported by experience with the Intel Single-Chip Cloud
Computer (SCC), where a factor of 15 improvement in latency was observed by moving messages
onto the network using a small 16 KB on-chip buffer memory, rather than using the main off-chip
memory [HDH+ 10]. In contrast to these ‘fine-grained’ architectures, the setup cost of communication
in the BlueGene family of supercomputers, for example in the Q system [CEH+ 11, HOF+ 12], is much
higher at around 700 ns, which corresponds to around 1000 local computational operations. This is
particularly surprising since the latency of one hop between two switches in the network is around
45 ns, a factor of 15 difference.
Remote memory access

Remote memory access (or remote direct memory access (RDMA) as it is also known) is a mechanism
for accessing remote memories in distributed-memory systems. It is implemented in the network
interface and bypasses the execution pipeline of the processor.
RDMA can be supported directly by the interconnect and network interface to avoid any software
overheads at the target processor in servicing an access. To do this, a remote memory access is
made by sending a message prefixed with a special header. Instead of the message being received by
software process, it is intercepted by a mechanism in the network interface and connected to the
memory system that performs the access and generates a response to complete the transaction.
RDMA is widely used in conventional computer networks and supercomputers where the complexity of the operating system and software stack would otherwise add significant latency. The Quadrics
interconnect [PFH+ 02] and the Cray Gemini interconnect [ARK10] for example, both support RDMA.
Similar schemes have also been proposed for chip-level networks such as [JM02].
4.3.2. Efficient support for parallelism

The finest level of parallelism is between individual operations and called instruction-level parallelism.
Superscalar processors are designed to exploit this and require a large amount of specialised logic to
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identify when operations are independent and when to dispatch them to different execution units and
combine their results. However, there is little inherent parallelism in typical sequential instruction
streams and this type of parallelism can deliver at most a factor of 2 to 4 speedup; the sequential
capabilities of processors is discussed in §9.6.1Sequential capabilitysection*.233 [p. 200Sequential
capabilitysection*.233].
The other more general form of parallelism is between streams of instructions and called task-level
parallelism. Exploitation of this requires the creation and termination of parallel processes. Clearly,
for this to be economical, the cost of creating, initialising, and terminating a parallel task, at the very
least, must be less than the amount of work it subsequently performs otherwise the work could more
quickly be performed sequentially. Furthermore, communication and synchronisation are required to
coordinate the activity of a collection of processes, and the overheads of these will limit the level of
parallelism in the same way. It is only economical to communicate data when the cost of doing so
is less than the resulting work performed by the receiving process, and it is only economical if the
additional cost of synchronising between more processes is less than the benefits from increasing
their number.
There is abundant parallelism in most problems (or conversely, very few problems are inherently
sequential) but the ability to exploit parallelism depends on the time taken to create and terminate
parallel processes and synchronisation and communication latency. Systems in which these mechanisms are inefficient can only be applied to problems that provide large amounts of work to obtain
speedups from parallelism. With the MDP of the J-Machine, it is economical to create processes of
a few hundred operations [NWD93]. With the transputer and XS1 architecture, a process can be
created and initialised in a few tens of operations and processes executing on the same processor can
synchronise in a single cycle (equivalent operations between processors can be implemented with
message passing and their performance will depend on the network).
4.4. A short survey of real machine architectures

This section briefly surveys some of the overall trends in real parallel architectures. For brevity, this
focuses on the interconnection topology and communication model, rather than the details of the
processor and interconnect architecture.
Table 4.2A short survey of real parallel machine architecturestable.caption.80 provides a chronological summary of a selected set of systems, both large multi-chip systems and more recent systems
integrated onto a single chip.
4.4.1. High-performance computing

HPC/supercomputer systems have been, and remain, at the forefront of the large scale use of
parallelism to improve performance. Distributed memory architectures have proven to be the most
practical and economical way to scale the computational capacity with available technology to deliver
the highest levels of performance.
Distributed memory machines with interconnection networks based on hypercubes were popular
in the mid-1980s with systems such as the nCUBE 10 [HMS+ 86], Cosmic Cube [Sei85], Connection
Machine 1 [TR88] and Intel Personal Super Computer (iPSC) [Bok90, Arl88]. However, this popularity
shifted at the end of the 1980s to the use of 2- and 3-dimensional mesh- and torus-based interconnects,
likely due to the implementation difficulties associated with hypercubes and influential work by
Dally [Dal90]. Despite the popularity of low-dimensional networks, multistage networks based on
folded-Clos/fat-tree topologies have also been popular, in systems such as the Meiko Computing
Surface 2 [BCM94], the Connection Machine 5 [LAD+ 92] and the IBM Roadrunner [BDH+ 08]. There
are several likely reasons for this popularity, one is that they are straightforward to build out of
commodity networking equipment, whereas direct networks require more specialised switches. The
other is that multistage networks are effective in distributed-memory systems that implement a
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System

Citation

Appeared

Interconnect
topology

Communication
model

Multi-chip/high-performance systems
Cray 1
ALICE
NYU Ultracomputer
CM-1
Cosmic Cube
nCUBE 10
Intel iPSC
Manchester Data-flow computer
Meiko Computing Surface
GRIP Machine
Data Diffusion Machine
CMU/Intel iWARP
Intel iPSC/2
MIT J-Machine
MIT Alewife
Stanford DASH
Cray T3D
Meiko CS-2
CM-5
SGI Origin 3000
IBM BlueGene/L
Maxeler MPC
IBM Roadrunner
XMOS XMP-64
Cray XK7
Stanford FLASH
Berkeley IRAM
MIT RAW
Smart memories
PicoChip picoArray
Clearspeed CSX
UC Davis AsAP
Ambric MPPA
XMOS XS1-G4
Intel SCC
Tilera Tile
IntellaSys SEAforth
Adapteva Epiphany
Kalray MPPA
Intel Xeon Phi
Nvidia Tesla K20

[Rus78]
1976
[DR81]
1981
[GGK+ 82, Got86]
1982
[TR88]
1983
[Sei85]
1985
[HMS+ 86]
1985
[Bok90]
1985
[GKW85]
1985
[Mei88]
1986
[PJCSH87]
1987
[WH88]
1988
[BCC+ 88]
1988
[Arl88]
1988
[NWD93]
1990
[ACJ+ 91]
1991
[LLG+ 92]
1992
[KS93]
1993
[BCM94]
1993
[LAD+ 92]
1995
[WRRF05]
2000
[GBC+ 05]
2004
[DFMP08]
2008
[BDH+ 08]
2008
[XMO10]
2010
[ARK10]
2012
Single-chip systems
[KOH+ 94]
[PAC+ 97]
[WTS+ 97]
[MPJ+ 00]
[PTD+ 06]
[Cle06]
[TCM+ 09]
[BJW07]
[XMO12b]
[HDH+ 10]
[WGH+ 07]
[Int08]
[Ada11]
[Kal12]
[Int13]
[NVI12]

1994
1997
1997
2000
2000
2002
2005
2006
2008
2009
2010
2010
2011
2012
2013
2013

custom
Delta*
Omega*
hypercube
hypercube
hypercube
hypercube
ring
2D mesh
bus
folded Clos
2D torus
hypercube
3D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
3D torus
folded Clos
folded Clos
folded Clos
3D torus
ring
folded Clos
hypercube
3D torus

SIMD/SM
DF
SM
MP
MP
MP
SM
DF
MP
DF
SM
DF
SM
MP
SM & MP
SM
MP
MP
MP
SM
MP
DF
MP
MP
MP & SM

2D mesh
crossbar
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
crossbar
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
2D mesh
ring
custom

SM & MP
SIMD/SM
DF
SM
MP
SM
DF
MP
MP
MP
SM
MP
SM
MP
SM
SIMD/SM

Table 4.2.: A short survey of real parallel machine architectures, divided into systems comprised of multiple
chips, which are generally physically large and mostly built for HPC-type applications, and systems
integrated on a single chip. The following abbreviations are used: data-flow (DF), message passing
(MP), shared memory (SM) and single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD). The Delta and omega
networks marked with a ‘*’ are indirect multistage and closely related to a folded Clos.
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4.5. Summary
global address space. Examples include SGI systems, such as the Origin 3000, with the NUMALink
interconnect [WRRF05].
Typical modern high-performance systems employ a custom interconnect since the performance of
commodity networking equipment is not satisfactory, but they generally use commodity components
at the compute nodes. This includes multicore shared-memory processors, conventional DRAM and
in some systems accelerator-devices, such as the Nvidia Tesla K20 [NVI12] GPU, and more generalpurpose devices such as the Intel Xeon Phi architecture [Int13]. The use of commodity components is
due to the economies of scale gained from consumer markets weighed against the enormous cost of
developing custom chips.
4.4.2. Single-chip systems

The need for scalable general-purpose systems has led to a number of proposals for explicitly parallel
tiled architectures, where a system is integrated on-chip as a regular arrangement of processormemory pairs connected by an interconnection network. This approach allows memories to be
more tightly bound to processors and local and access latency to be reduced. Prominent examples
include the Stanford FLASH [KOH+ 94], the MIT RAW [WTS+ 97] and its descendant Tilera Tile architecture [WGH+ 07], Smart Memories [MPJ+ 00], the Ambric Massively Parallel Processor Array [BJW07].
and the Kalray Multi-Purpose Processor Array (MPPA) [Kal12]. However, despite the low-diameter
high-capacity networks required for general-purpose parallel computation, these systems all employ
a 2D mesh interconnect in which communication latency scales linearly with the number of tiles and
programs must be carefully mapped to preserve locality to obtain good performance.
Indeed, where the class of programs is limited to a specific domain, low-dimensional array interconnects can be effective. Examples of such systems include the UC Davis Asynchronous Array of Simple
Processors (AsAP) [YMA+ 08], the PicoChip picoArray [PTD+ 06] and the Adapteva Epiphany [Ada11],
all for digital signal processing (DSP). In contrast, the INMOS transputer [INM88c] and descendant XMOS XS1 architecture [May09] were designed to support general-purpose parallelism with
high-performance networks [MTW93, May10].
4.5. Summary

This chapter has described the essential ingredients of a scalable general-purpose parallel computer
architecture. It first described the theoretical aspects of a communication network that can support
arbitrary patterns of communication and then then practical aspects of implementing such a network.
A network is universal in the sense that it can simulate any other network efficiently. This means
that when the nodes of a guest network to be simulated are mapped to the nodes of a host network of
the same size, the host can support any pattern of communication in the guest network with at most
a logarithmic-factor slowdown in the size of the host network (larger guest networks will require
additional time proportional to the difference in size).
Hypercube networks are universal for off-line simulations when the pattern of communication to be
simulated is known in advance, but for general parallel computations, the pattern will not always
be known. By using Valiant’s two-phase randomised routing scheme [VB81], simulations can be
performed efficiently on-line. Hypercubes themselves pose problems to build because the degree of
nodes is not fixed, but there are a number of fixed-degree hypercube variants that are better suited.
Because these appear widely in the literature, they were surveyed and their relationships described
to show that the theoretical results for one variant also apply (up to constant factors) to the others.
A universal communication network can be characterised by just two parameters, the communication latency, `, and the communication grain, g, which is the ratio between the rates of computation
to communication. The theoretical properties of the network hold asymptotically; it is the details of a
specific implementation that determine their absolute values. In particular: a high-degree switching
element allows multiple terminals to be attached to reduce the network diameter; wormhole switching
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minimises latency, requires only small amounts of buffering and supports both variable-sized packets
and circuits for streaming; and interval routing can be used to implement two-phase routing and it
enables the adaptive use of sets of links between the same nodes to distribute load.
Finally, the processor and its interface to the network determine the startup latency, a crucial
component of both ` and g, and the ability of the processor to exploit all of the available parallelism
in a particular problem depends on how quickly parallel processes (executing on the same processor
or a different one) can be created, can synchronise and can be terminated.
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T HE U NIVERSAL PARALLEL A RCHITECTURE

This chapter describes the Universal Parallel Architecture (UPA). It is scalable, general purpose, simple
to implement and it provides the natural target for the compilation of sire programs.
5.1. Overview

The UPA is a programmable computer architecture that consists of a set of tiles, each containing a
processor, a memory and a network interface. The tiles are connected by an interconnect that supports
efficient communication between all pairs of tiles.
The UPA is universal in the sense that it can be programmed to perform the function of any parallel
machine with a reasonable degree of efficiency. It can therefore execute arbitrary programs efficiently
and this provides independence of the structure of any UPA implementation from that of any program;
a particular machine is characterised only by the communication grain g and latency `. This simplifies
the compilation of programs and facilitates portability between different implementations.
The interconnect supports efficient packetised and streamed communication, which provides a
firm basis for a range of programming paradigms (each with different parallel structures), including
message-passing, PRAM-style shared memory and conventional sequential execution. These can also
be combined in programs that allocate and deallocate processors dynamically.
It is possible to implement the UPA efficiently with current technologies. A single UPA chip can
contain hundreds or thousands of tiles and multiple chips can be combined to create larger systems.
Figure 5.1A high-level view of the UPAfigure.caption.81 below illustrates the software-level view
of the UPA.
tile1

tile2

tilen
memory
···

processor
network interface

universal network (`, g)
Figure 5.1.: A high-level view of the UPA. A collection of processor-memory tiles are connected by a universal
network that provides efficient communication between all pairs of tiles with a latency ` and at a
rate g.

5.2. Interconnect

The UPA interconnect combines a universal network and universal routing strategy to support arbitrary
patterns of communication with scalable throughput and low bounded delay. A Clos network [Clo53]
can support universal two-phase randomised routing [VB81] with no increase in the average path
length and has a flexible structure that facilitates a simple and efficient implementation.
The implementation of the network follows the design of the C104 switch [MTW93, Ch. 3]:
• a deterministic routing scheme is implemented with interval routing [VLT87];
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• two-phase randomised routing [Val82] is implemented by generating packets with two headers
(one to specify a randomly-chosen middle-stage node and the other to specify the destination)
and by partitioning the network into ‘up’ and ‘down’ components for the two phases;
• sets of links between two switches can be used adaptively with grouped adaptive routing
(assigned the same intervals);
• data is transmitted on the network using wormhole switching because this supports both
variable-sized packet switching and circuit switching, minimises latency and requires only
small amounts of buffering.
5.3. Processing

The universal capability of the UPA stems from the combination of a universal communication network
able to support arbitrary patterns of communication and universal sequential processors able to execute
arbitrary sequential programs. The XMOS XS1 architecture [May09] is used for the processor cores
because it is universal and provides direct support for communication and parallelism. However,
the particular choice of architecture for the UPA is relatively unimportant but there are a number of
high-level considerations.
At a minimum, it is essential that a UPA processor can support the concurrent execution of a
collection of processes, concurrent input and output, and a rate of communication that matches the
capability of the interconnect.
To maximise the level of parallelism that can be exploited from particular problems with limited
sizes, it is essential to minimise the communication startup latency, because this contributes a fixed
portion of the network latency, `, and to minimise the overheads of process creation, synchronisation
and termination.
Ideally, the execution of a UPA processor is deterministic to eliminate unexpected variations in
timing called jitter. This is because the complexities of conventional sequential processors to improve
performance, such as pipelining, superscalar execution and branch prediction reduce the predictability
of execution timing, which can be magnified with high levels of parallelism and cause significant
inefficiency.
Finally, reducing the complexity of a processor also has the advantage of reducing the area to
maximise the number of processors that can be integrated on to a chip (this is discussed further at
the end of Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9).
5.4. Memory

Larger memories occupy more area and incur longer access latencies. When latency is significantly
more than the time for basic processor operations, the use of caches is necessary, at the expense of
predictability and area. The approach of the UPA is to provide each processor with a small memory
that has an access latency close to the time for a basic processor operation but also with the ability
to efficiently access the memory of other tiles. This allows tiles to be viewed as units of processing
or storage and results in a system where the amount of memory per tile does not need to be over
provisioned because larger memories can be emulated with collections of tiles (this capability is
investigated in Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and sirechapter.10) and longer access
latencies over the network can be dealt with in software, for example by implementing a cache or by
moving program components to operate in-place on data.
Memory accesses from remote tiles is supported primarily by the interconnect with low-latency
communication of arbitrary-sized messages, but is optimised with a mechanism for remote memory
access. This is implemented in the network interface and avoids any software overheads in accessing
memory. The remote memory access mechanism can be targeted directly at compilation to treat tiles
as memories to effectively increase the ratio of memory to processing.
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5.5. Packaging
The size of a tile memory should be chosen so that the UPA delivers good performance over all
programs, where at one end of this spectrum they are bound to the performance of the processor and
at the other end they are bound to the performance of the memory. With efficient inter-tile accesses,
this implies a balanced provision of memory and processing, and as such can never exhibit more than
a factor of two inefficiency for any program, whether it is a large-memory sequential program or a
highly-distributed parallel program.
For some cases it is possible that particular implementations of the UPA to be specialised towards
computationally-intensive or memory-intensive workloads by altering the size of the tile memory.
5.5. Packaging

The regular and hierarchical structure of the UPA with a folded Clos network [JDFJ97, Ch. 3] allows it
to be constructed from one or more identical smaller chips. A chip will contain a set of replicated
tiles, switches and communication links and can be produced at a size to provide the best economic
trade-off between performance and system cost, similar to the production and packaging model of
commodity DRAM.1 A particular number of chips are chosen to build a system to provide a certain
memory or processing capacity.
A folded Clos network can be rearranged to enable a hierarchical multichip packaging with a
complete sub-folded Clos integrated on a single chip and for multiple chips to be combined with
connections to a new middle stage. This is achieved by connecting tiles to the original middlestage switches so that the network can be recursively expanded and the ‘longer’ connections occur
closer to the new middle-stage switches (see Figure 4.6cSubfigure 4 4.6csubfigure.4.6.3 in relation to
Figure 4.6aSubfigure 4 4.6asubfigure.4.6.1). A chip’s middle-stage switches will have links connected
to off-chip IO so that larger systems can be built with multiple chips by directly extending the
network with electrical or optical connections.
The regular recursive structure of a folded Clos provides further flexibility in an implementation.
First, it can be constructed from arbitrary fixed-degree switches, allowing high-degree ones to be
used. With these, a good trade-off between the switch complexity and resulting network diameter
can be obtained, and multiple tiles can be connected to each switch. Second, because it consists of a
number of levels, each level can be constructed independently, allowing the use of different-degree
switches and different provisioning of bandwidth between stages.
A packaging of the UPA based on this approach used for a detailed multichip implementation model
using current technology is presented in Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9.

1

A low cost-performance ratio is the primary driver in the production of commodity DRAMs. The basic memory cells
and supporting circuits are replicated millions of times on a chip and consequently the designs are highly optimised.
DRAM chips are produced in high volumes and are produced at a size which makes the best trade-off between cost and
performance, but run much slower than logic devices such as processors.
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UPA

Sire1 is a communicating-process programming language designed for the highly-parallel distributedmemory UPA. Sire provides facilities for sharing and abstraction that can be used to build distributed
parallel subroutines and shared-access data structures; its design is based on the occam programming
language and, in the occam philosophy, includes the smallest set of features necessary to this. Sire

is capable of being compiled using simple techniques to produce efficient programs, allowing the
programmer to directly exploit the UPA.
This chapter presents the definition of the sire, which introduces the language incrementally, with
each section building on the last. It concludes with a discussion about its relationship with occam
and other language proposals that have provided inspiration to its design.
6.1. The model of computation

A sire program consists of a collection of processes. Each process performs a sequence of commands,
as well as being able to create additional processes. Processes can communicate with each other by
using point-to-point message passing channels, which consist of a connected pair of channel ends
local to either process. Communication also causes processes to synchronise; a sending process waits
until the receiver is ready to receive a message. A special type of process called a server provides a
means of abstraction and forms the basis of a parallel subroutine mechanism.
A sire program is executed by a collection of one or more processors. Each processor has a small
private memory and can execute a number of processes simultaneously. The execution begins on a
single processor and the computation progresses in time and space as processors are allocated and
deallocated dynamically.
6.2. Notation

Since sire builds on occam, it is prudent to present the language in a similar way to the original occam
specifications,2 as its successors have also done [May83, Bar92, SGS95]. The presentation uses a
modified version of the Backus-Naur Form (BNF) to specify the syntax of the language. In the BNF, a
production rule defines a new symbol to consist of a choice of one or more sequences of other symbols,
which are defined by other rules or are terminal and therefore elements occurring in the program.
Taking part of the command syntax as an example, a production of the form
command = hinputi | houtputi
specifies the symbol hprocessi to be the symbol hinputi or houtputi. This can also be written with
separate rules in the equivalent definition

1

The word sire is a verb meaning to create or bear. The choice of this for the name of the language relates to the way in
which a sire program executes, by allocating and deallocating processors dynamically.
2
This style of specification has gained inspiration from a number of other languages including Algol [NBB+ 63], BCPL
(Basic Combined Programming Language) [Ric67], Pascal [Wir71] and the original proposal for CSP [Hoa78].
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command =hinputi
command =houtputi
in order to incrementally introduce elements of the syntax. The symbols hinputi and houtputi are
specified with the rules
input =hchanendi ? hvariablei

output =hchanendi ! hexpressioni
The emboldened symbols ‘?’ and ‘!’ are terminals and hchanendi, hvariablei and hexpressioni are
defined in terms of one or more additional production rules.
The notation {c X} specifies a list of c or more Xs and is equivalent to X1 X2 · · · Xc · · · , and
{c ⊕X} specifies a list of c or more Xs separated by ⊕ and is equivalent to X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Xc ⊕ · · · .
As each part of the language is introduced, fragments of the BNF are given and the semantics of the
syntax explained. The semantics of a small subset of the language are given informally, which allows
the remaining portion to be defined algebraically, building on the subset. This approach is attractive
since it provides clear semantics and allows simple transformations between different constructs.
The full syntax of the language is included in Appendix ASire
 syntaxappendix.A.
Where examples of sire syntax are given the notation · is used to distinguish sire syntax from
mathematical notations.
6.3. Overview

The definition is presented in the following sections.
Primitive commands . .
Structured commands .
Types, names and scope
Composition . . . . . .
Servers . . . . . . . . .
Replication . . . . . . .
Expressions & elements
Procedural abstraction .
Program . . . . . . . . .
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6.4. Primitive commands

6.4. Primitive commands

command = hassignmenti
| hinputi

| houtputi

| hconnecti

| hskipi

| hstopi
A program is built from commands and the simplest of these are primitive commands, which are
assignment, connect, input, output, skip and stop.
6.4.1. Assignment

assignment = hvariablei : = hexpressioni
An assignment command evaluates the right hand side expression and changes the value of the
variable to the result.
Example

v := 1
6.4.2. Input and output

input = hchanendi ? hvariablei

output = hchanendi ! hexpressioni
Values are passed between processes using bidirectional communication channels. These consist of
two channel ends that are associated with either process communicating on a channel. Communication
is synchronised, which means that an outputting process must wait for the inputting process to be
ready before any data is sent. This prevents any data from being lost due to programming errors and
precludes the use of buffering.
An input command receives a value from a channel and assigns it to a variable and an output
command evaluates an expression and sends the result on a channel. Matching pairs of input and
output are a distributed form of assignment.
Example

The command
s ! 3
outputs the value 3 on the channel end s and the command
t ? v
inputs a value from the channel end t and sets it to the variable v. When s and t appear in separate
processes and are connected it is equivalent to the assignment
v := 3
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6.4.3. Connect

connect = connect hchanendi to hchanendi

chanend = helementi

A connection between two channel ends is established with a matching pair of connect commands.
Each connect command connects a local channel end to the corresponding remote channel end. The
commands terminate when the connection has been established. The channel end itself is an element
that specifies a name or field (see §6.10Expressions and elementssection.6.10 [p. 90Expressions and
elementssection.6.10]).
Example

connect s to t
6.4.4. Skip and stop

skip = skip
stop = stop
The command skip does nothing and terminates, the command stop never terminates, causing
the process to execute no more commands. These commands are used primarily to explain the
behaviour of other constructs in the language.
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6.5. Structured commands

6.5. Structured commands

command = halternationi

| hconditionali
| hloopi

The structured commands conditional, alternation and loop are control constructs that are used to
combine commands.
6.5.1. Alternation

alternation = alt { {0 | halternativei } }
alternative = hguarded-alternativei
| halternationi

guarded-alternative = hguardi : hcommandi
guard = hinputi

| hexpressioni & hinputi
| hexpressioni & hskipi

An alternation command is used to deal with non-determinism by allowing a process to wait for
inputs on a number of different channels. It consists of a list of guarded command alternatives. A
guard consists of an expression and an input on a channel or skip in the place of the input if none
is required. When the value of the expression is true, the guard behaves like the input or skip,
otherwise it behaves like stop and does not proceed. Conceptually, the guard expression enables or
disables an alternative.
When an alternation command is performed, it behaves like one of the alternatives that can
proceed. Without any alternatives, it behaves like stop. An alternative that is itself an alternation is
ready when one of its alternatives is ready.
Examples

• The alternation command
alt { left ? v: out ! v | right ? v: out ! v }
merges data from the channel ends left and right onto a a single channel end out. This is
illustrated by the diagram
left
alt

out

right
• Guarding inputs prevents the input and its corresponding action when a Boolean condition is
false; the command
alt { enabl & left ? v: out ! v | enabr & right ? v: out ! v }
includes Boolean guards on each input so that when enabl or enabr are false, a process
outputting to the channel ends left or right (respectively) will be blocked.
• Alternatives in a nested alternation can be included in the parent alternation with the same
effect:




alt { alt c ? v: c ! v } = alt { c ? v: c ! v }
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6.5.2. Conditional

conditional = if { {0 | hchoicei }

| if hexpressioni then hcommandi else hcommandi

choice = hguarded-choicei
| hconditionali

| hspecificationi : hchoicei

guarded-choice = hexpressioni : hcommandi
A conditional command consists of a list of expressions enumerating a set of choices, with a
command associated with of each. When a conditional command is performed, each choice is tested
in sequence and the command behaves like the first choice that evaluates true. Without any choices,
it behaves like skip.
An alternative if-then-else form of the conditional command combines two choices, one of which is
performed when the value of a condition expression is true, and the other when it is false. Let e be
an expression and C and D be commands, then the alternative conditional form is defined as




if e then C else D = if { e: C | ~e: D }
Examples

if { i=1: c ! 1 | i=2: c ! 2 | i>2: c ! 13 }
The following equivalences hold:




if i=0 then c ! 17 else c ! 19 = if { i=0: c ! 17 | i~=0: c ! 19 }




if i=0 then c ! 21 else skip = if { i=0: c ! 21 }



 

if i=0 then skip else skip = if { } = skip
6.5.3. Loop

loop = while hexpressioni do hcommandi
A looping command repetitively evaluates a condition expression and executes a command if the
value of the expression is true. When it is false, it terminates.
Example

The looping command
while true do { in ? v; out ! v }
acts as a buffer for a single value by repeatedly forwarding values from the channel end in to the
channel end out.
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6.6. Types, names and scope
6.6.1. Types
Primitive types

type = hprimitive-typei

primitive-type = var

There is a single primitive variable type in sire. It holds a value that can be changed by input or
assignment and it is specified by the keyword var. Variables are interpreted as signed integers and
if no value has been assigned to it then the value is arbitrary (see Appendix A.4Representation of
valuessection.A.4 for details of the representation of values).
Array types

type = harray-typei

array-type = hprimitive-typei

| harray-typei [ hexpressioni ]

An array variable contains a number of component variables. Let T be a primitive type, then a
1-dimensional array of components of type T is specified by the type T [e] where e is an expression
specifying the length of the dimension. Arrays with additional dimensions can be declared by
specifying additional lengths in the type. Let T be a primitive type, then T [e1 ][e2 ]· · · [ed ] specifies a
d-dimensional array with e1 × e2 × · · · × ed components of type T .
The components of an array variable are accessed with integer-valued subscripts that can appear
as an element in an expression or on the left hand side of an assignment or input. The element
u[i] selects the ith component of a 1-dimensional array variable with the name u, and the subscript
th
v[i1 ][i2 ]· · · [id ] selects the ith
1 component of the first dimension and the i2 component of the second
dimension etc. of a d-dimensional array variable with the name v.
6.6.2. Scope

A name has a context in which it is valid and can be used. This is called the scope. The scope of a
name extends from the point at which it is declared to the end of the block. A block is enclosed by
curly braces { · · · } or a choice or alternative. The scope of a name also extends to any nested blocks.
6.6.3. Declarations

declaration = htypei {1 , hnamei }
A declaration T n declares a variable of type T with the name n. A single declaration can specify
multiple names of a particular type. Let S(x) be a scope in which the name x is free, T be a type and
N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn be names, then




T N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn : S = T N1 : T N2 : · · · : T Nn : S
Examples

var u
var[23] u, v
var[29][31] u, v, w
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6.6.4. Abbreviations

abbreviation = hspecifieri hnamei is helementi
| val hnamei is hexpressioni

specifier = hprimitive-typei
| hspecifieri [ ]

| hspecifieri [ hexpressioni ]

element = helementi [ hexpressioni ]
| hfieldi

| hnamei

An abbreviation can be used to specify new names for variables and values.
Variable abbreviation

A variable abbreviation specifies the name for an element that can either be a name or subscripted
component of an array. Let T be a type, n be a name, e be an element and S be a scope. Then a
variable abbreviation has the effect




T n is e : S(n) = S(e)
The length specifier for an array dimension can be omitted from an abbreviation to define a name of
an array of components of the specified type of any length in that dimension. An array abbreviation
is said to be compatible with an array variable if the lengths of all dimensions are equal or the
abbreviation does not specify the length of a particular dimension.
Value abbreviation

A value abbreviation specifies a name for an expression. Let n be a name, e be an expression and S be
a scope. Then a value abbreviation has the effect




val n is e : S(n) = S(e)
The value of the abbreviation must remain constant throughout its use. To ensure this, the abbreviated
expression must not contain any variables that are updated by assignment or input in the scope of
the abbreviation.
Examples

var n is v
val n is (m*x) + c
val n is m
6.6.5. Specifications

specification = hdeclarationi

| habbreviationi

command = hspecificationi : hcommandi

alternative = hspecificationi : halternativei
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A specification introduces a new name into a scope and all names specified within a block must be
unique, however, a block can introduce a name that is already in scope. In general, a free variable of
a block is bound to the most recent name that is still in scope.
If S(x) and S(y) are scopes with the same behaviour, but S(x) contains the free variable x wherever S(y) contains the free variable y and vice versa, and N (x) and N (y) are identical specifications
except that N (x) specifies the name x and N (y) specifies the name y, then




N (x) : S(x) = N (y) : S(y)
In other words, specifications can always be added to produce a block in which the free variables are
distinct from any scope it may be inserted into. This provides a basis for the semantics of substitution
for process definitions, server definitions and functions, which are all explained in §6.11Procedural
abstractionsection.6.11 [p. 91Procedural abstractionsection.6.11].
Examples

var v: v := 73
The following equivalences with abbreviations hold:




var n is v: n := 37 = v := 37




var n is v[41]: n := 43 = v[41] := 43




var[] n is v: n[47] := 53 = v[47] := 53
6.6.6. Rules

1. Declarations. A specification can only introduce declarations that have a primitive variable
type.
2. Valid abbreviations. The specifier of the element specified in the abbreviation must be compatible with the type of the name. Compatibility requires the primitive types to be the same and,
for array types, each specified length must be also be equal in the corresponding dimension
(unspecified lengths can match any dimension).
3. Abbreviation subscripts. Any variables used in subscripts of an abbreviated variable cannot be
changed in the scope of the abbreviation.
4. Value abbreviations. The value of an abbreviated variable may be changed but to ensure the
abbreviation always refers to the same array component, then no variable in the subscript
expression of that component can be changed by assignment or input.
5. Array abbreviations. Components of an array must be identified by a single name within a
given scope to prevent aliasing. Therefore, components of an array that has one or more
abbreviated components may also be referred to by abbreviations.
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6.7. Composition

command = { hsequencei }
| { hparalleli }

6.7.1. Sequence

sequence = {0 ; hcommandi }
A set of commands are composed in sequence with the ‘;’ separator. Execution starts with the
first component command and each subsequent command is executed if and when the preceding
command terminates. The sequence terminates when the last component command terminates.
Example

a := 1; b := 3; c := 5
connect s to t; s ! 7
6.7.2. Parallel

parallel = {0 & hparallel-componenti }

parallel-component = hprocessi

A parallel command creates new processes that execute in parallel, where a process is another
command. A set of processes are composed in parallel with the ‘&’ separator. It causes the component
processes to be executed simultaneously and it terminates if and only if all of the component processes
have terminated.
Process interfaces

process = hinterfacei : hcommandi
| hcommandi

interface = interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } )
type = hchanend-typei

chanend-type = chanend

Processes executing in parallel can communicate via channels and a process can specify a number
of local channel ends to do this. The set of local channel ends belonging to a process constitutes its
interface, which is specified before the body of a process.
Let N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn be names, then
interface (chanend N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn )
specifies an interface that declares n channel ends in the scope of the process. No other types may be
declared in a process interface.
Process names

parallel-component = hprocess-labeli hprocessi
process-label = hnamei is
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6.7. Composition
Channel connections are established between component processes of a parallel
command

 by
naming the processes. This is done by prefixing a process with a label of the form hnamei is . The
name of a process acts as a prefix for a compound name for the channels in the interface, where each
one can be selected as a field. Let P be a process and N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn be names, then
p is interface (chanend N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn ): P
is a process with the name p that specifies an interface with n components. Each component of the
interface can be selected with the fields p.N1 , p.N2 , · · · , p.Nn .
A process name is visible to all of the component processes in the parallel command and a process
that is not named and does not engage in any channel communication is said to be anonymous. A
process can make a connection to another parallel process by selecting the channel end name as a
field using the process’ name and using it as the target of a connect statement.
Process arrays

Arrays of processes can be constructed provided they have the same interface. Components of a
process array are selected using integer-valued subscripts. Let P1 , P2 , . . . , Pn be processes with the
same interface, then
p is {P1 , P2 , · · · , Pn }
declares a process array containing n processes. The component processes are selected with the
subscripts p[0] to p[n − 1]. Process arrays can also be nested to create multidimensional arrays.
Examples

• The parallel command
u := 1 & v := 2 & w := 3
updates the values of the variables u, v and w simultaneously.
• The parallel command
connect u to v & connect s to t
connects the local channel ends u and s simultaneously, which might be necessary to avoid a
connection deadlock.
• The process
p is interface(chanend c): { connect c to t; c ! 7 }
has an interface with one channel end c, which it connects to another channel end t then
outputs the value 7 on it.
• The parallel command
p is interface(chanend c): { connect c to q.c; c ! 11 } &
q is interface(chanend c): { connect c to p.c; c ? v }
is illustrated by the diagram:
c
p

11

c
q

• Combining two buffer processes in parallel allows two values to be buffered between an
inputting channel s and outputting channel t:
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p is interface(chanend in, out):
{ connect in to s; connect out to q.in;
while true do { in ? v; out ! v } } &
q is interface(chanend in, out):
{ connect in to p.out; connect out to d;
while true do { in ? v; out ! v } }
This is illustrated by the diagram:
s

in

out
p

in

out

d

q

• Let P , Q, R and S be processes with the same interface, then the process
p is { P & Q & R }
is a 1D array and the component process R, for example, is selected with the subscript p[2]
and
p is { { P & Q } & { R & S } }
is a 2D array, this time R is selected with the subscript p[1][0] since it is the first component
of the second array.
6.7.3. Rules

6. Process disjointness. Processes in a parallel command must be disjoint and only update disjoint
sets of variables. This is to eliminate the possibility of unwanted race conditions, i.e. in the
absence of alternation (which is explained in the next section), leaving alternation as the only
means of introducing non-determinism.
A variable or component of an array variable can be changed by assignment or input, or read
if it occurs as an operand or in an expression. Disjointness is enforced by permitting read-only
access to variables or components of array variables shared between components of a parallel
command, and exclusive write access when a variable or array variable component appears in at
most one component of a parallel command. With arrays, components of an array variable may
only be changed in parallel if it can be determined at compile time that the array subscripts are
used in a linear combination to select disjoint components of the array.
7. Point-to-point channels. No channel end can be connected to by more than one process. This is
to ensure that no channel can be used for input or output by more than one process.
8. Channel end subscripts. If the target of a connect command is a component of a process array,
the name will contain a subscript and the subscript must only use constants or replicator
indices. This is so that the process to which it belongs can be identified at compile time.
9. Nesting. Channel connections can only be established between component processes of a
parallel. Therefore, channel end names can only be used by child processes of the single
parallel command and they cannot be passed to parallel commands nested in a process.
10. Named process arrays. Components of a named array must all present the same interface.
11. Process interfaces. A process interface can only declare channel end components.
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6.8. Servers

A server is a special type of process that consists of special declarations that define its behaviour. It
executes in parallel with the processes in its scope, is only active in response to calls and terminates
when control flow leaves the block in which it is defined. Client processes of a server make calls that
behave in the same way to a local procedure call.
Servers provide a mechanism for abstraction by building program components that provide a
service or subroutine, and they can be combined into larger server structures to employ parallelism or
distribute storage.
6.8.1. Specification

server = hinterfacei : hserver-specificationi

server-specification = hdeclarationi

| { {1 : hdeclarationi } }

The specification of a server consists of an interface that defines means of external interaction
(consisting of calls and channel ends) and set of declarations that define its behaviour. These
are initialisation commands that are performed before it responds to anything, responses to each
communication or call and finalisation commands that are performed when it terminates.
Interface

declaration = call {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

abbreviation = call hnamei is hnamei
A call declaration
call N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn )

specifies N as a name for a call with the formal parameters f1 , f2 , · · · , fn . A single call declaration
can specify multiple calls. Let Fk be a sequence of formals f1 , f2 , · · · , fn where n is an integer
defined for the sequence.


call
N
(F
),
N
,
(F
),
·
·
·
,
N
(F
)
=
1
1
2
2
n
n


call N1 (F1 ), call N2 , (F2 ), · · · , call Nn (Fn )
Alternation and call guards

declaration = halternationi

guard = accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )

| hexpressioni & accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )

The main behaviour of a server is defined by an alternation declaration that specifies an alternation
command (see §6.5.1Alternationsubsection.6.5.1 [p. 75Alternationsubsection.6.5.1] for the definition
of alternation). This, as well as containing input alternatives, can contain call alternatives.
An alternative dealing with a call specifies the formal parameters that must match the list of
formals in the specification in the interface of the corresponding call exactly, including the names,
and a command to be executed when the call is invoked by a client. A call alternative may be guarded
with an expression in the same way as an input can, so that the call is ready only when the guard is
true. The effect is that the server will not respond to a call while the guard is false.
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Initialisation and finalisation

declaration = initial hcommandi
| final hcommandi

An initialisation declaration specifies a command to be executed before the alternation. A finalisation declaration specifies a command to be executed after the alternation, when the scope of the
server has terminated.
Examples

• The server
interface(call
{ initial c :=
alt { accept
| accept

inc(), dec()):
0:
inc(): c := c+1
dec(): c := c-1 } }

provides two calls to increment and decrement a count value that have no parameters, and the
count is initialised to 0.
• The server
interface(call inc(), dec()):
{ initial c := 0:
alt { c < 100 & accept inc(): c := c+1
| c > 0 & accept dec(): c := c-1 } }
is a version of the previous server with guarded calls. When the server is shared by two or
more processes that increment and decrement the count, no process will be able to increment
the count above 100 and no process will be able to decrement the count below 0. If they attempt
to either of these, they will become blocked until the count enters the valid range.
• The server
interface(call read(var v), write(val v)):
var x: alt { accept read(var v): v := x
| accept write(val v): x := v }
acts like a (potentially shared) variable that can be read from and written to.
6.8.2. Declarations

declaration = hserver-declarationi

| hhiding-declarationi

| hsimultaneous-declarationi
Server declarations

server-declaration = hnamei is hserveri
server = hserver-arrayi

server-array = [ {1 , hserveri } ]
A server declaration
n is S
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6.8. Servers
declares n as a name for the server S and n acts as a prefix for the compound names of the call and
channel names specified in the interface of the server.
Arrays of servers can be constructed provided they have the same interface. Let S1 , S2 , . . . , Sn be
servers with the same interface, then
s is [S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn ]
declares a server array containing n servers that are selected with the subscripts s[0] to s[n − 1].
Server arrays can also be nested to create multidimensional arrays.
Hiding declarations

hiding-declaration = from { {1 : hdeclarationi } } interface hnamei
A hiding declaration encloses a set of declarations and specifies one name declared by these to be
visible to the scope of the declaration. This is used to create minimal interfaces with collections of
servers to perform abstraction.
Simultaneous declarations

simultaneous-declaration = {0 & hdeclarationi }
Declarations separated by the symbol ‘&’ occur simultaneously and have the same scope. They are
therefore visible to one another. Simultaneous declarations are used to introduce mutually referential
declarations, such as servers that communicate with each other.
Examples

Let P , Q, R and S be servers, and X(y) be a server X in which y is free.
• If P , Q, R and S have the same interface then the declaration
n is [ P , Q, R, S ]
declares a 1D array containing four servers and R, for example, is selected with the subscript
n[2]. A 2D array with the same components is declared as
n is [ [P , Q], [R, S] ]
and this time R is selected with the subscript n[1][0].
• The hiding declaration
from { m is R : n is S(m) } interface n
only introduces the name n to the scope of the declarations, but the name m is visible to the
declaration of n.
• With a simultaneous declaration, the following holds:




m is R : n is S(m) = n is S(m) & m is R
• The simultaneous declarations
n is S(m) & m is R(n)
introduce names for two servers that communicate with each other.
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6.8.3. Calls

command = helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )
A server call is a command that specifies the name of the server, name of the call and a list of
actual parameters. The behaviour of a server call is defined in the following way. Let f1 , f2 , . . . , fn
be formals, a1 , a2 , . . . , an be actuals, and C be a command; then
s is interface (call c(f1 , f2 , · · · , fn )):
alt { accept c(f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) C }:
s.c (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )

has the effect

f1 is a1 : f2 is a2 : . . . : fn is an : C
Examples

• The process
s is interface(call read(var v), write(val v)):
var x: alt { accept read(var v): v := x
| accept write(val v): x := v }:
... s.write(59); ...; s.read(v); ...
uses a server as a variable. At some point it assigns the value 59 to the variable held by the
server, then later reads the value back.
• The processes
s is interface(call inc(), dec()):
{ initial c := 0:
alt { c < 100 & accept inc(): c := c+1
| c > 0 & accept dec(): c := c-1 } }:
{ { ... s.inc(); ... } & { ... s.dec(); ... } }
share a server that provides guarded calls to increment and decrement a count. This could be
used, for example, if there is a producer-consumer relationship to ensure that the producer
process which increments the count never produces more than 100 outstanding items.
6.8.4. Rules

12. Server channels. A server can use channels for communication and these are subject to the
same rules as processes, except that connections can only be established with other servers
with the same scope. Since channel inputs can only appear in the alternatives in an alternation
declaration, output commands can only appear either in the command associated with an
alternative or in the initialisation or finalisation commands.
13. Server calls. A server must provide call guards for each of the calls specified in its interface.
14. Server interfaces. A server interface can only contain channel end and call specifier components.
15. Server disjointness. Servers are subject to the same variable- and channel-disjointness rules as
processes (see §6.7.3Rulessubsection.6.7.3 [p. 82Rulessubsection.6.7.3]). In particular, a server
can change a variable or component of an array by assignment or input if no other server or
process in its scope can read or change that variable, and, a server can read the value from a
variable or component of an array only if no other server or process changes the variable.
16. Named server arrays. Components of a server array must all present the same interface.
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6.9. Replication

command = seq hreplicatori hcommandi
process = par hreplicatori hprocessi

conditional = if hreplicatori hchoicei

alternation = alt hreplicatori halternativei

server-declaration = hnamei is hreplicatori hserveri

| hnamei is [ hexpressioni ] hserveri

replicator = [ {1 , hindex-rangei } ]

index-range = hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni

| hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni step hexpressioni

Replicators can be used to create a number of similar commands, components of a construct,
processes or servers. A replicator consists of one or more index ranges. An index range declares the
name of an index variable, a base expression, a count expression and, optionally, a step expression.
The base, count and step define the range of values that an index variable takes. This name of the
index variable is available to the replicated component and each replicated instance takes a unique
value of the index.
6.9.1. Constructs

Let X be one of if, alt, seq or par; Y (i) be a choice, alternative, command or process corresponding
to X in which i is free; ⊕ be one of the separators ‘|’, ‘;’ or ‘&’ corresponding to X; and b, c and s be
integer values. Then, the behaviour of a replicated conditional, alternative, sequence or parallel with a
single index range is defined by the following. If c ≥ 0:




X [i=b for c step s] Y (i) = X { Y (b) ⊕ Y (b+s) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Y (b+(c−1)s) }
If c = 0:




if [i=b for 0 step s] Y (i) = stop




alt [i=b for 0 step s] Y (i) = stop




seq [i=b for 0 step s] Y (i) = skip




par [i=b for 0 step s] Y (i) = skip
If c < 0:




X [i=b for c step s] Y (i) = stop
For an index range without a step expression




X [i=b for c] Y (i) = X [i=b for c step 1] Y (i)
Let Ik be a index range ik = bk for ck , where ik is a name and bk and ck are integer values defined
for the index range. Let bi and ci for 1 ≤ i ≤ d be integer values, then the behaviour of replicators
with d index ranges is defined by


X [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] Y (i1 , i2 , · · · , id ) =

X [I1 ] { X [I2 ] { · · · { X [Id ] Y (i1 , i2 , · · · , id ) }}}
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Examples

• The conditional command with a nested replicated conditional command
if { if [i=0 for N] a[i] ~= b[i]: match := false
| true: match := true }
determines the equality of two arrays a and b of length N.
• The alternation command
alt [i=0 for N] c[i] ? v: out ! v
merges data from N input channels onto a single channel end out.
• The replicated sequence with two index ranges
seq [i=0 for N, j=0 for N-i-1]
if { a[j] > a[j+1]:
{ tmp := a[j];
a[j] := a[j+1];
a[j+1] := tmp } }
implements the bubble sort algorithm over a length N array a.
• The replicated process
p is par [i=0 for 4] interface(chanend in, out):
{ if i=0 then
connect in to s
else
connect in to p[i-1].out;
if i=N-1 then
connect out to d
else
connect out to p[i+1].in;
var v: in ? v; out ! v+1 }
creates a pipeline of processes, through which a value is passed and incremented by each
process. This is illustrated by the diagram, where the subscript and channel end names are
labelled for each component process:
in

out
p[0]

in

out
p[1]

in

out
p[2]

in

out
p[3]

6.9.2. Servers

Servers can also be replicated. Let S(i) be a server specification in which i is free; n be a name; and
b, c and s be integer values. Then, the behaviour of a replicated server with a single index range is
defined by




[i = b for c step s] S(i) = [S(b), S(b + s), · · · , S(b + (c − 1)s)]




[i = b for c] S(i) = [i = b for c step 1] S(i)
Let Ik be a index range ik = bk for ck , where ik is a name and bk and ck are integer values. Then,
the behaviour of replicators with d index ranges is defined by




[I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] N = n is [I1 ] [ [I2 ] [ · · · [ [Id ] N ]]]
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6.9. Replication
When replicated instances of a server do not require their unique indices, then a shorthand form of
the replicator can be used. Let e be an expression, then




[e] N = [i = 0 for e] N
Example

The process
n is [N] interface(call read(var v), write(val v)):
var x: alt { accept read(var v): v := x
| accept write(val v): x := v }:
... n[i].write(53); ... n[j].read(v); ...
uses an array of servers that act as variables that can be written to and read from. At some point the
client process writes the value 53 to the ith server variable and then later on reads the value stored
by the jth one.
6.9.3. Rules

17. Replicator indices. The value of any replicator index cannot be changed by an assignment or
input.
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6.10. Expressions and elements

An expression produces a value and is composed of operands and operators. They cannot cause
any side-effects by changing any external state. An operand is either an element or literal or nested
expression, which is enclosed by parentheses. There are no precedence rules, so nested expressions
must be explicitly bracketed. An operator takes either one or two operands and produces a value. An
element is either a name, subscripted name, field, or function call.
A full specification of expressions and elements is given in §A.3Operatorssection.A.3 [p. 263Operatorssection.A.3].
6.10.1. Valof expressions

valof = valof hcommandi result hexpressioni
| hspecificationi : hvalofi

expression = ( hvalofi )

A valof expression produces a value from a command. A valof expression valof C result e is
a block and the scope of C extends to the result expression e. It is evaluated by performing the
command C and then evaluating the expression e to produce the result.
Example

The valof expression
valof { var t, x, y: x := a; y := b;
while y ~= 0 do
{ t := y; y := x rem y; x := t } }
result t
produces the greatest common divisor between two numbers a and b using Euclid’s algorithm.
6.10.2. Rules

18. Valof side-effects. A valof expression cannot cause side-effects by changing any external state.
It cannot therefore make calls using a free name or assign to a free variable.
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6.11. Procedural abstraction

The details of a process, server or expression can be hidden in a component that presents an interface
to allow the behaviour to be considered abstractly. These components are called procedures and
functions.
6.11.1. Procedures
Definition

definition = hprocedurei

procedure = process hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hprocessi
| server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hserveri

formal = hspecifieri {1 , hnamei }
| val {1 , hnamei }

A procedure specifies a name, a process or server and a set of formal parameters. Since there is no
global scope in sire the set of formal parameters are the free elements of the process or server.
Let S be a specifier, then a formal parameter of the form S n specifies a name n with type given
by S. A single formal can also specify multiple names. Let S be a specifier and N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn be
names, then
S N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn = S N1 , S N2 , · · · , S Nn

S may specify a variable or array variable of a primitive or channel end type, or a compound channel
end or array of compound channel ends. For value specifications
val N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn = val N1 , val N2 , · · · , val Nn .

Let X be one of process or server, Y be a process or server corresponding to X and f1 , f2 , · · · , fn
be formal parameters. Then, the definition
X N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is Y

defines the name N to be a procedure that behaves like Y . If fi is an array type, it must specify the
length of each dimension with an expression that consists of only of constant values or variables
specified by other the other formals f1 , f2 , · · · , fi−1 , fi+1 , · · · , fn .
Examples

• The procedure
process Buffer(chanend cin, cout) is
interface(chanend in, out):
{ connect in to cin; connect out to cout;
while true do { in ? v; out ! v } }
defines a buffer process with channel end parameters corresponding to the input and output
processes it connects to.
• The procedure
server Var() is
interface(call read(var v), write(val v)):
var x: alt { accept read(var v): v := x
| accept write(val v): x := v }:
defines a server that behaves like a variable.
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Channel end and server call parameters for procedures

primitive-type = hprocess-typei
| hserver-typei

process-type = process hnamei

| process hinterfacei

server-type = server hnamei

| server hinterfacei

A procedure can specify parameters for channel ends and server calls. These may be specified
directly or with a compound name from a process or server reference with the keywords process
or server respectively, its interface and a name. The interface can either be specified explicitly by
listing the components, or implicitly by giving the name of a procedure that defines a process or
server with the interface.
Examples

• The procedure
process Producer(process Buffer b) is
interface (chanend c):
{ connect c to b.cin; ... c ! v; ... }
has a procedure parameter of type Buffer (defined above) with the name b. This name is used
to select components from the interface of Buffer.
• The procedure
process P(server Var v) is
... v.write(101); ...
has a server array parameter of the type Var (defined above) with the name v, allowing the
process to read and write to each component server. Alternatively, it could be written by
specifying the interface explicitly:
process P(server interface(call read(var v), write(val v)) v) is
... v.write(101); ...
Passing procedures as parameters

formal = hcall-typei {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

abbreviation = hcall-typei hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hnamei
call-type = process

function
A procedure or server call can specify procedures as parameters. This is so that different implementations of a procedure with the same formals can be supplied to a procedure instance or server
call. With a procedure parameter to a server call, the supplied procedure is executed remotely.
A formal parameter of the form
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn )
specifies N as the name for a procedure parameter. A single procedure can specify multiple calls. Let
Fk be a sequence of formals f1 , f2 , · · · , fn where n is an integer defined for the sequence.
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process
N1 (F1 ), N2 , (F2 ), · · · , Nn (Fn ) =


process N1 (F1 ), process N2 , (F2 ), · · · , process Nn (Fn )
Example

The procedure
process P(process sort(var[len] data, val len)) is
... sort(values, 997); ...
has a parameter specifying a procedure that implements a sorting algorithm.
6.11.2. Instances

process = hinstancei
server = hinstancei

command = hinstancei

instance = hnamei ( {0 , hactuali } )
actual = helementi

| hexpressioni

An instance of a procedure is created by specifying its name and a list of actual parameters. When
an instance of the procedure is created, each formal serves as the left hand side of an abbreviation of
an actual parameter, a, that is supplied to the instance. This provides a binding of each free variable
to the scope in which it is instantiated. Each actual is an element or expression with a compatible
type with the formal parameter.
The scoping rules mean that an instance of a process type can be substituted in-place for the
process it names by inserting abbreviations of each formal with the actual parameter. This is defined
in the following way. Let X be one of process or server, Y be a process or server corresponding
to X, f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formals, a1 , a2 , · · · , an be actuals. Then, if X is a program in which no name
is specified more than once and it contains the definition
X N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is Y
then, within its scope
N (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) = f1 is a1 : f2 is a2 : . . . : fn is an : P
provided each abbreviation is valid. This allows procedures to be compiled either as a closed
subroutine or by substituting the body of the definition directly with the instance.
Examples

• The parallel processes
b1 is Buffer(in, b.in) & b2 is Buffer(b1.out, out)
are named instance of the buffer procedure that was defined in the previous section. The
procedure Buffer can be substituted directly into this to obtain
chanend out is b2.in:
p is interface(chanend in, out):
{ connect in to s; connect out to q.in;
while true do { in ? v; out ! v } } &
chanend in is b1.out:
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q is interface(chanend in, out):
{ connect in to p.out; connect out to d;
while true do { in ? v; out ! v } }
where channel end abbreviations are inserted where the name of the actual differs from that of
the formal.
• In the following, instances of Producer and Consumer processes are provided with calls from
a server to insert and remove items from a shared data structure:
process Producer(call insert(val x)) is { ... insert(x); ... }:
process Consumer(call remove(var x)) is { ... remove(x); ... }:
s is interface(call insert(var v), remove(val v)):
... :
{ Producer(s.insert) & Consumer(s.remove) }
The definitions of the processes can be substituted in this to obtain the equivalent process
s is interface(call insert(val x), remove(var x)):
... :
{ call insert is s.insert: { ... insert(x); ... }
& call remove is s.remove: { ... remove(x); ... } }
where abbreviations are added for the call parameters where the name of the actual differs
from that of the formal.
6.11.3. Hiding definitions

definition = server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) inherits hhiding-declarationi
A different way to define a server is to inherit an interface from a server in a set of declarations.
This can be used to combine a number of servers into a single reusable module, exposing a single
server declaration as an interface.
Let i1 , i2 , · · · , im be specifiers for components of an interface, then the definition
server N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) inherits
from
.
.
.
s is interface (i1 , i2 , · · · , im ) to D
.
.
.
interface s
defines N as the name of a server type who inherits the interface from the server with name s in the
hiding declaration. Let X be a program in form where no name is specified more than once, then if
X contains the above definition, in the scope of N


x is N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an ) : S =
f1 is a1 : f2 is a2 : . . . : fn is an : 
s is interface(i1 , i2 , · · · , in ): D : · · · : S
where S is the scope of the declaration.
Example

The server definition
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server Array() inherits
from
m is [N] Var():
n is interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
alt { accept read(val i, var v): m[i].read(v)
| accept write(val i, val v): m[i].write(v) }:
interface n
defines a collection of servers consisting of an array of N Var servers that provide calls to read and
write a value and a single server that provides access. An instance of the server Array
x is Array()
can be substituted for the definition to obtain
m is [N] Var():
n is interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
alt { accept read(val i, var v): m[i].read(v)
| accept write(val i, val v): m[i].write(v) }:
server x is n
6.11.4. Functions
Definitions and instances

definition = function hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hvalofi

expression = hinstancei

A valof expression can be reused by defining a function. Each formal parameter of a function must
be a value abbreviation and functions cannot contain calls to processes. The definition
function N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is valof C result e
defines N as the name of a function with the valof expression valof C result e.
Let X be a program in a form where no name is specified more than once, then if X contains the
above function definition, in the scope of N


N (a0 , a1 , · · · , an ) =

(valof f0 is a0 : f1 is a1 : · · · : fn is an : C result e)
provided each abbreviation is valid. This allows functions to be compiled either as a closed subroutine
or by substitution.
Functions as parameters

call-type = function
Functions can be passed as parameters in the same way as procedures.
Examples

• The function
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function gcd(val a, val b) is
valof { var t, x, y: x := a; y := b;
while y ~= 0 do
{ t := y; y := x rem y; x := t } }
result t
defines a valof expression to produce the greatest common divisor between two numbers a
and b.
• The assignment
divisor := gcd(243, 346)
assigns the value produced of the function gcd to the variable divisor, which is 1. The
function can be substituted directly to obtain
divisor := (val a is 243: val b is 346:
valof { var t, x, y: x := a; y := b;
while y ~= 0 do
{ t := y; y := x rem y; x := t } }
result t)
6.11.5. Rules

19. Parameters. The rules for procedures, hiding definitions and functions follow those for abbreviations (see §6.6.6Rulessubsection.6.6.6 [p. 79Rulessubsection.6.6.6]). The following two rules
further define compatibility for interface, call and procedure types.
20. Matching interface parameters. A compound name that references a single process or server
can only be supplied as an actual parameter if it is compatible. This requires the interface to be
the same as the one specified by the formal parameter.
21. Matching call and procedure parameters. A call or procedure name can only be supplied as an
actual parameter if it is compatible. This requires (1) the type of the formal parameter are the
same and (2) each of the types of the formals in the definition of the call or procedure are the
same as the formals specified in the parameter (which are specified in braces).
22. Array parameters. Each array parameter of a process or server type must specify its length by
an expression that can contain only constant values or the names of other value parameters.
23. Recursion. Recursive procedures or functions are not permitted.
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6.12. Program

program = hprogram-specificationi : hprogrami
| hsequencei

program-specification = hspecificationi
| hdefinitioni

definition = hsimultaneous-definitioni

simultaneous-definition = {0 & hdefinitioni }

A program is a single command sequence, or process, with a specification that can contain
definitions of process types, server types and functions.
Simultaneous definitions

Definitions separated by the symbol & occur simultaneously and share the same scope; they are
therefore visible to one another. Simultaneous definitions are used to introduce mutually referential
definitions, such as processes or servers that communicate with each other.
Example

The program
val N is 4:
process Node(val i, process Source s, Sink d, Node[N] p) is ... &
process Source(process Node b) is ... &
process Sink(process Node e) is ... &
{ s is Source(p) & d is Sink(p) &
p is par [i=0 for N] Node(i, s, t) }
consists of a collection of processes organised in a pipeline. The procedures Node, Source and Sink
are introduced simultaneously since they communicate with each other. This is illustrated by the
diagram
Source

Node

Node

Node

Node

Sink

s

p[0]

p[1]

p[2]

p[3]

d

6.12.1. Rules

24. No global scope. A program specification can only contain definitions and abbreviations.
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6.13. Discussion

The design of sire draws inspiration from a number of different areas and the following sections
explain these relationships in more detail. The differences are summarised in the final section.
6.13.1. Occam
Sire is based on a subset of occam that includes elements of the syntax and their semantics. Those

components of this subset, which were present in the original version of the language [INM84], are:
• the primitive processes assignment, input, output, skip and stop;
• the constructs sequence, parallel, conditional, alternation and loop;
• the replicated forms of sequence, parallel, conditional and alternation;
• the disjointness rules for parallel processes;
• declarations, abbreviations and the scoping rules;
• procedures and their substitution semantics.
Additionally, several components from occam 2 [INM88b] are used. These do not introduce any new
concepts into the language, but they provide more convenient and expressive notations. These are:
• valof processes and functions;
• multidimensional arrays.
Another version of occam known as occam 3 [Bar92] was proposed as a successor to occam 2 but
it was never implemented. It was influential in the design of occam 2.1 [SGS95] but several of its
main features were not included. These features provided ways to structure programs and develop
abstractions, and they have provided inspiration for some of the key concepts in sire. In particular:
• remote call channels provide procedure-call semantics for channel communication between
processes and a mechanism for many-to-one communication patterns;
• resource and server declarations provide a way to formulate the behaviour of a program component that is used as a subroutine into a declaration consisting of an alternative construct;
• interfaces provide a way of hiding declarations from a scope (although they are different from
the interface concept in sire);
• modules allow a sequence of declarations to be encapsulated with a single name;
• libraries provide a way of encapsulating definitions and data types with a single name and the
ability to make a subset of these visible.
The core aspects of the server proposal in sire are based on the combination of remote call channels,
server declarations, interfaces and modules. The proposal makes syntactic and behavioural changes
to these, but differs principally by the way in which the concept of a server is integrated into the
language. In sire a server is a primitive mechanism that provides the sole means of dealing with
communication abstractions.
A final important point is that a key concern in the design of the sire language is that it can be
implemented efficiently on a highly-parallel distributed-memory system. This is demonstrated by
the description of the compilation process in Chapter 8Compilation of sire to the UPAchapter.8 and
the empirical evaluation in Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and sirechapter.10. Since
occam 3 was never implemented, it is not known whether that proposal, as it stands, also has this
capability.
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6.13.2. Communicating sequential processes

The original proposal for occam [May83] was based on early work with CSP [Hoa78] as a pragmatic
embodiment of its principles in a practical programming language. Some elements of CSP were not
included, such as recursion and guarded outputs, due to the complexity arising from their distributed
implementation; others were changed and this experience influenced later versions of CSP.
Process naming

Processes in the original CSP were named and they communicated by specifying the name in an
input or output. This makes it difficult to create abstractions since names cannot be hidden. Occam
developed the concept of named communication channels that provide a single logical address that can
be inherited, thereby removing the need for naming processes. The effect of this is that programs can
be expressed as hierarchical collections of processes where the behaviour of component sub-processes
can be hidden behind a minimal interface consisting solely of sets of channels. Named channels was
incorporated into the later ‘book’ version of CSP (see [Hoa85, Ch. 7] for a discussion), however, they
pose the following problems both for the programmer and for a distributed implementation.
• For the programmer, expressing process structures typically involves using arrays of named
channels and selecting components with subscripts. Even for relatively simple structures such
as trees and hypercubes, the subscripts can become complicated and bear little relation to the
structure they represent.
• The compiler is responsible for generating code that can establish connections and, with named
channels, it must do this by resolving the locations of each channel end point. For fixed process
structures, this can be done by statically determining the program mapping and generating the
corresponding connections in the executable program. However, it is difficult to produce an
executable version of the program with this approach that does not include binary images for
every core; for large numbers of processors, the generated binaries can grow very large.
For these reasons, sire does not use named communication channels, and instead uses a mechanism
similar to the original version of CSP with named processes. The problems associated with naming
and abstraction are instead solved by using servers.
Subordination

CSP includes the concept of subordination where the actions of a process are determined completely
by another process [Hoa78], [Hoa85, Ch. 4].3 This is analogous to the concept of a subroutine
and is intended to be used as a means of structuring and representing data. Communication with
a subordinate process follows procedure call semantics. The user process outputs one or more
arguments and receives one or more results. The behaviour of the subordinate is to repetitively wait
for input on one more channels and service each one according to the call. It terminates when the
user does.
This was clearly the inspiration for remote call channels, servers and hiding declarations in the
proposal for occam 3. It is also underpins the server proposal in sire.
6.13.3. Other influences

There are several other key influences in the design of sire.
• Remote procedure calls. The concept of remote procedure calls stems from programming
networks of computers with distributed storage and is now widely employed in distributed
3

The concept of shared resources and abstraction in parallel programming languages was introduced in Hoare’s earlier
work in 1971 [Hoa71].
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systems [BN84] and programming languages. The first, Distributed Processes [Han78], provided
inspiration for later languages such as Ada [Ame83] that combined remote procedure calls
with CSP-style alternative selection.
• Object orientation. Servers correspond directly to the concepts of a class and object in the
paradigm of object-orientated programming, where a server definition relates to a class, a server
instance relates to an object, and the set of calls relate to public methods that operate on state
hidden in the object.
• Simultaneous declarations. BCPL [Ric67, RWS79] was a strong influence on the original design
for occam and its ideas remain as relevant as ever. In particular, its notation for introducing
declarations simultaneously to express of mutually recursive procedures was the basis for
simultaneous definitions and declarations for mutually referential collections of processes.
6.13.4. The differentiating aspects of sire

The following points enumerate the main differentiating aspects of sire compared to other approaches.
• No named communication channels. There are no named communication channels and channels
are only established between named components of a parallel command. This precludes
channels from making hierarchical connections between parent processes and nested children.
• Process interfaces. A process specifies an interface consisting of a number of channel ends.
These are the only means of communicating with other processes. The name of a process is a
prefix for the compound names for each component of the interface; these are selected as fields
and can be passed as parameters.
• Connect commands. A channel is connected using a connect command. It specifies a local
channel end from a process’ own interface and the target remote channel end. Remote channel
ends are selected from the name of the target process.
• Instances of processes. A subtle difference in terminology is used to refer to the use of procedure
calls: they are instanced rather than called. This is due to the natural substitution semantics
of procedure as a named process or server. However, call terminology is still used to refer
to interaction with servers since this is the intuition for the operation of a server call, even
though the semantics are described with substitution.
• Servers. A server is a type of process that is active only in response and only for the duration
of the processes in its scope. In particular, servers can specify channel ends and calls in their
interface and are the only means for dealing with sharing and abstraction communication
between processes.
• Hiding declarations. A hiding declaration is used to make one of a collection of server declarations visible to a scope, hiding all of the others. An inheriting server definition has the same
effect, but defines a new name that can be declared independently.
• Simultaneous definitions and declarations are used to introduce mutually referential entities.
• Multiple index ranges. Replicators can specify multiple index ranges. These are used to introduce
multidimensional arrays of processes and servers.
• No global scope. There are no global variables in the program scope since execution is distributed.
However, a server can be used to provide global state.
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This chapter demonstrates how the primitive features of sire can be used to express simple and
reusable programming structures for many types of programs. These structures are divided into
process structures, which are regular message-passing topologies and server structures, which are the
different ways in which servers can be used and combined. The last section provides some general
discussion.
7.1. Process structures

Simple regular process structures underpin a huge variety of parallel algorithms and it is important
that these can be expressed concisely. The examples in this section are based on pipeline, grid,
tree and hypercube process structures (see §4.1.4Example networkssubsection.4.1.4 [p. 44Example
networkssubsection.4.1.4]) and each one is explained in terms of a simple parallel algorithm, whose
operation is largely determined by the pattern of communication in the process structure itself.
Particular attention is paid to the way in which channel connections are established to form the
structures, since sire is unconventional in this respect.
To simplify the presentation of each example, only problems sizes of N = 2i for i > 0 are
considered with each process storing only one element of the input; the granularity can be increased
by refactoring to store additional elements in each process.
7.1.1. Pipeline: the Sieve of Eratosthenes

Perhaps the most simple process structure is a pipeline (or 1D array). Typically, this structure operates
in a systolic manner where data are streamed in through the component processes, each of which
iteratively computes and communicates.
A simple parallel algorithm based on a pipeline is a parallel version of the Sieve of Eratosthenes that
generates prime numbers. The following example is based on one by Hoare in [Hoa78]. In this, one
process generates a stream of numbers, which are directed through a pipeline of processes where
each one filters out numbers that are a multiple of a particular prime. A final process consumes the
prime numbers output from the pipeline. The input sequence starts at 2, then 3 and subsequent odd
numbers. The first number that each process receives is the prime that it uses to filter.
Component processes

Process 7.1The replicated pipeline nodeprocess.7.1 shows the definition of the Node process. It
specifies an interface containing two channel ends, one for input and the other for output, and
references to the Master process and the array of Node processes (of which it is itself a part). The
input channel end is connected to the preceding pipeline node, except for the first Node where it
is connected to the output channel end of the master. This case is identified with the parameter i,
corresponding to the Node’s position. The output channel end is connected in a similar way, with the
last node connected to the master. The remaining Nodes make their connections in parallel so that
Node i does not need to wait for Node i − 1 to connect channel in and the total time to establish
connections is not related to the size of the pipeline. When the channel connections have been
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Figure 7.1.: A pipeline process structure that implements the Sieve of Eratosthenes. It consists of Source
and Sink processes, and a replicated Node process, which are listed in Processes 7.2The pipeline
source nodeprocess.7.2, 7.3The pipeline sink nodeprocess.7.3 and 7.1The replicated pipeline
nodeprocess.7.1 respectively. The labels show the values communicated and their direction of
transmission at a particular point of execution.

established, each Node waits to receive a prime number and then repetitively receives a value and
forwards it only if it is not divisible by the prime.1
The process Source in Process 7.2The pipeline source nodeprocess.7.2 generates a sequence of
numbers. The process Sink in Process 7.3The pipeline sink nodeprocess.7.3, with a single channel
end, consumes the primes output from the pipeline and stores them in an array.
The program

The following is the complete process structure with 4 nodes to generate primes up to 16.2
val N is 16:
val SQRTN is 4:
process Node(val i, process Node[SQRTN] p, Source s, Sink t) is ... &
process Source(chanend in) is ... &
process Sink(chanend out) is ... :
{ s is Source(p) & t is Sink(p) &
p is par [i=0 for SQRTN] Node(i, p, s, t) }
Since the Node, Source and Sink processes are mutually referential, their definitions are introduced
simultaneously. In the parallel command, the Source and Sink are composed in parallel with an
array of Nodes. All three processes are labelled and their names are exchanged. The output of the
pipeline will be 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 and 13. An illustration of this is given in Figure 7.1A pipeline process
structurefigure.caption.130, where the source has just generated the number 13, the first three Nodes
have primes and the number 7 is about to pass through Node 3 and initialise Node 4.
Finally, it should be noted that this process structure will not terminate after the last input has been
generated since the loop in each node has no termination condition. The Node and Sink processes
could be easily modified to accept a termination token to halt the loop.

1

The channel connections have been specified in such a way that there are no cycles. If this was not the case then the
system would deadlock. Take for example the following process that creates a ring of processes.
p is par [i=1 for N] interface(chanend i, o):
{ connect i to p[i-1].o;
connect o to p[i+1].i }
Since each process first connects its input channel end i to the output channel end o of the preceding process, no
connection will complete and the ring will deadlock. One way to solve this is to execute the connections in parallel.
p is [i=1 for N] interface(chanend i, o):
{ connect i to p[i-1].o &
connect o to p[i+1].i }

2

Similar care must be taken to ensure that channel communications do not√cause cyclic dependencies and deadlock.
√
To generate primes up to a√
number N , it is sufficient only to filter up to N since any factor greater than N has a
matching factor less than N .
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process Node(val i, process Node[SQRTN] p, Source s, Sink t) is
interface(chanend in, out):
{ if
{ i = 0:
{ connect in to s.out;
connect out to p[i+1].in }
| i = N-1:
{ connect in to p[i-1].out;
connect out to t.in }
| i > 0 and i < N-1:
{ connect out to p[i+1].in &
connect in to p[i-1].out } };
var p, m, mp:
% receive a prime
in ? p;
% filter subsequent numbers
mp := p;
while true do
{ in ? m;
while m > mp do mp := mp + p;
if m < mp then out ! m else skip } }
Process 7.1: A pipeline node. This inputs a prime number from the previous node, then filters any subsequent
numbers that have the prime as a factor.

process Source(chanend in) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to in;
% generate the first prime, 2
c ! 2;
% then a stream of the next N odd numbers
seq [i=3 for N step 2] c ! i }
Process 7.2: The pipeline source node, which generates a stream of values for the pipeline.

process Sink(chanend out) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to out;
var i:
var[N] primes:
i := 0
% receive and store each prime
while true do
{ c ? primes[i];
i := i + 1 } }
Process 7.3: The pipeline sink node, which receives the filtered prime values and stores them in an array.
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7.1.2. Grid: systolic matrix multiplication

In a grid (or 2D array) each process is connected to four others. Matrix multiplication is a natural fit
for execution in parallel on a grid and a systolic version, where one matrix is distributed on the grid
and the other is streamed over the grid, has a particularly simple implementation.3 The example here
is based on the process structure given for the same problem by Hoare in [Hoa78], which computes
the product B × A of two square matrices A and B.
Component processes

Process 7.4The replicated grid nodeprocess.7.4 gives the definition of a Node process. This has
parameters for the column and row coordinates in the grid, references to the 2D grid array (of which
it is a part) and references to each of the 1D border arrays. The initial connection phase is split into
two parts, an east-west direction and a north-south direction. These operate in the same way as the
primes pipeline.
When the connections have been established, each Node repetitively receives elements of the
matrix B from its west neighbours and partial sums from the northern ones. It then forwards the
elements of B to the east, computes the product of its element of the matrix A (stored in the variable
Aij) with the element of B, adds this to the partial product and sends it south. A is initialised to the
identity matrix.
The grid border processes North, West, South and East are given in Process 7.5The replicated
border nodes to source and sink from the gridprocess.7.5. Each of these takes an index parameter and
reference to the grid and establishes a single connection to a corresponding grid Node. The North
sources input the value 0 (an initial partial sum); the j th West source inputs elements from the j th
column of B (generating the identity matrix); the East sink processes discard the output; and the
South sink processes receive elements of the output such that result B × A is distributed over the
South processes, each holding a column of the matrix.
The program

The following is a complete process structure that implements parallel matrix multiplication for two
2 × 2 matrices.
val N is 3:
process North(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is ... &
process West(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is ... &
process South(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is ... &
process East(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is ... &
process Node(val i, val j, Node[N][N] g,
process North[N] bn, process West[N] bw,
process South[N] bs, process East[N] be) is ... :
{ n is par [i=0 for N] North(i, g) &
w is par [j=0 for N] West(j, g) &
s is par [i=0 for N] South(i, g) &
e is par [j=0 for N] East(j, g) &
g is par [i=0 for N, j=0 for N] Node(i, j, n, s, e, w) }
It consists of four 2-component arrays for each border and an 2 × 2 array of Nodes. The process
definitions are again introduced simultaneously since they are mutually referential as they were in
the primes pipeline. An illustration of this process structure is given in Figure 7.2A 2 × 2 grid process
3

Matrix multiplication can also be implemented in a non-systolic manner, for example with Cannon’s algorithm [Can69],
or using a pipeline process structure as is described by Brinch Hansen in [Han95b, Ch. 7].
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structurefigure.caption.133, where the communication links are annotated with the values being
communicated at a point during the execution of the algorithm.
Since the border processes make only a single connection to components of the grid, there are
no cycles in the connection pattern and therefore it is deadlock free. Like the primes pipeline, the
Node, North and East processes do not terminate; termination could be implemented with the West
processes issuing a special token when they have completed inputting their column.

n[0]

n[1]

0

0

g[0][0]
A0,0

w[0]

B1,0

A0,0 B1,0

w[1]

B1,1
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g[1][0]
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B0,1

g[1][1]
A1,1

e[1]

A0,0 B0,0 + A1,0 B0,1

s[0]

s[1]

Figure 7.2.: A 2 × 2 grid process structure that implements matrix multiplication. It consists of a replicated
Node process (Process 7.4The replicated grid nodeprocess.7.4). Four border processes North,
West, South and East (Process 7.5The replicated border nodes to source and sink from the
gridprocess.7.5), source and sink data from the grid. Links are labelled with the communicated
values at a particular point of execution to illustrate their combined behaviour.
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process Node(val i, val j, process Node[N][N] g,
process North[N] bn, process West[N] bw,
process South[N] bs, process East[N] be) is
interface(chanend n, w, s, e):
{ if
{ i = 0:
{ connect w to bw[j];
connect e to g[i+1][j] }
| i = N-1:
{ connect w to g[i-1][j];
connect e to be[j] }
| i > 0 and i < N-1:
{ connect w to g[i-1][j] &
connect e to g[i+1][j] } };
if
{ j = 0:
{ connect n to bn[i];
connect s to g[i][j+1] }
| j = N-1:
{ connect n to g[i][j-1];
connect s to bs[i] }
| j > 0 and j < N-1:
{ connect n to g[i][j-1] &
connect s to g[i][j+1] } };
var Aij, Bi, j;
% initialise the matrix element
if i = j then Aij := 1 else Aij := 0;
% communicate and compute
while true do
{ n ? j;
w ? Bi;
e ! Bi;
s ! Aij*Bi + j } }
Process 7.4: The replicated component of the grid process structure. This stores one element of the matrix
A in the variable Aij. It repetitively receives elements a row of the matrix B from its west
neighbour (Bi) and partial sums from the north. It then forwards the element of B eastwards,
multiplies its element of A with the one from B, and sends this, added to the partial sum, south.
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process North(val i, process Node[N][N] g) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to g[i][0];
% input partial sums
while true do c ! 0 }
process West(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to g[0][j];
% input elements from a column of B (the identity)
seq [i=0 for N]
if i = j then c ! 1 else c ! 0 }
process South(val i, process Node[N][N] g) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to g[i][N-1];
% receive elements from the columns of the result
var Bj[N]:
for[k=0 for N] c ? B[k] }
process East(val j, process Node[N][N] g) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to g[N-1][j];
% discard output
var v:
while true do c ? v }
Process 7.5: The border nodes to source and sink data to and from the grid of Nodes that perform the matrix
multiplication.
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7.1.3. Tree: prefix sum

A binary tree is a natural structure on which to implement a parallel prefix sum, a building block for
many parallel algorithms. This operation takes a sequence of numbers x1 , x2 , · · · , xn and produces a
new sequence y1 , y2 , · · · , yn where y1 = x1 and yi = xi + yi−1 for 0 < i ≤ n. The method in the
following example is based on the formulation described by Blelloch in [Ble90].
Component processes

The Branch process in Process 7.7The replicated tree branch nodeprocess.7.7 establishes channel
connections in a similar way to the pipeline and grid examples. However, the channel connections
between other Branch processes are embedded into a 1D array and are selected using more complex
subscripts. Connections to the root and leaf arrays are performed based on the branch index. The
Root process in Process 7.6The tree root nodeprocess.7.6 is connected to the first branch. Instances
of the Leaf process in Process 7.8The tree leaf nodeprocess.7.8 are connected to each of the final
level of branch nodes.
A complete binary tree with N = 2i , for i > 0, leaf nodes has N/2 branch nodes connecting
these and N/2 − 1 other branch nodes. A Branch node with array index i is connected to a root at
b(i + 1)/2c + (i + 1) mod 2 and children at 2i + 1 and 2i + 2 (these are the connection subscripts
in Process 7.7The replicated tree branch nodeprocess.7.7. If the index is greater than N/2 − 1 then
its children are Leaf nodes. The Branch process connects in sequence to the root node and children,
then receives a value from the root node and forwards it to its children.
Initially, each Leaf has a value (its id) and the operation will compute the prefix sums of the
values. The algorithm works by propagating partial sums to the Leaf nodes in a depth-first traversal
of the tree. The result is stored at each of the Leaf nodes.
The program

The following is a complete process structure for a depth-3 binary tree implementing a prefix-sum
operation.
val D is 3:
val N is 1 << D:
process Root(chanend root) is ... &
process Branch(val i, chanend m,
process Branch[N-1] b, process Leaf[N] l) is ... &
process Leaf(val i, process Branch[N-1] b) is ... :
{ r is Root(b[0].root) &
b is par [i=0 for N-1] Branch(i, m.root, b, l) &
l is par [i=0 for N] Leaf(i, b) }
It consists of an array of Branch processes, an array of Leaf processes and a Root process
composed in parallel. An illustration of this process structure is given in Figure 7.3A depth-3 binary
tree process structurefigure.caption.136. It shows the behaviour and state of the algorithm as it enters
the right hand side of the tree.
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process Root(chanend root) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to root;
var v:
root ! 0;
root ? v }
Process 7.6: The tree root node. This inputs the initial partial sum, 0, then receives a value as the propagation
passes from the left hand side of the tree to the right.

process Branch(val i, chanend m,
process Branch[N-1] b, Leaf[N] l) is
interface(chanend root, left, right):
{ if i = 0
then connect root to m
else if i rem 2 = 1
then connect root to b[((i+1)/2)+((i+1) rem 2)].left
else connect root to b[((i+1)/2)+((i+1) rem 2)].right;
if i < N/2 then
{ connect left to b[(2*i)+1].root;
connect right to b[(2*i)+2].root }
else
{ connect left to l[i-(N/2)-1].root;
connect right to l[i-(N/2)-1].root }
var sum, lsum, rsum:
root ? sum;
% receive the partial sum
left ! sum; left ? lsum;
% propagate sum to left-hand child
right ! lsum; right ? rsum; % propagate sum to right-hand child
root ! rsum
% return the new sum
}
Process 7.7: The tree branch node. This propagates a partial sum first to the left hand child, then to the right
hand one, and finally back to the root.

process Leaf(val i, process Branch[N-1] b) is
interface(chanend root):
{ if i rem 2 = 1
then connect root to b[N-(i/2)].left
else connect root to b[N-(i/2)].right;
var v, r, psum:
v := i;
root ? psum;
% receive the partial sum
r := psum + v; % compute the local result
root ! r
% return the updated partial sum
}
Process 7.8: The tree leaf node. This stores a value from the input sequence (in v), it then receives a partial
sum to compute its own result, which is then returned for the remaining right-hand Leaf node.
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Figure 7.3.: A depth-3 binary tree process structure, consisting of Root, Branch and Leaf processes (Processes
7.6The tree root nodeprocess.7.6, 7.7The replicated tree branch nodeprocess.7.7 and 7.8The tree
leaf nodeprocess.7.8 respectively). It implements a prefix-sum operation on the values stored at
each Leaf and operates in a depth-first manner, propagating partial sums from the left hand side
to the right. The labelled communication links show the child-parent communications as the
partial sums enter the right hand side of the tree. The Leaf processes are labelled with the values
of their variable v and Branch processes are labelled with the value of their sum variable.
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7.1.4. Hypercube: sorting

Hypercubes have a powerful structure that allows all-to-all operations to be completed in n pairwise
exchanges, where the number of nodes N = 2n . This lends them as a structure for a variety of
parallel algorithms, see Ranka and Sahni [RS90], and Foster [Fos95, Ch. 11] for examples.
The example here is a sorting algorithm based on a similar one described by Brinch Hansen
in [Han95b, Ch. 10]. Sorting a sequence of items x1 , x2 , · · · , xn produces a permutation of the
sequence according to a total ordering of the elements, in this case xi ≤ xi+1 .
Component process

Process 7.12The replicated hypercube nodeprocess.7.12 lists a Node process that is replicated to form
each node of the hypercube. The main operation of this is to, in sequence, establish the channel
connections, distribute the input array, perform the sorting operation and then collect the output
array. Since sorting is based on permuting the data, it would be relatively simple to integrate a sorting
algorithm into the collection procedure, however, the sorting operation in this example could be
replaced by any other hypercube algorithm and so it serves as a simple template.
The distribute and collect processes, listed in Process 7.9Hypercube distribution proceduresprocess.7.9
treat the hypercube as a hierarchical structure by assigning each node to a level (which is computed by
the level function, taken from the example in Brinch Hansen’s computational paradigms [Han95b,
Ch. 10]). A hypercube has n + 1 levels such that in 0 dimensions a hypercube consists of a single
node at level 0 and in 1 dimension the 0th dimension is replicated and this is level one. In general, the
nodes in the 0 to ith dimensions are replicated to form the (i + 2)th level. The nodes belonging to the
first three levels of a hypercube are listed in the following table.
Level

Nodes

0
1
2
3

0
1
2, 3
4, 5, 6, 7

Each Node has n channels for each dimension of the hypercube (levels 1 to n) and an additional
channel corresponding to level 0. This channel is used exclusively by Node 0 for external interaction.
The n channels are connected in the sequence of dimensions to the corresponding channel end at the
neighbouring Node in that dimension. This pattern produces a sequence of n pairs of interactions,
which can be seen for n = 2 with the following table.
i
0
1
2
3

i⊕1
1
0
3
2

i⊕2
2
3
0
1

For example, Node 1 connects first to Node 0 in dimension 1 and then Node 3 in dimension 2. These
correspond to the connections made by Node 0 and Node 3. Figure 7.4aSubfigure 7 7.4asubfigure.7.4.1
illustrates this sequence of interactions procedure on a cube.
The distribution then proceeds one level at a time, with each Node first waiting to receive a
portion of the input array on the channel in the dimension equal to its level, then distributing
half of this in the channels in higher dimensions. This starts with Node 0 receiving input from
the Master process (listed in Process 7.11The hypercube source and sink master nodeprocess.7.11).
When this is complete, each Node holds a single value from the input array. Figure 7.4aSubfigure 7
7.4asubfigure.7.4.1 illustrates the operation of distribute procedure on a cube.
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The procedure to sort the array is listed in Process 7.10A hypercube sorting procedureprocess.7.10
and proceeds in n phases, following the same pattern of interactions as the sequence of connections.
Each pair with labels a and b where a < b exchange their values u and v. a keeps v if v < u and b
keeps u if u > v. After n exchanges, the values are sorted according to the labelling of Nodes, with
one element per Node.4
When the sorting is completed, the results are collected with the collect procedure listed in
Process 7.9Hypercube distribution proceduresprocess.7.9. This operates in the opposite way to the
distribute procedure, with each of the ‘leaf’ Nodes sending their results first.
The program

The following is a complete process structure for a 3D hypercube (cube) to that executes the parallel
sorting algorithm.
val D is 3:
val N is 1 << D:
function nbr(val id, val d) is ... :
function level(val id) is ... :
process distribute(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var[n] a, val n) is ... :
process collect(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var[n] a, val n) is
process sort(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var a) is ... :
process Master(process Node n) is ... :
process Node(val id, Node[N] c) is ... :
{ m is Master(n) &
n is par [i=0 for N] Node(i, m, n) }
This structure is illustrated by the diagrams in Figure 7.4A 3D hypercube process structurefigure.caption.139.

4

For more than one value per Node, the merge sort algorithm could be employed in these exchanges. The pair would first
sort their sequence locally, then exchange the sequences so they have both. One would then merge the two sequences
to obtain a sorted sequence with the lowest values, and the other with the highest [Fos95, §11.4].
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Figure 7.4.: A 3D hypercube (cube) process structure to implement a parallel sort. In (a)Subfigure 7
7.4asubfigure.7.4.1 the communication involved in the distribute procedure is indicated (the
collect procedure operates in the opposite way). In (b)Subfigure 7 7.4bsubfigure.7.4.2 the sequence of pairwise interactions used to establish channel connections and perform the sort are
indicated.
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function level(val id) is
% return a level for a hypercube node
valof
{ var d, dmax, l:
dmax := 0; l := 0;
while dmax < id do
{ dmax := 2*dmax + 1;
l := l + 1 } }
result l
process distribute(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var[n] a, val n) is
{ var lvl, len, base:
lvl := level(id);
% receive 2level(id) elements of ’a’ from the parent
c[lvl] ? len;
seq [i=0 for len] c[lvl] ? a[i]
% redistribute topmost portions of ’a’ to each child
base := len/2;
seq [i=lvl+1 for D-lvl-1]
{ len := len / 2;
c[i] ! len;
seq [j=base for len] c[i] ! a[j];
base := base-len } }
process collect(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var[n] a, val n) is
{ var lvl, len, lenPart:
lvl := level(id);
% receive portions of array from each child
lenPart := 1;
seq [i=D-1 for D-1-lvl step -1]
{ c[i] ? len;
seq [j=len/2 for len] c[i] ? a[j];
lenPart := lenPart * 2 };
% send a complete portion to the parent
c[lvl] ! lenPart;
seq [i=0 for lenPart] c[lvl] ! a[i] }
Process 7.9: Procedures to distribute and collect an array variable, whose length is integral power of two.
These treat the N = 2n node hypercube as a hierarchical structure with n + 1 levels.
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function nbr(val id, val d) is
% return the id of a neighbour for a hypercube node in dimension d
valof result id xor (1<<d)
process sort(val id, chanend[D+1] c, var a) is
{ var swp:
% perform D pairwise exchanges
seq [i=0 for D]
if id < nbr(id, i+1)
then
{ c[i] ! a;
c[i] ? swp;
if { swp < a: a := swp } }
else
{ c[i] ? swp;
c[i] ! a;
if { swp > a: a := swp } } }
Process 7.10: The hypercube sorting procedure, which is executed by each Node. It works by making D= log N
pairwise exchanges so that the sequence distributed between them is sorted according to their
IDs.

process Master(process Node n) is
interface(chanend c):
{ connect c to n.c[0];
var a[N];
seq [i=0 for N] c ! N-i-1; % input the array to the hypercube
seq [i=0 for N] c ? a[i] } % output the sorted array
Process 7.11: A master node to source and sink data from the hypercube.

process Node(val id, process Master m, Node[N] n) is
interface(chanend[D+1] c):
{ seq [i=1 for D] connect c[i-1] to n[nbr(id, i)].c;
if { id = 0: connect c[0] to m.c };
var a[N]:
distribute(id, c, a, N);
sort(id, c, a[0]);
collect(id, c, a, N) }
Process 7.12: The hypercube node. The instance of this process with id 0 initialises the input array. This is
then distributed between the other nodes, then the sort is performed and the results collected.
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7.2. Server structures

Abstractions are essential in managing the complexity of a program and in scalable parallel programming, abstractions necessarily involve distributed parallelism. In sire, abstraction of parallel
program components is dealt with using servers. Their key ability is to allow the expression of a
global state that can be shared. This gives rise to a subroutine mechanism where client connections
can be rebound dynamically.
This section explains the ways in which servers can be used to express abstractions to structure
a program. It also explores some of the ways in which the concept of a server is analogous to
conventional language primitives such as variables, arrays and procedure calls.
7.2.1. Single servers

A server process can be used to encapsulate state and make this available to a scope through a set of
calls.
Servers providing remote storage

Consider the server definition given below in Process 7.13A server that provides access to an
array.process.7.13 that provides remote storage by containing an array declaration and providing in
its interface calls to read and write to particular locations in it.
server Store() is
interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
{ var[N] a:
alt
{ accept read(val i, var v): v := a[i]
| accept write(val i, val v): a[i] := v } }
Process 7.13: A server that provides access to an array.

In the following, an instance of a Store server is declared with name s.
server Store() is ... :
s is Store(): ... s.write(i, 23); ... s.read(i, v); ...
The server executes in parallel with the scope of the declaration, which makes calls to the server to
read and write from it. This is equivalent to the following use of a array variable with infix notation:
var[N] a: ... a[i] := 23; ... v := a[i]; ...

Servers providing remote calls

A server also encapsulates behaviours that are invoked with the same semantics as conventional procedure calls. Based on the substitution semantics of server calls (see §6.8Serverssection.6.8 [p. 83Serverssection.6.8]),
the following local call
process increment(var v) is v := v + 1:
... increment(v) ...
has the same effect as
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s is interface(call increment(var v)):
alt { accept increment(var v): v := v + 1 }:
... s.increment(v) ...
However, in the version with the server, the call is executed by a different parallel process, which may
be executing remotely on a different processor. The server notation therefore makes it convenient to
move between local process calls and remote server calls. This makes it easy to modify a program to
offload the work in a procedure to another processor, potentially where the data that it operates on is
actually stored, and to employ additional parallelism in the program’s evaluation.
Moving program to servers

Since procedures and functions can be passed as parameters, server calls can be used as a mechanism
to move program components to operate on data locally at the server. This is illustrated with the
modified version of Process 7.13A server that provides access to an array.process.7.13 below, which
provides an additional call that applies a procedure parameter to the array.
server Store() is
interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v),
apply(process f(var[n] a, val n))):
{ var[N] a:
alt
{ accept read(val i, var v): v := a[i]
| accept write(val i, val v): a[i] := v }
| accept apply(process f(var[n] a, val n)): f(a, N) }
Process 7.14: A modified version of Process 7.13A server that provides access to an array.process.7.13 that
allows the internal array to be modified locally.
Servers as data structures

The encapsulation of both state and behaviour in an entity that is available throughout a conventional
variable scope provides a basis for abstraction. This allows servers to be used to implement data
structures.
Process 7.15A stack server.process.7.15 shows the definition of a server type that implements a
stack data structure in which items are added and removed in a first-in last-out manner by a single
client. It maintains an array s that it uses to store the values and a pointer p that records the index of
the last element. Calls are also provided to query the occupancy of the stack in order that accesses
can be made safely.
The following creates an instance of the Stack server type that is used by a single client process.
s is Stack():
{ ... s.full(f); if { ~f: s.push(0) }; ...
... s.empty(e); if { ~e: s.pop(v) }; ... }

7.2.2. Multiple servers

Replicated server declarations create arrays of servers. The following creates an array of N Store
servers.
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server Stack() is
interface(call push(val v), pop(var v), full(var b), empty(var b)):
{ var[N] s:
var p:
initial p := 0:
alt
{ accept write(val v):
{ s[p] := v;
count := count + 1 }
| accept read(var v):
{ v := s[p];
count := count - 1 }
| accept full(var b):
b := p+1 = N
| accept empty(var b):
b := p = 0 } }
Process 7.15: A stack server.

server Store() is ... :
s is [N] Store(): ... s[i].write(j, 19); ... s[i].read(j, v); ...
The effect of this is to create a large distributed store. Specific regions of the store are accessed by
subscripting component servers. This again is equivalent to a similar use of conventional array
variables, for example:
var[N][N] s: ... s[i][j] := 19; ... v := s[i][j]; ...
The equivalences between conventional variables and procedures, and the corresponding server
constructs, permit simple refactoring to move from the local (conventional) form to the remote
(server) form. This provides the potential with a small amount of refactoring to distribute state or to
employ parallelism. This idea will be explored further in later examples.
7.2.3. Shared servers

A server can be shared between a number of clients, which can make calls at arbitrary times, but a
server is able only to service the calls in sequence.
A shared buffer

A simple shared data structure is a bounded buffer in which the order that items are read from it
is the same as they are written. Process 7.16A buffer server.process.7.16 shows the definition of a
Buffer server, which is based on the buffer example in [INM88a, Ch. 1]. It maintains an array b with
pointers inp and outp that are used to allocate storage at the beginning and end of the buffer in a
circular manner.
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server Buffer() is
interface(call write(val v), read(var v)):
{ var[N] b:
var inp, outp, count:
initial { inp := 0; outp := 0; count := 0 }:
alt
{ count+1 < N & accept write(val v):
{ b[inp] := v;
inp := (inp + 1) rem N;
count := count + 1 }
| count > 0 & accept read(var v):
{ v := b[outp];
outp := (outp+1) rem N;
count := count - 1 } } }
Process 7.16: A buffer server.

The buffer server example also illustrates the use of guarded call alternatives. If the buffer is read
when it is empty, then the call will block until something is written to it. Conversely, when the buffer
is full, a write will block until it is read. This allows the buffer to be safely shared between one or
more of parallel processes, for example, by a pair of producer and consumer processes:
server Buffer() is ... :
process Producer(server Buffer b) is
while true do b.write(0):
process Consumer(server Buffer b) is
var v: while true do b.read(v):
b is Buffer(): { Producer(b) & Consumer(b) }
The following diagram illustrates this process structure:
Producer

write(· · · )

b

read(· · · )

Consumer

A task farm

A task farm (see §3.1.3Task farmssection*.34 [p. 23Task farmssection*.34]) can be expressed concisely
using a single shared server that acts a the farmer and a replicated worker process. Processes 7.17A task
farm farmer server.process.7.17 and 7.18A task farm worker process.process.7.18 give the definitions
these respectively.
The Farmer maintains a list of outstanding work, represented by an integer value between 0 and
N − 1, and an array of results. Request calls do not block, but when there is no work remaining a
special value NONE is sent to indicate this. Return calls also do not block and the supplied result is
written to the array. The Worker process repetitively requests work from the farmer until there is no
work remaining. For each piece of work, it performs a computation with a call to a compute process,
and returns the result.
The following is a complete task farm with an array of Worker processes that share access to a
Farmer server.
val NONE is 0:
server Farmer() is ... :
process Worker(server Farmer f) is ... :
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server Farmer() is
interface(call request(var w), result(val w, val r)):
{ var results[N]:
var work:
initial work := 0
alt
{ % provide a worker with work if any remains or NONE if not
accept request(var w):
if work < N
then
{ w := work;
work := work + 1 }
else w := NONE
% accept a result from a worker
| accept result(val w, val r):
results[w] := r } }
Process 7.17: A task farm farmer server.

process Worker(server Farmer f) is
{ var running: running := true;
while running do
{ var work, result:
% request some work
f.request(work);
% if there is none then terminate
if work = NONE
then running := false
else
{ % otherwise, perform the computation and return the result
compute(work, result);
f.result(work, result) } } }
Process 7.18: A task farm worker process.

f is Farmer():
par [i=0 for N] Worker(f)
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7.2.4. Data abstractions

A central challenge associated with programming distributed memory parallel computers is that the
working dataset of a particular problem will generally be larger than the capacity of any one memory.
Therefore, data has to be distributed between processes, and as a computation progresses, processes
have to access components of the data stored in remote memories.
When the dataset of a problem and its associated access patterns can be decomposed in a regular
way, it can be expressed as a process structure with message-passing communication, such as the examples described in §3.1.3Process structuressection*.30 [p. 22Process structuressection*.30] and the examples earlier in this chapter in §7.1Process structuressection.7.1 [p. 101Process structuressection.7.1].
However, when a problem cannot, it is awkward to express it in terms of a fixed process structure. In
these cases, collections of servers can be used to build distributed representations of data that can be
accessed by collections of client processes.
The following examples demonstrate some simple ways this can be done. The examples also serve
to illustrate the kinds of techniques employed to manage distributed data.
A large random access memory

A desirable quality of a distributed-memory architecture is to build larger random-access memories.
This establishes a base-case for their use, providing the ability to run large memory sequential
programs. The following example explores how a large random-access memory structure can be
expressed using the features provided by sire (in Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and
sirechapter.10, the efficiency with with the UPA can execute this structure is investigated).
A distributed memory can be expressed with two types of server, one that is replicated to provide
the distributed storage and one that provides access by dealing with the structure of the storage
array. Process 7.19A server providing a distributed random access memory.process.7.19 lists the
definition for a server that implements a distributed random-access memory. In this, the Store server
provides access to remote storage and the Access server holds a reference to an array of Store
servers and provides calls to read and write locations over the array. Each access is converted into
an integer server index (baddr/Sc) and an index within the storage of that server (addr mod S).
For simplicity, accesses outside of the valid index range 0 to N(S − 1) are ignored. The RAM server
definition combines the Store and Access servers so that a single declaration can be introduced that
encapsulates the behaviour of the entire server structure. Since client processes will only interact
with the Access server, the array of Store servers is hidden using a hiding definition, making only
the interface m visible.
The following is an outline of a program that uses this composite server structure. With N storage
servers and S words storage per server, it provides N × S words of storage to a single client process.
val S is 1024:
val N is 10:
server Store() is ... :
server Access(server Store[N] s) is ... :
server RAM() is ... :
m is RAM():
{ ... m.write(addr, 42); ... m.read(addr, v); ... }
Figure 7.5A server that provides a random access memoryfigure.caption.147 shows the process
diagram for this program, illustrating the internal structure of the RAM server type.
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server Store() is
interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
{ var[S] a:
alt
{ accept read(val i, var v):
v := a[i]
| accept write(val i, val v):
a[i] := v } }
server Access(server Store[N] s) is
interface(call read(val addr, var v), write(val addr, val v)):
alt
{ accept read(val addr, var v):
s[addr/N].read(addr rem S, v)
| accept write(val addr, val v):
s[addr/N].write(addr rem S, v) }
server RAM() inherits
from
{ s is [N] Store():
m is Access(s) }
interface m
Process 7.19: A server providing a distributed random access memory.

Instance of the RAM server
s[0]

s[1]

s[2]

s[3]

s[4]

s[5]

s[6]

s[7]

s[8]

s[9]

Store
servers

a Access server
client process
Figure 7.5.: A random access memory server structure (whose components are listed in Process 7.19A server
providing a distributed random access memory.process.7.19) that executes in parallel with a single
client process. The client performs reads and writes to arbitrary addresses via an Access server
that dispatches the accesses to particular Store servers.
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Caching accesses

A simple extension to the RAM server is to introduce caching to improve performance by reducing the
number of accesses that are potentially dispatched to remote Store servers.
Process 7.20An access server that performs cachingprocess.7.20 extends the Access with a simple
write-through caching scheme where every write is written to a random location in the cache and
also to a Store server. A read causes the cache to be checked first with a linear search. The value is
returned and the call completed if it is held in the cache, otherwise it is fetched from a server. Entries
are inserted into the cache with a separate function h that computes the hash of a value.
server Access(server Store[N] s) is
interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
{ var[M] cache, indices:
var k, hit:
initial seq [i=0 for M] indices[0] := 0
alt
{ accept read(val i, var v):
{ hit := false;
if [j=0 for M]
{ i = indices[j]:
{ v := cache[j];
hit := true } };
if { ~hit:
{ k := h(i);
s[i/N].read(i rem S, cache[k]);
indices[k] := i;
v := cache[k] } } }
| accept write(val i, val v):
{ k := h(i);
cache[k] := v;
indices[k] := i;
s[i/N].write(i rem S, v) } } }
Process 7.20: A modified version of the RAM Access server listed in Process 7.19A server providing a
distributed random access memory.process.7.19 to implement a simple write-through caching
scheme.
A large shared random access memory

It is natural to extend the distributed random access memory to support concurrent access for a set
of parallel processes. This corresponds closely to emulating a PRAM and there are many techniques
to do this in an efficient way (the PRAM model was explained in §2.2.2Parallel random-access
machinesubsection.2.2.2 [p. 15Parallel random-access machinesubsection.2.2.2]). A parallel randomaccess structure is important to consider since it provides the natural basis on which to implement
large distributed data structures, where read and write operations are generalised to arbitrary abstract
operations.
The most simple variant of a PRAM is exclusive-read, exclusive write (EREW) where there are no
access collisions. To ensure accesses are evenly distributed and there is not excessive contention at
any particular processor, it is necessary to evenly distribute the logical address space over the set of
physical address spaces provided by the processors that implement the memory. Each logical address
a ∈ {1, 2 · · · , m} is mapped to a processor p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} where m  n, p = h(x) and h is a
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suitable hash function. The effect is that the logical address space is partitioned into a number of
disjoint components that are mapped to processors.5
The structure of an EREW-PRAM follows that of the RAM in the previous section; Process 7.21A
server providing a distributed parallel random access memory.process.7.21 lists the definitions of the
server and its components. The Store server uses an additional hash table server Table to store
addresses assigned to it6 and the Access server uses a hash function h to select servers to dispatch
read and write requests to. Therefore, all instances of the Access server compute the same address
mappings.
Process 7.21A server providing a distributed parallel random access memory.process.7.21 shows
the definition of the complete server structure with the array of N hidden Store servers and array of
M Access servers made visible through the ParallelRAM server type. The following program shows
an instance of the ParallelRAM server type being used by a collection of parallel clients.
val S is 1024:
val N is 10:
val CLIENTS is 4:
val M is CLIENTS:
function h(val v) is ... :
server Table() is ... :
server Store() is ... :
server Access(Store[N] s) is ... :
server ParallelRAM() inherits ... :
m is ParallelRAM():
par [i=0 for CLIENTS]
{ ... m[i].write(addr, 42); ... m[i].read(addr, v); ... }
In the program, each client performs reads and writes through a particular Access server and the
number of Access servers are matched to the number of clients. If the number of clients changes
between different phases of execution, then the number of Access servers would be determined by the
maximum number of client processes, and in phases with fewer clients, some Access servers would
remain unused. Figure 7.6A server that provides a parallel random access memoryfigure.caption.150
shows the process diagram of this program, illustrating the internal structure of the ParallelRAM
server, marking all of the potential client-server call interactions.

5

A well known class of universal hash functions that can be computed in constant time are suitable to perform the
addresses-processor mappings [CW79]. These employ randomisation to choose a hash function from a family of
functions to guarantee few collisions in expectation. There is therefore a small probability that the chosen hash function
will perform poorly; in this case, typically a new one is be chosen and the data rehashed. Using universal hashing
forprocessor-address
mappings, the maximum number of logical addresses placed on a single processor is at most

log n
O log log n [Gon81] and this can be reduced to O(log log n) by using two independent hash functions to distribute
collisions between two locations [Mit91].
6
A definition for Table is not given but it would follow the conventional behaviour of a hash table with calls to insert,
update and search; see [Knu99, §6.4].
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server Store() is
interface(call read(val i, var v), write(val i, val v)):
{ t is Table(S):
alt
{ accept read(val addr, var v):
t.lookup(addr, v)
| accept write(val addr, val v):
{ var s: t.search(addr, s);
if s ~= NONE then t.update(addr, v) else t.insert(addr, v) } } }
server Access(server Store[N] s) is
interface(call read(val addr, var v), write(val addr, val v)):
alt
{ accept read(val addr, var v):
s[h(addr)].read(addr, v)
| accept write(val addr, val v):
s[h(addr)].write(addr, v) }
server ParallelRAM() inherits
from
{ s is [N] Store():
a is [M] Access(s) }
interface a
Process 7.21: A server providing a distributed parallel random access memory.

Instance of the ParallelRAM server
s[0]

s[1]

s[2]

s[3]

s[4]

s[5]

s[6]

s[7]

s[8]

a[0]

a[1]

a[2]

a[3] Access servers

s[9]

Store
servers

client processes

Figure 7.6.: The parallel random access memory server structure (whose components are listed in Process 7.21A server providing a distributed parallel random access memory.process.7.21) in composition with a collection of client processes. Each client interacts with one Access server and
performs concurrent reads and writes to the memory. Each Access server dispatches accesses to
particular Store servers.
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7.2.5. Embedding process structures

The previous examples in this section have demonstrated how servers can be used to build resource
and data abstractions in which collections of servers communicate with calls. However, servers can
also communicate with other servers through channels in the same way that processes do, and can
therefore be used to express message passing structures. This is the mechanism by which process
structures are embedded into other processes, to be used as subroutines.
A message-passing structure is expressed in this way by formulating its behaviour in terms of
a reaction to some external stimulus, i.e. a call to perform an action. Each component process is a
server that repetitively waits for input on a set of channels.
Embedding a pipeline

To demonstrate the use of servers to embed process structures, the Sieve of Eratosthenes example from §7.1.1Pipeline: the Sieve of Eratosthenessubsection.7.1.1 [p. 101Pipeline: the Sieve of
Eratosthenessubsection.7.1.1] is modified to be expressed in this form. The behaviour of the original
version was just to generate a set of primes in an array and terminate. This could be used as a
subroutine in this form by writing to an output array in the scope of the parent process. However,
using a subroutine in this way precludes it from storing any state and incurs the overheads associated
with initialising and terminating a set of parallel processes each time it is used. In the modified
version of the pipeline example, it provides a call to test whether a number is prime or not, using the
pipeline structure to compute the answer.
Process 7.22A pipeline node server.process.7.22 lists the definition of the pipeline server Node
which, in its initialisation phase, connects the two channels and receives its prime. It then waits
for incoming numbers to test. Numbers that are not divisible by its prime are forwarded on and
numbers that are divisible are forwarded as the special value NONE. This means that the pipeline
always produces a value. Process 7.23A pipeline control server.process.7.23 lists the definition of
the Control server, which source and sinks values from the pipeline. It first circulates a stream of
integers to initialise the pipeline and then serves a call isPrime to test the primality of a particular
number.
The following program outline shows a new server constructed from the Node and Control
servers to implement a subroutine to test the primality of numbers up to N= 16. Figure 7.7An
embedded pipeline process structurefigure.caption.152 illustrates the process diagram of the program.
val SQRTN is 4:
val N is 16:
val NONE is false:
server Control(chanend pin, pout) is ... :
server Node(val i, server Control m, server Node[SQRTN] p) is ... :
server TestPrimes() inherits
from
{ m is Control(p) &
p is [i=0 for SQRTN] Node(i, m, p) }
interface m:
p is TestPrimes():
... p.isPrime(11, r); ...
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server Node(val i, server Control m, Node[SQRTN] p) is
interface(chanend in, out):
{ var p, mp:
initial
{ if i = 0
then connect in to m.out
else connect out to p[i+1].in;
if i = N-1
then connect in to p[i-1].out
else connect out to m.in;
p := NONE;
while p ~= NONE do in ? p;
mp := p }:
alt { accept in ? m:
{ while m > mp do
mp := mp + p;
if m < mp then out ! m else out ! NONE } } }
Process 7.22: A pipeline node server.

server Control(chanend pin, pout) is
interface(chanend out, in, call isPrime(val p, var r)):
var i, v:
initial
{ connect out to pin;
connect in to pout;
in ! 2;
seq [i=3 for N step 2]
{ in ! i; out ? v } }:
alt {
accept isPrime(val p, var r):
{ in ! v;
out ? r } }
Process 7.23: A pipeline control server.

Instance of the TestPrime server
m

p[0]

p[1]

p[2]

p[3]

client process
Figure 7.7.: A server structure that employs a pipeline internally (with the components listed in Processes
7.22A pipeline node server.process.7.22 and 7.23A pipeline control server.process.7.23) to implement a primality testing algorithm that can be used as a subroutine.
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7.3. Discussion
7.3.1. Sequential program narrative

Servers provide a simple way to build and structure programs. They can encapsulate both behaviour
and state (in fact arbitrary program components), and are introduced with conventional-style declarations and scoping rules. This allows a distributed parallel program to be expressed as a sequence of
declarations and actions that operate using them.
A generic high-level program sequence, which is familiar to the imperative model of programming,
might consist of the creation and initialisation of a data structure, a computation that operates on
the data structure, then the output of any results. Sire allows this kind of program structure to be
expressed in the following way:
s is S():
initialise(s);
compute(s);
output(s)
with the significant capability that each component can employ distributed parallelism.
The following diagrams illustrate the evolution of the above program in both time, from one
computational component to the next, and in space, with the creation of new processes and dynamic
rebinding of connections between clients and servers.
S

initialise

↓
S

compute

↓

S

output

In contrast to this approach, program components in occam are composed in monolithic parallel
blocks and it is difficult to discern the structure of the program. The situation is worse still with
programming approaches such as MPI that do not support abstraction of nesting of parallel components. In this case, the different logical components of a program must be merged into a single
parallel entity.
A further advantage from constructing a distributed parallel program using servers in a sequential
way is related to the ability to perform testing. Since the interface to a server is a set of calls, they can
be instantiated and tested in isolation. This approach is formalised in the unit testing methodology,
where the smallest units of a program are subjected to a set of tests to establish their correct behaviour.
This is generally considered to be good software-engineering practice.
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7.3.2. Software resource management

Delivering performance in concurrently accessible distributed data structures relies on simple and
established techniques such as caching to reduce latency, hashing to distribute load, combining and
replication to reduce the effects of hotspots and the model of consistency.
Integrating specialised mechanisms into hardware is unattractive because it is difficult to choose
a best general behaviour or way to parameterise a mechanism, such that it can be easily tuned to
particular workloads. Moreover, a risk with integrating complex functionality into general-purpose
systems is that they can exhibit pathological behaviours in certain unpredictable cases that can result
in poor performance.
With a language that provides a small set of primitive mechanisms that relate closely to the
operation of the underlying hardware, it is possible, and indeed convenient, to implement such
mechanisms in software. This provides the additional advantage that the software mechanisms can be
further specialised to the particular application, increasing performance and making the application’s
behaviour more predictable. Similar benefits were observed, for example, with a software caching
scheme in the RAW microprocessor [MFLA99].
Resource management in PRAM implementations

Caching and hashing were discussed in §7.2.4Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4 [p. 121Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4
in the RAM and EREW-PRAM examples. For other less restrictive types of PRAM where reads can
occur concurrently (a concurrent-read, exclusive-write (CREW) PRAM), or both reads and writes can
occur concurrently (a concurrent-read, concurrent-write (CRCW) PRAM), an emulation must also deal
with access contention as well as distributing the address space.
There are two established techniques for reducing access contention are relevant to any other
shared distributed data structure similar to a PRAM, such as a database, file system or hash table. One
is replication where data items are made available on multiple processors and accesses are distributed
among these. When a replicated location is written to, each of the replicas must be updated to
maintain consistency. This would require broadcast communications between either the access or
storage servers. The other is combining where memory accesses are assumed to traverse a network
and those accessing a particular location will traverse a tree-structured sub-network [Ran87]. The
switches at the nodes of this tree can identify identical requests and permit only one to continue.
When the corresponding response returns, responses are generated for each original request. A
combining network could therefore be implemented with a network of servers between the clientfacing access servers and the storage servers.
To note, the RAM and parallel RAM examples in §7.2.4Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4 [p. 121Data
abstractionssubsection.7.2.4] did not consider a consistency model. Consistency is a prime concern to
these, or indeed any other concurrently accessible shared distributed data structure. The level and
nature of the consistency required will depend on factors such as the programming model and the
algorithms being expressed. The ability to express a consistency model in software is therefore a
great advantage of the design of sire.
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This chapter demonstrates that sire is capable of an efficient implementation. It does so by describing
the process of compilation for each of the non-conventional aspects of the language that are related
to parallelism and communication. The process is minimal in the sense that it is sufficient to deal
effectively with all aspects of the language. There is however scope for optimisations to improve
performance or resource usage; some potential ideas are discussed at the end of the chapter.
8.1. Overview

Compilation of a sire program is composed of the following stages:
1. lexing and parsing;
2. semantic checking;
3. source-to-source transformation of the program into a canonical form;
4. generating executable code.
Success of the first two stages establishes a valid input program that conforms to the syntax and rules
of the language. The output of these stages is an abstract representation of the syntax. The abstract
representation is transformed in stage 3 into a canonical form and finally emitted as executable code
in stage 4.
The remainder of this chapter describes stage 3 and the non-conventional aspects of stage 4. Stages
1 and 2 are not described because they can be implemented with conventional compilation techniques.
8.1.1. Execution model

A compiled sire program consists of two binaries, a master that contains the compiled user program
and the run-time kernel, and a slave that only contains the kernel. The run-time kernel is a collection
of processes and routines that implement dynamic aspects of sire.
The system on which a sire program executes consists of a set of processors that are labelled 0
to N − 1 and connected by a communication network. Each processor has a memory, a pool of
communication channel ends and the ability to execute a collection of processes simultaneously. Two
channel ends belonging to different processes are connected for the channel to be established and for
the processes to communicate.
The system is initialised by loading the master binary onto processor 0 and replicating the slave
binary over processors 1 to N − 1. Execution begins with each processor creating a kernel service
process that is active for the duration of the user program execution. Service processes are responsible
for managing local channel ends and processes. After this, the service process on processor 0
initialises the user program to execute as a new process.
As the the user program runs and creates more processes, the execution proceeds in time and space
as components of the program are moved to other processors and new processes are allocated and
deallocated dynamically to execute them. Termination of requires all active processes to terminate
and for the (potentially distributed) flow of control to return to processor 0 before the first process
finally terminates.
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8.1.2. Key aspects

Before describing the transformation and code generation stages, the following sections highlight
several key aspects of the compilation process and their interplay with the design of the sire syntax.
Dynamic distribution of the program

A key ability of sire is to permit efficient dynamic distribution of program code, so that components of
a program are moved at run-time to the processors on which they execute. This is perhaps the most
unconventional aspect of the compilation process compared with other distributed programming
languages that statically allocate program code to each processor. The are a number of reasons why
this is a good approach to take, and each of the following reasons listed strengthen as the number of
processors increases and the memory capacity per processor decreases.
• Run-time reuse of resources. Dynamic distribution makes a reuse of the available memory
between phases of a program; a processor needs only store the processes it is currently
executing, rather than having to store all the processes that it will execute in the duration of
the program.
• Minimal compilation time. The compilation time should not depend on the number of processors
in the target system because it only needs to produce two program binaries: a master one that
contains the run-time kernel components (that support the execution of sire) and the user’s
program, and a slave one that only contains the run-time kernel components.
• Minimal portable binaries. For the same reason, the size of the resulting program binary is also
independent of the number of processors in the target system. This will minimise the binary’s
size and potentially provide portability between different systems with varying numbers of
processors.
• Rapid booting. A two-image binary format allows a system to be booted by loading the master
image and replicating the slave image. Replication can be performed recursively and in a
time logarithmically related to the number of processors. Binaries with separate images per
processor must be loaded sequentially and in a time linearly related to the number of processors;
even for relatively small systems the time taken to boot in this way can be significant.
The single-program multiple-data (SPMD) compilation model, which is used by MPI programs for
example, shares the advantages with fast compilation, minimal binary size and fast booting but since
the single binary is replicated for each processor, there will be a large amount of redundancy. For HPCscale systems this might not be a serious issue with substantial amounts of memory per-processor,
but with much smaller memories, e.g. less than 1 MB, efficient memory usage is essential.
Allocation of processing resources

A second key ability of sire is that processor allocation can be dealt with at compile time, rather than
at run time. This is attractive because dynamic processor allocation, particularly in highly parallel
systems, is problematic:
• it is inherently difficult to perform in a scalable way;
• it introduces performance overheads;
• performance is less predictable;
• it can potentially cause non-deterministic behaviour in programs that do not terminate properly
or exhaust the number of available processors.
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Minimising the costs of processor management is essential to effectively use highly parallel architectures and to maximise the granularity of parallelism that can be exploited for a particular problem. A
direct analogy can be drawn here between stack- and heap-based memory allocation in sequential
programs. Stack-based memory allocation is scheduled at compile time and a program makes dynamic
reuse of stack memory for procedure calls, whereas heap-based memory allocation is performed at
run time at a much greater cost and with must less predictability.
The only restriction required to allow compile-time processor allocation for a sire program is that
parallel replicators must have constant-valued counts. This however, is not an inherent restriction in
the language and there is scope for an implementation that supports dynamically-sized replicators.
Since the compilation process generates code that distributes itself dynamically it would be simple
to modify the process to support dynamic processor allocation; this is discussed in §8.6.1Dynamic
processor allocationsubsection.8.6.1 [p. 175Dynamic processor allocationsubsection.8.6.1].
Preventing deadlock with servers

A crucial issue with the compilation of sire programs is to prevent deadlock from arising in many-toone patterns of communication with servers. This is a particularly important problem with systems
that have limited memory and capacity for buffering.
When a message traverses the network from its source to a destination, at each stage it occupies
buffering resources. If at some point the message becomes blocked by the presence of another message
occupying resources in its path, then it will remain blocked. Deadlock occurs when messages are
blocked by each other.
When a number of client processes attempt to interact with a server simultaneously, their requests
to do so will become blocked if the server is busy since their route out of the network to the server
is blocked. Then, if the server needs to engage in a communication to complete the current client
request, there may be no available route to the destination and deadlock will occur. Figure 8.1An
illustration of deadlock arising from many-to-one communicationsfigure.caption.157 illustrates this
with a simple example.
To remove the possibility of deadlock:
• either the server must not engage in any communication during the servicing of a request;
• or, the client requests must not be able to become blocked in the network, guaranteeing that
routes will be available into the network.
In the compilation process described in this chapter, the former case holds for the service processes in
the run-time kernel, which are introduced in §8.4.2Structure and operationsubsection.8.4.2 [p. 157Structure and operationsubsection.8.4.2], and the latter case is guaranteed for server calls with an interrupt
mechanism to queue calls from all potential clients.
Implementing language constructs through transformations

A large part of the compilation process is performed by transforming language constructs into a
simplified canonical form in terms of a small subset of sire. The advantages of this approach are
that the output of the transformations is understandable by the programmer and only the canonical
subset resulting from the transformations needs to be implemented.
8.2. Program transformations

In the first phase of compilation, a sire program is transformed into a canonical form such that:
• there are no server declarations or parallel replicators;
• procedure-call recursion is permitted;
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Figure 8.1.: An illustration of deadlock arising from many-to-one communications. In this, P1 , P2 and P3 are
processes that execute on processor p1 and s is a server that executes on p2 . A single bidirectional
communication channel connects p1 to p2 that has space to buffer a single message in each
direction. First, P1 makes a call to s, which is accepted by s. Second, P2 makes a call to s, which
is blocked since s is busy. Third, s send a message to P3 as part of the execution of the call P1
made. This is received by P3 because the outgoing channel is not in use, but P3 is not able to
reply since it is blocked by the call request from P2 .

• processes can include call specifications in their interface and call guards in alternative commands;
• on clauses are introduced to distribute execution and the command or process body of an on
clause are instances of a process (these are explained in §8.2.3The on clausesection*.164 [p. 139The
on clausesection*.164]);

• remote channel-end names are rewritten as absolute references to a particular process on a particular processor (this is explained in §8.2.6Transformation 6: rewrite connection targetssubsection.8.2.6 [p. 144Trans
formation 6: rewrite connection targetssubsection.8.2.6]).
Conversion into this form consists of a sequence of eight transformations (based on the properties of
sire described in its definition):
1. server declarations are transformed into processes in parallel composition;
2. parallel process instances are substituted with the body of their definition;
3. processes in parallel composition are distributed with the insertion of on clauses and processes
are enumerated to assign them identifiers (IDs);
4. interfaces are rewritten to specify the local processor location, process identifier and component
index if it belongs to an array;
5. remote calls are rewritten to use local channel ends and connections are inserted to connect
these with their remote channel ends implementing the call;
6. the remote channel ends specified as connection targets are rewritten to specify the target
channel end absolutely with a processor location, process ID and component index if it belongs
to an array;
7. component processes of parallel commands are transformed into instances of processes, thereby
explicitly defining their free variables;
8. replicators are transformed into a recursive form.
The transformations can be performed recursively on a representation of the parse tree. Figure 8.2The
sequence of transformations to produce the canonical formfigure.caption.159 illustrates the sequence
of transformations and the following sections describes each transformation.
The following sections describe each transformation. Where new lower-level syntax is introduced,
it is presented in the same way it was in the definition of sire in Chapter 6The sire programming
languagechapter.6. Let X be a valid sire program that is produced by the first two stages of the
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a valid sire program
servers

Transformation 1: rewrite servers

Transformation 2: expand program
parallel commands
Transformation 3: distribute processes

Transformation 4: rewrite interfaces
channels

Transformation 5: rewrite remote calls
Transformation 6: rewrite connection targets

parallel commands and
replicated processes

Transformation 7: contract program
Transformation 8: rewrite replicators
a sire program in canonical form

Figure 8.2.: The sequence of program transformations that are applied to a valid sire program to produce a
canonical form. This form does not include servers or parallel replicators, processes are distributed
explicitly with the on clause and channel-end references are rewritten to specify the process to
which they refer.

compilation process and in which no name is specified more than once. To illustrate the operation
of each phase, the transformations are applied to the program given in Process 8.1Compilation
transformations example: input program.process.8.1. This is a simplified version of the server
pipeline from §7.2.5Embedding a pipelinesection*.151 [p. 126Embedding a pipelinesection*.151] with
4 Nodes.
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server Node(val i, process Control m, Node[4] p) is
interface (chanend in, out) to
initial
{ if i = 0
then connect in to m.out
else connect out to p[i+1].in;
if i = 3
then connect in to p[i-1].out
else connect out to m.in }:
alt
{ var v:
in ? v;
out ! v+1 }
server Control(chanend pin, pout) is
interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v)) to
initial
{ connect out to pin;
connect in to pout }:
alt
{ accept x(var v):
{ out ! 0;
in ? v } }
server Pipeline() inherits
from
m is Control(p[0], p[3]):
p is [4] Node(m, p)
interface m
s is Pipeline():
var v: s.x(v)
Process 8.1: Compilation transformations example: input program.
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8.2.1. Transformation 1: rewrite servers

In this stage, servers in X are transformed from a sequence of declarations into processes.
The transformation

Each server declaration in X is transformed into named processes in parallel composition with their
scope with additional calls added to implement their termination. Let T be a specification of a server
or instance of a server type where:
• Tinterface = {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fk } for k ≥ 0 is the set of interface specifications;
• Tinitial = {I1 , I2 , · · · , I` } for ` ≥ 0 is the set of initialisation commands;

• Tfinal = {F1 , F2 , · · · , Fm } for m ≥ 0 is the set of finalisation commands;

• Talt = {A1 , A2 , · · · , An } for n ≥ 0 is the set of guarded alternatives
and S(x) be its scope where x is free, then a server declaration
x is T : S(x)
is transformed into
x is interface(F1 , F2 , · · ·, Fk , call end()):
{ I1 ; I2 ; · · ·; I` ;
var c: c := true;
while c do
alt
{ accept end() c := false
| A1 | A2 | · · · | An };
F1 ; F2 ; · · ·; Fm }
& { S(x); x.end() }

where the name c is not specified in the transformed server process. A replicated server declaration
x is [i=b for c] T : S(x)
is transformed as above with additional termination calls to each of the component processes
x is [i=b for c] interface (F1 , F2 , · · · , Fk , call end()): · · ·
& { S(x); seq [i=0 for c] x[i].end() }
Example

Process 8.2Transformation example: stage 1process.8.2 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.1Compilation transformations example: input program.process.8.1.
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{ m is interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v), end()):
{ connect out to p[0].in;
connect in to p[3].out;
var continue: continue := true;
while continue do
alt
{ accept end():
continue := false
| accept x(var v):
{ out ! 0;
in ? v } } }
& p is par [i=0 for 4]
interface (chanend in, out, call end()):
{ if i = 0
then connect in to m.out
else connect out to p[i+1].in;
if i = 4-1
then connect in to p[i-1].out
else connect out to m.in;
var continue: continue := true;
while continue do
alt
{ accept end():
continue := false
| var v: in ? v:
out ! v+1 } }
& { var v:
m.x(v);
m.end();
seq [i=0 for 4] p[i].end() } }
Process 8.2: Transformation example: stage 1, rewritten servers.
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8.2.2. Transformation 2: expand program

In this stage, instances of process instances in X that contain parallel commands are substituted
with the body of their definition with the correct abbreviations of their actuals. This is performed
according to the substitution semantics for procedures.
The output of this transformation is an expanded form of the program in which no parallel or
parallel replicated commands are contained in any definitions. This allows the distribution of nested
processes to differ between instances and precludes the need to deal with channel-end parameters
and then remove them when they are no longer required in stage 4, where interfaces are removed.
The transformation

Let f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formal parameters and a1 , a2 , · · · , an be actual parameters, for n ≥ 0. If X
contains the definition
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is P
and P contains a parallel command, then each instance of the type N
N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
is substituted with
f1 is a1 : f2 is a2 : · · · : fn is an : P
Example

Since there are no process instances in Process 8.2Transformation example: stage 1process.8.2, this
stage leaves it unchanged.
8.2.3. Transformation 3: distribute processes

In this stage, processes in X are allocated to physical processors according to a static schedule and
X is rewritten in a form to direct this allocation at run time. The effect of this is that during the
execution of X, processes are allocated and deallocated to processors dynamically (according to the
schedule), thereby reusing each processor’s available memory.
The on clause

process = on hexpressioni do hprocessi
The on clause provides a way to distribute execution. Let p be a value and P be a process then
on e do P
causes P to be executed remotely on processor p. The process terminates when P terminates and
any variables changed by P are updated locally with the same effect as the local execution of P :
 


P = on e do P
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The transformation

Processor allocation follows a simple scheme where each process in a parallel command is allocated
to a processor and each process array is allocated to a contiguous block of processors. This allows
each component process to be addressed with the processor ID corresponding to the base address of
the array with an offset into it.
Let |P | denote the number of component processes of an array P , such that for a single process Q,
|Q| = 1, |[i = b for c step s] Q| = c and |[i = b1 for c1 step s1 , i = b2 for c2 step s2 ]Q| = c1 × c2
etc. where b, c and s are integer values (for an implementation of sire that permits dynamically-sized
replicators, c would be an expression and the proposed approach would work in the same way).
Taking X to be the input process P , b to be the base processor variable and i be a process ID, then
the algorithm to allocate processors (and at the same time assign IDs to each process for use in later
stages) proceeds in the following way.
(1) Set b to 0, i to 0 and allocate P to processor b (allocation to this processor is implicit since
execution starts at processor 0).
(2) For each command C of P :
• If C is a parallel command with n anonymous component processes Q1 , Q2 , · · · , Qn
{ Q1 & Q2 & · · · & Qn }
then each component is allocated to the processors b, b + |Q1 |, b + |Q1 | + |Q2 |, · · · , b +
|Q1 | + |Q2 | + · · · + |Qn−1 | and to have the IDs i, i + 1, · · · , i + n respectively. They are
then rewritten with on clauses to perform the distribution:
{ Q1
& on b + |Q1 | do Q2
& on b + |Q1 | + |Q2 | do Q3
& ···
& on b + |Q1 | + |Q2 | + · · · + |Qn−1 | do Qn }
With named component processes, the on clause is inserted between the name label and
process.
• Set b to b + |Q1 | + |Q2 | + · · · + |Qn |, i to i + n and apply the allocation (starting from
step 2) recursively to each component process, each time updating the values of b and i.
(3) For each remaining procedure or function in X, assign it a unique ID i0 > i.
Process mappings

After this transformation, each process is assigned a unique identifier and can be associated with a
particular processor. The following notation is used to denote these mappings; they represent the
lookups that would be performed on internal compiler data structures.
Definition 8.1 (Process ID). The function procid(n) returns an integer value at compile time that
uniquely identifies the process or process array name, n, from all other processes in the program.
Then, for any component processes p or process arrays q of X, procid(p) 6= procid(q).

Definition 8.2 (Process location). The function location(n) returns the processor allocated to the
process with name n.

Then, each process p is allocated to the processor location(p) and each process array q is allocated to
the block of processors starting at location(q).
The processor allocation for components of process arrays is based on a linear combination of the
replicator indices, defined by the following function that produces an expression consisting only of
constants or replicator indices. This is used to transform parallel replicators in stage 8.
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Definition 8.3 (Process array parameters). The functions dims(x) and bases(x) return the dimensions
and bases respectively
of each index range of a process array x. Let Ix be an index range


ix = bx for cx , where ix is a name and bx and cx are integer values, P be a process and


p = par [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] P
then dims(p) = {c1 , c2 , · · · , cn } and bases(p) = {b1 , b2 , · · · , bn }.
Definition 8.4 (Component process offset). A component process of a d-dimensional array p where
d ≥ 1 with dimensions of length `1 , `2 , · · · , `d is allocated to the processor
location(p) + index(p, e1 , e2 , · · · , ed )
where e1 , e2 , · · · , ed are the subscript expressions selecting the component and where


d
d
X
Y
(ei − bi )
index(p, e1 , e2 , · · · , ed ) =
lj  + (e1 − b1 )
i=2

j=i

where {`1 , `2 , · · · , `d } = dims(n) and {b1 , b2 , · · · , bd } = bases(n). For processes that are not
a component of an array, when d = 0, then index() has the value −1. This is used to discern
component processes.
As an example, given a 3-dimensional array a where dims(a) = {4, 3, 2} and bases(a) = {0, 0, 0},
then the component with indices (i3 , i2 , i1 ) has the offset i1 + (2 × i1 ) + (3 × 2 × i3 ).
Definition 8.5 (Interface component ID). The function intid(n.c) returns an integer value that
uniquely identifies the channel-end c within the interface of the process n.
Then, for any components n.c and n.d of the same interface, intid(n.c) 6= intid(n.d).
Example

Process 8.3Transformation example: stage 3process.8.3 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.2Transformation example: stage 1process.8.2, unchanged parts of the example are omitted
for brevity. Table 8.1Values associated with each process in Process 8.3Transformation example: stage
3process.8.3 after transformation 3.table.caption.168 shows the values of procid(), location() and
index() for to each process, where ‘main’ is the anonymous client process. This corresponds to an
internal data structure that would be maintained by the compiler.
Process

procid()

location()

index()

m

0

0

-

p

1

1

i

p[0]
p[1]
p[2]
p[3]
main

2

1
2
3
4
5

0
1
2
3
-

Interface mappings
intid(m.in) = 0, intid(m.out) = 1,
intid(m.x) = 2, intid(m.end) = 3
intid(p.in) = 0, intid(p.out) = 1,
intid(p.end) = 2
-

Table 8.1.: Values associated with each process in Process 8.3Transformation example: stage 3process.8.3 after
transformation 3.
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{ m is interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v), end()) to
...
& p is on 1 do par [i=0 for 4]
... ||
& on 5 do
... }
Process 8.3: Transformation example: stage 3, process distribution and processor allocation.
8.2.4. Transformation 4: rewrite interfaces

In this stage, interfaces in X are rewritten to specify an absolute reference of the executing process,
using ‘@’ for syntax. An absolute reference specifies for a process, its location, its ID and index if it
is a component of an array. For an interface, this reference is used to generate code to publish the
channel-end IDs, to make them available to remote processors. The following two transformation
stages rewrite server calls and connection targets using the same syntax. This is used to generate
connections that make requests for remote channel-end IDs.
The details of publishing and requesting channel ends is explained in more detail in Sections 8.4.4Publishing local channel endssubsection.8.4.4 and 8.4.5Remote channel-end requestssubsection.8.4.5.
The transformation

absolute-reference = ( hexpressioni : hexpressioni : hexpressioni )

interface = interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } ) @ habsolute-referencei



 Let Rd for d > 0 be a parallel replicator par [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] , where Ix is an index range
ix = bx for cx , ix is a name and bx and cx are integer values, or for d = 0 be null. Let S be a
sequence and s1 , s2 , · · · , sn be interface specifiers, then a process p in X
Rd interface (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ): S
is rewritten as
Rd interface(s1 , s2 , · · · , sn )@(location(p):procid(p):index(p, i1 , i2 , · · · , id )): S
Example

Process 8.4Transformation example: stage 4process.8.4 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.2Transformation example: stage 1process.8.2, unchanged parts of the example are omitted
for brevity.
8.2.5. Transformation 5: rewrite remote calls

In this stage, remote calls in X are rewritten as outputs on local channel ends and additional details
of the sending process are included to identify itself to the server. Remote names are substituted with
new local channel-end names and connections are inserted to connect the local name to the remote
name for each distinct use of the name, i.e. those with different subscripts or with a different call.
The transformation

server-call = hlocal-chanendi ! helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )

local-chanend = helementi @ habsolute-referencei
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{ interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v), end())@(0:0:-1):
...
& on 1 do par [i=0 for 4]
interface (chanend in, out, call end())@(1:1:i):
...
& on 5 do
interface(chanend m, p)@(2:5:-1):
... }
Process 8.4: Transformation example: stage 4, rewritten interfaces to specify an absolute reference to its
location.



 Let Rd for d > 0 be a parallel replicator par [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] , where Ix is an index range
ix = bx for cx , ix is a name and bx and cx are integer values, or for d = 0 the index range is null.
Let S be a sequence that contains calls to processes with process names N1 , N2 , · · · , Nn for n ≥ 0
and s1 , s2 , · · · , sm for m ≥ 0 be specifications of interface components. Then, a process p in X
Rd interface(s1 , s2 , · · · , sm )@(x:y:z): S
is rewritten with additional local channel ends with names c1 , c2 , · · · , cn that are unique to their
scope as
Rd interface(s1 , s2 , · · · , sm , chanend c1 , c2 , · · · , cn )@(x:y:z): S
and each call in S
Nj .x(a1 , a2 , · · · , ak )
is rewritten with a preceding connect command1 and a local channel end that specifies the processor
location and process ID of the executing process
connect Nj to Nj .x;
cj @(location(p):procid(p):index(i1 , i2 , · · · , id )) ! x(a1 , a2 , · · · , ak )
Example

Process 8.5Transformation example: stage 5process.8.5 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.4Transformation example: stage 4process.8.4.
8.2.6. Transformation 6: rewrite connection targets

In this stage, remote channel ends in X are rewritten as an absolute reference to a specific channel
end or call, on a specific processor, based on the allocation of processes to processors in stage 3. Since
a subscript expression can consist only of constants or replicator indices, its value can be computed
and the target process can be determined.

1

By doing this every call is always preceded by a connection. The reason is to simplify the explanation of the transformation but it is unnecessary since in a sequence of calls the channel will already be connected. Therefore, for any call
contained in a sequence of commands, a connect command should be inserted, if there is not already one, at the lowest
position in the sequence such that no command between the connection and call:
• contains a replicator that defines an index used in a subscript for the call;
• contains another call to a different server in the same array or to a different call.
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{ m is interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v), end())@(0:0:-1):
...
& p is par [i=0 for 4]
...
& { interface(chanend m, p)@(1:1:-1):
var v:
connect p to m.x; m@(5:2:-1) ! x(v);
connect m to m.end; m@(5:2:-1) ! end();
seq [i=0 for 4]
{ connect p to @(1:1:i).2;
p@(5:2:0) ! end() } } }
Process 8.5: Transformation example: stage 5, rewriting of remote calls and insertion of implicit server
connections.
The transformation

chanend = hremote-chanendi

remote-chanend = @ habsolute-referencei . hexpressioni
Remote channel ends and remote calls are rewritten to specify the processor, process ID, process
index (if it is a component of an array) and interface component index. When index() is used
to produce an expression, an implicit mapping is assumed between the form of the mathematical
expression and a corresponding sire expression.
Let p be a d-dimensional array for d ≥ 0 and e1 , e2 , · · · , ed be subscript expressions, then in X, a
remote channel end of a component of this array that appears in a connect command
connect c to N .c
where N is a n name (d = 0) or subscripted name n[i1 ][i2 ]· · · [id ] (d > 0), is rewritten as an absolute
reference with a single subscript index
connect c to @(location(n):procid(n):index(n, i1 , i2 , · · · , id )).intid(n.c)
Example

Process 8.6Transformation example: stage 6process.8.6 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.3Transformation example: stage 3process.8.3.
8.2.7. Transformation 7: contract program

This stage performs the opposite transformation to the program expansion in stage 2 by rewriting
processes in X that are prefixed with an on clause or replicator as an instance of a procedure. This is
to simplify the implementation of process distribution since a process type specifies the complete
environment with the set of formal parameters, which correspond to its free variables.
Definition 8.6 (Free variables). Let P be a process then the function free(P ) returns a set of names
that are free in P , this includes the names of procedures and functions.
The transformation

Let P be a process, free(P ) = {a1 , a2 , · · · , an } and f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formal parameters corresponding to the type of each ai . Variables that are not changed by assignment or input and replicator
indices are of type val. Then, each process in X prefixed by an on clause
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{ interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v), end())@(0:0:-1):
{ connect out to @(1:1:0).0;
connect in to @(1:1:3).1;
... }
& on 1 do par [i=0 for 4]
interface (chanend in, out, call end())@(1:1:i):
{ if i = 0
then connect in to @(0:0:0).1
else connect out to @(1:1:i+1).0;
if i = N-1
then connect in to @(1:1:i-1).1
else connect out to @(0:0:0).0;
... }
& on 5 do
interface(chanend m, p)@(2:5:-1):
{ var v:
connect p to @(0:0:-1).2; m@(2:5:-1) ! x(v);
connect m to @(0:0:-1).3; m@(2:5:-1) ! end();
seq [i=0 for 4]
{ connect p to @1:1[i].2;
p@(2:5:0) ! end() } } }
Process 8.6: Transformation example: stage 6, rewriting of remote channel ends to specify an absolute
reference to the target process.

on e P
is rewritten as
on e N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
and the definition
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is P

is introduced
 where N is not specified by any other definition. Let Ix is an index range ix =
bx for cx , ix is a name and bx and cx are integer values, then each replicated process in X
par [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] P
where d ≥ 1 is rewritten as
par [I1 , I2 , · · · , Id ] N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
and the definition
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is P
is introduced where N is not specified by any other definition.
Example

Process 8.7Transformation example: stage 7process.8.7 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.6Transformation example: stage 6process.8.6.
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process P1() is
par [i=0 for 4] P3(i)
process P3(val i) is
interface (chanend in, out, call end())@(1:1:i):
... :
process P2() is
interface(chanend m, p)@(2:5:0):
... :
{ interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v))@(0:0:-1):
...
& on 1 do P1()
& on 5 do P2() }
Process 8.7: Transformation example: stage 7, program contraction with the creation of procedure instances.
8.2.8. Transformation 8: rewrite replicators

In this stage, replicators in X are implemented by transforming them into processes that use recursion
to allocate processors in parallel using the on clause to distribute execution.
Consider Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute execution.process.8.8
below, which is based on an example proposed by May [May99]:
process d(val t, n) is
if n = 1 then p(t)
else { d(t, n/2) & on t+(n/2) do d(t+(n/2), n/2) }
Process 8.8: A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute execution.

It works by offloading a copy of itself to a remote processor each time it recurses. These offloaded
processes then, themselves, continue this behaviour. Each level of recursion sees a doubling of the
capacity to initiate computations and this follows the structure of a binary tree. The parameter t
is the distribution base and n is the number of processes to distribute or the interval. At each stage
of the recursion, t is moved to the middle of the interval and n is halved. When each instance of d
executes with its parameter n equal to 1, it halts the recursion and executes the process p and t then
indicates the index of each process.
As an example, the execution of d(0, 8), which distributes p over 8 processors, p0 , p1 , ..., p7 , is
illustrated by Table 8.2Behaviour of Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute
execution.process.8.8table.caption.177. The table shows at each time step the state of each processor,
given by the process it is executing. After 4 steps in the recursion, each processor executes the
process p.
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Step

p0

0
1
2
3
4

d(0,8)
d(0,4)
d(0,2)
d(0,1)
p(0)

p1

d(1,1)
p(1)

p2

d(2,2)
d(2,1)
p(2)

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

d(3,1)
p(3)

d(4,4)
d(4,2)
d(4,1)
p(4)

d(5,1)
p(5)

d(6,2)
d(6,1)
p(6)

d(7,1)
p(7)

Table 8.2.: Illustration of the behaviour of Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute
execution.process.8.8 to distribute the execution of the process p.
Generalised distribution of a replicated process

Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute execution.process.8.8 can be generalised to distribute non-powers-of-two process arrays to arbitrary processor ranges, for replicators
with multiple index ranges, and for processes with arbitrary parameters.
To distribute arbitrary sized process arrays, an additional parameter m can be added to record how
much of the interval needs to be distributed and the recursion can be terminated when it exceeds
this. Process 8.9A generalised version of Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to
distribute execution.process.8.8process.8.9 is a modified version of Process 8.8A process that employs
parallel recursion to distribute execution.process.8.8 that distributes the process p over the processors
pt , pt+1 , · · · , pt+m−1 where n is the next power-of-two larger than m.
process d(val t, n, m, b) is
if
{ n = 0: p(t)
| m > n/2:
{ on b+t+(n/2) do d(t+(n/2), n/2, m-n/2, b) &
d(t, n/2, n/2) }
| m <= n/2: d(t, n/2, m, b) }
Process 8.9: A generalised version of Process 8.8A process that employs parallel recursion to distribute
execution.process.8.8 that distributes arbitrary sized arrays over arbitrary processor ranges.

For multidimensional replicators, the value of each replicator index can be produced from single
array index by an arithmetic mapping.
Definition 8.7Q(Replicator index map). A d-dimensional array n with dimensions `1 , `2 , · · · , `d
contains N = di=1 `i components. Let i be a component index in the range 0 to N , then the j th
replicator index for process i is
!
j−1
1Y
ri(n, i, j) = bj +
`i mod `j
i
k=1

where {`1 , `2 , · · · , `d } = dims(n). and {b1 , b2 , · · · , bd } = bases(n).
As an example, given a 3-dimensional array a where dims(a) = {4, 3, 2} and bases(a) = {0, 0, 0},
i
then the ith component has the replicator index values i mod 2, 3i mod 3 and 4×3
mod 4. Since ri()
maps a one-dimensional index into a multidimensional index and index() performs the opposite
mapping, then for a d-dimensional array n they have the relationship
i = index(n, ri(n, i, 1), ri(n, i, 2), · · · , ri(n, i, d)).
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When ri() is used to produce an expression, in the following transformations an implicit mapping
is assumed between the form of the mathematical expression and a corresponding sire expression.
Lastly, arbitrary sets of parameters can be appended to those of the distributing process and passed
between instances.
The transformation

Let f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formals; a1 , a2 , · · · , an be actuals; b1 , b2 , · · · , bd and c1 , c2 , · · · , cd be integer
values; i1 , i2 , · · · , id be names; P be a process; and N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) P be the definition of a process
with the name N . Then, in the scope of N , the d-dimensional replicator
par [i1 = b1 for c1 , i2 = b2 for c2 , · · · , id = bd for cd ] N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
which will be referred to as r, is rewritten as
D(b, N , M )
Q
where N = nj=1 cj and M = 2j such that 2j−1 < N ≤ 2j and the definition
process D(val t, n, m, b,
0 ) is
f10 , f20 , · · ·, fm
if
{ n = 0: N (a01 , a02 , · · ·, a0n )
| m > n/2:
{ on b+t+(n/2) do
D(t+(n/2), n/2, m-n/2,
0 )) &
n(f10 ), n(f20 ), · · ·, n(fm
D(t, n/2, n/2,
0 )) }
n(f10 ), n(f20 ), · · ·, n(fm
| m <= n/2: D(t, n/2, m,
0 )) }
n(f10 ), n(f20 ), · · ·, n(fm
is introduced where D is not specified by any other definition, the ordered set
0
{f10 , f20 , · · · , fm
} = {x | x ∈ {f1 , f2 , · · · , fn }, x is not a replicator index}

which consists the formal parameters that are not replicator indices, n(fi ) is the name of the formal
parameter fi and a01 , a02 , · · · , a0m are the actuals parameters of an instance of N where replicator
indices are substituted with an expression converting from the index t, defined as
(
n(fk )
if fk is not a replicator index (∀`, n(fk ) 6= i` )
0
aj =
ri(r, t, `), if fk is the `th replicator index (n(fk ) = i` for some `).
Example

Process 8.10Transformation example: stage 8process.8.10 shows the server transformation applied to
Process 8.7Transformation example: stage 7process.8.7.
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process P1() is
P4(1, 4, 4)
process P4(val t, n, m) is
{ var x: x := n / 2;
if
{ n = 0: P3(t)
| m > x:
{ on (1 + (t + x)) do P1(t + x, x, m - x) & P4(t, x, x) }
| m <= x: P4(t, x, x) } }
process P3(val i) is
interface (chanend in, out, call end())@(1:1:i):
{ if i = 0
then connect in to @(0:0:0).1
else connect out to @(1:1:i+1).0;
if i = N-1
then connect in to @(1:1:i-1).1
else connect out to @(0:0:0).0;
var continue: continue := true;
while continue do
alt
{ accept end():
continue := false
| var v: in ? v:
out ! v+1 } }:
process P2() is
interface(chanend m, p)@(2:5:-1):
{ var v:
connect p to @(0:0:-1).2; m@(2:5:-1) ! x(v);
connect m to @(0:0:-1).3; m@(2:5:-1) ! end();
seq [i=0 for 4]
{ connect p to @(1:1:i).2;
p@(2:5:0) ! end() } }:
{ interface (chanend in, out, call x(var v))@(0:0:-1):
{ var continue: continue := true;
while continue do
alt
{ accept end():
continue := false
| accept x(var v):
{ out ! 0;
in ? v } } }
& on 1 do P1()
& on 5 do P2() }
Process 8.10: Transformation example: stage 8, transformation of replicators to a recursive form and the
output program in canonical form.
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8.3. Machine target

The generation of executable code for sire programs is described using the XMOS XS1 architecture [May09] as a target. There are a number of important reasons why targeting a real architecture
is a good way to present this description.
1. The semantics of the instruction set are well defined (see [May09] for the definition). A
description of the compilation process with a new instruction set or set of subroutines would
require a complete specification of its semantics and, if it were not implemented, a belief that it
would be capable of an efficient implementation.
2. A functioning implementation of the sire compiler and run-time kernel has been developed
for the XS1 architecture. This provides a proof-of-concept and confidence that the proposal is
practical. Moreover, the experience gained in doing this was an integral part of the development
of the language.
3. The specification of XS1 implementations and measurements of their silicon area and performance provide a basis for a hypothetical implementation of a system employing these
processors, in order to obtain an associated performance model, which is introduced in Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9. The model is used in conjunction with a
software simulation to evaluate the sire language on systems that employ large numbers of
processors.
4. The sire notations are capable of being compiled into short sequences of operations and it is
important that this is demonstrated.
Even with these advantages, if the XS1 architecture was a radical departure from contemporary
parallel systems then a compilation process targeting it would not generalise to different processor
architectures. This however is not the case. The XS1 architecture provides a simple set of operations
in the ISA for communication, threading and synchronisation and, although the architecture is
unconventional with the way that these are integrated in the ISA, they capture the essential aspects
of a message-passing parallel computer.
For an implementation of the sire language targeting a different architecture, one way to retarget
the compilation process in this chapter would be to translate each operation into an equivalent one
provided by the target, or if there was no such operation, to implement it as a routine as part of a
small run-time kernel. It is likely that for most architectures, an efficient implementation of these
primitive operations would be possible since the behaviour of each one has been chosen such that it
can be implemented efficiently in hardware and executed in a single cycle.2
8.3.1. The XS1 architecture

An XS1 tile contains a memory and a processor core. The core has hardware resources that support
the simultaneous execution of a set of threads, including a scheduler and mechanisms for synchronisation and locking. It also has a set of channel-end resources that are the physical end-points of
communication channels. These are multiplexed onto physical links that connect directly to a switch,
connecting the tile to the network. Threads on the same core have symmetric access to the memory
and can use channel ends to communicate locally on the same processor, or remotely, between
different processors. Figure 8.3A block diagram of the XS1 architecturefigure.caption.181 shows a
block diagram of these main components of an XS1 tile.

2

For instance, the implementation of occam-π, which extended occam 2, targeted the conventional x86 architecture and
it was noted that the implementation of occam primitives for concurrency were very lightweight when compared to
similar constructs in conventional languages [WB05].
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tile

memory

execution pipeline, inc. ALUs
thread1 state
core

thread2 state
..
.
threadn state

network links

scheduler

···

resources
channel end1
channel end2
..
.

switch

channel endm

Figure 8.3.: A block diagram of the XS1 architecture. A tile consists of a processor core and memory. The
processor core has a set of thread, channel end, synchroniser and lock resources.

8.3.2. Presentation of instruction listings

The remainder of this section is presented in terms of XS1 assembly. There are two reasons for this,
first, to specify precisely the process of compilation and, second, to demonstrate that all features
of sire correspond to short sequences (i.e. tens of instructions). A simplified instruction set is used,
which is described in Appendix BAn overview of the XS1 architectureappendix.B, but the reader will
need to be familiar with the architecture and instruction set. They are referred to the architectural
definition for full details [May09] and as a companion for this section.
Some additional notation is used to further simplify the assembly listings.
• Instruction sequences take two formats that are used interchangeably:
– annotated assembly listings are used when sequences of instructions can be written
concisely or special attention must be paid to the instructions;
– numbered sequences of steps described in prose are used when instruction sequences are
dominated by memory accesses and management of repetitions or control flow.
• The management of available registers, the allocation of stack storage for spilling, implementation of the calling convention and generation of arithmetic expressions are assumed to be
performed by the compiler by inserting additional instructions. This is to give clarity to the
behaviour of the sequences. The following notation provides this convenience:
– mathematical variables are used in the following fragments of sire and instruction listings,
in the place of channel ends, values and expressions;
– let N be a label and a1 , a2 , · · · , an be variables, then the notation
BL N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
denotes a procedure call to the address specified by N with parameters ai passed according to the calling convention (defined below in §8.3.3Calling conventionsubsection.8.3.3 [p. 152Calling conventionsubsection.8.3.3]). Let t and i be integer values, then the notation
BLT t[i](a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
similarly denotes a procedure call but at the memory address t[i].
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– the notation (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) used at the beginning of a procedure definition, where fi
are variables, denotes the variable names used to represent the parameters that are passed
in registers and on the stack according to the calling convention.
• The notation x[i] denotes a memory address at byte address x with word offset i.
• The notation x[i · · · j] denotes a range of memory address x[i], x[i + 1], · · · , x[j].

• The notation x ← y denotes the value y being written to the storage location x, which could
be a register or memory location
• The symbol ‘Bpw’ is the number of bytes per word and ‘bpw’ is the number of bits per word.
The following functions are also used. The first two correspond to lookups that a compiler would
perform on its internal data structures.
Definition 8.8 (Array size). The function ‘size(x)’ returns the total size if an array. If x isQ
the name
of a d-dimensional array variable with dimensions of length `1 , `2 , · · · , `d then size(v) = di=1 li , is
the total size of x.
Definition 8.9 (Label). The function ‘label(x)’ returns a label assigned to the compiled element x,
such as a procedure or function.
Definition 8.10 (Channel end ID). The function ‘chanid(x, i)’ returns the channel-end ID with node
ID x and resource index i by computing the value of the expression (x  16) ∨ (i  8) ∨ CHAN,
which corresponds to the format of a resource ID (see Appendix B.4Resourcessection.B.4).
Lastly, all communication in the run-time kernel is synchronised according to the sequences
described in Appendix BAn overview of the XS1 architectureappendix.B; communication sequences
that do not follow this are listed explicitly.
8.3.3. Calling convention

It is necessary at this point to define a calling convention since this is used throughout the remaining
sections. A calling convention specifies the interactions between a calling process and a callee process,
which occur through a set of parameter registers and the stack. Execution of a process activates a
stack frame that is used to pass parameters, store saved registers and store variables local to the scope
of the process.
The following describes a simple calling convention based on the XMOS Application Binary
Interface [OW10, §2.6]. It is sufficient to implement procedure calling in sire and is used in the
description of the run-time kernel and code generation.
Let P be a process, f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formal parameters and a1 , a2 , · · · an be actual parameters,
then the procedure
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is P
is compiled as the caller in the sequence:
(1) save the lr in sp[0] of frame before the sp is extended by n words (ENTSP n);
(2) push m required general purpose registers used in the execution of P in the set {r4, · · · , r10}
onto stack from sp[p] to sp[p + m − 1] where p is the offset of the preserved registers storage
in the stack frame;
(3) the instructions of P ;
(4) pop m saved general purpose registers back from sp[p] to sp[p + m − 1] into {r4, · · · , r10};
(5) contract the stack by n words and restore the pc from the lr (RETSP n).
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low memory
branch link (for non-leaves)
callee

outgoing parameters
preserved registers
local variables
branch link

caller

outgoing parameters
..
.

high memory
Figure 8.4.: Example stack frame layout illustrating the calling convention with a caller and callee. A stack
frame provides space during the lifetime of a procedure call to store lr (for procedures that call
other procedures), to pass parameters and for additional storage to the registers.

An instance of the procedure N
N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
is compiled as the caller with the sequence:
(1) write the parameters a1 , · · · , a4 in the registers r0 to r3 respectively;
(2) write the remaining parameters a4+i to sp[1 + i];

(3) call the procedure and wait for it to return (BL label(N )).
This convention is summarised in Figure 8.4Example stack frame layout illustrating the calling
conventionfigure.caption.182, which shows the layout of the adjacent caller and callee process stack
frames.
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8.4. Run-time kernel
8.4.1. Overview

A sire program is compiled with additional components that implement dynamic aspects of the
language. They are collectively referred to as the run-time kernel. The kernel is divided into two
components: a service kernel for a service process that executes using one thread on each processor
(for the duration of the user program’s execution); and a program kernel comprising a set of routines
for the user program’s processes to engage with the service processes.
The service process is responsible for initialisation of the processor it is executing on and allows:
• a remote process to execute a new process on the processor (the remaining threads on each
processor that are used to execute program processes are called the worker threads);
• a remote process to obtain channel-end IDs that have been allocated on the processor by
particular processes;
• a local process to publish a local channel-end ID it has been allocated.
The remainder of this section describes the service and program kernel routines. The following
figures and tables summarise various aspects of these and can be referred to while reading.
• Figure 8.5Block diagram of the per-processor run-time kernelfigure.caption.183 provides a
high-level overview of the run-time kernel, illustrating the division between the service and
program components, and listing the routines and the main data structures.
• Figure 8.6Master and slave memory layouts produced by compilationfigure.caption.183 shows
the memory layouts of the master and slave nodes that is produced by compilation.
• Table 8.3Overview of the kernel routinestable.caption.184 summarises the kernel routines.
• Table 8.4Constant values used in the run-time kernel.table.caption.184 lists the constant values
used in the run-time kernel.
• Table 8.5Summary of the storage requirements per processor for the run-time kerneltable.caption.184
lists the storage requirements and labels for the components of these data structures as well as
the other channel end and lock resources used by the kernel.
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Service kernel

Program kernel

Channel table
tchans, qchans

Process table
tjump, tsize, tcount

hostHandler
submitHandler
requestHandler

request
enqueue
dequeue

Worker thread1

cworker[0]

Worker thread2
..
.

cworker[1]

Worker threadn

cworker[n − 1]

chost[0]
csub[0]
creq[0]

Service process (thread0 )

host
source
submit

Figure 8.5.: Block diagram of the per-processor run-time kernel. The service component deals with remote
requests and the program component deals with local execution of processes. Table 8.3Overview
of the kernel routinestable.caption.184 lists summarises the operation of the routines listed in
each kernel and Table 8.5Summary of the storage requirements per processor for the run-time
kerneltable.caption.184 summarises the data structures the channel and process tables (enclosed
in boxes). The lines show the channel ends used to implement the run-time communication.
Master layout

Slave layout

runtime kernel

runtime kernel

low address

constant pool
data pool
process table

program

channel table

constant pool
data pool
process table
channel table

heap

heap

stack

high address

thread N (worker)

thread N (worker)

..
.

..
.

thread 2 (program)
thread 1 (service process)

stack

thread 2 (worker)
thread 1 (service process)

Figure 8.6.: Master and slave memory layouts produced by compilation. The master layout is executed on
node 0 and contains the complete program, which starts executing on thread 2. The slave image is
replicated on all other processors.
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Pairing

Routine

Operation
Service kernel

source
submit
request

hostHandler
subHandler
reqHandler

deal with a request to host and execute a process
deal with a local request from to submit a channel-end ID
deal with a request for a published channel-end ID
Program kernel

source
hostHandler
host
subHandler
reqHandler
-

host
source
submit
request
enqueue
dequeue

host the execution of a process from a source
cause a process to be executed remotely by a host processor
submit a channel-end ID the local service process to be published
request a channel-end ID from a remote service process
enqueue a call request
dequeue a call request

Table 8.3.: Overview of the kernel routines. A pairing indicates routines that communicate with each other.

Name

Description

Value

Nthreads
Nchans
Nstack
Nprocs
Nparams
Nkcalls
Ihost
Isub
Ireq
Ienq
Ideq
Iqsize

number of threads per processor
number of channels per processor
stack space per thread
maximum number of processes per processor
maximum number of parameters per process
number of kernel calls
host jump table index/channel-end resource ID
submit jump table index/channel-end resource ID
request jump table index/channel-end resource ID
queue call request jump table index
dequeue call request jump table index
call request queue size

architecture determined
architecture determined
compilation determined
compilation determined
compilation determined
5
0
2
4
6
7
8

Table 8.4.: Constant values used in the run-time kernel.

Name

Words

Description
Resources

chost
csub
creq
cworker
lhost

1
2
2
Nthreads −1
1

hostHandler request channel-end ID
subHandler request and service channel-end IDs
reqHandler request and service channel-end IDs
worker channel-end IDs for remote process creation
a lock ID to use for resource allocation in the ‘host’ routine
Data structures

tjump
tsize
tcount
tchans

Nprocs
Nprocs
Nprocs
Nprocs ×4

qchans

Nchans ×4

a process jump table that maps process IDs to local addresses
a process size table that records process sizes in bytes
a process count table that records the number of times a process is used
a channel-end table that records mappings of processes to local channel
ends
a channel-end request queue that records requests for local channel ends

Table 8.5.: Summary of the storage requirements per processor for the run-time kernel. These components
are statically allocated in the data pool.
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8.4.2. Structure and operation

The service process first initialises the system and then behaves like a server by repetitively servicing
requests on three channels chost, csub and creq that correspond to hosting processes, publishing
local channel ends and providing access to them.
Initialisation

Each service process performs the following initialisation of the system.
1. Initialise registers. Set the cp, dp and sp registers, and an entry point into the exception handler.
2. Initialise thread registers. Allocate all of the available threads and, for each thread, initialise the
cp, dp and sp registers. Stack space is allocated to threads in blocks of size Nstack at the address
base sp + Nstack × thread ID
where ‘base sp’ is the beginning of the stack region. Each thread is then directed to execute a
short routine to set their exception handler, after which it is deallocated. Deallocation does
not change any of their state, leaving them ready to be allocated as worker threads to execute
processes.
3. Allocate run-time kernel channel ends. Allocate, in sequence, a request channel end for the
hostHandlerand request and service channel ends for the submit and request routines, and
store them at chost[0], creq[0· · · 1] and csub[0· · · 1] respectively. Since no other channel
ends are allocated at this point, they will have consecutive resource IDs from 0. This allows the
channel-end IDs for these channels to be computed for any processor.
4. Allocate worker channel ends. Allocate a channel end for each of the worker threads and store
them at addresses cworker[0 · · · Nthreads −1].

5. Initialise the jump table. Initialise the kernel calls in the jump table by setting tjump[0 · · · 2] to
the addresses of the source, submit and request routines respectively. The master version
containing the program must also initialise the addresses for each of the component processes.
Since all of the processes are known at compile time, the entries in the master and slave jump
tables can be statically initialised.

6. Initialise the size table. Initialise each entry in the size table tsize[0 · · · Nprocs −1] to 0.

7. Initialise the request queue. Initialise each entry in the request queue qchans[0 · · · (Nchans -1)×4]
to 0.

8. Allocate a lock. Allocate a lock for the worker threads and store it at lhost[0].
Service ‘loop’

The core of the run-time kernel is defined by the following sequence that initialises each of the host,
submit and request routine channels to trigger events on the arrival of a message and the execution
of the associated routine. When the handler returns, control is transferred back to the point ‘serve’,
where events are re-enabled.
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hostHandler:
subHandler:
reqHandler:
entry:

serve:

B entry
···
···
···
LDW chost , chost[0]
LDW csub , csub[0]
LDW creq , creq[0]
SETC chost , MODE_EVENT
SETC csub , MODE_EVENT
SETC creq , MODE_EVENT
LDAW p, host
LDAW p, submit
LDAW p, request
SETV chost , p
SETV csub , p
SETV creq , p
SETSR EVENT_ENABLE
WAITE

branch to the entry point
host-handler instructions
submit-handler instructions
request-handler
instructions


load the channel-end IDs



enable events on the channel ends



load the address of the handler routines



set the event vectors

enable events
wait for an event

Since the behaviour of a service process is similar to that of a sire server process there is potential
for it to cause deadlock, but because none of the service routines engage in any communication, it is
safe for pending clients requests to block in the network. However, the extent to which they block,
i.e. consume network resources, should be limited so that network congestion is minimised. This
is achieved by clients sending short requests to service processes. These requests contain only the
sender’s channel-end ID and they close the route immediately.
To prevent any interleaving of messages from different clients (since they close the route) requests
are received on a separate channel. The subHandler and reqHandler routines therefore are each
permanently allocated two channels, one for requests and the other to service requests. The same
effect is achieved in the hostHandler and host routines with the use of a worker channel end to
service the request. These channels are stored at chost[0], csub[0], csub[1], creq[0] and creq[1]
respectively.
The following sections define the behaviour and implementation of the three event handlers and
the corresponding request routines for each one.
8.4.3. Hosting processes

Execution of an on clause causes the specified process to be executed on a remote host processor. The
source process executing it first requests from the host processor a thread, and then communicates
with that thread to transfer the required components and state, then wait to receive any updated
state.
worker thread (processor s)
source

processor t
→

hostHandler
host

(service thread)
(worker thread)

Process closures

Remote execution of a process P requires the instructions of P , any processes it uses, and its
environment (its free variables) to be made available at the remote processor. These components are
called the closure of the instance of P .
Since each process prefixed by an on clause is an instance of a type in the canonical program form (the effect of the program contraction transform, see §8.2.7Transformation 7: contract
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programsubsection.8.2.7 [p. 144Transformation 7: contract programsubsection.8.2.7]), the environment is defined explicitly by the formal parameters. The closure therefore needs only to contain the
set of actual parameters to the instance of P and any nested (i.e. referenced) processes; it is defined
in the following way.
Definition 8.11 (Process closure). Let P be a process, f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formal parameters, a1 , a2 , · · · an
be actual parameters and X be a program with a definition
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) P
then instances of N takes the form
N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
and the closure of N consists of the values of the actual parameters a1 , a2 , · · · , an and the process P .
A process closure is represented by the following sequence of words, which corresponds to the
communication required to transmit it between a source and host:
• the process ID;
• the size s in bytes;
• the instruction sequence in ds/ Bpwe words.

• the number of parameters;
• for each parameter p:
–
–
–
–

the parameter type t (one of val, var, array, process or function);
if t =val or t =var, the value of the variable;
if t =array, the size(p) and the component values of p in a sequence;
if t =process or t =function:
* the process ID;
* the size s of the process code in bytes;
* the instruction sequence in ds/ Bpwe words.

Source routine

The source routine interacts first with the hostHandler routine to allocate a worker thread. The
hostHandler then hands over to the worker, which executes the host routine to carry out the
remote execution. The sequence of communication in the source routine therefore corresponds to
those in the hostHandler and host routines.
source:

(vlocation , vcaddr )
ENTSP Nframesize
GETID i
LDW c, cworker[i]
SETD c, d
OUT c, c
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
IN c, d
SETD c, d
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

host location, closure address
allocate a stack frame
get the (worker) thread ID
load the worker channel-end ID
where d = chanid(vlocation , Ihost )
is the remote request channel end
send
 the local channel-end ID as the client identity

synchronise and close service process connection

receive the worker process channel-end ID
set
 this as the new destination

synchronise and close worker thread connection
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Next, the closure is transferred (according the above representation in memory). In the following
sequence each consecutive read accesses a word from the next consecutive word address; i.e. LDW d,
vcaddr [0]; LDW d, vcaddr [1]; LDW d, vcaddr [2] etc.
(1) read the process ID p and send it;
(2) receive a flag f to signal acceptance of the process;
(3) if f = 1 then, repeat for j from 0 to tsize[p]:
• read the word at address tjump[p + i] and send it.
(4) read the number of parameters n;
(5) for each i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n − 1} read the parameter type t then:

• if t =val then read the value v, send t and send v;
• if t =var then read the value v, send t and send v;
• if t =array then:
• read the total array size ` and send it;
• read a component value v and send it, ` times.
• if t =process or t =function:
• read the process ID p and send it;
• receive a flag f to signal acceptance of the process;
• if f = 1 then: repeat for j from 0 to tsize[p]:
• read the word at address tjump[p + i] and send it.

(6) return from the routine (RETSP Nframesize ).
Host-handler routine

The hostHandler routine deals with a request for the processor to execute a new process from a
remote source process executing the source routine. It does this by creating a new asynchronous
worker thread to execute the host routine, which deals with the remainder of the source interaction.
hostHandler:

IN csrc , chost
SETD chost , csrc
CHKCT chost , END
OUTCT chost , END
GETR t, THREAD
LDAP p, host
TSETR pc, p
TSETR r0, csrc
START t
B serve

receive the source channel-end ID
set
 the source as the local channel-end destination
synchronise and close connection with source

allocate an asynchronous thread
load the address of the worker-host routine
set the program counter to this
set the first parameter to the source channel-end ID
start execution of the worker thread
return to wait for events

Worker-host routine

The worker-host routine deals directly with the source process, interacting with the source routine,
to receive a representation of a closure, initialise and execute the process contained in the closure and
then transmit back any updated free variables. Since it makes changes to the jump and size tables,
which are shared between all worker threads, a lock is used to obtain exclusive access. Table 8.6Local
storage allocated by a worker thread to host an incoming process.table.caption.191 shows the local
storage allocated in the stack frame is used by the worker thread to record details of the closure.
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recvProcess(c):
(1) claim the lock (LDW `, lhost[0]; IN `);
(2) receive the process ID p and set procs[i]← p;
(3) if tsize[p]= 0 then
•
•
•
•
•

send the value 1 to accept the process;
receive the process size s in bytes and update the size table (tsize[p]← s);
dynamically allocate w = ds/ Bpwe words of store for the process (address a);
receive w words and write each one to a[0] to a[w − 1] respectively;
update the jump table with the new address (tjump[p]← a).

(4) if tsize[p]> 0 then
• send the value 0 to decline process;
• increment the process count table (tcount[p]←tcount[p]+1).
(5) release the lock (LDW `, lhost[0]; OUT `).
Process 8.11: A routine to receive a process on a channel c.

Name

Words

types
values
sizes
procs

Nparams / Bpw
Nparams
Nparams
Nprocs

Description
types of each parameter (val, var, array, process or function)
the values of each parameter
the size of each array parameter
the IDs of each process in the closure

Table 8.6.: Local storage allocated by a worker thread to host an incoming process.

In the following listings, routines to dynamically allocate and deallocate storage in the heap area
of memory for processes and arrays are assumed.3 It is also convenient to define a subroutine
that receives the data describing a process to avoid repetition, this subroutine is listed in Process 8.11A routine to receive a processprocess.8.11 and is also used in the compilation of alternation
in §8.5.1Alternationsubsection.8.5.1 [p. 167Alternationsubsection.8.5.1].
The following sequence establishes a connection with the source process:
host:

(vcsrc )
ENTSP Nframesize
GETID i
LDW c, tchans[i]
SETD c, vcsrc
OUT c, c
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

source channel-end ID
allocate space on the stack where Nframesize ≥Nparams
get the thread ID
load the worker thread channel-end ID
set the channel-end destination to the source
send
 the local channel end to the source
synchronise and close the source connection

The source and host processes are now ready to engage in the transfer of the process closure,
according to the representation of the closure.
The host first receives the process, then each of the actual parameters in sequence:
3

A memory allocation routine is not described since there are many options that trade space efficiency for performance
and predictability; see Wilson for a survey [WJNB95]. However, an attractive scheme would be where memory is
allocated in fixed-sized blocks, because of the simplicity and because the block size can be chosen at compile time to
best match the size of the (fixed-size) processes and arrays being allocated.
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(1) call the receive process subroutine (BL recvProcess(c));
(2) receive the number of parameters Nparams in the closure;
(3) receive each parameter, allocating storage for arrays:
repeat for i from 0 to Nparams −1:
•
•
•
•

receive the argument type and store in types[i];
if types[i]=val then receive the value and write it to values[i];
if types[i]=var then receive the value and write it to values[i];
if types[i]=array then:
• receive the array size and write it to sizes[i];
• dynamically allocate sizes[i] words of store and write the address to values[i];
• receive each element of the array and write to the allocated space.
• if types[i]=process or types[i]=function then
• call the receive process subroutine (BL recvProcess(c)).

The process is then initialised and executed:
(4) release the host lock (LDW `, lhost[0]; OUT `);
(5) write the parameter values values[0] to values[3] in the registers r0 to r3 respectively;
(6) write the remaining parameters 4 + i to sp[1 + i];
(7) call the procedure through the jump table (BLT tjump[i]).
Once execution of the process has terminated, the values of referenced variables are sent back and
the memory dynamically allocated to the processes and parameters is deallocated:
(8) send each variable and array variable back to the source:
repeat for i from 0 to Nparams −1:

• if types[i]=var then send the value stored in Pi ;
• if types[i]=array then
• send sizes[i] words of the array at address values[i];
• deallocate the array storage.

(9) claim the host lock (LDW `, lhost[0]; IN `);
(10) deallocate each process if it not used by any other worker:
repeat for i from 0 to Nprocs −1:

• decrement the process count table (tcount[i]←tcount[i]−1);
• if tsize[i]= 0 then deallocate the process space at address tjump[i].

(11) release the host lock (LDW `, lhost[0]; OUT `);
(12) yield the worker thread (FREET).
8.4.4. Publishing local channel ends

Processes publish the IDs of channel ends they have allocated by submitting them to their local
service process. They are then recorded in the channel table, referenced against the ID and index of
the process, so they can be requested by remote processes.
worker thread (processor p)
submit
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→
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Submit routine

The submit routine is called by a process executing on a worker thread to submit a local channel-end
ID to be published in the channel-end table for the processor.
submit:

(cchanid , vlocation ,
vindex , vprocid )
ENTSP Nframesize
GETID i
LDW c, cworker[i]
SETD c, d
OUT c, c
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
SETD c, d
OUT c, elocation
OUT c, eprocid
OUT c, eindex
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
RETSP Nframesize

the channel-end ID to submit and its process location,
index and ID
allocate some space on the stack
get the (worker) thread ID
load the worker channel-end ID
where d = chanid(elocation ,Isub )
is the submit request channel-end ID
send
 the local channel-end ID as the client identity
synchronise and close the request connection

where d = chanid(elocation ,Isub +1)
is the service channel-end ID
send the processor location
send the process ID
send
 the process index

synchronise and close the service connection

Submit-handler routine

The subHandler is executed by the service thread to deal with the submission of channel end from
local processes by the submit routine.
subHandler:

IN csub , csrc
SETD csub , csrc
CHKCT csub , END
OUTCT csub , END
LDW c, csub[1]
SETD c, csrc
IN c, vchanid
IN c, vprocid
IN c, vindex
CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END

receive the source channel-end ID
set
 the source as the local channel-end destination
synchronise and close the request connection

load the service channel end
set the source as the local channel-end destination
receive the channel-end ID
receive the process ID
receive
the process index

synchronise and close the service connection

It then updates the channel table and completes any outstanding requests for this channel end.
(1) Update the j th entry of the channel table, where j = ((c  8) ⊕ FFhex ) × 3 is the channel-end
resource ID:

STW vchanid , tchans[j]

STW vprocid , tchans[j + 1]
update the channel-end table entry

STW vindex , tchans[j + 2]
(2) Complete any queued requests for this channel end:
repeat for i from 0 to Nchans −1:

• if qchans[i × 4 + 1]= p and qchans[i × 4 + 2]= i then
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SETD csub , qchans[i × 4]
OUT creq , c
OUTCT creq , END
STW 0, qchans[i × 4]

set the destination to the queued requester
send the local channel-end ID c
close the outgoing channel
clear the entry

(3) Return to wait for events (B serve).
8.4.5. Remote channel-end requests

Any process can request from any processor a published local channel-end ID. It does this by
submitting to the service process the process ID and index of the channel-end ID it wishes to obtain.
If no channel-end ID corresponding to this criteria has been published, the service process queues
the request until it is submitted by a local process, leaving the requesting process waiting.
worker thread (processor s)
request

service thread (processor t)
→

reqHandler

Request routine

The request routine is called by a worker thread and it interacts with a remote service process
(executing the reqHandler routine) to obtain a channel-end ID.
request:

(vlocation , vindex , vprocid )
ENTSP Nframesize
GETID i
LDW c, cworker[i]
SETD c, d
OUT c, c
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
SETD c, d
OUT c, eprocid
OUT c, eindex
OUT c, vintid
OUTCT c, END
IN c, d
CHKCT c, END
SETD c, d
RETSP Nframesize

process location, index and ID
allocate some space on the stack
get the (worker) thread ID
load the worker channel-end ID
where d = chanid(elocation ,Ireq )
is the request channel-end ID
send
 local channel-end ID as the client identity

synchronise and close the request connection

where d = chanid(elocation ,Ireq +1)
is the submit service channel-end ID
send the process ID
send the process index
send the interface component ID
close the incoming connection
wait to receive the remote channel-end ID
close the outgoing connection
set local channel end to remote channel-end ID
deallocate the stack space and return

Request-handler routine

The reqHandler routine deals with remote processes that want to obtain a published local channelend ID. If the channel end has already been published, the request is fulfilled immediately, otherwise
it is queued and fulfilled when the channel-end ID is submitted.
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reqHandler:

IN r, csrc
SETD creq , csrc
CHKCT creq , END
OUTCT creq , END
LDW c, csub[1]
SETD c, csrc
IN c, vprocid
IN c, vindex
IN c, vintid
CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END

receive the source channel-end ID
set
 the source as the local channel-end destination
synchronise and close the request connection

load the service channel end
set the source as the local channel-end destination
receive the process ID
receive the process index
receive
the interface component ID

synchronise and close the service connection

It then looks up the local channel-end ID. If this channel end has already been submitted by a local
process, it is returned, otherwise the request is queued and fulfilled by a subsequent local channel-end
submission.
(1) Check the published local channel ends:
repeat for i from 0 to Nchans −1:

• if tchans[j × 3 + 1]= vprocid , tchans[j × 3 + 2]= vindex and tchans[j × 3 + 3]= vintid
then:
OUT c, tchans[i × 3] send the local channel-end ID
OUTCT c, END
close connection
B serve
return to wait for events

(2) If the request could not be completed then queue it:
repeat for i from 0 to Nchans −1:
• if qchans[j × 4]= 0 then:
STW vchanid , qchans[j × 4]
STW vprocid , qchans[j × 4 + 1]
STW vindex , qchans[j × 4 + 2]
STW vintid , qchans[j × 4 + 3]
B serve





update request queue entry



return to wait for events

8.4.6. Call-request queuing

The run-time provides three routines for a queue data structure; these are used in the implementation
of alternative commands that contain call accepts (§8.5.1Alternationsubsection.8.5.1 [p. 167Alternationsubsection.8.5.1]
They operate on a representation of the queue that is stored locally to the alternative to provide calls
to enqueue a request, dequeue a request and to return the number of queued requests.
This section describes the storage requirements and behaviour of the data structure but does not
describe the details of an implementation.4
Queue representation

A bound on the number of clients accessing a server can be determined at compile time, but this can
potentially be large when servers are shared by process arrays. To minimise the storage requirement
per client, components of process arrays can be stored with one bit per process and a fixed overhead
of two words per array to store the base location and base process ID. These details can be used by
4

The proposal is intended to deal quickly with a large number of clients and trades some increase in lookup time for a
reduction in space. There are various ways that the data structure could be implemented to make different trade-offs,
which could, for example, be employed in cases where the number of clients is limited.
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the server to perform a remote channel-end ID request from the client when it is ready to service the
call. The channel-end ID of single client processes can be stored directly.
A call queue for an alternative can therefore be implemented with:
• 2 words per single process to store the process ID and channel-end ID;
• 2 + dn/ bpwe words per process array, where n is the number of component processes, to
store the process ID, location and outstanding component request bit set.
A single call queue can also contain requests on multiple channel ends. These can be stored with an
additional 1 word per call channel end and an additional lookup.
Call enqueue routine

The routine enqueue has six parameters that are passed according to the calling convention:
1. q, the address of the queue;
2. vccall , the call channel-end ID;
3. vcclient , the client channel-end ID;
4. vprocid , the client process ID;
5. vlocation , the client location;
6. vindex , the client process index.
It inserts a call request on the channel end vccall into the queue q from a single process or component
of a process array.
enqueue(q,vccall ,vcclient , vprocid , vlocation , vindex ):
(1) if vindex < 0 (single process) then insert (vccall , vprocid , vcclient ) into the queue q;
(2) if vindex ≥ 0 (process array) then insert (vccall , vprocid , vlocation and vindex ) into the queue q.
Call dequeue routine

The routine dequeue has six parameters that are passed according to the calling convention:
1. q, the address of the queue;
2. vccall , the call channel-end ID;
3. vcclient , the client channel-end ID;
4. vprocid , the client process ID;
5. vlocation , the client location;
6. vindex , the client process index.
It removes and returns a queued call request from the queue q.
dequeue(q,vccall , vprocid ,vcclient , vlocation , vindex ):
(1) if the queue is not empty:
• remove a queued request R from the queue q:
• if it is a single process then:
• update the variables:
• vccall ← Rccall ;
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• vindex ← −1;
• vcclient ← Rcclient .
• and return.
• if it is an process array then:
• update the variables:
• vccall ← Rccall ;
• vprocid ← Rprocid ;
• vlocation ← Rlocation ;
• vindex ← Rindex .
• and return.
(2) if the queue is empty: vccall ← 0.
8.5. Code generation

In this section, the generation of instruction sequences for communications and the constructs
alternative, connect, interface, on and parallel are described. The remaining parts of the language can
be compiled using conventional approaches.
8.5.1. Alternation

Let A1 , A2 , · · · , An be alternatives. Each alternative Ai is an input or call and specifies a command
Ci to be performed on successful activation. Furthermore, Ai uses a channel end ci and may be
guarded by an expression gi . Let {A01 , A02 , · · · A0m } be a subset of {A1 , A2 , · · · , An } consisting of
call accepts. Then, an alternation command
alt { A1 | A2 | · · · | An }
is compiled to the following sequence:

initialise:
alt1 :
alt2 :

CLRE
GETR cserve , CHANEND
···
WAITE
···
···
..
.

altn :
setIntrs:
intrHandler:

···
···
···

callHandler1 :
callHandler2 :

···
···
..
.

···
callHandlerm :
exit: FREER cserve
serveQueued: · · ·

clear all events
get a service channel end
instructions to perform initialisation
wait
 for an event



for alternative Ai , complete input on ci and execute Ci
or complete call on ci



on activation of an alternative, set interrupts on all calls
called on reception of a call request when executing
another alternative to save execution state and execute
the
 callHandler routine to queue the request



queue call request for Ai



exit point for each alternative
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In this compiled alternation, the channel ends c01 , c02 , · · · , c0m corresponding to each of the calls are
used as request channels and the channel end cserve is used to service the calls. Separating requests
from the body of interactions avoids any interleaving of different call sequences, allowing short
requests that will cause minimum congestion in the network. The same is done in the hostHandler,
subHandler and reqHandler routines.
The following sections describe each of the components in the compiled alternation sequence.
Initialisation

For each unguarded or guarded alternative whose guard expression evaluates to the value true, the
corresponding channel end is initialised to generate an event when a message is received that triggers
the execution of the input or call and its command. Additionally, for call accept alternatives, the
environment vector is set to specify an interrupt routine to be executed to queue the request when a
call request is received but another alternative is being serviced.
initialise:
(1) repeat for i from 1 to n:
• if Ai is unguarded then:
• if Ai is an input then:
LDAW p, label(Ci )
load the address of the command Ci
SETV ci , p
set p as the event vector of ci
SETC ci , MODE_EVENT
set channel end to generate events
EE ci
enable events on ci
• if Ai is a call accept then:
LDAW p, intrHandler
load the address of the interrupt handler
SETEV ci , p
set p as as the environment vector of ci
• if Ai is guarded then:
• evaluate the expression gi ;
• if gi =true then:
• if Ai is an input or call then:
LDAW p, label(Ci )
load the address of the command Ci
SETV ci , p
set p as the event vector of ci
SETC ci , MODE_EVENT
set channel end to generate events
EE ci
enable events on ci
• if Ai is a call accept then:
LDAW p, intrHandler
load the address of the interrupt handler
SETEV ci , p
set p as as the environment vector of ci
• if Ai is just a guard with no input (skip) then:
• if gi =true then execute Ci .
(2) wait for an event (WAITE).
Alternatives

If Ai is an input
ci ? v: Ci
it is compiled to the sequence:
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alti :

BL setIntrs()
CHKCT ci , END
OUTCT ci , END
IN ci , v
CHKCT ci , END
OUTCT ci , END
···
B exit

call the set interrupts routine

synchronise and close the connection
receive
the message data

synchronise and close the connection
instructions of Ci

If Ai is a call accept
accept c(f1 , f2 , · · · , fk ): Ci
where c is a name and f1 , f2 , · · · , fk are formal parameters, it is compiled to the sequence:
alti :

BL setIntrs()
IN ci , d
CHKCT ci , END
OUTCT ci , END
SETD ci , d
OUT ci , 1
OUTCT ci , END

call the set interrupts routine
receive
the caller channel-end ID

synchronise and close the connection
set the destination to the caller channel-end ID
instruct the caller to continue
close the connection

Each parameter fi in a call accept is allocated local storage ai in the stack frame. If fi is an array
variable and the length is a specified constant c, then the storage ai [0] to ai [c − 1] is allocated. If
the length is unspecified or unknown, a single word ai is allocated to fi to store the address of a
dynamically allocated region. The following sequence is libelled since the queued calls continue at
this point. The parameter c is the channel end used for communication.
altContinuei (c):
(1) receive each parameter as a sequence of IN instructions:
repeat for j from 1 to k:
• if fj is of type val or var, then receive the value and write it to aj ;
• if fi is of type array, then receive size(fi ) values and write them in sequence to the
components of aj ;
• if fi is of type process or function, then:
• call the receive process subroutine (BL recvProcess(c)).
(2) synchronise and close the connection (CHKCT c, END; OUTCT c, END);
(3) execute the call body, Ci ;
(4) send each updated parameter as a sequence of OUT instructions:
repeat for j from 1 to k:
• if fj is of type var, then send the value aj ;
• if fj is of type array, then send the components of aj in sequence.
(5) synchronise and close the connection (OUTCT c, END; CHKCT c, END);
(6) branch to the exit point (B exit).
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Enabling call interrupts

On the successful activation of an alternative, the setIntrs routine is executed. This initialises
interrupts on all of the channels for call alternatives and sets the event vectors to interrupt-handler
routines that queue requests. This is so that the intrHandler routine in the next section can quickly
activate the appropriate handler.
setIntrs:

LDAW p, intrHandler
SETV p, c01
SETV p, c02
..
.
SETV p, c0m
SETC c01 , MODE_INTR
SETC c02 , MODE_INTR
..
.
SETC c0m , MODE_INTR
SETSR INTR_ENABLE
RETSP 0

load
 the address of the interrupt handler



set the event vectors to the interrupt handler







set the channel ends to generate interrupts



enable interrupts
return to caller

Handling call interrupts

When a request arrives at a call channel end, an interrupt is generated and the following interrupt
handler is executed. The handler first saves the execution state by writing r0 to r11 and lr to the stack,
then invokes the call handler to deal with the request, then it restores the state and returns from the
interrupt.
intrHandler:

EXTSP Nframesize
STW r0, sp[1]
STW r1, sp[2]
..
.
STW r11, sp[12]
STW lr, sp[13]
BL ed

LDW r0, sp[1]
LDW r1, sp[2]
..
.
LDW r11, sp[12]
LDW lr, sp[13]
EXTSP −Nframesize
SETSR INTR_ENABLE
KRET

allocate
stack space, where Nframesize ≥ 14






save r0 to r11 and lr to the stack





call the callHandler routine from the environment
vector that was stored in register event data register
when
the interrupt occurred






restore r0 to r11 and lr from the stack





deallocate stack space
enable interrupts
return from the interrupt

Call-handler routine

The callHandler routine is called from the interrupt handler to deal with a call request that is
received when another alternative is being serviced. It establishes a connection with the caller and
receives its location, process ID and process index in order to queue the request to be dealt with after
the processing for the active alternative. It assumes the queue data structure is allocated in memory
at address q.
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callHandleri :

IN ci , d
CHKCT ci , END
OUTCT ci , END
SETD cserve , d
OUT cserve , 0
OUT cserve , cserve
OUTCT cserve , END
IN cserve , vlocation
IN cserve , vprocid
IN cserve , vindex
CHKCT cserve , END
OUTCT cserve , END
BLT tjump[enqueue]
(q, d, vlocation vprocid , vindex )
RETSP 0

receive
the caller channel-end ID

synchronise and close the connection
set the destination to the caller
instruct the caller to wait
send the new service channel-end ID
close the connection
receive the process location
receive the process ID
receive
the process index


synchronise and close the connection

queue the request
return to the interrupt handler

Service queued call requests

On completion, each alternative branches to a single exit point where upon any queued requests are
removed from the queue and serviced. Interrupts are re-enabled to service each call in order that
incoming calls can continue to be queued and not block in the network. The queue size at this point
may grow, but this process is repeated until there are no outstanding calls and the queue is empty.
serveQueued:
(1)

BLT tjump[dequeue]
(q,vccall , vprocid ,vcclient , vlocation , vindex )
BL setIntrs()

dequeue a request
set the call interrupts

(2) if vccall 6= 0 (a request was dequeued), then:

• if vindex ≥ 0 (it was from a component process of an array), then:
BLT tjump[request]
request the remote channel-end ID
(vlocation , vindex , vprocid ,vcclient )
SETD vccall , vcclient
set this as the destination

•

OUTCT cserve , END
B altContinuei (cserve )

instruct the caller to continue
branch to the remaining portion of the alternative

8.5.2. Communication
Input and output

Let c be a channel end and v be a value, then an output command
c ! v
is compiled to the sequence
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
OUT c, v
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END



synchronise and close the channel connection

output the value of v

synchronise and close the channel connection

Let v be a variable, then an input command
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c ? v
is compiled to the sequence

CHKCT c, END
wait to synchronise and close the channel connection
OUTCT c, END
IN c, v
receive
a value

CHKCT c, END
wait to synchronise and close the channel connection
OUTCT c, END
Appendix B.5Communicationsection.B.5 explains the use of synchronised communication in these.
Calls

Let a1 , a2 , · · · , am be actuals, f1 , f2 , · · · , fm be formals, c be the name of a local channel end, elocation
be an expression for the processor ID, eindex be an expression for the process index, vprocid be a
process ID value and n be a name of a call. Then, a remote call from a single process
c@(elocation :vprocid :eindex ) ! n(a1 , a2 , · · · , am )


where the call has the specifier call n(f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) is compiled to the sequence:

wait:

continue:

OUT c, c
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
IN c, r
IN c, d
SETD c, d
CHKCT c, END
BT r, continue
OUT c, elocation
OUT c, vprocid
OUT c, vindex
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

send
 the local channel-end ID as the client identity
close the connection
receive a response (0 to wait or 1 to continue)
receive the service channel-end ID
set this as the new destination
close the incoming connection
send the processor location
send the process ID
send the process index
close the outgoing connection
wait to continue

(1) send each parameter as a sequence of OUT instructions:
repeat for i from 0 to m − 1:

• if fi is of type val or var, then send the value ai ;
• if fi is of type array, then send size(fi ) components of the array;
• if fi is of type process or function, then:
• send the ID of the procedure or function;
• receive a flag f to signal acceptance of the process;
• if f = 1 then, repeat for j from 0 to tsize[p]:
• read the word at address tjump[p + j] and send it.

(2) synchronise and close the connection (OUTCT c, END; CHKCT c, END);
(3) receive each updated parameter as a sequence of IN instructions:
repeat for i from 0 to m − 1:

• if fi is of type var, then receive the value and write it to the storage location for ai ;
• if fi is of type array, then receive size(fi ) values and write them in sequence beginning
at address ai .

(4) synchronise and close the connection (OUTCT c, END; CHKCT c, END);
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8.5.3. Connect

Let c be the name of a local channel end, elocation be an expression for the processor ID, eindex be
an expression for the process index, vprocid be a process ID value and n be a name of a call. Then, a
connect command
connect c to @(elocation :vprocid :eindex ).vintid
is compiled to the sequence
BLT tjump[request]
(elocation , eindex , vprocid )
SETD c, r0

call the request routine
set the channel-end destination to the remote channel-end ID

8.5.4. On

An instance of a procedure with an on clause is compiled into instructions that forms a representation
of the closure. The closure is then passed as a parameter to a source-handler routine that performs
the interaction with the remote processor to transfer the closure, perform the execution and receive
any updated free variables.
Let f1 , f2 , · · · , fn be formals and N be the name of a process
process N (f1 , f2 , · · · , fn ) P

then, an instance of the process prefixed with an on clause
on e do N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )

is compiled into the following sequence that constructs a parameter in memory that describes the
components of the closure. In this, each consecutive write stores a word to the next consecutive word
address (i.e. STW d, sp[x]; STW d, sp[x + 1], STW d, sp[x + 2] etc.); storage for the closure is allocated
on stack and requires m + n + 3 words.
(1) write procid(N );
(2) write n, the number of parameters;
(3) repeat for i from 0 to n:
•
•
•
•

if fi is of type val, then write val (0) and the value ai ;
if fi is of type var, then write var (1) and the value ai ;
if fi is of type array, then write array (2), the value size(fi ) and the address ai ;
if fi is of type process or function, then write the process ID, procid(ai ).

(4) call the source routine with the value of e, specifying the destination processor and the address
of the closure (BLT tjump[source](e, sp[x])).
8.5.5. Interface

Each component of an interface is allocated a channel end, which is then submitted to the service
process to be made available to channel-end ID requests from remote processes.
Let s1 , s2 , · · · , sn be interface specifiers, elocation be an expression for the processor ID, eindex be
an expression for the process index and vprocid be a process ID value. Then an interface specification
interface (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn )@(elocation : vprocid : eindex )

is compiled to:

(1) repeat for i from 1 to n:
GETR c, CHANEND
BLT tjump[submit](c, elocation , vprocid , eindex )

allocate a channel end
call the local submit routine
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8.5.6. Parallel

A parallel command with n component processes
{ P1 & P2 & · · · & Pn }
is compiled to create and initialise n − 1 slave threads to execute processes P2 , P3 , · · · , Pn . The
master thread, which manages this process also executes P1 . Since each slave process is a process
instance, the initialisation of each thread consists of initialising its registers and stack according to
the calling convention, the program counter is set to the process entry point and the lr is set to an
exit point.
Let actuals(P ) denote the set of actual parameters of a process instance P . Then, the following
routine sequence defines the initialisation performed by the master thread.
(1) get a thread synchroniser resource (GETR s, SYNC);
(2) repeat for each component process i from 2 to n where {a1 , a2 , · · · , am } = actuals(Pi ):

• GETST t, s
get a synchronised thread t
LDAP p, label(Pi )
load the address of the slave entry point
TSETR pc, p
set the program counter to p
LDAP p, slaveExit load the address of the slave exit point
TSETR lr, p
set the lr to p
• repeat for i from 1 to 4:
write the value of v to register i − 1 (TSETR ri − 1, t, v) where:
• v is the value of ai if fi is of type val;
• v is the address of ai if fi is of type var;
• v is the value of ai if fi is of type array;
• v is tjump[procid(ai )] if fi is of type process or function.
• repeat for i from 5 to m:
load the value v onto stack at offset 1 + (4 − i) subject to the type conditions of ai in
the previous step.

This is followed by the instruction sequence:

label(P1 ):

slaveExit:
masterExit:

MSYNC s
..
.
MJOIN
B masterExit
SSYNC
FREER s

start execution of slave threads
P1 instructions
synchronise and terminate with slave threads
synchronise with the master thread
free the synchroniser

8.5.7. Procedure calls

Let N be a name and a1 , a2 , · · · , an be actual parameters, then an instance of a procedure or function
N (a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
is compiled according to the calling convention, except that instead of using the conventional
link-and-branch instruction, BL, it is performed via the jump table with the BLT instruction:
BLT tjump[N ](a1 , a2 , · · · , an )
This is because procedures and functions from the user program are moved between different processors and their locations in memory will vary. In contrast, the relative offsets between procedures in
the run-time kernel will not change, and for inter-kernel calls, the BL instruction can be used.
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8.6. Discussion

This section discusses ways in which the compilation process could be improved or extended.
8.6.1. Dynamic processor allocation

The proposed sire compilation scheme does not allow parallel replicators to have a dynamic size
(although this is not an inherent restriction in sire). Allowing dynamic replicators would potentially
make the expression of some program structures more convenient, at the cost of moving the allocation
into the program execution.
To support dynamic replicators, additional dynamic allocation routines and a new transformation
stage would be required. A processor allocation routine would be passed a required number of processors and return the location of a contiguously-addressed block of that size; a processor deallocation
routine would be passed the location of an allocated block of processors to free them for reuse.
These routines are analogous to malloc and free in the C programming language. The additional
transformation would operate between stage 6 and 7, to insert calls to allocate processors before
a dynamically-sized parallel command and to deallocate them after. The base processor location
returned by the allocation routine can then be passed as a parameter to the component processes
that reference channel ends of the component processes of the replicator.
8.6.2. Latency hiding

The proposed processor allocation scheme allocates one process to each processor. This approach
was taken primarily to simplify the explanation of the subsequent transformations that deal with
absolute references. However, processes waiting on communication will cause the processor to idle.
An implementation of the UPA is characterised by the number of processors, the communication
grain and the communication latency. By allocating a set of processes to a single processor, processes
not waiting on communication can be executed while others are, and by allocating enough processes
to a single processor (based on the latency) the processor will, in principle, never idle. This is the
approach taken by PRAM emulations with BSP machines to obtain optimal efficiency [Val90a, Val90b].
Latency hiding with PRAM programs is relatively simple since there is no locality, so processes can
be allocated to any processor and all memory accesses will complete in a time directly proportional
to the latency. Although latency hiding can in principle be applied to sire programs, it is complicated
by two issues relating to the use of communication channels. Firstly, arrays of processes must be
allocated on consecutively numbered processors in order for component processes to be addressed by
a base location and an offset. One solution to maintain this, while increasing the number of processes
per processor, is to allocate consecutive chunks of an array to consecutive processors. The addressing
then works by dividing offsets by the chunk size. Secondly, the latency of server calls depends not
only on the network but also by the time taken to execute the call. Latency hiding for collections
of processes that access servers can only be performed when the execution time of a call can be
determined. However, it is likely that in many cases, such as with the server-based random access
memories described in §7.2Server structuressection.7.2 [p. 116Server structuressection.7.2], that the
latency of a server call is dominated by the machine latency as it would be for memory accesses in a
PRAM, thus allowing latency to be more easily hidden.
Several potential optimisations when performing latency hiding are discussed in the following
section, described as layering servers with clients and server reduction.
8.6.3. Cases for optimising server communication

The compilation scheme described deals with server communication in a uniform way. Analogously
to the special allocation cases of the previous section, the following special cases can be taken
advantage of to simplify the implementation of communication.
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1. A single client. One-to-one client-server relationships are likely to occur in programs that use
process structures that provide an access abstraction with collection of servers to implement a
data structure (server structures of this nature were explained in §7.2.4Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4 [p. 121Data
abstractionssubsection.7.2.4]).
If the server only ever serves one client, it can either be allocated to the same processor,
so the calls execute locally, or be compiled directly in into the client code as a sequence of
instructions, to remove any inter-process overheads all together.
2. Multiple single clients. Communication with a server that deals with one client at a time can be
implemented with a channel without any additional routines to deal with interrupts.
3. A small number of clients. If a server deals with a small number of clients (i.e. less than the
number of available channel ends), then each client can be assigned a separate channel for
each call so that the client does not need to identify itself every time it makes a call.
4. Server reduction. To perform latency hiding with an array of ‘access’ servers that map one-toone to an array of client processes, each processor would be allocated a collection of client
processes sufficient to hide the latency of the server. Since only a fraction of the servers will
be active (proportional to 1/`), the number of server processes can be reduced and shared
between the clients to improve the use of available threads.
5. Layering clients with servers. When the latency of server calls makes it difficult or impossible
to hide the latency, servers can be allocated with their clients. The effect of this is that the
processor will either be executing the client, or a server call. With server and client arrays,
provided the behaviour of client components was similar, a similar effect in the average case
over the array should be observed.
6. Memory access servers. A server that provides direct access to a memory, such as the Store
server listed in Process 7.21A server providing a distributed parallel random access memory.process.7.21
in §7.2.4Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4 [p. 121Data abstractionssubsection.7.2.4], could potentially be implemented directly by a remote memory access mechanism provided by the
hardware. The performance benefits of doing this are investigated later in Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and sirechapter.10 and show a saving of around 20%.
These are just a few ideas, it is likely that there are many more opportunities for interesting
optimisations.
8.6.4. Threading
Inefficient use of threads with parallel replicators

Compilation deals with the creation of new processes (from the parallel command and the on clause),
by mapping them directly to thread resources provided by the hardware. This is sufficient when
the number of available threads per processor is not exceeded, a condition that can be checked
during compilation because of the design of sire. It is likely that a modest number of threads will
suffice for most programs (current implementations of the XS1 architecture have 8 threads per
processor [XMO12b]) but this poses a problem for one aspect of the proposed implementation of sire.
Replicated processes are transformed into a recursive form to distribute the component processes
over a collection of processors rapidly. A consequence of this approach is that with synchronous on
clauses, threads executing on clauses become idle for the duration of the execution of the process
array. For an array of N processes, the processor executing the root node of the distribution tree will
have log2 N − 1 idle threads. If, for example, N = 1024, then 9 threads will be idle at the root. This
is clearly an inefficient use of threads and moderately sized parallel replicators would exceed realistic
implementations of the processor core.
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One solution to this would be to implement a simple thread virtualisation scheme whereby a
scheduler manages the execution of an arbitrary number of virtual threads by sharing the available
physical threads. Such a scheme could be specialised to deal only with replicators in order to reduce
the complexity of a full-blown general virtualisation of the processor’s resources.
Stack allocation

Allocation of stack space to threads operates by dividing the available stack space into fixed-sized
chunks. This scheme was chosen for simplicity, but since recursion is not permitted, the stack usage
can be determined at compile time and threads can be allocated exact-size chunks. Allocation is
this way, for example, how the XMOS XC language is compiled [Wat09]. Incorporating exact stack
allocation into the implementation of sire would be straightforward. The stack requirement can be
recorded in the process table and included in process closures for distribution as well as the process
size.
It is worth noting here that it would be possible to relax the constraint on recursive processes to
allow one recursive process per processor. This is because the recursive process can be placed at
the outer-most position of the stack space so that it can grow into the remaining available memory.
To deal with general recursion, stack frames could be allocated on the heap or recursive parallel
programs could be transformed so that each processor contains at most one recursive process, a
suggestion posited by Welch [Wel92].
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This chapter presents an implementation model, based on current production technology, to investigate whether the abstraction it provides of the machine structure is efficient in terms of its
implementation cost, when compared with an equivalent system with a non-universal network.
The proposed model is a straw man in the sense that it is based on general approximations of the
capabilities of current VLSI and packaging technology to obtain rough, but not unrealistic designs. It is
used to evaluate implementation cost and, in particular, how the cost of the interconnection network
scales with respect to processing and memory. The model then forms the basis for a performance
model which is used for the experimental performance evaluation in the next chapter.
9.1. Overview

The UPA is implemented with one or more chips, with each chip containing a complete sub-folded
Clos network with replicated processing tiles, switches and communication links. For multichip systems, each chip contributes additional switches to form the core switching stage and communication
links connect switches on different chips, in the same way they are connected on-chip. The size of
the chip is chosen to trade-off between performance and system cost, similar to commodity DRAM.1
The most challenging aspect of the UPA is the density of connectivity between chips that is required
to extend the universal network topology. A silicon interposer is used to do this as it is the only current
production technology that provides the required level of connectivity between chips. However,
in the future, other forms of 3D integration would apply naturally to package these chips in dense
stacks; future technology is discussed briefly in §9.6.3Future technologysubsection.9.6.3 [p. 202Future
technologysubsection.9.6.3].
To provide a baseline for the evaluation, an equivalent construction with a (non-universal) 2D mesh
network is presented. This is due to its popularity in the literature and a number of implementations
because it has a simple structure that is amenable to packaging onto a 2D surface. For brevity, in the
remainder of this chapter and the next one, the folded Clos and 2D mesh networks are referred to as
simply Clos and mesh respectively.
9.2. Background

The following sections provide background to some of the aspects of the model: the switch, the
memory technology, the interposer and the wire characteristics.
9.2.1. Switch

The characteristics of the switch component are based on the INMOS C104 chip [MTW93, Ch. 3]
because it was designed to be used as a component for universal communication networks [MTW93,
Ch. 8] and it provides the capabilities required for the UPA including a degree of 32, wormhole
switching and interval routing. Furthermore, its connectivity provides a good match with the
available area of a chip and the size of the system components. A Clos with two stages can connect
1

DRAM chip sizes have remained virtually constant between technology generations in order to maximise costeffectiveness. Current DRAM chips are manufactured with an area of around 100 mm2 with a capacity of
0.3 Gbits [Int12a, pp. 84-104].
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up to 256 tiles and this fits well into the target economical chip area. A 64×64 switch can connect up
to 1,024 tiles with two stages, but this far exceeds the target area; a smaller network would have to be
built using this switch that would not fully exploit its connectivity. Figure 9.1Example Clos switch
topologiesfigure.caption.209 shows some examples network constructions with a 32×32 switching
element for 64, 256 and 1,024 tiles.
9.2.2. Memory technology

The choice of tile memory technology and capacity depends on obtaining a good trade-off between
access latency, area and its integration with microprocessor logic. Ideally, the access time of a memory
should be matched with the time to execute one operation, but access time is in general inversely
related to capacity, therefore faster memories require more silicon area.
There are two dominant forms of fast random access memory that can be integrated with CMOS
logic: static RAM (SRAM) and embedded dynamic RAM (eDRAM):
• SRAM can be integrated directly, has fast access latency and good random access performance
but it has a relatively low density since it uses six transistors per bit;
• eDRAM is integrated with CMOS logic by adding three to six additional steps to the fabrication
process and is more dense than SRAM (by a factor of 2 to 3) since it uses a single transistorcapacitor pair to store a bit [Int12c].2
Contemporary commodity dynamic RAM (DRAM) in contrast, is produced on a different manufacturing process that is optimised for density and power, and is several technology nodes behind
production logic devices. Consequently, DRAM chips operate at a lower clock frequency and have
long access latencies.3 DRAM is typically packaged on printed circuit board (PCB) modules, called
a dual-inline memory module (DIMM), and connected with wire traces on another PCB, but this
severely constrains the potential bandwidth between chips.
9.2.3. Interposer

Conventional packaging technology poses significant challenges for interconnecting collections of
chips that contain large numbers of processors. A high density ball grid array (BGA) package will
have around 2,000 pins [Int10a, Tab. AP11] and typically around 40% of these have to be used for
ground and power, leaving 1,200 for signals. For bidirectional links with 8 wires in each direction,
only 75 such links could be connected. PCBs offer a minimum wiring pitch of about 0.15 mm and a
high density package would require around 6 wiring layers to route tracks to each of the pins [Pfe07]
and the resulting density of wiring on the board is low; for instance, 16 links side-by-side would
occupy 38.4 mm. Even for modest numbers of processors, this technology does not provide the
connectivity between chips that is required by a universal communication network. It would require
the number of processors on a single chip to be reduced to match the package pin-out and to connect
them chip-to-chip in three-dimensional space, but this would have significantly increase power and
latency.
It is clear that the construction of general-purpose parallel systems spanning multiple chips
requires an interconnection technology that provides higher density connections. Silicon interposers
are becoming an established technology [KPA+ 06] that can be used as a substrate to interconnect
multiple processing chips with high-density wiring. In essence, they can be thought of as a highdensity PCB. The interposer can be manufactured on a larger process geometry than the processing
2

As the technology has matured, the access latency has approached that of SRAM [AGJP11], especially for large
memories where the flight-time across the array can dominate access latency and the improved density of eDRAM can
significantly reduce this. Its main application has been to build large on-chip caches, replacing SRAM, for example in
the BlueGene/L [IBP+ 05] and Power7 [BPN+ 10] chips.
3
Although DRAMs have long provided the highest density, it is projected that SRAM will reach the density of standard
DRAM by 2020 and could potentially be a replacement [Hoe12], due to problems scaling capacitors.
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Figure 9.1.: Example 32×32 crossbar switch topologies for various size Clos networks. Edge switches connect
to 16 tiles and core switches use all 32 links to connect to the previous stage. The 1,024-tile
network is constructed by replicating a 256-tile network four times and connecting it with 32 core
switches, making it three-stage. This construction maintains capacity between stages and has a
logarithmic diameter (2 or 3 for the examples) in the number of tiles.

chips since this provides a sufficient wiring density. Larger geometries are higher yield because the
technology is better developed, so it is practical to produce larger die sizes.
Xilinx use a 65 nm 776 mm2 silicon interposer in their Virtex-7 FPGA [Sab11], which was available
in 2011, to connect four 28 nm FPGA ‘slices’. This was the first production device to do so, with the
principal reason to do this being an economic one. At a cutting edge 28 nm process technology4
yields are lower, so producing a number of identical smaller devices and connecting them with an
interposer to produce a single larger device provides a good trade-off between cost and performance.
The same philosophy is taken with the proposed implementation model and the characteristics of the
Xilinx interposer are used as a basis for it.
9.2.4. Wires

The logic and wiring resources provided by VLSI devices are plentiful and they continue to scale but
their utilisation is significantly limited by two factors: one is the connectivity of packages that was
discussed in the previous section and two, the performance of long wires (relative to the size of a
chip) in terms of delay and power [HMH01].
There are techniques for implementing power-efficient global interconnections such as lowswing signalling schemes [HMH03] and optimisation of wire width and spacing [LMHL05], but an
unavoidable effect of the scaling of VLSI devices is that wire delays exceed a single clock cycle. This
makes modular parallel architectures that can tolerate these latencies an attractive way to build
systems [Ho03], and adds weight to the general approach proposed in this thesis.
Wire delay is related to the square of the length of the distance a signal is transmitted. Long
wires are therefore unattractive. A conventional technique to reduce wire delay is to insert repeating
elements at regular intervals along a wire [IF99], [Ho03, Chap. 4]. This reduces the total delay to
a multiple of the delay between repeaters, at optimal intervals, this produces a linear relationship
between delay and length. The cost of this is the delay through the repeaters and the logic area and
power required for them.
4

The process technology or process geometry of a chip refers to the minimum half pitch of contacted metal lines, as defined
by the ITRS [Int12a, pp. 5-6], which is the minimum feature size of a circuit. This has historically been an indicator of
IC scaling and it has been DRAM that has exhibited the smallest metal pitch.
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9.3. Implementation model

The following sections describe the components of the model and discuss the layouts of the processing
chip for the Clos and mesh topologies, and the chip layout and wiring for the interposer chip. The
layouts are used to estimate area requirements and wire delays. The parameters of the model are
described in §9.4Model parameterssection.9.4 [p. 186Model parameterssection.9.4] and summarised
in Table 9.1Parameters for the processing chip model.table.caption.218 and Table 9.2Parameters for
the interposertable.caption.218.
9.3.1. VLSI model

The following VLSI model is used to produce a floorplan for the chip and is based on those in Mead
and Conway [MC80] and Ullman [Ull84].
Metal layers

• A chip consists of a number of metal layers. Metal layer 1 (M1) is used for logic components
and the remaining metal layers M2, M3, M4 etc. are used to route wires.
• A particular metal layer contains wires orientated in one direction and adjacent metal layers
contain wires in perpendicular directions. This is to reduce crosstalk, where a signal in one
circuit affects the signal in another circuit.
Wires

• Wires carry signals in one direction and all wires are half shielded to further reduce crosstalk.
This is where a ground wire is placed either side of a wire pair. The result is that minimum
wire pitch increases by a factor of 32 .
• All wires have repeaters inserted to minimise latency.
• Wires with multicycle delays are pipelined by inserting flip-flops.
• For sets of wires, banks of repeaters and flip-flops are required. To simplify their insertion,
interconnect wires are routed in dedicated channels.
Chip

• The area of a chip is taken to be the smallest rectangle in which the complete circuit fits.
• External connections are made to pads with a fixed driver circuit component. This is due to the
higher capacitance of external wires.
9.3.2. Chip layout

A UPA processing chip contains a collection of tiles and switches that can be used by itself or as a
sub-component to build a larger system. A chip presents a number of external links from its switches
and multiple chips are connected by joining links between switches in different chips according to
the interconnection topology, thereby extending the network.
VLSI layouts of the architecture with Clos and mesh networks are described. These are not
specified rigorously since the explanations are relatively simple and the model aims only to produce
ball-park estimates. Software models of these layouts are used to produce figures for the dimensions
of chips and their components and wire lengths. These figures are then combined and compared to
show the relative proportions of processors and memory to switches and interconnect wiring.
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Assumptions and limitations

To avoid over-complicating the model, only the following essential aspects of the system are captured
in the layout:
• the only components included in the layout are the processor core, memory, switch, pad driver
circuitry and IO pads (internal component wiring is not considered);
• only the routing of the inter-switch and switch to chip IO wiring is considered since this is the
most significant component of the system in terms of wire lengths and density;
• the remaining communication links between switches and processors are not explicitly accounted for in the area; it is assumed they can be routed over other resources, in the area not
occupied by the interconnect wiring channels;
• links are connected between components and it is assumed they can be connected from any
position within the footprint of a component;
• layout relating to wiring and IO for power and clock signals is not considered, but provision is
made for them in the available metal layers and chip IO.
Clos layout

A UPA processing chip contains a complete Clos network connecting a collection of tiles with two
or more stages, banks of unconnected switches that are contributed to the core-stage of a larger
multi-chip network and driver circuitry for off-chip IO. The layout of the Clos network has a recursive
structure and is based on a H-tree, an efficient embedding of a binary tree onto a 2D surface [MC80,
Ch. 8]. An example layout for a 2-stage 256-tile Clos network relating to the topology of one of the
4 sub-Clos networks in Figure 9.1cSubfigure 9 9.1csubfigure.9.1.3 is given in Figure 9.2aSubfigure 9
9.2asubfigure.9.2.1.
All of the links from the system core switches are routed to off-chip pads since the connections
between the core switches and the chip’s core switches depends on the size of a network. This is so
that they can be connected to the correct corresponding switches for a particular network size, both
on the same chip and in core switch banks of other chips. The core switches of the sub-Clos are placed
in the centre of the chip and half of the links are routed to the off-chip IO. The next stage of switches
in is divided into four groups and each are placed in the centre of a quadrant surrounding the core
switches. Connections are made from all of the core switches to each of the next stage switches. This
process continues recursively in each quadrant for each additional stage. The minimum separation
of groups of tiles is constrained by the placement of switches and the width of the wiring channels
between them.
Groups of switches are arranged in staggered sets to minimise the resulting size of their bounding
box. Their placement relative to one another is constrained in two dimensions by the pitch of wires
connecting horizontally and vertically. These are routed on a minimum of two metal layers, but
additional layers can be used to reduce the dimensions of a group. Each group of switches has
branching connections in both directions. This restricts both the horizontal and vertical placement
of switches. A switch arrangement is chosen to minimise the width of the group subject to not
exceeding the height of its quadrant since it can extend into the wiring channel. An example of the
wiring pattern for a switch group is illustrated in Figure 9.2aSubfigure 9 9.2asubfigure.9.2.1. The total
area of the interconnect is calculated as the sum of the area of the wiring channels and all of the
switch groups.
The pads and driver circuitry for off-chip IO are positioned along one edge of the chip due to the
wiring pattern on the interposer. A chip that contains N tiles requires IO for 2N links to extend the
network, N from the core switches and N from the contributed bank of system core switches.
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Mesh layout

A mesh network is laid out as an array of blocks of processors where each block of processors attaches
to a single switch. These are separated by wiring channels accommodating the width and height of
a switch, which is placed at the corner of its block. Adjacent horizontal and vertical links connect
directly between switches. The layout for a 256 tile mesh network is given in Figure 9.2bSubfigure 9
9.2bsubfigure.9.2.2.
The pads and driver circuitry for the off-chip IO are positioned at the edges of the chip so that the
mesh
√ can be extended directly between adjacent chips. A chip that contains N tiles requires IO for
4 N − 4 links to extend the network.
9.3.3. Silicon interposer

The processing chips are mounted on a silicon interposer using a flip-chip assembly. This bonds
the top side of the chip with an array of solder microbumps. The interposer provides wiring traces
between the microbumps to connect links between switches on different chips. The interposer is
connected to a package substrate with through-silicon vias (TSVs) that provide a connection through
the interposer’s substrate to controlled collapse chip connection (C4) flip-chip bumps on the package
substrate. These connections only bridge the power, ground and clocking IOs. The package substrate
carries these connections out of the package, to the BGA balls.
For a Clos topology, a set of chips are arranged in two rows, either side of a wiring channel on
the interposer, orientated with their wiring area closest to this. Each wire in the channel is used to
connect between pads on two chips with additional horizontal wires. The wiring channel contains
sufficient wires so that every pair of connections between the chips can be made. The maximum
height of the channel between two chips is therefore twice the total pitch of the wires connecting a
chip. For a mesh topology, connections are provided on the interposer between the links of adjacent
chips, directly extending the mesh. In both networks, wiring for power, ground and clock signals
are not included, but there is sufficient space in other areas of the chip. Figure 9.4Chip layouts on
the interposerfigure.caption.217 illustrates the packaging of a set of processing chips stacked on the
silicon interposer for both networks.
9.4. Model parameters

This section presents and explains the parameters used to characterise current production technology
for the implementation model. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), a
set of documents produced annually by a broad collection of industry members since 1994, provides
many of these; others are taken from elsewhere in the literature or estimated. Table 9.1Parameters for
the processing chip model.table.caption.218 summarises the parameters for the processing chip and
Table 9.2Parameters for the interposertable.caption.218 summarises the parameters for the interposer.
The remainder of this section is divided into the parameters of the processing and interposer chips,
the main VLSI components the memories.
9.4.1. Processing chip and interposer

The parameters for the processing chip are based on a 28 nm logic process technology, which is
representative of current production devices [Int12a, Tab. OCTC-2C]. The chip IO pad area includes
the contact and driver circuitry and its dimensions are estimated based on a 1 to 4 ratio between
width and height which is characteristic of conventional designs [WM05]. The width is taken to
be the pitch of the interposer contacts (microbumps). An on-chip processor and interconnect clock
rate of 1 GHz is chosen as this is typical of an embedded processor. The parameters for the silicon
interposer and packaging are based on the Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA [Jon10, Sab11, Ram11], however it is
assumed that wires can be repeated.
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Figure 9.2.: Block diagrams of the 256-tile Clos and mesh network layouts for the UPA processing chip. In these,
groups of 16 tiles connect to a single switch. In (a)Subfigure 9 9.2asubfigure.9.2.1, the topology
corresponds to one of the four sub-Clos networks in Figure 9.1cSubfigure 9 9.1csubfigure.9.1.3.
The layout is based on a H-tree organisation with groups of switches at each node organised
in staggered sets to minimise area subject to the constraints of their vertical and horizontal
connections. Running along the right hand side of the chip is driver circuitry for each chip IO
pads. Connections from switches to processors and IOs for power and ground are not included in
the model. In (b)Subfigure 9 9.2bsubfigure.9.2.2, running around the edge of the chip is the diver
circuitry for each of the chip IO pads. Connections from switches to processors and IOs for power
and ground are not included in the model.
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microbump
through-silicon via
C4 bump
chip
package substrate
interposer
package substrate
BGA ball
Figure 9.3.: Cut through view of the packaging. A collection of chips are stacked using a flip-chip assembly
onto solder microbumps, connecting them to a silicon interposer which provides dense connectivity between them. The interposer contains TSVs to provide connectivity though its substrate and
these are connected with C4 solder bumps to the package substrate.

chip 1

chip 3

chip 1

chip 3

chip 2

chip 4

chip 2

chip 4

(a) Clos layout

(b) mesh layout

Figure 9.4.: Chip layouts on the interposer. For the Clos network, chips are located beside a wiring channel
that contains a common wire for every connection between two chips. A connection is made
by connecting horizontal wires from each chip to the common wire; diagram (a)Subfigure 9
9.4asubfigure.9.4.1 shows a wiring pattern for connections from each chip to every other chip.
For the mesh, in diagram (b)Subfigure 9 9.4bsubfigure.9.4.2, chips are arranged in a grid and the
network is extended directly between chips.

All links between switch components on the processing chip have 9 wires in each direction,
allowing up to 1 byte to be transmitted per cycle with an additional bit to signal control tokens. All
off-chip links have 5 wires in each direction, allowing up to 1 byte to be transmitted every 2 cycles.
This is to reduce the off-chip IO requirements and interposer wiring.
The delay of an optimally repeated wire can be estimated with the equation
p
τ = 1.47 FO4 · R̂Ĉ
where τ is the delay in picoseconds per unit length; R̂Ĉ is a time constant equal to the product of
the resistance per unit length and the capacitance per unit length; and FO4 (fanout-of-4) delay is a
constant related to the particular process technology, defined as the delay of an inverter, driving
four identical copies of itself (see [Ho03, §2.2] for more details). This approximation is based on the
derivation by Bakoblu [Bak90] and follows the explanation by Ho [Ho03, §4.2]. The FO4 delay is
estimated for a particular process geometry using the heuristic FO4 = 360 · f , where f is the feature
size in µm, producing a delay in ps [HMH01].
The ITRS provide figures for RC delay, which are summarised for a range of process geometries
in Table 9.3ITRS data for global wirestable.caption.219; their method of calculation for the RC delay
is described in [Int12b, §7.3]. The M1 half pitches of 68 nm and 26.76 nm are the closest matching
geometries of the processing chip and interposer respectively and the data for them are taken to
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estimate wire delay. Using these figures and the above formula for wire delay yields 155 ps/mm for
the 28 nm processing chip and 89 ps/mm for the 65 nm interposer chip.
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Parameter

Value

Note

Process geometry
FO4 delay

28 nm
11 ps

2013 prediction [Int12a, Tab. OCTC-2C]
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1
[p.
186Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]

Metal layers
Interconnect wire pitch
Repeated wire delay

80 mm to
140 mm2
8
125 nm
155 ps/mm

Processor area

0.10 mm2

Switch area

0.05 mm2

Economical chip sizes

IO pad dimensions

Wires per link

Clock rate

45 × 225 µm
18

1 GHz

cost-performance processor [Int12a, Tab. ORTC-2C]
M1 logic; M2, 7 & 8 power & clock; M3-M6 wiring
for the global interconnect [Int12b, Tab. INTC6]
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1
[p.
188Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]
see
§9.4.2Processor
and
switch
componentssubsection.9.4.2 [p. 190Processor
and switch componentssubsection.9.4.2]
see
§9.4.2Processor
and
switch
componentssubsection.9.4.2 [p. 190Processor
and switch componentssubsection.9.4.2]
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1
[p.
186Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]
1 control, 8 data per direction, see §9.4.1Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1 [p. 188Processing chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1
[p.
186Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]

Table 9.1.: Parameters for the processing chip model.

Parameter

Value

Note

Process geometry
FO4 delay

65 nm
24 ps

†
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1 [p. 186Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]
†, M1 & M2 power & ground; M3 & M4 wiring
†, 333 half-shielded wires/mm
see
§9.4.1Processing
chip
and
interposersubsection.9.4.1 [p. 188Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]
†, 493.83 bumps/mm2
†, 22 TSVs/mm2
†, 22 bumps/mm2
1 control, 4 data per direction, see §9.4.1Processing
chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1 [p. 188Processing chip and interposersubsection.9.4.1]

Metal layers
Interconnect wire pitch
Repeated wire delay

Microbump pitch
TSV pitch
C4 bump pitch
Wires per link

4
2 µm
89 ps/mm

45 µm
210 µm
210 µm
10

Table 9.2.: Parameters for the interposer. † parameters based on Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA package [Ram11],
which integrates 4 28 nm FPGA ‘slices’ on a 775 mm2 interposer.
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Process
geometry (M1
pitch)
150
90
68*
45
37.84
26.76*

1
2

Minimum global
wire pitch (nm)

RC delay (ps/mm)

ITRS edition

670
300
210
154
114
81

not given
96
168
385
621
1,115

2001 [Int01]
2005 [Int05]
2007 [Int07]
2010 [Int10b]
2011 [Int11]
2012 [Int12b]

Table 9.3.: ITRS data for global wires. The rows marked with a * are the ones used to determine the wire delay
for the processing chip and interposer.
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Type

Typical
capacity
(MB)

Cell area
factor
(F 2 )

Area
efficiency

Current
process
geometry
(nm)

Density
(KB/mm2 )

Cycle
time
(ns)

SRAM
eDRAM
Comm-DRAM

<8
1 - 64
>64

140
50
6

70%
60%
60%

28
28
40a

778.51
1,868.42
7,629.39

0.5
1.3
30b

Table 9.4.: Comparison of contemporary memory technologies, with figures from the 2012 ITRS report [Int12c,
Tab. SYSD3a]. The area factor is a multiple of square half pitch units, the number given by the
process geometry. The area efficiency is the proportion of area in a memory array that is occupied
by storage cells.
a
b

Although not reported by the ITRS, high volume commodity DRAM lags commodity logic by several process geometries.
Random cycle time (tRC ) from a 1Gb Micron DDR3 device [Mic12a].

Type

Capacity (KB)

Area (mm2 )

SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
SRAM

64
128
256
512

0.082
0.164
0.329
0.658

eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM

128
256
512
1024

0.069
0.137
0.274
0.548

Table 9.5.: Selected memory capacities of SRAM and eDRAM.
9.4.2. Processor and switch components

The area A of a component at a process geometry g is estimated for a different geometry h by
applying a linear scaling Ah = Ag /(g/h)2 where g ≥ h. The area of the XCore processor on a 90 nm
process is estimated to be 1 mm2 ; on a 28 nm process it is estimated to be 0.10 mm2 . The area of the
C104 switch on a 1 µm process was approximately 40 mm2 ; on a 28 nm process, it is estimated to be
0.03 mm2 .
These figures are consistent with the ARM Cortex-M0 processor [ARM12b] and the 32×32 SWIFT
switch [SDTO+ 11]. The Cortex-M0 is a simpler processor than the XCore which has a 3-stage
pipeline and supports only a single hardware thread. On a 40 nm process it has an area of 0.01 mm2
and on 28 nm an estimated area of 0.003 mm2 . The SWIFT switch has an area of 0.35 mm2 on a 65 nm
process and an estimated area of 0.06 mm2 on 28 nm.
9.4.3. Memory

The area and access latency of memory for processing tiles is estimated using requirements data from
the ITRS [Int12c, Tab. SYSD3a]. Table 9.4Comparison of contemporary memory technologiestable.caption.220
gives the key characteristics of the dominant forms of memory technology, of which SRAM and
eDRAM are potential choices for an implementation. Figures for SRAM and eDRAM are given for
28 nm in line with the processing chip; 40 nm DRAM is included as a baseline, which is characteristic
of contemporary commodity devices.
Although density, and in particular, cycle time (the time to perform a random access) will vary
with capacity and process technology, typically, memory capacity increases with process technology
and these remain roughly constant between generations. In general, eDRAM is 2 to 3 times the
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density of SRAM and 4 to 5 times less dense than commodity DRAM. SRAM cycle time is around
three times faster than eDRAM and commodity DRAM cycle time is much higher because of the
specialised process on which it is produced.
Table 9.5Selected memory capacities of SRAM and eDRAM.table.caption.221 shows several capacities of tile memory for SRAM and eDRAM. These are selected to be similar to the area of the
processor, to investigate the relative trade-offs between them.
9.5. Cost and scaling

In this section, the implementation cost and scaling with the number of tiles for various system
configurations is investigated. It first looks at the general properties of the Clos and mesh networks
and then at the cost of differently sized systems and memory capacities. Finally, several potential
economical (cost-performance) chip configurations are selected and systems comprising a collection
of these are outlined.
The figures presented are produced from the calculation of specific instances of the chip layouts
for the chosen technology parameters and over particular ranges.
9.5.1. Inherent scalability of the topologies

A mesh is much less well connected than a Clos, which reduces the cost of implementation but
significantly limits its capability and scalability. Figures 9.5Scaling of switch requirement and
diameterfigure.caption.225 and 9.6Scaling of capacity and bisection sizefigure.caption.225 demonstrate
how these competing aspects scale for the two networks, over a range of system sizes appropriate for
the implementation.
A measure of the implementation cost is obtained from the total number of switches and links in the
network. The diameter and bisection size are also presented. For a universal communication network
connecting N tiles, with diameter d and a universal routing strategy to evenly distribute communication traffic, the network capacity must be at least Ω(N d) and the bisection size at least Ω(N ), in order
to provide scalable per-processor throughput (see §4.1.7Costsubsection.4.1.7 [p. 53Costsubsection.4.1.7]
for the properties required of a universal network).
The number of switches and links grows linearly with the number of tiles for the mesh and the
capacity therefore grows more slowly than the potential amount of communication traffic that can
be generated by the nodes. This is reflected in the bisection size. As the size of the network increases,
so to
√ does the gap between potential traffic and capacity and this is exacerbated by a faster-growing
O( N ) diameter as messages take longer to reach their destination.
The capacity per node scales logarithmically with the Clos, matching the diameter and the potential
amount of evenly distributed communication traffic. Another way to look at this is that the provision
for each tile in the mesh is a single switch and Θ(1) links, and the provision for each tile in the Clos
is Θ(log N ) switches and Θ(log N ) links. For the systems presented, the diameter of the Clos scales
from 4 in a 2-stage network at 64 tiles, to 6 in a 3-stage network at 8,192 tiles and the capacity and
bisection bandwidth are maintained. The mesh in comparison, has a diameter that matches the Clos
at 64 tiles, but grows to nearly ten times that of the Clos at 8,192 tiles with a capacity and bisection
size both around 4% of that required for constant throughput per node.
9.5.2. Area and wire delay
Of the processing chip

Figure 9.7Total chip areafigure.caption.226 shows how the total chip area scales with the number of
tiles, with different capacities of SRAM and eDRAM. Horizontal lines are drawn to mark the range of
cost-performance chip sizes (80 mm2 to 140 mm2 ). Table 9.6Cost-performance chipstable.caption.228
lists the chips that fall in this range with their dimensions and proportions of processing, interconnect
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and IO. This highlights a 30% to 40% interconnect overhead in the Clos-based system compared to
the mesh.
Tables 9.7Global wire lengths and their delays for selected Clos chipstable.caption.229 and 9.8Global
wire lengths and their delays for selected mesh chipstable.caption.229 list the length of interconnect
wires and their delays in both chips. For the Clos, these are listed for the different stages of the
topology and they vary from less than 1 ns on 3 mm to 5 mm wires and between 1 ns and 2 ns on
5 mm to 10 mm wires. For the mesh, wire lengths between switches vary from 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm
with delays less than 1 ns.
Of the components of the processing chip

Figure 9.8Chip area componentsfigure.caption.227 shows the total area of the switch, wire and IO
components of the chip as a percentage of the total area. This shows how they scale with respect to
the number of components they connect, highlighting the difference between the Clos and the mesh
in the rate network resources are invested with increasing size. Wire areas for systems with 64 KB
and 512 KB SRAM memories are included to show the variation between the smallest and largest
memory area.
The total switch area in the Clos is calculated as the total area occupied by the switch groups.
Although the number of switches and links per-tile is proportional to the number of stages and
the growth of additional components is logarithmic in the number of tiles, the area grows more
quickly than this due to the increasing inefficiency of larger switch groups. The IO remains relatively
constant per tile. Overall, for the cost-performance chips, the interconnect occupies between 5% and
10% of the die area.
In the mesh, switch area remains constant per tile and the wire grows slowly because of the
decreasing ratio of switches on the edges of the mesh to those in the middle. The proportion of IO
diminishes as the number of tiles increases since the number of external connections diminishes
relative to the number of tiles. Overall, for the cost-performance chips, the mesh interconnect
occupies 2% to 3% of the die area.
Of the interposer

Tables 9.9Potential multi-chip Clos system configurationstable.caption.230 and 9.10Potential multichip mesh system configurationstable.caption.231 list potential systems that can be constructed by
integrating the cost-performance chips listed in Table 9.6Cost-performance chipstable.caption.228
on a silicon interposer. For the Clos system, this lists the percentage area occupied by the wiring
channel (between 2% and 50%) and the minimum and maximum wire delays (1 ns to 10 ns). These
correspond to the width and the width plus the height of the channel. For the mesh, the wire delay is
a constant 0.09 ns for all systems since the chips are tiled and the distance between adjacent pads
is fixed. The plots in Figure 9.9Scaling of the total interposer areafigure.caption.232 summarise the
systems presented in the tables with the total area of the interposer.
From the systems listed in Tables 9.9Potential multi-chip Clos system configurationstable.caption.230
and 9.10Potential multi-chip mesh system configurationstable.caption.231, one SRAM and one eDRAM
configuration is selected for either network that provides a good trade-off between the number of
processors and the total amount of memory. These are used for the performance evaluation in the
next chapter.
9.5.3. Summary

The cost of a universal Clos interconnect on-chip is around 10% of the available area, and off-chip,
using silicon interposers to provide high density wiring, it is around 30% of the interposer area. In
the system overall, this represents a 20% to 30% investment in a universal interconnect, compared to
around 5% with a mesh network.
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Is this then a reasonable price to pay? On the one hand, it is unavoidable since universal communication networks are essential to provide structural independence and therefore a general-purpose
system and the results presented indicate that, even with current technology, these costs are not
excessive. On the other hand, it seems almost obvious that a significant proportion of the operation
of a large number of processors with fine-grained communication will be concerned with moving
data between processors. Therefore, an investment of only 5% of a machine’s resources towards this
aspect does not correspond well to the demands placed on it.
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Figure 9.5.: Log-linear plots showing how the number of switches (a)Subfigure 9 9.5asubfigure.9.5.1 and
network diameter (b)Subfigure 9 9.5bsubfigure.9.5.2 scales as system size increases for the Clos
and mesh networks built with 32 × 32 crossbar switches.
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Figure 9.6.: Log-log plots showing how the capacity (the total number of links in the network) and bisection
size scales for Clos and mesh networks built with 32 × 32 crossbar switches. The ‘ideal’ values of
these are the requirements of a universal network with constant throughput-scaling per node.
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Figure 9.7.: Log-linear plots of the total chip area as a function of the numbers of tiles. The grey horizontal
lines indicate the range of economical (cost-performance) chip sizes, from 80 mm2 to 140 mm2 .
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Figure 9.8.: Log-linear plots of the total area of the switches and wiring components as a percentage of the
total die area. Switch area is calculated as the sum of the switch group area in the Clos. This
adds an overhead to the otherwise logarithmic scaling of switch and wire area. Both components
remain constant in the mesh, apart from a small convergent growth in the wire area due to a
decreasing ratio of switches on the edges of the mesh to those in the middle.
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Num.
tiles

Tile
mem.
(KB)

Mem.
type

Total
mem.
(MB)

Chip dims.
(mm)

Processing
area (%)

Interconnect area
(%)

IO area
(%)

Clos
256
256
128
256
256
128

SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM

64
128
512
128
256
1024

16
32
64
32
64
128

10.40 × 8.51
11.34 × 9.91
8.10 × 15.15
10.13 × 8.25
11.13 × 9.47
7.80 × 14.11
mesh

52.71
60.21
79.01
51.59
57.55
75.37

8.42
7.64
5.12
8.66
7.81
5.34

30.27
23.78
11.09
31.02
26.22
14.40

512
256
256
128
512
256
128

SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM

64
128
256
512
128
512
1024

32
32
64
64
64
128
128

7.98 × 15.50
9.38 × 9.38
11.63 × 11.63
7.77 × 15.07
7.72 × 14.98
10.93 × 10.93
7.24 × 14.03

75.44
77.00
81.22
82.84
74.65
80.10
81.65

1.81
1.37
1.02
0.64
1.90
1.11
0.70

7.86
7.37
4.79
4.15
8.41
5.42
4.78

Table 9.6.: Chip configurations that lie in an economical (cost-performance) range of areas, as illustrated by
Figure 9.7Total chip areafigure.caption.226.

Num.
tiles

Mem.
type

Tile mem.
(KB)

Tile to stage-1
wire

Stage 1 to 2 wire

Stage 2 to
off-chip wire

256
256
128
256
256
128

SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM

64
128
512
128
256
1024

3.51 mm/0.57 ns
4.21 mm/0.69 ns
7.06 mm/1.15 ns
3.38 mm/0.55 ns
3.99 mm/0.65 ns
6.54 mm/1.06 ns

7.26 mm/1.18 ns
8.65 mm/1.41 ns
10.87 mm/1.77 ns
7.00 mm/1.14 ns
8.22 mm/1.34 ns
10.08 mm/1.64 ns

7.82 mm/1.27 ns
9.22 mm/1.50 ns
11.15 mm/1.81 ns
7.56 mm/1.23 ns
8.78 mm/1.43 ns
10.36 mm/1.69 ns

Table 9.7.: Global wire lengths and their delays for the selected Clos chips.

Num. tiles

Mem.
type

Tile mem.
(KB)

Switch-to-switch wire

512
256
256
128
512
256
128

SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
SRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM
eDRAM

64
128
256
512
128
512
1024

1.71 mm/0.28 ns
2.06 mm/0.33 ns
2.62 mm/0.43 ns
3.48 mm/0.57 ns
1.64 mm/0.27 ns
2.45 mm/0.40 ns
3.22 mm/0.52 ns

Table 9.8.: Global wire lengths and their delays for selected mesh chips.
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Num.
chips

Total
procs.

Total
mem.
(MB)

Interposer
Interposer dims.
wiring area
(mm)
(%)

Min.
wire
delay
(ns)

Max.
wire
delay (ns)

256 tiles/chip, 64 KB SRAM/tile
2
4
8
16

512
1024
2048
4096

32
24.64 × 8.51
14.06
64
28.48 × 17.02
24.34
128
36.16 × 34.04
38.33
256
51.52 × 68.08
53.81
256 tiles/chip, 128 KB SRAM/tile

0.36
0.72
1.44
2.88

1.08
2.16
4.31
8.63

2
4
8
16

512
1024
2048
4096

64
26.52 × 9.91
11.22
128
30.36 × 19.82
19.60
256
38.04 × 39.64
31.29
512
53.40 × 79.28
44.58
128 tiles/chip, 512 KB SRAM/tile

0.36
0.72
1.44
2.88

1.08
2.16
4.31
8.63

2
4
8
16

256
512
1024
2048

128
18.12 × 15.15
2.69
256
20.04 × 30.30
4.86
512
23.88 × 60.60
8.15
1024
31.56 × 121.20
12.34
256 tiles/chip, 128 KB eDRAM/tile

0.18
0.36
0.72
1.44

0.54
1.08
2.16
4.31

2
4
8
16

512
1024
2048
4096

64
24.10 × 8.25
14.83
128
27.94 × 16.50
25.59
256
35.62 × 33.00
40.14
512
50.98 × 66.00
56.10
256 tiles/chip, 256 KB eDRAM/tile

0.36
0.72
1.44
2.88

1.08
2.16
4.31
8.63

2
4
8
16

512
1024
2048
4096

128
26.10 × 9.47
11.93
256
29.94 × 18.94
20.80
512
37.62 × 37.88
33.11
1024
52.98 × 75.76
47.02
128 tiles/chip, 1024 KB eDRAM/tile

0.36
0.72
1.44
2.88

1.08
2.16
4.31
8.63

2
4
8
16

256
512
1024
2048

256
512
1024
2048

0.18
0.36
0.72
1.44

0.54
1.08
2.16
4.31

17.52 × 14.11
19.44 × 28.22
23.28 × 56.44
30.96 × 112.88

2.98
5.38
8.98
13.50

Table 9.9.: Potential multi-chip Clos system configurations integrated on a silicon interposer. The minimum
and maximum wire delays are based on the width and the width plus the height respectively of
the wiring channel. Delays are shared between different systems with the same number of tiles
per chip, since the pitch of off-chip wires is greater than the dimension of the chip and so they
are separated along the channel with gaps. The highlighted systems are used for performance
evaluation in the next chapter.
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Num. chips

Total procs.

Total mem.
(MB)

Interposer dims.
(mm)

Wire delay
(ns)

512 tiles/chip, 64 KB SRAM/tile
2
4
8
16

1024
64
7.98 × 31.00
2048
128
15.96 × 31.00
4096
256
15.96 × 62.00
8192
512
31.92 × 62.00
256 tiles/chip, 128 KB SRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

512
64
9.38 × 18.76
1024
128
18.76 × 18.76
2048
256
18.76 × 37.52
4096
512
37.52 × 37.52
256 tiles/chip, 256 KB SRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

512
128
11.63 × 23.26
1024
256
23.26 × 23.26
2048
512
23.26 × 46.52
4096
1024
46.52 × 46.52
128 tiles/chip, 512 KB SRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

256
128
7.77 × 30.14
512
256
15.54 × 30.14
1024
512
15.54 × 60.28
2048
1024
31.08 × 60.28
512 tiles/chip, 128 KB eDRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

1024
128
7.72 × 29.96
2048
256
15.44 × 29.96
4096
512
15.44 × 59.92
8192
1024
30.88 × 59.92
256 tiles/chip, 512 KB eDRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

512
256
10.93 × 21.86
1024
512
21.86 × 21.86
2048
1024
21.86 × 43.72
4096
2048
43.72 × 43.72
128 tiles/chip, 1024 KB eDRAM/tile

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

2
4
8
16

256
512
1024
2048

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09

256
512
1024
2048

7.24 × 28.06
14.48 × 28.06
14.48 × 56.12
28.96 × 56.12

Table 9.10.: Potential multi-chip mesh system configurations integrated on a silicon interposer. In all of the
configurations, a 1 mm separation between is assumed between the pads of adjacent chips, leading
to a constant wire-delay value. The highlighted systems are used for performance evaluation in
the next chapter.
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Figure 9.9.: Log-linear plots of the total area of the interposer for different types and numbers of processing
chips for the Clos and mesh networks with both SRAM and eDRAM memories, summarising the
systems listed in Tables 9.9Potential multi-chip Clos system configurationstable.caption.230 and
9.10Potential multi-chip mesh system configurationstable.caption.231.
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9.6.1. Architectural choices
Sequential capability

Conventional sequential processors employ a range of techniques to increase instruction throughput
on single streams of instructions, such as superscalar execution to dynamically exploit parallelism
within the instruction stream to execute operations simultaneously, pipelining to increase the number
of instructions that can be processed at once, speculative execution to reduce the costs of conditional
branches and out-of-order execution to fill delays.
There is a question of what the level of sequential capability of a processor to use in a parallel
system shall be, since this comes at the expense of silicon area and predictability.
The effectiveness of techniques to improve sequential performance has diminished in terms of area
(and consequently power) as their complexity has grown. There are inherent limits to parallelism
in instruction streams and the benefits of branch prediction, and to the depth and size of execution
pipelines and reorder buffers. The trend of diminishing returns from these architectural optimisations
is described by Pollack’s rule [Pol99]. It states that performance increase is roughly proportional to the
square root of increase in complexity, so that a doubling of area delivers only 40% more performance.
This is evident in historical scaling of CPU technology and performance [DKM+ 12]. Borkar observes
that Pollack’s rule suggests a better use of silicon area is with more cores as it has the potential to
increase performance linearly with complexity and power [Bor07], adding further support for the
approach proposed in this chapter.
The increased complexity of processors also results in less predicable performance and the likelihood of rare events such as branch mispredictions or cache misses increases exponentially with the
number of processors and any delay is magnified when it affects a synchronisation.
A simple microprocessor architecture therefore allows large numbers of processors to be integrated
together to deliver higher performance per unit area and the performance of each processor will
be predictable or even deterministic. Moreover, with close proximity of memory, access latency is
minimised close to that of regular arithmetic, logic and branching operations, then many of the
techniques found in conventional sequential processors, in particular caching, are no longer necessary.
Indeed, with the UPA and sire, when large memories and caching schemes are absolutely necessary,
they can be expressed as software components and emulated with only a small overhead. This was
discussed in Chapter 7Sire programming structureschapter.7 with some simple examples; the next
chapter provides some evaluation.
A rough comparison of sequential capability

To illustrate the trade-off between sequential capability and silicon area, Table 9.11A comparison of
area and sequential capability of different processorstable.caption.235 compares several contemporary
processors. The Intel Sandy Bridge core is 64-bit, floating-point capable, pipelined, superscalar and
out-of-order. Estimates for its area are based on [YKM+ 11]. The ARM Cortex-A9 core is 32-bit
and also floating-point capable, pipelined, superscalar and out-of-order, but to a lesser extent than
Sandy Bridge since it is designed as an embedded processor for low-power applications [ARM12a].
ARM Cortex M0 core is a 32-bit minimal implementation of the ARM architecture [ARM12b]. The
sequential capability of the XMOS XS1-L core is similar to the Cortex M0.
The figures indicate that a conventional complex sequential processor can deliver up to around a
factor of 8 times the serial performance when compared to very simple processor, although in general
the gain is likely to be less than this. The cost of additional sequential capability is around a factor of
50 to 1,000 in silicon area, less predictable execution and greater power requirements. An array of
the simple processors therefore only needs to find an average parallel speedup of 4 to 8 to break even
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Processor
Intel Sandy Bridge
ARM Cortex A9
XMOS XS1-L
ARM Cortex M0

Dhrystone
performance
(DMIPS/MHz per
core)

Process
geometry
(nm)

7.50
2.50
0.96
0.84

32
65
90
40

Area

(mm2 )

∼15
<1.5
<1
<0.01

Normalised
area (at
40 nm)
>1,000
57
20
1

Table 9.11.: A comparison of area and sequential capability of different processors. DMIPS are Dhrystone MIPS,
the score obtained from the integer Dhrystone benchmark [Wei84] divided by 1,757, which is the
score obtained by the VAX 11/780, a 1 MIP machine [Yor02]. Extrapolation to different process
geometries is done with a linear scaling. The comparison does not consider the width of data
paths or additional functionality such as vector units.

with the conventional processor. With N processors, there is potential for an N -fold performance
improvement, far beyond what a conventional processor can deliver.
Heterogeneity

Another important issue to discuss here is heterogeneity. Heterogeneous architectures employ
different types of processors to support different workloads. In the last 5 to 10 years there has
been an emerging trend with heterogeneity, particularly in HPC with the use of accelerator devices.
Predominantly, this has been concerned with GPUs as they have become more programmable, but
FPGAs have also had some attention.
A heterogeneous system is, by its very nature, specialised to a particular set of applications (or
even just one application) because its capabilities are apportioned in specific quantities. This is a
good approach when the application of the machine is well defined, as it is in computer graphics
with GPUs, but problems arise when the system is applied to different domains, as GPUs are in HPC.
Specialisation poses a significant problem for the portability of programs because programmers
have to explicitly consider the details of a specific heterogeneous machine to obtain good performance.
It is therefore unlikely that a program written for one heterogeneous machine will execute with the
same efficiency on a different machine with a different specialisation. A further effect of specialisation
is that it makes it difficult to develop a single programming model, making the development of
programming languages challenging.
In general, a homogeneous architecture provides a better balance over changing workloads and
maintains a single architecture. However, there is potential for heterogeneity to be employed in
different implementations of a particular architecture. In the case of the UPA, a specific implementation
could be specialised to support a particular subset of the programs that can be compiled to it. This
subset could, for example, be sequential programs and the architecture could be specialised with
one or a small number of processors that have good sequential performance, at the expense of some
area (this kind of approach is motivated by the investigation into the sequential capabilities of a UPA
implementation in the next chapter). Specialisation in this way will rely on extensions to a compiler
that can exploit it, but by maintaining a single architecture, programming languages, compilers and
programs remain portable and can develop with different implementations and technologies.
9.6.2. Modelling and estimates
Chip layout

The layout of the Clos allowed a simple VLSI model to be used to obtain estimates for area of the
die, components of the system contributing to the area and lengths of wires. These estimates are
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likely to be conservative since the design does not aggressively utilise the available area. In particular,
the switch groups and dedicated wiring channels introduce unused area into the designs and the
inefficiency of these grows with system size.
A more efficient layout could be used, to make a better use the available area and metal layers
for global interconnections. Theoretical results for VLSI layouts of fat tree variants that, similar
to the Clos networks studied, for example those by Greenberg [GL88] and DeHon [DeH00], could
potentially be applied or extended to do this.
The CACTI tool

CACTI [TMHAJ08] is a tool built by HP labs to estimate the area and performance of memories.
It provides a range of configurable parameters making it useful for design-space explorations and
relative studies and therefore, in principle, ideal to produce figures for area and delay of different
memory configurations for UPA tiles. However, it was found in the course of this investigation to
produce results that were highly inconsistent with the ITRS and other published data.
The area efficiency of CACTI designs in many cases were very low and varied significantly. For
example, the area of 40 nm commodity DRAM memories from 1 MB to 1 GB increased from 4.60%
to 31.44% area efficiency. This indicates that the model employed by CACTI is perhaps geared
towards larger memory capacities or is ineffective in generalising between different technologies.
Supporting this experience, a previous study by Agrawal and Sherwood on SRAMs found that CACTI
overestimated area and delay by 20% to 60% [AS07]. The consequence of these issues were that
CACTI was unsuitable to be used as part of the model. Instead, a simpler approach was taken based on
density and area efficiency, which remain reasonably consistent between different implementations.
High-level design studies

The experience with the CACTI tool highlights an important aspect of the work presented in this
chapter. There are a multitude of issues associated with VLSI systems, from high-level design to
low-level implementation, and particularly as process technologies descend into deep sub-micron
geometries. This makes it difficult to generalise and extrapolate between different geometries,
especially with complex models that focus too much on particular issues, even though there is a great
degree of continuity in the high-level capabilities of silicon devices.
A more robust approach in high-level design studies is to choose the simplest set of parameters to
obtain a best generalisation, because despite the challenges faced by system designers and fabricators,
ways continue to be developed to maintain broad scaling trends such as transistor density. The
proposed implementation model takes this approach, for example, with the placement of components
and wiring, and in the performance scaling of memory and global wires. The result is a definite
design to evaluate, leaving others to refine.
9.6.3. Future technology

The key strengths of the UPA is its simplicity and modularity. This chapter has demonstrated that it
can be implemented effectively with current technologies but it also suggests that it will continue to
be with future technologies, a crucial aspect of its general-purpose nature and longevity.
Of particular interest are two emerging technologies that could significantly increase the density
of integration and connectivity in large multi-chip systems.
• 3D integration allows chips to be stacked on top of one another and to be connected between
chips with through-silicon vias to provide flexible high-density connections between chips. It
is being developed already to increase bandwidth and density in memories. A stackable DRAM
die is already commercially available from Tezzaron [Tez10] and Elpida are producing packages
containing stacked DRAM chips [Elp11]. As well, standards are emerging for embedded
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systems with Wide I/O [JED11] and in the desktop and server space with the Hybrid Memory
Cube [Hyb13].
• Optical interconnections can potentially be made with a silicon chip [Mil10] that would allow a
large number of signals at high bandwidth to be carried down a single optical fibre. This has
the potential to significantly improve the density of connections between chips, to move away
from the enormous constraints of conventional electrical connections on PCBs. Moreover, if
3D integration was used to build stacks of chips of the nature described in this chapter, optical
interconnections may be the only currently feasible technology able to source and sink the
amount of data that would be consumed and produced by the large collection of processors
contained in them.
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In this chapter, the performance of the implementation of the UPA proposed in Chapter 9An
implementation model for the UPAchapter.9 and its ability to support the execution of sire programs is
explored. Evaluated is conducted with high-level software simulations of the UPA with a performance
model for the proposed implementations. Because of the high-level nature of the models, the results
produced by the simulation can be taken as only an indication of what could be expected from the
systems examined. Therefore, a comprehensive evaluation and comparison against contemporary
architectures is beyond of the scope of this investigation.
The evaluation focuses on the following specific aspects of the proposals and concentrates on the
scalability of the performance:
1. the efficiency of primitive mechanisms for parallelism, communication and abstraction to
demonstrate the scalability of the language and its implementation targeting the UPA;
2. the ability of the UPA to support sequential programming techniques since this provides a way
to support legacy sequential software and a means to transition from existing sequential or
non-scalable machines.
The chapter begins by describing the simulation and performance model used in the evaluation.
Then, for the two above aspects, the experimental methodology performance results are presented.
Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the results.
10.1. Simulation model
10.1.1. A network performance model

The system model presented in Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9 provides
values for the latency of signal transmissions along links and their bandwidth. The performance
of communication depends on some additional parameters related to the latency of the switching
elements in the network. The following sections describe these parameters and formulate the simple
network performance model that is used in the simulation.
Network latency

Given an interconnection network represented by a graph G = (V, E) whose vertices V represent
nodes containing a switch and zero or more tiles, and edges E that represent communication links
(see §4.1.1Network modelsubsection.4.1.1 [p. 41Network modelsubsection.4.1.1] for a description of
the network model) the latency of a message sent from processor s ∈ V to processor t ∈ V depends
on:
• ttile , the latency of the link between the tile and the switch;
• tswitch , the switch latency;
• topen , the additional latency to open a route through the switch;
• ccontention , the switch contention factor;
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• d(s, t), the length of the path in the network (d(s, t) = |p(s, t)|);

• tlink (u, v), the latency of the link between nodes u, v ∈ V ;

• tserial , the serialisation latency, which is determined by the message length and channel bandwidth, such that if s and t are on the same chip, then tserial = tserial-intra and if they are on
different chips, then tserial = tserial-inter .

When the route between s and t is not already open, message latency is calculated as
X
tclosed (s, t) = 2ttile + tserial + (d(s, t) + 1)(topen + tswitch · ccontention ) +
tlink (`)
`∈p(s,d)

and when the route is open it is calculated as
topen (s, t) = 2ttile + tserial + (d(s, t) + 1) · tswitch · ccontention +

X

tlink (`)

`∈p(s,d)

Both models are comprised of the sum of four latency components: tile-to-switch, serialisation,
switch traversal and link traversal. When shortest-path oblivious routing is employed, d(s, t) is the
minimum distance between s and t; with two-phase randomised routing, d(s, t) is twice the network
diameter for a Clos network, and twice the average path distance for a mesh.
Values for the parameters of the above latency are summarised in Table 10.1Parameters for the
network performance modeltable.caption.241. The estimates in Chapter 9An implementation model
for the UPAchapter.9 are used to calculate the link and serialisation latencies and the switch latencies
are estimated by fitting measurements taken with a real XMOS device called the XMP-64 [XMO10]
to the above latency model.1 The XMP-64 consists of 16 XS1-G4 [XMO12b] chips that each contain
4 processing tiles and a switch. Measurements taken for the other parameters are included for
comparison, with the following caveats: on-chip there is no serialisation latency since the tiles are
connected to the switch with 8-bit links, and off-chip, the switches are connected in a 4D hypercube
topology with two sets of 5-wire links that use a 1-in-5 coding scheme.2 This uses 5 wires to deliver 1
byte every 4 cycles (the serialisation latency), and operating at 400 MHz, this provides a bandwidth
of 400 Mb/s in each direction [XMO12a, §3.1].
Switch contention

When the network is under load, many communications occur simultaneously and in many cases
these will compete for resources. This situation occurs at switches where messages contend for
particular links, delaying one another and increasing the time taken to traverse a switch. With
two-phase randomised routing the distribution of load on switches will be almost always uniform and
even. This allows a simple probabilistic model to be used where all messages experience a particular
level of contention and a uniform overhead in switch traversal.
The following model of switch contention is based on the model described in [MTW93, Ch. 6]. A
switch with n input links and n output links attempts to route tokens from each of the inputs to one
of the outputs, where output links are chosen uniformly at random. A subset of these will succeed
immediately in the time to open the route and transmit the token. This is called a time slot, tslot , and
is equal to the time taken to open a connection, tO , and transmit a token across the switch, tS . All
other tokens are discarded and a new time slot begins, proceeding in the same way. The switch does
1

For a general discussion of the methodology for taking performance measurements and other specific results with the
XMP-64, please refer to [Han09].
2
An m-of-n scheme encodes an m bit symbol into an n-bit codeword such that the Hamming weight of all the symbols
is constant. This property means they can be used to signal asynchronously, for example, across clock domains,
because the transmission of each symbol will change a constant number of signals. This approach also reduces power
consumption and improves signal integrity.
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Parameter

Symbol

Thread-to-thread latency
Tile-to-switch latency
Switch latency
Latency to open a route
Switch contention factora
Serialisation latency intra-chip
Serialisation latency inter-chip
Link latency

ttile
tswitch
topen
ccontention
tserial-intra
tserial-inter
tlink

Value

1 cycle
see §9.5.2Area and wire delaysubsection.9.5.2 [p. 191Area and wire d
2 cycles
5 cycles
1.567
0 cycles
2 cycles
see §9.5.2Area and wire delaysubsection.9.5.2 [p. 191Area and wire d

Table 10.1.: Parameters for the network performance model. The switch latencies are based on measurements
made with the XMP-64; the other measurements are included for comparison.
a

This is under uniform load (see §10.1.1Switch contentionsection*.242 [p. 206Switch contentionsection*.242]); when then
network is uncongested, ccontention = 1.

not actually discard any tokens, but since the destinations in next time slot of the model are chosen
uniformly at random, it captures the delay experienced by tokens that could not be delivered.
The expected delay of a packet tdelay is given by
tdelay = tslot ·

∞
X
i=1

i · p(i)

where i is the slot number and p(i) is the probability of success on the ith attempt. Since p(i) =
p(failure)i−1 · p(success) then
tdelay = tslot · p(success) ·

∞
X
i=1

i · p(failure)i−1

(10.1.1)

At the start of a time slot, the probability of an output link being free is


1 n
P (success) = 1 −
n
and hence the probability of it being used is


1 n
P (failure) = 1 − P (success) = 1 − 1 −
n
Then summing the series in Equation 10.1.1Switch contentionequation.10.1.1 yields
tdelay =

tslot
.
P (failure)

The peak contention of a 32×32 crossbar switch, with tokens on all input links, is then tdelay =
tslot /0.638 and hence, under uniform load, ccontention = 1/0.638 = 1.567.
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10.1.2. Simulation platform

A modified version of AXE (An XCore Emulator)3 is used to simulate the behaviour and performance
of the parallel systems. AXE is an event-based functional simulator for the XS1 architecture that
provides approximate instruction execution timing. It simulates only the state of each processor
and not the behaviour of the network; communication corresponds only to writes into ‘remote’
channel ends. It is fast compared to the cycle-accurate simulator provided with the standard XMOS
tools, which makes it practical to run large simulations (up 4,096 processors) for short instruction
sequences.
The main modifications to AXE were to attach a latency to messages passed between threads,
based on the performance model described in the previous section and a latency to instructions that
access memory to reflect the performance of SRAM and eDRAM. For message passing, the effect is
to assign a fixed latency to communications between each source-destination pair. AXE was also
modified to boot from an executable file of the format produced by the sire compilation that contains
two binary images: a master image that is loaded on core 0 and a slave image that is replicated on all
other cores.
10.1.3. Assumptions

The following points outline several assumptions made in the performance model and evaluation.
• Chosen system configurations. In the last chapter, four system configurations from the options
listed in Tables 9.9Potential multi-chip Clos system configurationstable.caption.230 and 9.10Potential multi-chip mesh system configurationstable.caption.231 were highlighted as providing
a good trade-off between their various capabilities. For the purposes of this evaluation, these
particular selections are representative since the various configurations would not result in
significant differences in performance. One further simplification is made by choosing only the
systems with SRAM memory. This is because the additional cycle of latency incurred by the
eDRAM would also only marginally affect affect performance.
• Optimistic mesh performance. In all experiments with parallel workloads, two-phase randomised
routing is used and the network is assumed to be loaded with congested switches. The model of
congestion assumes that communication traffic is distributed evenly over the network, which
will be true with the Clos network because the capacity scales sufficiently with the number
of terminals it connects. However, capacity in the 2D mesh does not scale with the number
of terminals and the consequence of this is that traffic hot-spots will occur at some switches.
Since the evaluation uses the same model for both networks, it assumes an optimistic case for
the 2D mesh and in reality, performance is likely to be worse in most cases, and substantially
worse in some.
• Single thread XCore performance. An XCore processor is intended to execute a collection of
threads to perform latency hiding. It has a four-stage pipeline and, to simplify the implementation, at most one instruction from any thread can be present in the pipeline at any particular
time. The result of this is that each thread executes at a rate of at most one quarter of the core
clock frequency. Since the evaluation does not deal with latency hiding, it is assumed in the
evaluation that a thread can operate at the core frequency.
10.2. Efficiency of sire primitives

In this section, the evaluation efficiency of the primitive aspects of the sire language, relating to
parallelism and communication, is presented. These are primitive in the sense that they are not
3

The original version of AXE is open source and available from http://github.com/rlsosborne/tool_axe; the
version developed for this work is available from http://github.com/jameshanlon/tool_axe.
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derived from any other feature (although they are present in both the canonical and standard forms
of the language).
The evaluation is performed using an experimental implementation of sire,4 which is based on
an early and undocumented version of the language. It differs in a number of respects from the
version proposed in Chapter 6The sire programming languagechapter.6 but it includes the features
for processes, channel connections and run-time distribution of program. It is sufficient to perform
the following evaluation but the limitations of using it are discussed at the end of this chapter
in §10.4.1Evaluation of siresubsection.10.4.1 [p. 224Evaluation of siresubsection.10.4.1].
10.2.1. Methodology

There are several reasons why evaluation of sire primitives is a good approach to characterising the
efficiency of the language:
1. the canonical and standard forms of sire are based on a small set of primitives so it is essential
that their operation is efficient;
2. the independence of programs from the underlying network means that the performance of
different components is compositional and the performance of a given component remains
consistent whether in isolation or in composition with other components;
3. the results are general and applicable to all programs;
4. simple benchmark programs will exhibit simple behaviours and therefore produce results that
can be interpreted accurately and even used to model the performance of other programs.
The primitive aspects chosen for the evaluation are:
• call primitives5 relating to the on clause of the canonical form and server calls that both
have conventional procedure-call semantics and are used to implement program distribution,
communication and abstraction;
• structural primitives relating to process replication and channel connections that provide the basis
for expressing and creating parallel structures.
These are integrated in a set of microbenchmark programs and the evaluation is based on executing each one over a range of system parameters to demonstrate efficiency and scaling. The
microbenchmarks are compiled according to the process described in Chapter 8Compilation of sire to
the UPAchapter.8 and no special optimisations, such as inlining, are used that would bias the results.
Microbenchmarks for call primitives

The call primitives are based on a set of similar procedures that vary in the number of parameters
and whether they are passed by value or by reference. Each procedure applies a binary associative
operation to all of the parameters. On the following examples this operation is logical ‘and’ and
returns the result in a variable parameter. The pass-by-value procedures with n input parameters
have the form
process P (var r, val v1 , v2 , · · · , vn ) is r := v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vn
and the pass-by-reference procedures with n input parameters have the form

4
5

process P (var r, v1 , v2 , · · · , vn ) is r := v1 ⊕ v2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ vn
The experimental implementation of sire is available from http://github.com/xcore/tool_sire.
In the definition of sire in Chapter 6The sire programming languagechapter.6, procedure calls are referred to as instances
because this terminology is consistent with named processes. However, for simplicity, these three mechanisms are all
referred to as calls in this context.
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These provide simple benchmarks in which the execution time of a procedure call will be correlated
with the number and nature of parameters and serve to highlight the costs of the remote forms of
calling. Although further variation could be introduced with array parameters, their effect would be
a fixed overhead for the transfer of data that is not directly related to the calling mechanism.
Let X be one of val or var, then in the scope of the above definitions, local execution corresponds
to
var r: X v1 , v2 , · · · , vn : P (r, v1 , v2 , · · · , vn )
where r is the name of a variable and v1 , v2 , · · · , vn are values or names of variables depending
on the type of the parameters. This is used as a performance baseline. In the scope of the above
definitions, execution on a remote processor x corresponds to
var r: X v1 , v2 , · · · , vn : on x do P (r, v1 , v2 , · · · , vn )
The equivalent server call corresponds to the client process in the composition
var r: X v1 , v2 , · · · , vn :
s is interface(call P(var r, X v1 , v2 , · · · , vn )):
alt { accept P(var r, X v1 , v2 , · · · , vn ):
r := v1 and v2 and · · · and vn } :
s.P(r, v1 , v2 , · · · , vn )
The three versions of procedure calling differ primarily by the amount of state that is to be
communicated in the execution of a call. The experimental evaluation will quantify their relative
costs. The effects of each version can be summarised as follows, from the least communication to the
most.
• Local call: execute a procedure locally, providing it with local parameters from registers and the
stack (according to the calling convention that is described in §8.3.3Calling conventionsubsection.8.3.3 [p. 152Calling conventionsubsection.8.3.3]).
• Server call: invoke the execution of a procedure remotely, providing the target server with just
the parameter values.
• Remote call: execute a procedure remotely, providing the target processor with the procedure
closure. The closure contains the parameter values and all of the necessary program for
execution. When execution is complete, the values of any updated referenced variables are
sent back.
For each benchmark, the time for the local, remote or server call to complete is measured.
Microbenchmarks for structural primitives

The structural primitives are based on the creation of process arrays and formation of process
structures with communication channels. The replicator benchmark is the process array
par [i=0 for N ] skip
which creates N instances of the process skip on N different processors. Although this is seemingly
simple, it is the mechanism by which collections of processes, and in particular servers, are initiated
and terminated, and therefore will underpin the performance of sire programs. The canonical form of
this statement is a recursive procedure that employs on clauses to distribute execution (the process by
which a replicator is transformed into a parallel recursive process is described in §8.2.8Transformation
8: rewrite replicatorssubsection.8.2.8 [p. 145Transformation 8: rewrite replicatorssubsection.8.2.8]).
The performance is measured by timing the complete execution of the replicated process.
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Figure 10.1.: Execution time for the local procedure-call benchmark.

The process structures of §7.1Process structuressection.7.1 [p. 101Process structuressection.7.1]
are taken as a representative set of regular structures to characterise the basic constructs of simple
message-passing algorithms. They are a 1D mesh or pipeline, a 2D mesh or grid, a binary tree and a
hypercube. Each structure is used as a benchmark to observe the overhead of establishing channel
connections between component processes of an array. In general, this overhead of establishing
connections will not be correlated with the number of channels per component process of the
structures because the sequence of connections will cause some processes to have to wait. Although
this is a consequence of the algorithm rather than the implementation of the language, it is the
approach that must be taken when writing sire programs, so it is important to investigate the effect
that it has.
For each structure, the total time for the creation and distribution of processes, connection of
channels and termination and tear-down of the structure is measured and compared with just the
distribution time to quantify the channel connection cost.
The replicator and process structure benchmarks can be seen as minimal examples of highly parallel
components since they only trigger the setup and teardown mechanisms, and do not perform any real
computation. Their execution time therefore relates to the cost of employing parallel subroutines in a
program. In a sequential analogue of procedure calling, this corresponds to measuring the overhead
of parameter passing in registers and the stack, branching and linking, stack initialisation and the
corresponding uninitialisation and return of results on completion.
10.2.2. Results

The following sections present the results for the call and structural primitives.
Call primitives

Figure 10.1Execution time for the local procedure-call benchmarkfigure.caption.246 shows the execution time as a function of the number of parameters for the procedure-call benchmark executed
locally. In this, pass-by-reference has a greater overhead because all of the values must be loaded
from memory by the callee from the addresses passed to them, whereas they are available directly
from registers when passed-by-value. The change in line gradient shows that after four parameters,
there is an additional store instruction required to pass them using the stack.
Figure 10.2Execution time of server callsfigure.caption.247 shows the performance of the server versions of the procedure-call benchmarks and Figure 10.3Execution time of remote callsfigure.caption.248
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Figure 10.2.: Execution time for the server versions of the procedure-call benchmarks. In each plot, results
are given for intra-switch communication and inter-switch communication in large and small
networks.
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Figure 10.3.: Time for the remote execution of the procedure-call benchmarks. In each plot, results are given
for intra-switch communication and inter-switch communication in large and small networks.

shows the remote versions. In each plot, the execution time is given for both intra-switch and interswitch communication (in the largest and smallest networks) since inter-switch latency is fixed in
network of a given size due to two-phase randomised routing.
A server call is a message-passing exchange between a client and a server that consists of an initialisation where the client identifies itself, then transmission of parameter values, execution of the call
by the server while the client waits, then finally transmission of any updated referenced parameters.
Overall, the execution time grows linearly with the number of parameters since they are all effectively
sent by value. There is an additional overhead of around 20% to 30% when they are passed by reference
because the value of each referenced variable is sent back to the caller after the call is executed (the
client and server sides of a server call are described in §8.5.2Callssection*.206 [p. 172Callssection*.206]
and §8.5.1Alternationsubsection.8.5.1 [p. 167Alternationsubsection.8.5.1]).
The execution time of server calls between tiles attached to the same switch is between 2 and
5 times that of a local procedure call at 70 ns to 160 ns. When the call is performed over the Clos
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Figure 10.4.: Log-linear plots of the performance of process distribution.

network, this increases to between 8 to 20 times that of local calls, but in all cases, it does not exceed
one microsecond, or equivalently, 1,000 local operations. When the call is performed over the 2D
mesh network, the costs are much higher at between 25 and 70 times that of local calls (1 µs to 2 µs)
because of the longer path lengths and consequent additional latency.
A remote call is similar to a server call except that the procedure (and any child procedures)
to be executed are transmitted to the host processor as the parameters of the call. There is also
overhead in initialising a new thread of execution and its associated state such as the stack (the two
sides of the ‘on’ protocol are described in §8.4.3Hosting processessubsection.8.4.3 [p. 158Hosting
processessubsection.8.4.3] and §8.5.4Onsubsection.8.5.4 [p. 173Onsubsection.8.5.4]). The trend is
therefore similar to that of server calls, with a linear relationship effectively between the size of the
call closure and the execution time.
The execution time of a remote call between tiles attached to the same switch is 40 to 100 times
that of a local call at around 1 µs to 6 µs. When the call is performed over the Clos network, this
increases to between 150 and 250 times that of a local call (around 4 µs to 16 µs), and when it is
performed over the 2D mesh this is much higher at 500 to 1,000 times that of a local call (around
10 µs to 60 µs).
Structural primitives

Figure 10.4Performance of process distributionfigure.caption.250 shows how the execution time of
a replicated parallel process scales as the number of component processes increases. For 8 and 16
processes, communication does not incur the network latency. Beyond this, the latency increases
logarithmically with the size of the replicator because the distribution expands exponentially over
the system. Since the execution time presented in the plots corresponds to both the creation and
termination of the array of processes, the time to bring the component processes into action will be
around half of the total time. This is because the transfers of data between processors are small (few
parameters and short programs), so the time will be dominated by the allocation and initialisation
(respectively termination and deallocation) of threads, memory and channels etc.
Figure 10.6Performance of the hypercube and binary tree process structures in sirefigure.caption.252
shows the performance of the pipeline, 2D grid, hypercube and binary tree process structure benchmarks. In each plot, the execution time for the creation and termination of the structure is given. This
comprises the distribution time, which will be similar to that of Figure 10.4Performance of process
distributionfigure.caption.250 since the overhead of multidimensional replicators and multiple replicators in composition is negligible, and the time to establish the channel connections. The execution
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Figure 10.5.: Log-linear plots for performance of the initialisation and termination of pipeline, 2D grid process
structures in sire. Each plot also shows the distribution time, which is without any channel
connections. There are fewer results in (c)Subfigure 10 10.5csubfigure.10.5.3 and (d)Subfigure 10
10.5dsubfigure.10.5.4 because they are based on square grids.
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Figure 10.6.: Log-linear plots for performance of the initialisation and termination of the hypercube and binary
tree process structures in sire. Each plot also shows the distribution time, which is without any
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10.3. Emulation of large sequential memories
time of each of the programs without communication channels is included to indicate the overhead
of channel connections.
To help interpret these results, it is useful to look at the time it takes to establish a connection.
Between two ready processes, it is 620 ns when they are both connected to the same switch, and
when they are not, it takes between around 900 ns and 1,000 ns in Clos networks of 1,024 and 4,096
tiles, and between around 900 ns and 2 µs in 2D mesh networks of the same sizes. These times
are small compared to the distribution overhead, but the sequence of connections and the relative
timing for each process in the structure introduces further overhead. To see this, consider the parallel
recursion in the execution of a replicator; when it branches, one branch will execute locally and the
other remotely, causing the two branches to diverge in time. Therefore, processes connecting across
branches close to the root will wait the longest; the benchmarks highlight this. In particular: the
connection sequences of the pipeline and 2D grid have a fixed number of steps (2 for the pipeline
and 4 for the 2D grid) but as the size of the array increases, so does the variation in timing between
components, causing longer waits; and the connection sequences for the hypercube and binary tree
both have a logarithmic number of steps in N (the number of processes) which for N greater than 8
is more than the pipeline and grid, but they execute faster because the connection they make are
better matched with the timing of the distribution.
Overall, these results demonstrate a 10% to 25% connection overhead for the pipeline, hypercube
and tree process structures, and 40% to 50% for the 2D grid. These structures can be initiated and
terminated over 1,024 tiles in 300 µs to 400 µs and over 4,096 tiles in 800 µs to 1,200 µs.
Summary

Server calls are a mechanism for implementing distributed abstractions. They provide conventional
procedure-call semantics but are implemented with sequences of message-passing exchanges. The
performance results show that server calls can be executed efficiently, for example, between nodes in
a network of 4,096 nodes in less than 1 µs; an overhead of around just 20 times that of a local call. In
contrast, remote calls, which are used to distribute state around a system have an overhead of around
150 to 250 times that of a local call. This might sound a lot, but it suggests that it is economical to
offload work from a particular processor, either to a nearby processor attached to the same switch
when the amount of work exceeds just 2,000 to 12,000 operations, or to any other processor in the
system when the work exceeds 8,000 to 32,000 operations.6
When remote calls are combined with recursion they can be used to rapidly initiate distributed
parallel processes. This forms the basis for the implementation of parallel replicators, which are the
principal means of introducing large amounts of parallelism with the sire language. With these, a
process array can be distributed over 128 tiles in less than 100 µs, and over 4,096 tiles in less than
200 µs. Regular communication structures can be established dynamically over process arrays with
sequences of channel connections. The results demonstrate that for regular structures, the overhead
of this is generally small, at around 30% of the distribution time.
Since the evaluation is based on two-phased randomised routing and congested switches, the
results represent the performance of the system under load (a particularly favourable case for the
mesh) and therefore, these mechanisms can be composed arbitrarily while maintaining the same
performance.
10.3. Emulation of large sequential memories

In this section, the ability of the UPA to support sequential programming approaches is explored.
Although each processor is capable of executing sequential programs, to be able to execute arbitrary
6

Let N be the amount of work to do and D be the cost to distribute it to another processor, then it is economical to divide
the work in two when N2 + D < N and therefore when 2D < N . When D is the cost just to create the parallelism
and does not include the cost of any data movement, then this provides a lower bound.
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ones, it must also support those with large memory requirements. This can be done by emulating a
large memory with a collection of smaller ones.
The main component of a conventional sequential machine is a large monolithic memory that
provides a large uniform address space. These are typically implemented with a collection of DRAM
arrays that are integrated in one or more chips and connected with an interconnect specialised to
transmit control, data and address information, to provide efficient sequential random access.7 The
architecture of a DRAM system is therefore inherently distributed and in this sense, it is similar to
the UPA, which can been seen as a more general system that provides processing capability at each
sub-memory as well as an interconnect that can support parallel communication patterns.
This similarity leads to the question, and the subject of this section, how well can an implementation
of the UPA emulate a DRAM system? The most important factor in this is latency. DRAM systems
have been subject to around 40 years of optimisation in their architecture and manufacturing
process, reducing access latency to a minimum (the scaling of latency and bandwidth in DRAMs
is discussed at the end of this chapter in §10.4.2Bandwidth scalingsection*.265 [p. 225Bandwidth
scalingsection*.265]). It is therefore determined primarily by the transmission delay on wires, the
dimensions of the component array cores and the critical delay of control components such as the
memory controller.
An implementation of the UPA will inevitably introduce additional overheads because of its
generality, but the hypothesis underpinning this investigation is that, in practice, the overheads are
not more than an order of magnitude and that, for conventional sequential programs with a mix
of memory and computational operations, it can deliver an efficient emulation with only a small
constant factor overhead.
10.3.1. Methodology
Emulation scheme

Typically, the requirements of local storage, which includes the program, constant values and the
stack, are small and can fit into the local memory of a processor. The remaining global storage, which
is used for the data pool and heap, for statically- and dynamically-allocated items respectively, can be
stored in an emulated memory. The emulation is performed with a collection of tiles that are managed
by a memory controller process. The controller receives access requests over a contiguous address
range from a sequential client program and distributes them over the tiles by sending read and write
messages to them. Each tile could respond to these requests by either a server process (similar to
the Store server in §7.2.4A large random access memorysection*.146 [p. 121A large random access
memorysection*.146]) or with the remote memory access mechanism. The latter is employed in the
evaluation to reduce latency to a minimum.
In the sequential (client) program, accesses to the emulated memory are written as communication
sequences, where a read has the correspondence
LDW destination, address

→

OUTCT c, READ4
OUT c, address
IN c, destination

→

OUTCT c, WRITE4
OUT c, address
OUT c, value

and a write has the correspondence
STW value, address
7

The central component of a DRAM is an array core. This is a two-dimensional array of cells and associated peripheral
circuitry. The array core is sized to trade-off well between density and delay and energy per activation and refresh.
Array cores are limited to a modest size that grows very slowly with respect to technology scaling due to their intrinsic
capacitance. For more details on the architecture of DRAM chips see Itoh [Ito01] and for general information on DRAM
memory systems see Jacob, Spencer and Wang [JNW07].
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In both, c is a channel end that is connected to a memory controller process that will map accesses
over the distributed address space.
If the requirements of local storage exceeded the capacity of local memory, there are two options
to meet this requirement. Either, the program or stack could be split between processors, and control
would transfer from one processor to the other when using either portions of the stack. Alternatively,
a second emulated memory could be used. For the purposes of this investigation, only the simple
case is considered where local data does not exceed the local memory capacity.
In contrast with parallel programs, execution of sequential programs will not induce any concurrent
communication traffic in the network, and unless additional processes are run in parallel, each
message will travel without contention. When this is the case, the interconnect needs only to provide
low latency and high bandwidth at zero-load, and there is no requirement for two-phase randomised
routing. Therefore, messages can be routed obliviously along shortest paths.
Sequential machine model

The performance of a specialised sequential machine is used to provide a baseline for the emulation.
Performance is presented primarily by the relative slowdown of the emulation compared to the
sequential machine executing the same program. The modelled performance is based on latency since
it is the most difficult aspect to scale; schemes for scaling bandwidth generally involve replication
and hence may in principle be applied to both systems. This is discussed in §10.4.2Bandwidth
scalingsection*.265 [p. 225Bandwidth scalingsection*.265].
The sequential machine is modelled as an instance of the UPA with a single processor that is
attached to a DRAM memory. A cache is not modelled but memory accesses to areas that are stored
in local memory in the parallel emulation incur the same latency. The effect of this is similar to
providing the sequential system with a fast cache memory with an 80% to 90% hit rate since global
memory accesses constitute between 10% to 20% of executed instructions in the benchmarks used in
the evaluation. The clock frequency of both systems is held at 1 GHz and it is assumed the sequential
DRAM can operate at this speed (typical DDR3 operates well in excess of this).
The access latency is estimated for a modern DRAM by simulation with DRAMSim2 [RCBJ11].
Performance is measured by performing read and write accesses to addresses chosen uniformly at
random over the address range and the fixed latency is calculated as the average of these accesses.8
Latency measurements are based on random accesses and accesses are issued only once the last has
completed to restrict the memory controller to processing a single transaction at a time. For a system
with 1 Gbit DDR3 chips [Mic12a], average random-access latency is measured at 35 ns for a single
rank9 with a 1 GB capacity. For multi-rank system with 2 GB to 16 GB capacities, this increases to
36 ns due to a small overhead in switching between ranks. This choice is not important since the
empirical analysis is concerned with obtaining results to within small factors and to demonstrate
scaling behaviour.
Typically, DRAMs are packaged in DIMM cards but production processes are moving towards
stacked packages integrated with through-silicon vias and it is expected that stacks with multiple
DRAM chips will be available in the next few years e.g. with Wide IO [JED11] and the Hybrid Memory
Cube [Hyb13]. Since DRAMSim2 does not model a particular packaging or wire delay, the model is
inclusive of stacked DRAM.
8

There is an overhead in opening a row in a DRAM and successive accesses to the same row exhibit lower latency.
Consequently, measurement of DRAM latency is based on two main components. First, the column Address Strobe (tCL )
latency, which is the time between specifying a column address and receiving the data in response, given that the row
being accessed is already open. Second, the row cycle time (tRC ), which is the minimum time between the activation of
one row and another; there is a minimum period a row must be active for to perform a refresh and a non-active row
must be precharged before it can be read from.
9
A DRAM rank is a set of one or more DRAM chips that are accessed simultaneously and provide a particular data width.
For JEDEC-standard (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council) DRAMs, a channel typically has a 64-bit data bus and
with error-correcting code (ECC) memory, this is expanded to 72-bits.
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Figure 10.7.: Instruction mix of the Dhrystone and compiler benchmarks, showing the proportions of executed
non-memory, local memory and global memory instructions.
Benchmarks

The analysis is based on the following two benchmarks.
1. Synthetic instructions sequences that contain a particular ratio of global memory accesses to local
memory and non-memory operations, to characterise conventional sequential programs. The
ratios of these are chosen based on the instruction mix of the Dhrystone benchmark [Wei84],
which characterises integer general-purpose sequential programs, and at points over the range
of potential ratios demonstrate the effect they have on performance.
2. A compiler for a simple sequential language. This provides both an example of a realistic generalpurpose application and a means of compiling sequential programs to the UPA. A modified
version of it emits message-passing sequences in the place of global memory accesses in order
to generate sequential programs that interact with an emulated global memory. Furthermore,
this allows the compiler to bootstrap itself, using the emulated memory in which its largest
data structures are stored: the parse tree, name table, label table and instruction buffer. The
compiler is itself written in the language it compiles and for the experiments, it performs
bootstrapping runs by compiling itself.
Figure 10.7Instruction mix of the Dhrystone and compiler benchmarksfigure.caption.257 shows the
proportions of different types of instructions executed for the Dhrystone and compiler benchmarks,
that were measured from a simulated sequential execution. These are non-memory instructions, such
as arithmetic and branching, local memory instructions that include all accesses to the program, stack
and constant pool and global memory instructions to access the data pool and heap regions. Synthetic
sequences are used with a varying proportion of global access and these have a fixed 20% proportion
of local memory accesses, based on the benchmarks.
In all experiments, the size of the emulation is scaled by distributing a particular address range
over a collection of tiles.
10.3.2. Results

The following sections present the results for the absolute performance of the emulation and its
performance with the set of benchmarks.
Absolute latency

Figure 10.8Latency of memory emulationsfigure.caption.259 shows how the average access latency
of random reads and writes in the emulated memory scales as the number of tiles is increased in
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the emulation. The baseline latency measured from the simulated DDR3 memory is included for
comparison.
Figure 10.8aSubfigure 10 10.8asubfigure.10.8.1 shows the performance with oblivious shortest-path
routing in an unloaded network, when there is no switch contention. Performance of the Clos network
clearly reflects the logarithmic growth of the network diameter and the latency incurred by additional
stage in systems larger than 256 tiles can be seen in Figure 10.8aSubfigure 10 10.8asubfigure.10.8.1.
Latency in the 2D mesh increases linearly with the size of the emulation, with a change of gradient
as communications traverse between chips. Overall, the Clos delivers latency with a factor of around
2 to 5 compared to the DDR3 memory. The performance of the two networks is similar on-chip but
the 2D mesh incurs a 30% to 40% overhead relative to the Clos for larger multi-chip emulations.
The situation is more pronounced in Figure 10.8bSubfigure 10 10.8bsubfigure.10.8.2, which shows
the performance with two-phase randomised routing in a loaded network. The Clos maintains a
similar level of performance, up to a factor of 5.5 compared to the DDR3 memory, but latency in the
mesh increases significantly since messages must travel twice the average path length.
Figure 10.8cSubfigure 10 10.8csubfigure.10.8.3 and Figure 10.8dSubfigure 10 10.8dsubfigure.10.8.4
show the additional latency that is introduced in an identical emulation except now server processes
deal with the memory accesses at each of the component tiles instead of the remote memory access
mechanism. This is therefore the performance of the emulation when it is expressed purely using
the sire notations, and no special optimisations are applied in the compilation. These results show
around a 25% overhead and give a further indication of the efficiency of the language.
The results for absolute latency are based on the sequential system and the UPA having the same
clock speed. An increase in clock speed for the sequential system relative to the UPA would only
improve bandwidth because the inherent latency of a DRAM cannot be improved. However an
increase in clock speed for the UPA would improve latency because the network would operate faster.
Benchmark performance

Figure 10.9Performance of the synthetic Dhrystone and compiler benchmarksfigure.caption.261
shows the performance of the synthetic Dhrystone and compiler benchmarks under a range of
different system parameters. The general behaviour reflects that of Figure 10.8Latency of memory
emulationsfigure.caption.259, but with a mix of emulated global accesses, local accesses and nonmemory operations, the overhead of the emulation is lower. The systems with a Clos interconnect
can deliver an emulation with a slowdown of between 2 to 3 up to 4,096 tiles over the sequential
machine. The performance of the 2D mesh with shortest-path routing is similar to the Clos up to
around 1,024 tiles, but the performance degrades substantially with two-phase randomised routing.
In both, the execution of Dhyrstone is less efficient due to the higher proportion of global accesses.
In general, as the ratio of global memory operations to local and non-memory operations decreases,
the slowdown does also, converging to a worst case. This is the ratio between the sequential
machine with the DDR3 memory and the parallel emulation shown in Figure 10.8Latency of memory
emulationsfigure.caption.259. This trend can be seen in Figure 10.10Slowdown of emulation over a
range of instruction mixesfigure.caption.262, which shows the emulation performance for different
proportions of global memory accesses (between 0% and 50%) in the synthetic benchmark.
Program binary size

Since each memory reference is written as a communication sequence (listed in §10.3.1Emulation
schemesection*.254 [p. 218Emulation schemesection*.254]), the size of the program binary increases.
For loads, there is an overhead of two instructions and for stores, there is an overhead of three. For
the version of the compiler that uses the emulated memory, the size of its executable binary increased
by 8%. This however is a small price compared to the amount of extra memory that can be provided.
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Figure 10.8.: Log-linear plots showing how the memory latency scales for 1,024- and 4,096-tile systems
with SRAM memory as the number of tiles in the emulation increases. (a)Subfigure 10
10.8asubfigure.10.8.1 and (b)Subfigure 10 10.8bsubfigure.10.8.2 show the absolute performance
with remote memory access to the component tiles; (c)Subfigure 10 10.8csubfigure.10.8.3 and
(d)Subfigure 10 10.8dsubfigure.10.8.4 show the additional software overhead of using server
processes at each tile dealing with the memory accesses.
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Figure 10.9.: Log-linear plots of the performance of the synthetic Dhrystone and compiler benchmarks,
relative to the sequential machine, using an emulated memory on 1,024- and 4,096-tile systems.

Summary

The absolute access latency of the emulated memory is high, a factor of 3 to 4 times that of a
specialised sequential machine for a Clos system, but the effect of this is diluted by fast local
accesses and other non-memory operations. For general sequential programs where there is a mix of
operations and 10% to 20% global accesses, the Clos systems can deliver to within a factor of 1.5 to
2.5 of the sequential machine in an unloaded network with shortest path routing. When the network
is loaded and with two-phase randomised routing, this increases to a factor of 2 to 3.
The performance of the 2D mesh is comparable up to around 1,024 tiles when shortest-path routing
is used (a switch diameter of 8), suggesting that it may be practical to use a mesh for systems up
to this size with high-degree switches; or equally that this approach could be applied to existing
mesh-based systems. However, when two-phase randomised routing is used for general parallel
workloads, the performance of the mesh reduces significantly. Furthermore, since the contention
model assumes a uniform distribution of communication traffic, which will only occur with certain
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sympathetic workloads, the real performance will likely be worse.
10.4. Discussion
10.4.1. Evaluation of sire

The evaluation of the primitive mechanisms for parallelism and communication in sire establishes
a firm basis for the language by proving their efficiency. In combination with the demonstration
in Chapter 7Sire programming structureschapter.7 of the structures that can be expressed and
composed with one another, the results suggest that the choice of features in the language and their
implementation provide a good trade-off between the simplicity and expressiveness of the language,
and the efficiency of its implementation.
However, there were many interesting comparisons drawn, and there are further topics that
warrant explanation. The following points outline several ideas.
• Call request queuing is a primitive aspect of the implementation of sire but it was not considered
in the evaluation. The reason for this is that it was not implemented in the version of the
language used for the evaluation due to time constraints. It would however be interesting to
evaluate because its behaviour depends on the dynamic behaviour of a collection of clients.
• Application to ‘real’ problems. Ultimately, the main reason to employ parallelism is to scale
computational performance. Extending the evaluation to demonstrate the performance of
the sire language and UPA when applied to real problems and demonstrating good parallel
speedups, would be convincing evidence supporting the capability of the approach.
An evaluation of this nature would however depend either on a real implementation of the
UPA or a scalable simulation. It was possible to scale the simulations in this chapter up to 4,096
tiles because the benchmark programs have short execution times (hundreds of thousands of
cycles), but at that size the simulation time for some programs was in excess of 10 minutes. For
‘real’ problems, the working datasets will necessarily be large and the execution time will span
much longer. One approach to constructing scalable simulations is to employ parallelism with
distributed discrete-event simulation [Mis86].
• Network simulation. The performance model used for the evaluation provides an approximation
to shortest-path routing with zero-communication traffic and two-phase randomised routing
with uniform congestion. It could both be improved and validated by directly modelling the
network. This would involve modelling the behaviour of the switching component and the
network interface to the processor.
• Latency hiding. To obtain a high utilisation of a system it will be essential to hide communication latency by allocating multiple processes to each processor. This was discussed at the end of
the last chapter in §8.6.2Latency hidingsubsection.8.6.2 [p. 175Latency hidingsubsection.8.6.2]
but a specific scheme was not described in the compilation chapter because, based on the
existing implementation and evaluation, the best way to do this was not clear.
On the basis of realistic application benchmarks, an evaluation of the effects of latency
hiding would be essential to establish a good approach to it as well as demonstrating the full
capability of the UPA in executing sire programs.
10.4.2. Emulating large memories with the UPA
Bandwidth scaling

The evaluation uses latency as the primary performance metric and simplified models of the parallel
and sequential systems capture the essential aspects of it. Latency is chosen because it is subject to
fundamental physical limits and is inherently difficult to scale, whereas bandwidth can, in general, be
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scaled by replicating components at the cost of area, or increasing transmission rates at the cost of
power.
This is the case with modern DRAMs where bandwidth has been scaled aggressively, driven by
higher transistor densities, whilst latency has scaled very slowly [Pat04]. Consequently, many of the
architectural optimisations employed by modern devices are designed to scale bandwidth involve
replication to exploit parallelism in accesses; the following are the main examples.
• Double data rate (DDR) DRAMs allow two data items to be transferred every cycle, one on each
edge of the clock. This is achieved by replicating a memory and parallelising access to it.10
• Bursting. There is a cost associated with accessing a row in a DRAM and successive reads from
an open page will exhibit lower latency. Memory controllers can issue commands based on
address, scheduling and queuing policies and dynamically reorder outstanding transactions to
best exploit this.
• Multiple channels. Memory systems can be configured with multiple channels where entire
ranks of DRAM are replicated and accessed in parallel, providing a data rate increased up to a
factor of the number of channels.
Figure 10.11aSubfigure 10 10.11asubfigure.10.11.1 shows the average latency in nanoseconds of
random reads and writes in successive generations of DRAM devices, from single data rate (SDR)
with a 100 MHz interface to DDR3 (that was used as a baseline in the evaluation) with a 1.8 GHz
interface [Mic12d, Mic12b, Mic12c, Mic12a]. Over these generations, bandwidth has increased by
around a factor of 40 while latency has decreased by around only a factor of 2. This is due mainly
to the relatively constant scaling and delay of the array cores and interconnections. When the
access time is measured in cycles (Figure 10.11bSubfigure 10 10.11bsubfigure.10.11.2) it increases
with respect to operating frequency. This has resulted in modern DRAMs being reliant on complex
memory controllers to exploit reduced latency to accesses in the same row.11
Bandwidth was not considered in the evaluation since architectural optimisations can in principle,
be applied to the parallel system in either the UPA implementation, the emulation, or both. For
example:
• the interconnect could employ DDR transfers or the frequency could be increased to achieve
the same effect;
• additional functionality could be added to the memory controller process to implement bursting
and transaction reordering;
• replication could be employed to further utilise the additional capacity in the interconnect.
This choice depends on the desired capabilities of the system and the balance between sequential and
parallel workloads.
Reducing latency in memory emulations

The UPA is conceptually similar to a modern DRAM system, both having a collection of interconnected memories. The main additions are processors, a more complex switch between link
10

DDR DRAM replicates the core array twice so a transaction can be sent to both simultaneously and data is returned
from one of them on the positive edge of the clock and the other on the negative. DDR2 and DDR3 memory employs
the same idea with four arrays, returning values on each edge two/four clock cycles.
11
A modern DDR3 memory controller maintains a buffer of outstanding transactions for look-ahead to prepare DRAM for
an access, and reordering to mask the latency of accesses to different memory pages [Gre11]. This requires the stream
of transactions to contain correlated bank accesses in the same way super-scalar processors require independence
between sequences of instructions to exploit ILP. With the higher clock rates of DDR4, the situation will continue
to worsen and the benefits of optimisations implemented in the memory controller will diminish, in the same way
they have done in sequential processors; this was discussed in §9.6.1Sequential capabilitysection*.233 [p. 200Sequential
capabilitysection*.233].
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Figure 10.11.: Log-linear plots of the average random read and write latency for monolithic DRAM systems as
a function of operating frequency. The data points are specific devices that span the generations
of DRAM technology [Mic12d, Mic12b, Mic12c, Mic12a] and the latency was measured with
DRAMSim2. The devices are labelled on the horizontal axis with the notation htechnologyihfrequencyi. Plot (a)Subfigure 10 10.11asubfigure.10.11.1 shows the latency in nanoseconds and
plot (b)Subfigure 10 10.11bsubfigure.10.11.2 the latency in cycles.

connections and a greater provisioning of interconnect resources to support general concurrent
communications.
Access to a DRAM system consists of request and reply components sent over the interconnect.
Messages experience delay through components such as the processor and memory controllers, on
connections between these from crossing between different clock domains and in transmission on
long busses, and from the DRAM itself. The interface to the memory is integrated into the processor
instruction set and a program simply executes a load or store instruction to perform an access.
DRAM memory systems have been heavily optimised for this specific case. An access to an emulated
memory also consists of request and reply components and the latency experienced by these will
be dependent on software and hardware delays through the processor, time domain crossing and
transmission on links. Additional latency is contributed by serialisation of data on to narrow links,
the link between the memory and the interconnect and the switches along the path through the
network.
Access latency could be further reduced in the UPA emulation, to approach that of conventional
DRAMs. The following improvements could provide significant benefits.
• Switch latency. The latency model was calibrated against measurements made with the XMP-64,
but the implementation of the switch in the XS1 G4 chips was synthesised automatically, which
potentially adds a factor of 2 to 3 times the latency in the critical path over a manual layout.
This could reduce the switch latency to 1 cycle and overhead to open a route to 2 cycles; other
designs can achieve this kind of performance, for an example see Kumary et al. [KKS+ 07] or
Mullins, West and Moore [MWM04].
• Hardware generation of memory references. The emulation scheme described in this chapter
employs a software memory controller. This could be implemented alternatively in hardware
as part of the ISA, in order that load and store instructions accessing particular address ranges
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are converted into messages and sent on the interconnect in a single cycle.
Performance trade-offs

A balance must be struck between the sequential and parallel capabilities of an implementation of the
UPA. The extent to which the system is geared towards sequential programming by using powerful
sequential processors or an interconnect that is specialised to deal with memory accesses depends on
the workloads for which it is intended.
One potential scenario is that early generations of the architecture could be specialised in these
ways in order to facilitate a transition away from conventional shared-memory systems. Then,
as workloads change and become more parallel, the capability of later generations would change
accordingly. Because the specialisations are applied to the implementation (in a homogeneous or
heterogeneous way), the same architecture is maintained and so it does not impact the programming
model. This is an essential feature of a general-purpose design.
Extensions

There is great potential for ways in which the UPA scheme for sequential execution could be extended
to further exploit the underlying architecture. These possibilities stem from the significant capability
of the interconnect and programmability of the system.
The following points outline several ideas. For the direct compilation of sequential programs on
the architecture, most of these could be integrated into the compilation process transparently to
the programmer; the resulting performance benefits could surpass the performance of conventional
systems.
• On-the-fly processing. With a processor associated with and mediating access to each memory
in the system, data read and written in remote memories could be processed on-the-fly. In
particular, compression could be applied before sending messages to increase throughput and
reduce latency.
• In-place processing. Overheads of data movement could be significantly reduced by moving
processes to the processor storing particular data to operate on it in-place in local memory,
rather than transferring it back and forth as is the case with conventional memory systems.
• Concurrent access. Unlike a conventional DRAM, an emulated memory can easily be extended
to support concurrent access (see the ParallelRAM server in §7.2.4A large shared random
access memorysection*.149 [p. 123A large shared random access memorysection*.149]). A
sequence of reads from distinct locations, which might occur as terms in an expression, could
be issued simultaneously. The effective cost of this sequence would then be similar to that of a
read.
• Debugging and profiling. Since all memory requests are issued as messages sent on the
interconnect, they could be intercepted and inspected to provide debugging or profiling
information.
• Caching. The memory emulation could be extended to implement a caching scheme, similar
to the CachedRAM server in §7.2.4A large random access memorysection*.146 [p. 121A large
random access memorysection*.146]. Furthermore, the caching scheme employed could be
optimised by the programmer, or even in the compilation process, to match the characteristics
of the program that it serves.
• Low-power states. With single large memories it is likely that portions of the address space will
be inactive for long periods. During these periods, the memories and processors of individual
tiles could either be switched off or placed in a low-power state to reduce overall power
consumption.
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• Reducing system granularity. Multiple instances of the memory emulation scheme could be run
in parallel to emulate a parallel machine with a larger memory capacity per tile, effectively
reducing the granularity of the system.
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C HAPTER 11.

S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
11.1. Background

The use of general-purpose programmable machines called computers, since their inception in the
early 20th century, has become almost ubiquitous. Their success has stemmed from the ability to
be programmed according to a simple computational model and to be applied to any problem with
a reasonable degree of efficiency. This, coupled with large markets and sympathetic implementation technologies, has provided economies of scale and continued substantial improvements in
performance and reduction in size.
The conventional universal sequential model of computation, efficiently embodied by the von
Neumann architecture, has underpinned these advances but it has exhausted the capabilities of known
technologies to scale performance. Now, parallelism is the only known means to sustain performance
but the prevailing reaction has been evolutionary by extending the von Neumann machines with
additional processors. This approach maintains the conventional abstraction of a large randomly
accessible memory (and even compatibility with legacy programs) but it does not scale.
There are known techniques for building scalable parallel machines that have a single shared
address space, but even so, shared memory has proven to be ineffective in dealing with large amounts
of parallelism. This is evident from the fact that the only programming approach that has and can
endure, is MPI. The reason for this is clear; shared memory is fundamentally at odds with parallelism
because it hides communication, with the result that communication is both difficult to express and
inefficient. These problems restrict shared memory to limited forms of parallelism and complicates
the process of compilation for (scalable) distributed architectures, and these problems are exacerbated
by the programming issues of non-determinism and formal verification.
In contrast to shared memory, message passing is simple, general, efficient and can be formalised;
but surprisingly, it has not received a great deal of attention. The reason for this can be attributed
largely to preoccupation with sequential microprocessor performance and that also, in the relatively
small HPC community, MPI has sufficed. However, as implementation technologies continue to
improve, computers can be increasingly embedded to facilitate the advancement of exciting new areas
such as medical equipment, clothing, the home environment and robotics. In these applications,
computers will be applied to the problems of sensing, interaction and decision making, and so will
need to exploit a variety of forms of parallelism.
Embedded computing applications will continue to demand the development of a wide variety of
devices with complex capabilities. Because much of the software has yet to be written, there is a
substantial opportunity for a new standard form of parallel computing to provide this, analogous to
that of general-purpose sequential computing with the von Neumann architecture and languages
like C. The utility of a such a model is clear: it enables high-volume production and optimised
manufacturing processes and supports standardisation across programming languages, tools and
machine implementations, providing portability of programs between current machines and future
generations as they develop with future technology.
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11.2. Contributions

This thesis has demonstrated the essential aspects of a standard model of parallel computation by
proposing a scalable universal parallel architecture, the UPA, a high-level programming language
designed for it called sire and a compilation scheme to transform sire programs to execute efficiently
on the UPA.
The crucial advantage of this model over others (in particular the PRAM and BSP [Val90a]) is that
it allows a wide class of parallel programs to be expressed. It does this by using message passing as a
basis and combining mechanisms for sharing with it to support both programming structures with
fixed communication patterns such as process networks, and structures that do not, such as shared
data structures.
11.2.1. The UPA design

The UPA was described in Chapter 5The Universal Parallel Architecturechapter.5. It is a distributedmemory parallel computer architecture with a high-performance universal interconnection network
that connects an array of processor-memory tiles that use the XMOS XS1 processor core [May09].
The UPA design draws on Valiant’s theory of universal parallel communication networks [Val90b]
and known approaches to building parallel computers, particularly on the design of the C104
switch [MTW93, Ch. 3].
The specific contributions of the UPA design are the combination of network topology, switching
and processor architecture that produce a balanced general-purpose system. The result is an architecture that can support a range of programming techniques and the execution of highly-parallel
programs as well as sequential ones with large memory requirements.
The folded Clos network (closely related to a fat tree) provides the necessary properties for
universality, it supports universal two-phase randomised routing efficiently and its structure offers a
significant degree of flexibility in an implementation by allowing the use of arbitrary fixed-degree
switches, the bisection bandwidth to be adjusted, and a hierarchical packaging using different
technologies. The network implementation supports low-latency communication of arbitrary-sized
messages and memory accesses using wormhole routing. XS1 processor cores further minimise
communication latency with an optimised network interface and they provide low-level support for
parallelism with efficient mechanisms for creating, synchronising and terminating processes.
The UPA is simple to implement and it allows particular implementations to be easily specialised
whilst maintaining the same programming model by adjusting the network bandwidth to meet the
limitations of an implementation or by optimising the system for particular workloads by changing
the balance of processing to memory.
11.2.2. The sire programming language design

The sire programming language was defined in Chapter 6The sire programming languagechapter.6,
complete syntax given in Appendix ASire syntaxappendix.A and illustrative examples of its use were
given in Chapter 7Sire programming structureschapter.7. Sire builds on the formalism of CSP [Hoa78]
and the approach of occam [May83], and is designed to be the natural language for programming
the UPA, with which it is easy to express programs that deal with large amounts of distributed
parallelism.
Sire builds on occam principally by integrating a mechanism for sharing on a message-passing
framework by introducing the concept of a server as a primitive in the language. This is significant
because it combines the essential capabilities of (conventional) shared-memory programming with
the benefits of message passing. With mechanisms for combining collections of servers, sire provides
powerful capabilities for abstraction with distributed parallel programs that are fundamentally
important to a discipline of programming:
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• to separate distributed representations of data from the computational components of a program, to build scalable data structures;
• for distributed parallelism to be employed freely and embedded in sequence, giving rise to a
mechanism for parallel subroutines;
• for the arbitrary composition of program components to create modular hierarchical program
structures.
Servers provide some additional abilities and benefits for the programmer:
• as way of dealing explicitly with data locality and movement of program code to the data on
which it operates;
• with declaration syntax similar to standard variables, a program can be composed in a conventional way as a sequence of declarations followed by a sequence of operations or subroutines;
• with call syntax similar to local procedure calls, programs can be easily refactored to employ
servers to introduce parallelism or data distribution.
In terms of the language design, servers provide an elegant way to deal with all aspects of
abstraction involving communication. This removes the need for named communication channels
that occam and the later version of CSP have, instead a process-naming mechanism can be used,
which significantly simplifies the distributed implementation.
The overall design of sire allows it to be compiled using simple techniques and therefore for its
primitive operations to correspond closely to the operation of the UPA. Apart from the immediate
benefits of efficiency and predictability for the programmer, this additionally places the language in a
position where it can be used to implement low-level distributed ‘system’ functionality. For example,
it can be used to build components usually realised in hardware such as memories with a particular
consistency model, caches to improve locality and facilities for hashing, replication and combining to
manage distributed data; or even used as a basis to implement other programming languages.
11.2.3. Compilation of sire programs to the UPA

The sire compilation scheme was described in Chapter 8Compilation of sire to the UPAchapter.8.
The compilation is divided into two parts; the first is a set of program transformations that reduce
a sire program into a simplified canonical form. This approach is beneficial because the output is
understandable by the programmer and only the small canonical subset needs to be implemented.
The second is the generation of machine code and description of the run-time kernel. This was
presented with detailed instruction listings for each (unconventional) feature of sire to demonstrate
that it is capable of being compiled into short instruction sequences and that there is no hidden
complexity.
In addition to the direct mapping of sire notations to machine operations, its design facilitates
two enhancements to compilation and program execution. First, sire processes can be mapped to
processors according to a static schedule that is determined during compilation, so that processors do
not need to be allocated and deallocated at run time and the overhead of using distributed parallelism
is minimal. Second, the distribution of program code can be performed at run time, which creates
a number of benefits. For the compilation scheme, this decouples the compilation process (and its
execution time) from the number of processors in the target system and allows a minimal program
binary to be produced. For the execution of a program, it allows a system to be booted rapidly by
replicating a single binary and during execution it makes a run-time reuse of processor memory,
which is essential when memory is limited.
A crucial issue with the compilation of sire programs is the prevention of deadlock from many-toone server channels, caused by client requests preventing a server from engaging in communication.
This is dealt with by servers queuing client requests locally and causing the client to wait, and only
completing a call when the server is ready.
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11.2.4. Performance evaluation of the UPA and sire

Chapter 9An implementation model for the UPAchapter.9 presented a high-level model for an
implementation of the UPA, which integrates a complete sub-folded Clos network onto a single chip
and uses a silicon interposer to build larger systems with multiple chips. The model demonstrates
that despite the apparently high costs of universal communication networks, even with current
production technology, there is only a moderate overhead. In a system that connects between
up to 4,096 processors, the overall investment is around 20% to 30% of total cost, compared to
around 5% with the popular 2D mesh topology (which is not universal and therefore unsuitable for
general-purpose systems).
Chapter 10Performance evaluation of the UPA and sirechapter.10 used the implementation model
to inform a simple performance model for the UPA. The performance model was integrated into a
software simulation of the UPA and used to evaluate the performance of specific programs. Results
for a set of microbenchmarks that exercise the primitive mechanisms for parallelism, communication
and abstraction in sire confirm they are all very low cost; remote server calls, performed over the
network have an overhead of 8 to 20 times that of local calls, processes can be offloaded to remote
processors if they exceed several tens of thousands of basic operations (around 10 µs to 60 µs at
1 GHz) and the mechanism for process distribution, which underpins the basic subroutine mechanism,
can bring thousands of processors into action in a period of several hundred thousand operations
(4,096 tiles in around 200 µs at 1 GHz). Furthermore, these results are compositional in that they are
independent of the parallel workload being executed because the network delivers bounded latency
for all communication patterns.
The final part of the empirical investigation looked at the ability of the UPA to support sequential
programming techniques by emulating large memories with collections of tiles. This demonstrated
that general sequential programs can be executed with a reasonable degree of efficiency (a factor
of 2 to 3 overhead) when compared to contemporary sequential machines. The ability to execute
sequential programs efficiently is significant because, despite parallelism being the primary means of
scaling performance, many problems exhibit little or no parallelism and many existing formulations
are sequential. It could therefore facilitate a transition from sequential machines by allowing existing
programs to be compiled directly to the UPA and then for their performance to be improved either
through new compiler optimisations or by changing the program to use parallelism.
11.3. Conclusions and future work

A preoccupation with sequential performance has meant that there has been relatively little development of general-purpose models of parallel computation, and indeed, of scalable parallel architectures
outside of HPC. Consequently, there are remarkably few scalable (but non-cluster-based) parallel
architectures that are intended for general-purpose use. This is reflected in the variety of existing
parallel programming models that in general are heavily biased towards shared memory; of these,
only a few message-passing approaches have proven to be simple to use and to scale. There is both a
huge potential for innovation in parallel architectures and programming models that can support
large amounts of parallelism and a significant opportunity for them to advance unexplored areas of
embedded computing.
The work in this thesis has investigated the potential for scalable general-purpose parallel computing by developing practical proposals for an architecture, a programming language and a compilation
scheme. In doing so, it has had to work from the gritty details of a hypothetical implementation, all
the way to the high-level issues of program structuring. To manage this, the approach has been to use
Ockham’s razor wherever possible to produce a minimal design, and the approach of the empirical
work was to consider as far as possible the high-level trade-offs and scaling issues. This has both left,
and led to, a host of opportunities for extension and further questions; the discussions at the end of
each chapter have provided starting points for future work.
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A PPENDIX A.

S IRE SYNTAX
A.1. Collected syntax

The following sections list the sire syntax, with each section collecting related to a particular feature,
similar to the presentation in Chapter 6The sire programming languagechapter.6.
A.1.1. Program

program = hprogram-specificationi : hprogrami
| hsequencei

program-specification = hspecificationi
| hdefinitioni

definition = hsimultaneous-definitioni

simultaneous-definition = {0 & hdefinitioni }
A.1.2. Specifications

specification = hdeclarationi

| habbreviationi

Declarations

declaration = htypei {1 , hnamei }
type = hprimitive-typei
| harray-typei

primitive-type = var

array-type = hprimitive-typei

| harray-typei [ hexpressioni ]

Abbreviations

abbreviation = hspecifieri hnamei is helementi
| val hnamei is hexpressioni

specifier = hprimitive-typei
| hspecifieri [ ]

| hspecifieri [ hexpressioni ]
A.1.3. Sequence

sequence = {0 ; hcommandi }

command = hprimitive-commandi

| hstructured-commandi
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| hspecificationi : hcommandi
Primitive commands

primitive-command = hskipi

| hstopi

| hassingmenti
| hinputi

| houtputi

| hconnecti

skip = skip
stop = stop

assignment = hvariablei := hexpressioni
input = hchanendi ? hvariablei

output = hchanendi ! hexpressioni

connect = connect hchanendi to hchanendi
Structured commands

structured-command = halternationi

| hconditionali
| hloopi

| { hsequencei }
| { hparalleli }

conditional = if { {0 | hchoicei }

| if hexpressioni then hcommandi else hcommandi

choice = hguarded-choicei
| hconditionali

| hspecificationi : hchoicei

guarded-choice = hexpressioni : hcommandi

alternation = alt { {0 | halternativei } }
alternative = hguarded-alternativei
| halternationi

| hspecificationi : halternativei

guarded-alternative = hguardi : hcommandi
guard = hinputi

| hexpressioni & hinputi
| hexpressioni & hskipi

loop = while hexpressioni do hcommandi

parallel = {0 & hparallel-componenti }

parallel-component = hprocess-labeli hprocessi
| hprocessi

process-label = hnamei is
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A.1.4. Process

process = hinterfacei : hcommandi
| hcommandi

interface = interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } )

primitive-type = hchanend-typei
chanend-type = chanend

A.1.5. Server
Specification

server = hinterfacei : hserver-specificationi

primitive-type = hcall-typei
call-type = call

declaration = htypei {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

server-specification = hdeclarationi

| { {1 : hdeclarationi } }

declaration = initial hcommandi
| final hcommandi
| halternationi

guard = accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )

| hexpressioni & accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )

Declarations

declaration = hserver-declarationi

| hhiding-declarationi

| hsimultaneous-declarationi

server-declaration = hnamei is hserveri
server = hserver-arrayi

server-array = [ {1 , hserveri } ]

hiding-declaration = from { {1 : hdeclarationi } } interface hnamei

simultaneous-declaration = {0 & hdeclarationi }
Call

command = hserver-calli

server-call = helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )
A.1.6. Replication

command = seq hreplicatori hcommandi
process = par hreplicatori hprocessi

conditional = if hreplicatori hchoicei

alternation = alt hreplicatori halternativei

server-declaration = hnamei is hreplicatori hserveri
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| hnamei is [ hexpressioni ] hserveri

declaration = alt hreplicatori halternativei
replicator = [ {1 , hindex-rangei } ]

index-range = hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni

| hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni step hexpressioni

A.1.7. Expressions

expression = hunary-operatori hoperandi

| hoperandi hbinary-operatori hoperandi
| hoperandi

operand = helementi
| hliterali

| ( hexpressioni )
Valof

valof = valof hprocessi result hexpressioni
| hspecificationi : hvalofi

expression = ( hvalofi )
A.1.8. Elements

chanend = helementi

element = helementi [ hexpressioni ]
| hfieldi

| hnamei

field = helementi . hnamei

variable = helementi

literal = hdecimal-integeri

| # hhexdecimal-integeri
| hbytei

| true

| false

hexdecimal-integer = hhexdecimal-digiti

| hhexdecimal-digiti hhexdecimal-integeri

decimal-integer = hdigiti

| hdigiti hdecimal-integeri

byte = ’ hcharacteri ’
A.1.9. Abstraction
Definitions

definition = hprocedurei
| hfunctioni
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procedure = process hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hprocessi
| server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hserveri

| server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) inherits hhiding-declarationi

function = function hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hvalofi
formal = hspecifieri {1 , hnamei }

| hcall-typei {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

| val {1 , hnamei }

abbreviation = hspecifieri hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is

| hcall-typei hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hnamei

primitive-type = hprocess-typei
| hserver-typei

process-type = process hnamei

| process hinterfacei

server-type = server hnamei

| server hinterfacei

call-type = process

| function
Instances

process = hinstancei
server = hinstancei

command = hinstancei

expression = hinstancei

instance = hnamei ( {0 , hactuali } )
actual = helementi

| hexpressioni

A.1.10. Compiler transformations
Process distribution

process = on hexpressioni do hprocessi
Channel end references

absolute-reference = ( hexpressioni : hexpressioni : hexpressioni )

interface = interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } ) @ habsolute-referencei

server-call = hlocal-chanendi ! helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )

local-chanend = helementi @ habsolute-referencei
chanend = hremote-chanendi

remote-chanend = @ habsolute-referencei . hexpressioni
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A.2. Ordered syntax

The following lists each element of the sire syntax in alphabetical order.
abbreviation = val hnamei is hexpressioni

| hcall-typei hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hnamei

| hspecifieri hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is

| hspecifieri hnamei is helementi

absolute-reference = ( hexpressioni : hexpressioni : hexpressioni )
actual = helementi

| hexpressioni

alternation = alt { {0 | halternativei } }

| alt hreplicatori halternativei

alternative = halternationi

| hguarded-alternativei

| hspecificationi : halternativei
array-type = harray-typei [ hexpressioni ]
| hprimitive-typei

assignment = hvariablei := hexpressioni
byte = ’ hcharacteri ’
call-type = call
| function
| process

chanend = helementi

| hremote-chanendi

chanend-type = chanend
choice = hconditionali

| hguarded-choicei

| hspecificationi : hchoicei
command = seq hreplicatori hcommandi
| hinstancei

| hprimitive-commandi

| hserver-calli

| hspecificationi : hcommandi
| hstructured-commandi

conditional = if { {0 | hchoicei }
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| if hexpressioni then hcommandi else hcommandi
| if hreplicatori hchoicei

connect = connect hchanendi to hchanendi
decimal-integer = hdigiti

| hdigiti hdecimal-integeri

declaration = alt hreplicatori halternativei
| final hcommandi

| initial hcommandi
| halternationi

| hhiding-declarationi
| hserver-declarationi

| hsimultaneous-declarationi

| htypei {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

| htypei {1 , hnamei }
definition = hfunctioni

| hprocedurei

| hsimultaneous-definitioni
element = helementi [ hexpressioni ]
| hfieldi

| hnamei
expression = ( hvalofi )
| hinstancei
| hoperandi

| hoperandi hbinary-operatori hoperandi

| hunary-operatori hoperandi
field = helementi . hnamei
formal = val {1 , hnamei }

| hcall-typei {1 , hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) }

| hspecifieri {1 , hnamei }

function = function hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hvalofi
guard = accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )

| hexpressioni & accept hnamei ( {0 , hformali } )
| hexpressioni & hinputi
| hexpressioni & hskipi

| hinputi

guarded-alternative = hguardi : hcommandi
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guarded-choice = hexpressioni : hcommandi
hexdecimal-integer = hhexdecimal-digiti

| hhexdecimal-digiti hhexdecimal-integeri

hiding-declaration = from { {1 : hdeclarationi } } interface hnamei
index-range = hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni

| hnamei = hexpressioni for hexpressioni step hexpressioni

input = hchanendi ? hvariablei
instance = hnamei ( {0 , hactuali } )
interface = interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } )

| interface ( {0 , hdeclarationi } ) @ habsolute-referencei

literal = # hhexdecimal-integeri
| false
| true

| hbytei

| hdecimal-integeri
local-chanend = helementi @ habsolute-referencei
loop = while hexpressioni do hcommandi
operand = ( hexpressioni )
| helementi
| hliterali

output = hchanendi ! hexpressioni
parallel = {0 & hparallel-componenti }
parallel-component = hprocess-labeli hprocessi
| hprocessi

primitive-command = hassingmenti
| hconnecti
| hinputi

| houtputi
| hskipi

| hstopi
primitive-type = var
| hcall-typei

| hchanend-typei
| hprocess-typei
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| hserver-typei
procedure = process hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hprocessi

| server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) inherits hhiding-declarationi
| server hnamei ( {0 , hformali } ) is hserveri

process = on hexpressioni do hprocessi
| par hreplicatori hprocessi
| hcommandi
| hinstancei

| hinterfacei : hcommandi
process-label = hnamei is
process-type = process hinterfacei
| process hnamei

program = hprogram-specificationi : hprogrami
| hsequencei

program-specification = hdefinitioni

| hspecificationi

remote-chanend = @ habsolute-referencei . hexpressioni
replicator = [ {1 , hindex-rangei } ]
sequence = {0 ; hcommandi }
server = hinstancei

| hinterfacei : hserver-specificationi
| hserver-arrayi

server-array = [ {1 , hserveri } ]
server-call = helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )

| hlocal-chanendi ! helementi ( {0 , hactuali } )

server-declaration = hnamei is [ hexpressioni ] hserveri
| hnamei is hreplicatori hserveri
| hnamei is hserveri

server-specification = { {1 : hdeclarationi } }
| hdeclarationi

server-type = server hinterfacei
| server hnamei

simultaneous-declaration = {0 & hdeclarationi }
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simultaneous-definition = {0 & hdefinitioni }
skip = skip
specification = habbreviationi
| hdeclarationi

specifier = hprimitive-typei
| hspecifieri [ ]

| hspecifieri [ hexpressioni ]

stop = stop
structured-command = { hparalleli }

| { hsequencei }
| halternationi

| hconditionali
| hloopi

type = harray-typei

| hprimitive-typei

valof = valof hprocessi result hexpressioni
| hspecificationi : hvalofi

variable = helementi
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A.3. Operators

A hbinary-operatori ⊕ takes two operands a and b and produces a value a ⊕ b. A binary arithmetic
operators takes signed integer operands and produces a signed integer result.
Symbol

Meaning

Definition

+
*
/
rem

sum
difference
produce
quotient
remainder

a+b
a−b
a×b
a/b
a mod b

A binary relational operator takes two signed integer values and produces the value true or false.
Symbol

Meaning

Definition

=
~=
<
<=
>
>=

equality
inequality
less than
less than or equal
greater than
greater than or equal

a=b
a 6= b
a<b
a≤b
a>b
a≥b

A binary logical operator takes two operands and produces a bitwise result bi = ai ⊕ bi for 0 ≤ i < n.
Symbol

Meaning

Definition

or
and
xor
<<
>>

bitwise or
bitwise and
bitwise exclusive or
left bitwise shift
right bitwise shift

b or 0 = b, b or 1 = 1
b and 0 = 0, b and 1 = b
b xor 0 = b, b xor 1 = 1, 1 xor 1 = 0,
bi = bi+1 , b0 = 0
bi = bi−1 , bn − 1 = 0

A hunary-operatori ⊕ takes a single operand a and produces the value ⊕a.
Symbol

Meaning

Definition

~

negation
bitwise not

0−a
~0 = 1, ~1 = 0

A.4. Representation of values

Signed values are represented as a two’s complement bit-pattern. With a word size of n, values in the
range −2n−1 ≤ n < 2n−1 can be represented.
The literal value true represents an all-1 bit pattern (the value −1) and the literal value false
represents an all-0 bit pattern (the value 0). The effect of this is consistent with the logical not
operation: not false = true and not true = false.
A.5. Character set

A hcharacteri can be any alphabetical character
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
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or any special character
_ + - = , .

:

; ?

{ } [ ] ( ) # & !

* @ | " ’

A hdigiti can be any numeric character
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A hhex-digiti can be any numeric character or
A B C D E F a b c d e f
A hnamei consists of a sequence of alphanumeric characters and underscores.
A.6. Comments

A comment is introduced with a ‘%’ symbol and continues until the end of the line.
A.7. Keywords

The following are keywords in sire and cannot be used for names.
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accept

function

server

alt

if

skip

call

inherits

step

chanend

initial

stop

connect

interface

then

do

is

to

else

on

true

false

par

val

final

process

valof

for

result

var

from

seq

while

A PPENDIX B.

A N OVERVIEW OF THE XS1 ARCHITECTURE
This appendix gives a brief overview of the XS1 architecture as a basis for the description of the
run-time functionality and code generation given in Chapter 8Compilation of sire to the UPAchapter.8.
It presents a simplified subset of the instruction set, omitting details irrelevant to this work; for full
details please refer to its definition [May09].
B.1. Overview

A system consists of a collection of processor-memory tiles connected by a network (see Figure 8.3A
block diagram of the XS1 architecturefigure.caption.181).
A processor has access to a memory, mem, and contains a number of physical resources:
• A set of threads, each with its own set of registers:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

r0 to r11, general purpose registers;
pc, the program counter;
sp, the stack pointer;
dp, the data pointer;
cp, the constant pool;
lr, the link register;
sr, the status register;
ed, the event data register.

All threads have symmetric access to the tile memory.
• A set of channel ends for communication, where each channel end represents the resources
associated with the physical end point of a communication channel, including:
– d, a destination channel end register that specifies where messages are sent;
– e, an event vector register;
– ev, an environment vector register;
where e and ev are used to service events and interrupts.
• A set of locks to perform mutual exclusion.
• A scheduler that dynamically selects which thread to execute. Threads are not runnable when
they are waiting either to synchronise with another thread, to input on a channel, to output on
a channel because there is no room to buffer the data, or for an event.
B.1.1. Simplifications

The following simplifications are used in the presentation of the instruction subset.
1. Variants. Some instructions represent a number of variants of the same operations, such as
forward and backward references and memory accesses using the constant pool, data pool or
stack pointer as a base. These are all marked with an asterisk.
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2. Exceptions. Unexpected instructions, invalid system state, invalid use of resources or invalid
memory accesses will all cause the processor enters an exception state. However, the details of
this and the exception types are not presented since exception handling is not discussed.
B.1.2. Notation

The following notation is used:
• ‘x[i]’ denotes a memory address at byte address x with word offset i;
• ‘x ← y’ denotes the value y being written to the storage location x, which could be a register
or memory location;
• ‘P ; Q’ denotes a sequence in which P is performed and then Q;
• ‘Bpw’ is the number of bytes per word;
• ‘bpw’ is the number of bits per word.
B.2. Memory access

The memory is accessed with a base and an offset.
LDAW* d, b, i
LDW* d, b, i
STW* s, b, i

d ← b + i × Bpw
d ← mem[b + i × Bpw]
mem[b + i × Bpw] ← s

load the word address at base b with word offset i
load word at address b with word offset i into d
store s address b with word offset i

B.3. Branching and procedure calls

The following instructions support branches and procedures.
Bs
BL* s
BLT* s, u
ENTSP n
EXTSP n
RETSP n

pc ← s
lr ← pc;
pc← s
lr ← pc;
pc← s[u]
sp[0] ← lr;
sp ← sp-n × Bpw
sp ← sp+n × Bpw
sp← sp+n × Bpw;
lr ← sp[0]

branch to address s
link then branch to s
link then branch via table
save lr then extend the stack by n words
extend the stack by n words
contract the stack by n words then branch to saved lr

B.4. Resources

A resource can be a thread, synchroniser, channel end or lock. Resource types are specified with an
immediate value. A resource identifier is a 32-bit word in which the top 16 bits are the core identifier (0
for a synchroniser), the next 8 bits are the resource identifier and the bottom 8 bits are the resource
type.
core ID
31
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resource type

resource ID
16

8

0

B.5. Communication
Resource type values are denoted by the constants THREAD, SYNC, CHANEND, and LOCK.
For channel end IDs, this allows them to be uniquely identified within a system and used as an end
point by any other core, or indeed a thread on the same core.
GETR d, u
FREER r

allocate a resource of type u and set d to its ID, otherwise set d to 0
deallocate a resource with ID r

GETR allocates resources from a pool and returns the next available resource with the lowest ID value,
otherwise it returns 0.
B.5. Communication

Channel ends are allocated and deallocated using GETR and FREER. Each channel end has a destination
register d that is set to the ID of the receiving channel end. This must be set by a thread before data is
sent, but it is not necessary for data to be received. This provides the ability for a number of threads
to send messages to a single channel end.
SETD r, s
OUT r, s
OUTCT r, s
IN d, r
CHKCT r, s

set the destination of channel end r to the channel end ID s
output word s to the channel end r
output a control token s to the channel end r
input a word from r to d if r is a channel end
if next token is the control token s discard it, otherwise raise an exception

The interconnect is wormhole switched such that when a message is output on a channel, it
establishes a route through the network (if it is not already open) so that subsequent messages can
travel without any setup overheads. A special 8-bit control token END is used to close a route, allowing
transfers of data to be packetised or streamed. Other control tokens can be used to control network
resources and encode communication protocols.
However, this flexibility requires routes to be opened and closed in such a way that they cannot
cause deadlock by holding network resources. One way to do this is with synchronised communication
to ensure receivers are always ready to receive a message before it is send. A synchronisation between
two parties, a and b, can be implemented with the sequence
thread a
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

thread b
→
←

CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END

Then, this synchronisation can be used to ensure the destination received a message before anything
else is sent:
thread a
OUT c, v
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

thread b
→
→
←

IN c, v
CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END

And, if the sender does not know whether the destination is ready to receive a message, a synchronisation can be also be applied beforehand:
thread a
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END
OUT c, v
OUTCT c, END
CHKCT c, END

thread b
→
←
→
→
←

CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END
IN c, v
CHKCT c, END
OUTCT c, END
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B.6. Events and interrupts

Channel ends can be configured to trigger events or interrupts on receipt of a message. An event
causes control to be transferred from a waiting thread to the channel’s event vector and for an event
data register to be set to the channel’s environment vector, which is used to store specific data for the
handler. Interrupts, in contrast, are unexpected events that cause the same transfer of control and
access to the environment vector, but additionally, the pc, sr and ed registers are saved.
SETSR u
GETSR d ,u
SETV r, s
SETEV r, s
SETC r, s
EE r
ED r
WAITE
CLRE

sr←sr∨u
sr←sr∧u

set the status register
set the status register
set event vector to s on channel end r
set event environment to s on channel end r
set the control register to s of channel end r
enable events on channel end r
disable events on channel end r
wait for an event
disable the generation of any events by the current thread

Status register bits corresponding to events and interrupts are set with the constants EVENT_ENABLE
and INTR_ENABLE, and the control register bits are set with the constants MODE_EVENT and MODE_INTR.
B.7. Threading

The following instructions support the allocation, initialisation, synchronisation and termination of
local threads.
GETID d
GETST d, r
TSETR* d, s, t
MSYNC r
SSYNC r
MJOIN r
FREET

get the resource ID of the executing thread
get a thread, bind it to a synchroniser r and set d to the thread ID.
set register d of thread t to s
master synchronise on synchroniser r
slave synchronise on synchroniser r
master synchronise on synchroniser r and free slave threads
stop the executing asynchronous thread and free it

Collections of threads can be synchronised or they can operate asynchronously. A master thread
can allocate one or more synchronised slave threads with GETST, binding them to a synchroniser
(itself allocated and deallocated with GETR and FREER). This allows the master and slaves to barrier
synchronise with MSYNC and SSYNC. When the master executes an MJOIN, the slaves are terminated
and deallocated. The master can use TSETR to perform initialisation by directly setting slave registers.
Asynchronous threads are allocated and deallocated with GETR and FREER and are responsible for
their own termination with FREET.
B.8. Locks

Locks are allocated and deallocated using GETR and FREER, and are claimed and released using input
and output instructions.
OUT r
IN r
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release the lock r
claim the lock r

